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Executive Summary

T

Statement of Purpose
and Project Goals

he purpose of this Historic Structures Report is to document
the history of the Fort Gratiot Light Station, survey existing conditions,
and present treatment recommendations for the restoration and ongoing
maintenance of the structures. The Fort Gratiot Light Station is located
in the city of Port Huron, Michigan, at the point where Lake Huron flows
into the St. Clair River. The tower, built in 1829, is the oldest lighthouse
in Michigan, and the site has structures representing a variety of functions
and eras, from the 1874 duplex keepers’ dwelling to the circa 1970s
garage. After the 1939 merging of the Lighthouse Service and the Coast
Guard, the site remained a working Coast Guard facility until the recent
construction of a new Coast Guard complex at the southeast corner of
the site. The United States Government is in the process of transferring
jurisdiction of the facility to the city of Port Huron, to be administered as
a satellite location of the Port Huron Museum. The goal of this project is
to prepare critical planning and design documents to address a number
of maintenance and restoration issues which will provide for visitor use
and amenities while restoring the historic character of the Fort Gratiot
Light Station.

Project Team Members

The City of Port Huron, the Port Huron Museum, and Acheson Ventures
(the “Partners”) contracted with a team of professionals to provide
historic documentation. The team consists of:
QUINN EVANS | ARCHITECTS, Ann Arbor, Michigan, serving as
team leader, preparing the Historic Structures Report, and providing
architectural drawings.
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Fitzpatrick Structural Engineering, PC, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
providing structural engineering services.
Strategic Energy Solutions, Ferndale, Michigan, providing HVAC,
plumbing, and electrical conditions services.
HKP Landscape Architecture, Dexter, Michigan, providing landscape
architecture services.
Building Arts and Conservation, Saline, Michigan, providing paint
analysis.
Ellison Conservation, Canandaigua, New York, providing mortar
analysis.
R. W. Brown and Associates, Vienna, Virginia, providing cost estimating
services.
This report is partially funded by a grant from the Michigan Lighthouse
Assistance Program (MLAP), administered by the Michigan Department
of History, Arts and Libraries, Michigan Historical Center, State Historic
Preservation Office.

Investigation
Methodology

The task of preserving a historic site requires a disciplined approach to
analyzing historical evidence, documenting physical conditions, and
anticipating the future needs of the property. This is accomplished by
utilizing a variety of investigative procedures. These include researching
primary and secondary sources, performing detailed physical surveys
of the structures and site, consulting with specialists in materials and
construction methodology, and employing scientific technology.
A thorough on-site survey was undertaken during the weeks of August 14
and October 2, 2006 to document existing conditions and identify problem
areas. Team members on site included QUINN EVANS | ARCHITECTS,
Fitzpatrick Structural Engineering, Strategic Energy Solutions, HKP
Landscape Architecture, Building Arts and Conservation, and Ellison
Conservation. Historic research was conducted prior to the field survey
at local St. Clair County sources and at the National Archives and United
States Coast Guard Historian’s office in Washington, DC.
The survey work was limited to areas and elements that were physically
accessible at the time of the survey. As the property had not yet been
transferred out of Coast Guard jurisdiction, and as the two keepers’
dwellings were occupied by Coast Guard families, destructive testing
was not possible, hence the surveys were visual only. To record existing
conditions, photographs were taken (with logs kept of each photograph)
and field notes documenting significant historic conditions, deterioration
of elements, and areas of distress were recorded. For structural conditions,
notes were recorded of the floor structures, wall types, roof structures,
and foundations where accessible. Member sizes, spacings, and general
conditions were noted. Areas of distress or deterioration were also noted.
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If enough information was known of the building structures, a structural
analysis was completed for each building.
The HSR team was provided with a copy of the SmithGroup’s 2004
Conditions Assessment Report. It was agreed that this report would
be used as a base document and that the HSR would build upon the
observations and recommendations contained in that report. We would
like to acknowledge the prior work completed by SmithGroup as being
integral to the production of this document.
The recommendations in this report are based on documentary
evidence collected to date and visual inspection. The research process
is not concluded with the completion of this report. Rather, it will be
supplemented in the future by further information gathered through
additional investigation, and by subsequent documents and information
as they are discovered.

Original uses of the buildings did not involve public access, and the future
intended uses are to provide public access where feasible, especially on
the first floor levels of the buildings. This change in use more than doubles
the code-required live load capacity of the building floor structures from
30 or 40 psf1 to 100 psf.

Structural Analytical Standards

Specifically, the Michigan Building Code 2003 which references the
American Society of Civil Engineers Minimum Design Loads for
Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE/SEI 7-05) was used to determine
the current code-required live loads for the intended uses of the buildings.
These loads are then compared to those determined from analysis of
the existing floor structures. The analyses assume proper connections
and bearings of the structural members (i.e. an analysis has not been
completed on member connections or bearing details). If distresses were
observed at a member connection or bearing detail, the distress is noted
and discussed in the existing conditions report for the respective building
and is recommended to be repaired or strengthened under the structural
recommendations for the building.
The buildings are mainly masonry, wood, or a combination of masonry
and wood construction. The lantern and stairs of the lighthouse are
constructed with wrought and cast iron members. There are steel beam
and post systems in the equipment building, former USCG station, and
single family dwelling. Since the materials date back as early as 1829,
current material building codes have been ‘modified’ to reflect the proper
strengths/stresses of the materials used. Not all of the older building
material stresses have been tabulated or are otherwise known, therefore,
based on engineering judgment and experience, basic (unfactored)
stresses have been assumed for the purposes of this report. These stresses
are discussed for each respective building.

1

‘psf’ is an abbreviation for pounds per square foot.
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In general, the following material codes were used in the analysis for
each of the buildings where applicable:
•
•

•
•

Report Organization

National Design Specification for Wood Construction ASD/LRFD,
2005 edition, and its Supplement published by the American Forest
and Paper Association and the American Wood Council (NDS)
Building Code Requirements for Masonry Structures and
Specification for Masonry Structures, 2005 edition, published by the
American Concrete Institute, Structural Engineering Institute, and
the Masonry Society (ACI 530-05/ASCE 5-05/TMS 402-05)
Manual of Steel Construction Allowable Stress Design, Ninth
edition, published by the American Institute of Steel Construction
(ASD)
Building Code Requirements for Structural Concrete and
Commentary, 2005 edition, published by the American Concrete
Institute (ACI 318-05)

The Historic Structures Report provides both a philosophical approach
and practical recommendations for treatment of the property, supported
by historic research and survey of existing conditions. The report is
organized as follows:
Executive Summary
Presents the statement of purpose and project goals, project team
members, investigation methodology, report organization, and a
summary of findings.
Part I: Developmental History
A. Historic Background and Context
Presents and analyzes the site chronology as derived from historical
and physical investigations, including site history, a summary
timeline, and associated images.
B: Existing Conditions
Presents, analyzes and evaluates the existing site features and
drainage, exterior envelope, interior finishes, structural system,
plumbing systems, heating, ventilation and cooling systems, and
electrical and lighting systems.
Part II: Treatment and Use
A: Analysis
Provides a statement of significance for the Fort Gratiot Light Station
and presents the philosophical approach to treatment that guides the
treatment recommendations, including site use and interpretation
and recommendations for further research.
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B: Treatment Recommendations
Presents recommendations for the appropriate treatment of the Fort
Gratiot Light Station, including treatment recommendations for the
site, exterior envelope, interior finishes, structural systems, plumbing
systems, heating, ventilation and cooling systems, and electrical and
lighting systems.
References
Presents a bibliography of sources used in the preparation of this
report.
Appendices
Includes the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of
Historic Properties, National Register of Historic Places nomination,
drawings of existing conditions, supplementary reports, and a cost
estimate.
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Summary of Findings
Statement of Significance

The Fort Gratiot Light Station is significant under National Register
Criterion A for its association with the maritime history of the Great
Lakes, and under National Register Criterion C as an excellent example
of a Great Lakes light station, which includes the oldest lighthouse
in Michigan, a number of intact station support buildings, including
keepers’ residences and a fog signal building, and a well-preserved US
Coast Guard station.
The period of significance for the Fort Gratiot Light Station is 1829 to
1939. This span encompasses the major historic events at the site, from
the construction of the tower in 1829 to the completion of the USCG
Station in 1939. The recommended period of interpretation is 19321939, which allows for interpretation of all major site elements and the
restoration of key landscape features from the period of significance.

Existing Conditions

Overall, the buildings are in good condition with some need for proper
maintenance and repair. The structure of most concern is the light tower,
which has ongoing issues with the exterior brick. The reasons for the
recurrent deterioration of the brick are still not clear, and further testing
will be necessary to determine exact causes. It is suspected that the cavity
between the interior and exterior walls may not be vented and/or drained
properly, causing moisture damage. Other contributing factors include
the quality of the 1829 red brick and previous paint renewal campaigns
which may have trapped moisture within the brick.
Improper drainage is a common cause of deterioration of historic
structures, and the buildings at Fort Gratiot suffer from this problem to
varying degrees. Clogged and broken gutters, truncated downspouts,
and deteriorated roofing are evident on most of the buildings, causing
deterioration of mortar joints, brick, and interior finishes.
Structurally, the buildings are in good condition, apart from the concerns
noted above. Some of the structural members are “under-designed” but
none of these issues pose an immediate life safety hazard. The major life
safety issue on the site is the potential for falling bricks from the tower.
The historic light station and Coast Guard landscapes have been
significantly altered, and the station grounds today present a generally
utilitarian appearance.

Treatment Recommendations
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The overall treatment approach for the Fort Gratiot Light Station is
Rehabilitation, which is defined by the Secretary of the Interior’ Standards
as the “act or process of making possible a compatible use for a property
through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions
or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.”
Alterations to the site and buildings will be necessary to make them
compatible with public use; however the historic character of the site
will be preserved throughout the process.
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Recommendations are divided into short term and long term treatments,
with short term treatments designed to secure the exterior envelopes,
prevent further damage, and provide for continued use of the buildings
in their present function, while long term recommendations are those
designed to restore the site and the building exteriors to their historic
appearance during the period of interpretation, and to provide for adaptive
use of the interiors for their targeted use.
In the short term, the chief concerns are the stabilization of the light
tower and securing the buildings against further water damage. Selective
demolition may be necessary to inspect the interior cavity and determine
the cause of long-term damage. At a minimum, the tower will need to
be completely stripped of its current coatings and the joints completely
repointed. The extent of brick replacement necessary to restore the
exterior will need to be determined once the coatings are removed and
the condition of the brick can be assessed. It is possible that the outer
wythe of the 1829 brick may need extensive replacement.
Short term recommendations for the other buildings are generally limited
to halting conditions that are causing immediate damage, i.e. clearing and
repairing gutters and downspouts, replacing roof flashing, and installing
splash blocks.
In the long term, the approach to treatment calls for restoring the
landscape and building exteriors to their appearance in 1932-39, and
adapting the interiors to support use for interpretive, educational, and
collections purposes, as well as installation of amenities for visitor use,
including ticketing, gift shop, and restrooms.
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Historic Background
and Context

General Site History
(Episodes)

Pre-construction

P

rior to the American Revolution, no lighthouses were
constructed on the Great Lakes. Local authorities funded and constructed
lighthouses on the eastern seaboard, but the Great Lakes had neither the
population nor the traffic to support permanent lights. Following the
ratification of the Constitution in 1789, the administration of lighthouses
was brought under federal control. By 1797, all lighthouses within the
new country’s borders had been ceded to federal control.
During the late eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth
century, traffic on the Great Lakes was confined to fur traders, explorers,
and missionaries. By the early nineteenth century, however, the fur
trade had declined and the timber and mining industries were on the
rise, resulting in an increase in shipping activities. The opening of the
Northwest Territories to settlement led to more passenger and commercial
traffic, necessitating the placement of navigational beacons to aid ships
on the lakes, which could be more treacherous than the open seas.1
What some call the first lighthouse on the Great Lakes may have been
a signal fire lit on the roof of Fort Niagara, on Lake Ontario, in 1781,
while the Fort was still under British control. This was deactivated after
the Fort was transferred to American control in 1796. The British built
several lights in the early 1800s, but the first official American lights on
the Great Lakes were those at Buffalo, New York and Erie, Pennsylvania
(called the Presque Isle Light), both built in 1818 on Lake Erie. These
were followed by a number of lights erected on Lakes Ontario, Erie,
and Huron in the 1820s. The first lights on Lake Michigan were erected
1 Berger, Lighthouses of the Great Lakes, 12-16.
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during the 1830s, and the first lights on Lake Superior in the late 1840s
and early 1850s.2
One of the earliest lights on the lakes, and certainly the earliest in
Michigan, was the Fort Gratiot Light, located where Lake Huron
narrows into the strait of the St. Clair River, in what is now the city of
Port Huron. The area was a strategic location for travelers on the lakes
and throughout the region since well before the arrival of European
explorers. A number of Native American tribes camped at the head of the
river, and at least one group constructed burial mounds near the banks
of the river, just south of the current lighthouse site. The first French
explorers and traders arrived in the late 17th century, resting and waiting
for favorable weather to venture onto the lake. The French were the first
to recognize the military importance of the site and built Fort St. Joseph,
the second French outpost in the Lower Peninsula, near Port Huron in

2 Holland, America’s Lighthouses), 176-184; Berger, Lighthouses of the Great Lakes,
20-26.

Figure 01: Sanson’s 1656 map entitled “La Canada-Nouvelle France,”
one of the earliest maps to show the Great Lakes. Lake Huron is in the
center of the map.
10
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1684. The fort burned down and was abandoned in 1688, but Port Huron
remained a common campsite for travelers, and a few French settlers
were present in the area into the early nineteenth century. By 1812, the
Michigan Territory had been created and most of the lands around Port
Huron, except for a reservation on the south banks of the Black River,
had been ceded to the American government by the Ojibwa tribe. Over
the next thirty years, the town of Port Huron, originally named Desmond,
began to take shape.3
The area again took on military significance with the beginning of the
War of 1812, and in 1814 the government carved out a military reserve
on the north side of Port Huron and constructed Fort Gratiot (figure
02). Named after General Charles Gratiot, the engineer in charge of its
construction, Fort Gratiot held an important place in safeguarding the
region, supporting the fort at Detroit and serving as a staging area for
military forays around the lake. All shipping on the lakes went through
the St. Clair River, and the shallows at the entrance to the river frequently
made the passage dangerous. As it became clear that a light was necessary
in that location, on March 3, 1823 Congress appropriated $3,500 to
construct a lighthouse near Fort Gratiot.

Figure 02: Fort Gratiot as
depicted on Ruger’s 1867 Bird’s
Eye View (Library of Congress).

Just three years before the appropriation, in 1820, the authority for
overseeing lighthouse construction and administration had been placed
under the control of the office of the Fifth Auditor of the Treasury, where
it would remain until 1852. The Fifth Auditor for this entire period was
Stephen Pleasonton, a man who by all accounts had neither the experience
nor the understanding to effectively run the Lighthouse Service. Essentially
a bookkeeper, Pleasonton valued economy over quality, with the result
that corruption and incompetence were common to his administration. In
theory, local control of lighthouse site selection and administration fell
to the local collectors of custom, who also served as the superintendents
of lights, but in practice Pleasonton kept tight control over operations. As
a result, the expansion of lighthouses in the United States did not keep
pace with need, nor was there much improvement in the quality of the
lights, despite rapid technological advances in Europe.4
Pleasonton relied heavily for technical advice on Winslow Lewis, who
had a financial stake in the continued use of his patented lamp system
(figure 03). Around 1810, Lewis had adapted the French Argand lamp
(a circular hollow wick plus a parabolic reflector) into his own patented
system. He convinced the government to adopt his design and by 1815
all U.S. lighthouses had Lewis lamps. Lewis’ friendship with Pleasonton
allowed him to hold a monopoly on U.S. lights until the 1850s, despite
the existence of better technology. Lewis had also branched out into the
business of lighthouse construction, and as the frequent low bidder, was
awarded a growing number of contracts to fulfill the nation’s need for
navigational aids, including that for the first Fort Gratiot Light.

Figure 03: The Lewis Lamp
system (www.terrypepper.com).

3 Connell, “Location Key to City’s History,” p. 2-5.
4 Holland, 9-11, 26-33, 39.
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Before construction could begin, an appropriate site had to be chosen.
In April 1823, immediately after Congress appropriated funds for the
lighthouse, Pleasonton was advised by William Woodbridge, Collector
of Customs for Detroit, that a lighthouse should be placed “at least a
mile above old Fort Gratiot.”5 In August of 1824 Pleasonton discovered
that the President had just authorized the sale of that very tract of land.
He immediately wrote to George Graham, commissioner of the General
Land Office, pointing out that the price of building the lighthouse would
be greatly increased if the government had to repurchase the land, and
requesting that the GLO reserve from sale “whatever narrow strip of
public land there may be upon the border of the River St. Clair and Lake
Huron, intervening between Fort Gratiot and a point one mile above it.”
Pleasonton again wrote to Graham in January of 1825 with a similar
request, clarifying that
The tract alluded to is bounded and described as follows: Bounded
on the east by the river St. Clair, and on the west by a tract of land
claimed by, and patented to Francis Bonhomme, being his survey
No. 244 which tract is supposed to contain about 50 acres more
or less, and which, when surveyed, will be designated as the east
fraction of Section No. 35 in Township 7 N of Range No 17 East of
the meridian line of the Michigan Territory.6
The uncertainty over acquisition of the land from the GLO may be why
the lighthouse was eventually constructed so close to Fort Gratiot, just
outside the northeast corner of the fort. Winslow Lewis subcontracted
the construction of the tower and adjacent keeper’s dwelling to Daniel
Warren, of Rochester, New York. It is unclear when work actually
commenced on the light, but probably not until 1825. It appeared that
the delay in choosing a site necessitated a re-appropriation of funds from
Congress, as only $12.83 of the original appropriation had been spent. In
April of 1825, Congress appropriated $5,000 for the construction of the
lighthouse, and the actual final expenditure was $5,750.7
The tower was completed on August 8, 1825, with its location estimated
to be south of the current lighthouse, approximately where the abutments
for the second Blue Water Bridge are now located. The first lighthouse to
be erected in Michigan, it was 32 feet high above ground level, 18 feet in
diameter at the base, tapering to 9 feet across at the top. The lantern room
was, of course, equipped with one of Lewis’ argon lamp systems.
Two temporary keepers, Rufus Hatch assisted by Jean Baptiste Desnoyers,
tended the light until the permanent keeper arrived in December of 1825.8
That keeper was Colonel George McDougall (figure 04). All sources
seem to agree that McDougall was, to put it kindly, eccentric. Born in
5 Mich Pioneer and Historical Collection, footnote 163 vol 37. Burton Library MSS vols
120, pp 233, 241, 242, MAB.
6 Letter from S. Pleasonton, to George Graham, dated January 20, 1825. Lighthouse Site
Files.
7 “Statement of Appropriations, etc.” from March 4, 1789 to June 30, 1882. Published in
1886. Lighthouse Site Files.
8 Jenks, St. Clair County, Michigan, 417. Desnoyers was a Frenchman who lived on the
Bonhomme tract upon which Fort Gratiot was built.
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1766, his father had controversially obtained the title to Hog Island (now
Belle Isle), and his mother, a member of the well-known Navarre family
of Detroit, was reputed to be insane. McDougall became a lawyer in
Detroit and held various other offices, but his eccentric temperament
involved him in numerous disputes, and he was even temporarily
disbarred. Despite his troublesome nature, McDougall retained many
influential friends, and when he fell on hard times, he managed to obtain
the appointment as Fort Gratiot Lighthouse keeper (perhaps as much to
distance him from Detroit as to reward him).
McDougall’s troubles didn’t end with his “retirement” to Fort Gratiot.
Reputedly a short, vastly overweight man, he made one inspection trip
up the steep stairs to the lantern room, where the trapdoor was barely
large enough for him to squeeze through. McDougall registered his
complaints to William Woodbridge, Collector of Customs at Detroit, and
promptly hired an assistant to perform his tower work. McDougall later
dismissed one of those assistants, Reuben Hamilton, for what he claimed
was intemperance, while Hamilton charged McDougall with insanity
and malice. McDougall, always short of money, also secured positions as
postmaster and deputy collector of customs, and ran a fishing operation
on the lighthouse property to supplement his income, but he frequently
had to get his friends to write letters of support in order to retain his
positions.
During this time, the area around the fort was still very much the
frontier. Settlers reported that Native Americans, congregating nearby
for powwows, were fascinated by the light (it is unclear if they refer to
this light or its successor farther to the north) and sometimes tried to
get into the tower to inspect or (the settlers believed) steal it. The same
story records that Native Americans measured the circumference of the
tower’s foundation by clasping hands to surround it, and also danced
around the base.

Figure 04: George McDougall
(michigan.gov).

By 1828, it became evident that the tower was one of those poorly
constructed structures common to the Pleasonton era. Mariners
complained that the tower was in a poor location for navigation, and that
its light was so feeble that vessels could not see it until they were nearly
at the mouth of the river. During the summer, McDougall reported that
the tower was cracking and had started to settle and lean toward the east.
In September of 1828, the tower was severely damaged by a storm, and
it finally toppled to the ground in November.

Despite the earlier light’s inappropriate position and poor visibility, a
lighthouse at this general location was still considered crucial. Barely
a month after the old light tower fell, the Michigan Territory delegate
to Congress, Austin Wing, “presented a petition of masters of vessels,
merchants, and others, interested in the trade and navigation of the
western lakes, praying that provision may be made for rebuilding the
lighthouse at Fort Gratiot, on Lake Erie (sic).” In early 1829, Congress
appropriated funds to rebuild the lighthouse, and in April the contract for
construction was awarded to Lucius Lyon (figure 07). At the time, Lyon

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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was Deputy Surveyor of the Northwest Territory, and he would later
become instrumental in Michigan’s admission to the Union and serve as
one of the state’s first senators.
This time, the lighthouse was built farther up the coast, at its present
position, on land that had been confirmed as part of the Fort Gratiot
Military Reservation in November of 1828. This position closer to the
lake was more readily visible to ships approaching the entrance to the St.
Clair River (figure 05).

Figure 05: Ca. 1846 sketch map showing relative positions of the 1829
lighthouse property, the adjoining private tracts, and the military and
Indian reservations (National Archives).
The contract for construction of the lighthouse originated from Truman
Beecher, the Collector of Customs for the Detroit District. It called for
a 65 foot high tower of stone or brick, 25 feet wide and 5 feet thick at
the base tapering to 12 feet wide and 2 feet thick at the top, with an
octagonal iron lantern. The specifications called for 6 windows, a 5 x 3
foot door, and circular interior stairs of yellow pine, with an iron ladder
from the top of the stairs to the lantern scuttle opening. In addition to
the tower, the contract also called for the construction of a one and one
half story brick or stone dwelling. The dwelling was to be 34 x 20 feet,
with two rooms downstairs divided by a chimney. Attached to the main
dwelling was a “porch” 14 x 12 feet, which, as it was to be furnished with
a chimney with iron crane trammels and hooks, an oven, and a sink, was
likely meant as a kitchen. A 5 x 8 foot outhouse was also constructed. The

14
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contracted price was $4445, with an extra $55 budgeted for placing the
old illuminating apparatus in the new tower. A further clause designated
an additional $200 for digging a 4 foot cellar for the dwelling, an item
that had originally been left out of the contract.
Lucius Lyon subcontracted with J. Moors for the masonry work, and
Chamberlin and Ferguson, of St. Clair County, were engaged to deliver
bricks for the work. According to Moors, Chamberlin and Ferguson failed
to deliver the brick on time and he had to find brick from elsewhere. The
resulting dispute, never satisfactorily resolved, resurfaced in 1833 when
Lyon was running for office, and the dispute was used against him.9
By December of 1829, the lighthouse was completed and the old light was
re-installed. On the 19th, Inspector W. B. Cobbs recommended acceptance
of the final contract and payment to Lyon, noting that the lighthouse and
dwelling were well built and recommending the installation of shutters
or blinds on the dwelling, which had not been in the original contract.10
George MacDougall remained keeper of the light until his death in 1842.
A lighthouse inspector in 1838 reported that McDougall “had often,
during his thirteen years’ attendance upon it [the Fort Gratiot Light],
received strong encomiums of praise from masters of vessels navigating
upon the upper lakes.” The light was “in cleanly and orderly appearance,”
but several of the panes in the lantern had been broken by gulls, or “other
wild fowl that abound in this neighborhood,” prompting the inspector to

Figure 07: Lucius Lyon (Detroit
Public Library).

9 Democratic Free Press, April 3, 1833.
10 Shutters are visible on the first floor windows in the only extant photo of the dwelling
(see figure 16).

Figure 06: Earliest known image of the Fort Gratiot Light, undated,
but before 1862 (Dossin Great Lakes Museum).
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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lament the general lack of extra glass in the district.11 During this period,
McDougall likely continued to utilize assistants to perform the work for
him. One of those assistants may have been named Whitney; in 1903 the
keeper recorded in his log that a Mr. Whitney had visited him, claiming
to have been born at the station 69 years previously (1834), while his
father was keeper.
During the first half of the nineteenth century, lighthouse keepers were
generally political appointees, nominated by the local collector of customs
(also a political appointment) and approved by the Secretary of the
Treasury. Since the collector of customs often used keeper nominations to
repay political favors, the quality of keepers varied considerably. George
McDougall was the most infamous of the Fort Gratiot Light keepers, but
a number of his successors were actually removed for various offenses.
Indeed, between 1842 and 1869, there were 13 keepers, most of whom
were removed from their positions. Elijah Burch, for example, keeper
from May 1857 to August 1859, was removed from his position because
he rented the lighthouse grounds to commercial fisheries. Keeper
MacDougall had made extra money by doing so twenty years earlier, but
by 1859 the newly-appointed Lighthouse Board had banned such side
businesses.
Not only renting to fisheries, but fishing itself was apparently a profitable
sideline for lighthouse keepers. Eber Ward, keeper from 1843 to 1845,
had previously spent 13 years at the Bois Blanc Island Lighthouse, where
in one year Ward salted around 100 barrels of whitefish and sent them for
resale to his family in Ohio, where prices were higher. While Ward was
censured at one point for spending too much time fishing, he appeared
to be a conscientious keeper in other respects. Ward’s son, Captain Eber
Ward, was able to secure the keeper’s position at Fort Gratiot for him in
1843, after switching with McDougall’s successor, William Church.
There is circumstantial evidence that the station may have been the site
of Underground Railroad activities prior to the Civil War. Keeper Eber
Ward, Sr. was a known abolitionist and associated with other abolitionists
in the Port Huron area, and his family was prominent in the shipping
business up and down the St. Clair River. A number of the men at nearby
Fort Gratiot were also associated with abolition in the area. At least one
Underground Railroad conductor had a map depicting a route through
Port Huron. From a geographic perspective, the light station would have
been an ideal point from which to transport escaped slaves over the river
to Canada.12
The problem of corruption and neglect in the lighthouse service
continued to plague Stephen Pleasonton’s administration throughout the
1830s and 1840s. Although complaints from mariners prompted several
congressional committees to look into matters, and serious defects in
many of the lighthouses were found, Congress, as parsimonious as
Pleasonton, took little action.

11 “Report of Lieutenant James T. Homans,” November 5, 1838, 116-117.
12 Patsy Chapman. Phone interview, October 11, 2006.
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By 1851, however, the rapid growth in the need for new lighthouses
and the serious problems in existing lighthouses could no longer be
ignored. A board of experts convened by Congress in that year issued
an alarming report detailing flaws in all aspects of lighthouse operation
and administration. The board recommended the establishment of
a Lighthouse Board which would have the power to reorganize the
lighthouse districts, appoint inspectors for each district, authorize the
improvement of existing lighthouses and the construction of new lights,
and issue new guidelines for the operation of lights.13 The creation of the
Lighthouse Board in 1852 revolutionized the United States Lighthouse
Service. Technology, safety, and performance improved across the service
and transformed what had been a third-rate organization into one that
significantly improved the safety of navigation throughout the country.
During the latter half of the nineteenth century, the Lighthouse Board
greatly expanded the number of lighthouses on the Great Lakes to match
the considerable increase in commercial traffic on the lakes. In 1852,
there were only 76 lighthouses on the Great Lakes; by 1900, the number
had increased to 334 major lighted aids, 67 fog signals, and 563 buoys.14
The new lighthouses were, as a general rule, constructed from a set of
standard designs developed by engineers in the Lighthouse Service.
All were equipped with the latest technology, including the superior
Fresnel lens, and supplied from centralized depots to ensure quality and
efficiency. The Lighthouse Board also greatly expanded and improved
the use of fog signals on the lakes.
Beginning in the 1850s, the efforts of the Lighthouse Board to tighten
standards across the service were felt at Fort Gratiot. The question of
jurisdiction over the lighthouse property was discussed in correspondence
throughout the 1850s; papers in 1853 and 1867 confirmed that the State of
Michigan had ceded jurisdiction of the military reservation to the federal
government, while from 1859 to 1861, various letters documented the
claims to both the military and lighthouse reservations. This culminated
in 1860 with a resurvey of the boundary lines (figure 10).15 At least
one of the goals of the Board was to deal with the constant problem of
trespassers and squatters on the property. Sand and gravel were being
removed without permission from the beach and squatters were erecting
buildings on the grounds and cutting timber, while fisheries (with or
without the collusion of the keepers) were encroaching on lighthouse
property. While the Board did not object to authorized removal of gravel
(they granted the request of the railroad company to remove gravel
from the river boundary in 1857), they did not want to rent lighthouse
property to fisheries, or be prevented from protecting the property. With
the boundary lines confirmed by the survey, in 1861 trespassers were
notified to leave the property and the Lighthouse Board was prepared to
enforce its jurisdiction.

13 Holland, America’s Lighthouses, 32-36.
14 Hyde, The Northern Lights, 20.
15 The surveyor found evidence of old fence lines, likely previous demarcations of the
property boundaries. Lighthouse Site Files.
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Figure 08: Augustin Fresnel.

Figure 10: 1860 sketch map of lighthouse reservation produced by
Captain Meade in conjunction with his survey. Note locations of
shanties and fisheries (National Archives).

Figure 09: A typical fourth
order Fresnel lens.
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The Lighthouse Board was also quick to introduce long-needed
improvements to lighthouse technology. As early as the 1820s, Frenchman
Augustin Fresnel (figure 08) had developed a catadioptric lens system.
The lens concentrated the beam to provide vastly improved visibility,
and the lamp was easily altered to provide different characteristics
(fixed, flashing, rotating, or colored) to distinguish lights. Fresnel’s lens,
which came in six orders, or sizes (with one half-size lens), was quickly
adopted in Europe but Pleasonton, despite successful trials in the U.S.,
resisted introducing them, undoubtedly due to his close association with
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Argon lamp proprietor Winslow Lewis. The Lighthouse Board, however,
had no such relationship, and immediately acknowledged the superiority
of Fresnel’s lenses. In short order they equipped all existing and new
lighthouses with the lenses. They proved so durable that some are still
in use on the Great Lakes today. Fort Gratiot’s first Fresnel was a fourth
order lens ordered directly from France which arrived in January of 1857
(figure 09).

By mid-century, shipping on the lakes had increased greatly, and the
Lighthouse Board began pushing for taller towers of 80 to 100 feet
tall, perhaps to take advantage of the superior lighting capability of the
Fresnel lens. As one of the Lakes’ most important lights, the Lighthouse
Board determined that the Fort Gratiot light needed to be raised and a
larger third order lens installed (figure 11). It appears that not only was
the tower raised to 82 feet, but an entire inner brick cylinder was added.
This is borne out by the different types of brick evident on the structure,
with the exterior of the tower up to the original level made of red brick,
while the raised portion and the interior cylinder were constructed of
Milwaukee Cream City brick, a yellow brick commonly used by the
Lighthouse Board during this era. The 1862 drawings support this, with
the portions constructed of Cream City brick colored yellow (figure 12).
In addition, the original window openings were bricked up and new
openings cut, probably to accommodate a different alignment of the new
interior circular stair. It is not clear exactly when the construction work
took place; the drawings were hand dated 1862, and the 1864 Lighthouse
Board report mentioned renovations made at Fort Gratiot, so the work
likely took place within that time period. The new Third Order lens was
shipped to Detroit in 1862,16 although a letter written in 1865 requested
a lampist to place the new illuminating apparatus, so it is possible that
work was not completed until 1865.

Episode 2: Improvement and
Expansion (1862-1900)

There is also some structural and historical evidence to suggest that the
current passage opening to the interior was not the original one, but was
created during the 1860s renovations. The earliest known image of the
lighthouse is an undated drawing in the Dossin Great Lakes Museum
collection (figure 06). It seems to show the lighthouse from the west,
with the river in the background and a marsh in the foreground.17 While
there may be some artistic license to the image, it appears to show the
lighthouse door on the west, without the current entry/storeroom, and
with two windows aligned roughly vertically above the door. One of
these windows, bricked in, is currently visible on the tower. The area
below the vent at the base of the tower on the west side has been infilled
with Cream City brick, and this may well have been the original opening
to the tower. The current opening does not seem to be original, as the
upper walls and arched roof are constructed of Cream City brick. No
documentation has been found to explain why the opening was changed,
except that the original opening faced west, and operating it during
Figure 11: Typical Third Order
Fresnel Lens.
16 The old Fourth Order lens was installed in the Saginaw River Lighthouse.
17 The 1860 survey had mentioned a “bayou” on the lighthouse reserve, suggesting the
area was still quite marshlike.
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Figure 12: 1862 Tower sections (see Existing
Conditions for larger image) (National Archives).

Figure 13: 1862 Gallery plan and sections
(National Archives).

windy weather may have proved difficult. The entry/storeroom is also
constructed of Cream City brick.
The new third order lens did not stay in the tower for long. The Grand
Trunk Railway was located just to the south of the lighthouse property,
and the growing amount of railroad traffic created confusion for mariners
when the locomotive headlamps shone as brightly as the tower’s lamp.
To correct this, in 1867 the Lighthouse Board exchanged the fixed white
lens at Fort Gratiot with Pointe Aux Barques’ fixed white varied-byflashes lens. This necessitated the construction of a flue, still visible in
the tower today, to accommodate the descending weight of the revolving
machinery.
Another innovation the Lighthouse Board was developing during this
period was fog signal technology. During the early nineteenth century,
hand-rung bells were used. Machine-driven bells were introduced in the
early 1850s, although by 1858 there were only four machine-driven fog
bells on the Great Lakes (it is unknown if Fort Gratiot had one of the
early fog bells). After much experimentation, the Board finally settled
on large steam whistles adapted from railroad locomotives. In 1865, they
requested a special appropriation to cover the expense of substituting
fog signals for the bells currently in use. Congress appropriated a
sum of money in March of 1867; however the balance reverted to the
Treasury in 1870 without any signals having been placed. In March
of 1871, Congress re-appropriated funds, and Fort Gratiot, due to its
narrow navigation channel, was one of four sites to receive the first fog-
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signals on the Great Lakes (the others being Thunder Bay, DeTour, and
Whitefish Point). In late 1871, an upright tubular boiler with ten inch
whistle18 was installed at Fort Gratiot in time to operate during the “thick
and smoky weather consequent upon the great fires in the Northwest.”19
The building constructed to house the fog-signal equipment was located
about 100 feet north of the lighthouse and closer to the beach. The simple
one-story, wood-framed, side-gabled building was a standard Lighthouse
Board design, with similar buildings constructed at Manitou Island
(1871), Marquette Harbor (1874) and South Manitou (1875). The Fort
Gratiot structure had clapboard siding and distinctive double doors with
a sidelight. In 1880-1881, a duplicate fog-signal of similar design was
erected at the station, to the south of the light tower.
Steam fog signals took at least an hour to raise a full head of steam, and
required a great deal of tending. The introduction of fog signals often
meant the addition of staff to the light station in order to handle the
extra work. At Fort Gratiot, an assistant keeper had been appointed in
1870, perhaps in response to the keeper’s earlier request for assistance in
dealing with the new third order lens (the revolving mechanism required
periodic winding), or in anticipation of the installation of the new fog
signal. John P. Hutton was assistant keeper from 1870 to 1872, when
he was removed and replaced by John Sinclair Jr, the son of the chief
keeper, John Sinclair, Sr. (1869-1881). At the time, the keeper’s salary
was $600 per year (up from $350 in the 1840s), while the assistant keeper
earned $400.

Figure 14: 1871 Fog Signal
building, taken in 1891
(National Archives).

The first known photographic image of the Fort Gratiot light station was
taken in 1873. It not only shows the tower and 1871 fog signal building,
but also represents the only known image of the original keeper’s
dwelling (figure 16). In 1868, the Lighthouse Board had reported that
the dwelling was “quite old, but in tolerable repair.”20 The following
year, they recommended minor work, including whitewashing the brick
exterior, installing a new dining room floor, and painting the inside and the
exterior of the wood addition. However, by 1873, the dwelling was over
forty years old and the Lighthouse Board recorded the “great necessity”
for replacing it, as it was no longer worth repairing. They estimated a
sum of $10,000 to replace it. The following year, an appropriation of that
amount was made, and plans and estimates were drawn up. In September
of 1874, the keeper recorded in his log that he had moved out of the
old dwelling into the fort, with the old house to be taken down and a
new house built.21 By December, the original appropriation had been
exceeded and additional funds were requested to complete the work. The

18 By 1874 this is listed as an 8-inch whistle; it is unclear if the whistle was changed or
if the original designation as a 10 inch whistle was incorrect.
19 Wildfires had swept across Wisconsin, Illinois, and Michigan during October of 1871,
fueled by logging and land clearance activity after a very dry summer. The Michigan
“Thumb” fire burned over 2 million acres. Another massive fire swept through Sanilac
and Huron counties in 1881, and was noted in the Fort Gratiot Keeper’s Log as causing
“great destruction of life and property.”
20 Constructed at the same time as the light tower in 1829, it was forty years old.
21 One oral tradition had recorded that the old keeper’s dwelling burned down at Christmas time of 1874 due to lighted candles on a Christmas tree, but that appears to conflict
with the keeper’s log.
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Figure 16: Oldest known photograph of the light station, showing 1829
keeper’s dwelling and 1871 fog signal building (National Archives).
Lighthouse Board report for the following year noted that the dwelling
had been completed and occupied in the fall of 1874, and in November
of 1875 shutters were hung on the new dwelling.22

Figure 15: Earliest image of
the duplex, taken in 1891. Note
shutters on windows and board
fence surrounding the building
(National Archives).

The new keepers’ dwelling at Fort Gratiot was a duplex, with identical,
mirror-image quarters on either side of a brick party wall (figures 15,
17-19, 36-37). It was constructed of red brick on a stone foundation
with a slate roof with clipped, or jerkinhead, gables. The central section
was two stories high, with a one-story kitchen wing on each side and
“woodsheds” with integrated privies attached to the west. Structural
evidence suggests that the central section was completed first, with the
kitchen and woodshed wings completed at a later time, although that later
time was probably within the same year.23 Curiously, the east elevation
vestibule has an infilled opening on the east side facing the tower, while
the actual entrance doors to the units are on the north and south sides.
22 These shutters were still present in 1891 (figure 15), but were gone by 1913 (figure
37).
23 The kitchen and woodshed wings also have a slightly different brick bond pattern,
further strengthening the case for non-continuous construction.
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The vestibule does not appear on the original drawings, and there is no
evidence that the infilled opening ever had a door. It is possible that
someone originally intended to connect the duplex to the tower by means
of an enclosed walkway, but the plan was never carried out.
Unlike many Lighthouse Board-designed structures, no exact “twin” for
the duplex has been found. The closest example is the Grosse Point Light
Station in Evanston, Illinois (figure 20). The keepers’ duplex there is more
Gothic in style, but it also has a central section with flanking wings and
woodshed additions. Constructed in 1873, it may have been the prototype
for the Fort Gratiot duplex. The 1873 Fort Gratiot drawings show a
covered walkway leading from what is now the duplex’s west elevation,
the elevation away from the tower (figures 19, 21). At Grosse Point,
however, that elevation faces the tower, and the walkway was connected
to the tower. There is no evidence for why this plan was not followed at
Fort Gratiot. Again, the infilled opening on the east elevation may have
been a second, unfulfilled attempt to connect tower to dwelling.

Figure 20: Grosse Point
(Illinois) duplex and tower
under construction (Evanston
Historical Society).

Figure 17: 1874 Original plans of duplex keepers’ dwelling, east
elevation (National Archives).

Figure 18: 1874 duplex dwelling, west elevation
(National Archives).
Fort Gratiot Light Station
Historic Structures Report

Figure 19: 1874 duplex dwelling, side elevation
(National Archives).
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Figure 21: 1874 duplex dwelling, first floor plan (National Archives).

Figure 22: 1874 duplex dwelling, split basement and second floor plans
(National Archives).
Another practice instituted by the Lighthouse Board in the late nineteenth
century was the keeping of station logs by the lighthouse keeper. Keepers
were supposed to record weather and other conditions at the lighthouse
as well as notable events. The first surviving logs for Fort Gratiot begin in
1872, with keeper John Sinclair, Sr. Log-keeping was frequently erratic
and idiosyncratic in the early years. Sinclair’s notes ranged from detailed
daily observations to long stretches of minimal reporting. For a few
years, he recorded how many visitors he had at the lighthouse each day
(in 1873, a total of 1,469), and he also noted when friends and relatives
arrived for long-term visits. From the logs, we learn that the light was
usually discontinued in December and re-lit in March or April. Sinclair
also noted various local events, such as the aforementioned Thumb fire of
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1881 (footnote 19), periodic fires at the nearby fort, and the drowning of
14 year old Archy Sutherland, 400 yards below the lighthouse, in August
of 1872. Later in the century, the lighthouse inspectors required more
stringent and regular recordkeeping.24 By the early 1900s, logs had a
paragraph for each day, noting weather conditions, local shipping traffic,
and other station-related news.
The trespassing problems of the 1850s continued into the 1860s and
1870s. A fence around the reservation to protect against intruders was
requested in both 1868 and 1869. In 1872, perhaps in an attempt to get rid
of unneeded acreage that needed constant protection, discussion began
to release a large portion of the reservation for sale to private claimants.
Congress finally authorized the sale in 1874 and in September, at the
same time construction began on the new dwelling, a public auction was
held to sell off a large portion of the lighthouse reserve west and south of
the station as town lots (figure 23).
Better record-keeping by both the keeper and the Lighthouse Board
result in a much clearer picture of conditions at the station during this
period. Leaks at the base of the tower lantern had been recorded in both
1868 and 1869, as well as the need to whitewash the tower. The keeper
noted landscape conditions as well; in April 1873 he mentions plowing
and cleaning the garden, while in October a fierce storm washed away
the beach and fence, and a temporary log breakwater was constructed.

Figure 23: 1873 Plat of lots
sold at 1874 auction (National
Archives).

From 1875 to 1882, the Lighthouse Board pled annually for the
replacement of the Fort Gratiot tower. In justification, they noted the
importance of the Fort Gratiot station:
This is one of the oldest and most important stations in the district. It
is a guide to the whole commerce of the lakes in the St. Clair River.
Over 33,000 vessels annually pass this station. The tower is old, and
a new one will have to be constructed before long.
Replacing old towers was a frequent request of the Lighthouse Board
in the latter half of the nineteenth century, and the poor quality of pre1852 lighthouse construction often warranted it. In further justification,
beginning in 1879 the Board noted that in addition to being old, the Fort
Gratiot tower leaked. This is an interesting observation, coming just over
ten years after a major renovation to the tower. It is possible that the
installation of the inner brick cylinder did not include enough provision
for venting and draining the cavity between the outer and inner walls,
thus contributing to the exterior brick deterioration still present today.
The Board estimated an appropriation of $25,000 to rebuild the Fort
Gratiot tower, but the money was never forthcoming, and they eventually
dropped the request.
Also in the 1870s, the Lighthouse Board began modifying lamps to burn
kerosene, rather than lard oil. Whale oil had fueled the nation’s earliest
lighthouses, but by the 1850s most lighthouses were fueled with lard oil.
24 One Fort Gratiot keeper recorded the inspector’s criticisms of his log-keeping style
after an inspection visit.
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Figure 24: 1860 sketch of lighthouse reservation. Note faint overlay of
street grid pattern (National Archives).
But lard oil was expensive, and experiments by the Lighthouse Board
showed that kerosene (or mineral oil as it was then known) was not only
cheaper, but burned longer. In the 1870s and 1880s, US lighthouses were
switched over to kerosene, beginning with the smaller order lenses. The
Fort Gratiot lamp was modified in April 1882, according to the keeper’s
log. This created another problem, as kerosene was much more volatile
than lard oil, the Board quickly realized, noting that: “it has become
evident that the mineral oil now in general use at light stations should not
be stored in the light houses, nor in the dwellings of the light keepers.”
In 1883, they proposed the construction of oil storehouses at all stations,
constructed of fireproof materials and isolated from the dwellings. The
request was repeated periodically throughout the 1880s, but it was not
until 1890 that a circular iron oil storage shed with a capacity of 360
gallons was constructed at Fort Gratiot to the south of the tower and
dwelling (figure 25).
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In 1882, the station lost the last vestiges of its neighbor and progenitor,
Fort Gratiot. The fort had been occupied on and off since its construction
in 1814, but after the Civil War, the government no longer felt the need
for a military garrison in Port Huron. The land was sold off, and the fort
buildings were torn down or sold. The fort hospital building was broken
into two pieces and moved to different locations.
In the 1880s and 1890s a number of repairs and improvements were
recorded at Fort Gratiot, including raising the roof of the hen house,
repairing the slate on the duplex roof, and the installation of a handrail
inside the tower (1894) and storm windows on the dwelling (1897).
In 1890, new walks were laid from the dwelling to the oil house and
from the gate to the street. Permission to allow fishing at the lighthouse
grounds was again denied in 1884. In 1892, more reports of trespassers
removing sand from the reservation prompted a discussion of fencing
the entire reservation and filling in the marshy areas on the west side,
which was accomplished in 1895. The following year, pipe was laid from
the city water main to the center of the grounds in front of the dwelling,
where a hydrant was installed, and branches were laid to each side of the
duplex and to each fog-signal building. That was followed in 1898 with
the laying of a sewer from the duplex to the river and the connection of
new downspout rain conductors from the duplex into a drain leading into
the sewer. In the same year, another fence was built enclosing the tower,
dwelling, and outbuildings.
Shipping on the Great Lakes continued to expand throughout this period,
resulting in the need for more facilities throughout the lakes. In 1878,
the Lighthouse Service noted the long distance of 75 miles between the
Fort Gratiot Light and its nearest northern neighbor at Point aux Barques,
and recommended the building of a permanent coast light to divide the
distance. In 1885, the Sand Beach (now known as Harbor Beach) crib
light was constructed.25 Sometime also in the 1880s, private range lights
were set up near Fort Gratiot,26 and in 1891 it was recommended that the
Lighthouse Board take over the administration of these lights, which it
did sometime around 1900. There was discussion in the 1890s of locating
a life-saving station near Fort Gratiot. In 1896, the decision was made to
locate the new facility several miles north, at what would be known as
Lakeview Beach. The wreck of the schooner Shupe in 1897 prompted
the appropriation of a small sum for the construction of the new station,
and in April 1898, the Lakeview Beach station opened, with the eight
room station house resembling a “large summer cottage.” The Colonial
Revival design had a three-story octagonal tower projecting from the
center of the lake façade, while a two story bay window was constructed
on the rear and a one-story bay window on the side (figure 26). The
Lakeview Beach station would become the prototype for a standardized
life-saving station design known as the “Port Huron-type” station, of
which nine were constructed across the country.27 A lookout tower and
several more buildings at Lakeview Beach were added later.

Figure 25: The oil storage shed,
as it appeared in 1913 (National
Archives).

Figure 26: 1898 Lakeview
Beach station, front elevation
(National Archives).

25 A wood skeleton tower had apparently been constructed sometime in the 1870s.
26 In 1889, the keeper noted seeing range lights “on the Canadian side” for the first time,
suggesting there were lights across the river as well.
27 Shanks and York, US Life Saving Service, 238.
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With so many facilities, the Eleventh Lighthouse District, which
encompassed the entire Great Lakes, had become unwieldy to administer,
so in 1887, the district was split, with the Fort Gratiot Station now falling
into the Ninth District. At the opening of navigation in 1893, the Fort
Gratiot Light’s characteristic was changed from a fixed white light varied
by a white flash every two minutes, to a fixed white light varied by a
white flash every minute.
Through the 1880s and 1890s, the Lighthouse Board continued to
experiment with the workings of fog signals. Their annual reports
recorded how long each fog signal had been in operation the previous
year and how many tons of coal it had consumed (Fort Gratiot ranged
from a low year with 80 hours and 6 tons in 1888-89 up to 253 hours
and 23,400 pounds in 1887-1888). In 1895, the defective boiler in fog
signal No. 1 was replaced with a new Roberts boiler and the old engine
was placed on a brick foundation. At the same time (April 8, 1895), the
characteristic of the fog signal was changed to sound blasts of three
seconds’ duration, separated by silent intervals of 17 seconds.

Figure 27: Raspberry Island fog
signal building (QE|A 1995).

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, the Lighthouse Service began
replacing the first generation fog signal buildings with more substantial
brick buildings, again using standardized designs. In 1900, the two
original wood-framed Fort Gratiot fog signal buildings were replaced
with a single brick fog signal building with a steeply pitched hip roof
located to the north of the duplex. “Twins” to the Fort Gratiot building
are located at Forty Mile Point and Raspberry Island (figure 27), among
others. Building commenced in early May after construction materials,
new boilers, and machinery were delivered to the site. The two woodframed fog signal buildings were moved to the west of the dwelling

Figure 28: The fog signal building in 1913. Note extended chimney
height (National Archives).
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and used as barns/woodsheds. By June, the building was substantially
finished and the new fog signal had been used for the first time, with final
work completed in July. Historic photos show that the chimney of the
new fog signal was much higher than it is at present (figure 28).
As 1900 came to a close, the Fort Gratiot Light Station was substantially
complete. The major components of the station, including the light tower,
the duplex dwelling, and the fog signal building, were present, and still
remain in substantially the same configuration.

Despite (or perhaps because of) the advances made by the Lighthouse
Board during the late nineteenth century, by the early 1900s the ninemember committee had become outdated as a governing board for the
service. In 1910 the Lighthouse Board was replaced by the Bureau of
Lighthouses, headed for most of its existence by George R. Putnam.
During his 25 years of guidance, the number of aids to navigation more
than doubled and the number of employees declined by twenty percent,
largely as the result of electrification and automation of stations.28

Episode 3: Shoreline Protection
(1901-1930)

The early twentieth century also saw the introduction of important
innovations in technology, but in the case of Fort Gratiot, they did not
result in large-scale changes at the station. In the 1920s, for example,
steam whistles were gradually replaced with air-compression diaphone
fog horns. There is no exact date for the change at Fort Gratiot, but it
probably occurred during the 1920s. Similarly, radio beacons came into
use during the 1920s, and permission was granted during World War I to
construct a small radio station. There is reference to a steel tower being
erected in 1927, but it is unclear what this refers to, and in any case a
large radio tower was not a feature of the Fort Gratiot Station as it was at
other stations. The twentieth century saw the introduction of electricity,
and between 1920 and 1940 nearly all lighthouses were converted to
electric power as it became available.
Changes made to the Fort Gratiot Station during the early part of the
twentieth century concentrated mostly on landscaping and shoreline
protection. In 1901, the station grounds were graded, and two rows of
barbed wire fence were fastened to the top of the board cap of the fence
surrounding the buildings. In 1906, about 184 feet of pile fencing was
built to extend the north and south property lines. Around 1913, there
was a curious addition to the lighthouse reservation grounds. A large
fountain that had previously been located in downtown Port Huron was
moved to the station after a street widening project took away its original
site. Known as the “May and Maude” fountain, it was a large black
circular fountain with figures of two classically-attired women seated at
the base (figure 31). The fountain was placed somewhere to the south of
the duplex, along the same line as a sidewalk leading from the southwest
corner of the property to the tower.29 It remained in place until at least
28 Holland, America’s Lighthouses, 37-38.
29 It is possible the fountain was placed in that location in anticipation of the land south
of the station being used by the city as a recreation area, as there was some talk of this
before the Coast Guard claimed the land for its future station.
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Figure 31: Detail of “May and Maude” fountain (National Archives).
1931, although at some point during that era, the May and Maude figures
were removed.
Beginning in the early twentieth century, protection of the shoreline
around the station became a top priority. Strong storms had always been
a danger on the lake, and the powerful wind and wave action moved sand
in great quantities. In 1905, a 200 foot concrete revetment was built 50
feet in front of the light tower to protect the bank of the reservation from
being washed away (figure 29). This may well be the concrete wall that
is still present under the sand in front of the tower and that is periodically
exposed, for it is unclear if the wall was ever completely rebuilt.

Figure 29: Breakwater, photo
taken 1913 (National Archives).

Figure 30: Construction of
new groins (shore protection)
north of station. Note keeper’s
boathouse at right (National
Archives).
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The great freshwater hurricane of November 9-13, 1913, demonstrated
just how dangerous Great Lakes storms could be, even to a lighthouse that
had stood for over 85 years. After weathering the storm within the tower,
Captain Frank Kimball, the keeper at the time, was quoted as saying
“I watched waves as high as 30 to 40 feet pounding on the lighthouse,
and I think if the storm had lasted another hour the lighthouse would
have been wiped out.” The Port Huron Times Herald praised Kimball
and his family and paid testament to just how difficult and dangerous the
lighthouse service could be for its dedicated employees:
Captain Kimball and his faithful wife and the light house employees
worked like beavers to keep the storm signals going and the beacon
lite burning brightly to guide the storm tossed mariners into port. For
many years the Kimballs have been in charge of the Lighthouse and
never in the history of the service have they witnessed such a raging
blizzard as swept Lake Huron Sunday and Sunday night. From their
tower they could see the small twinkling lights of the storm tossed
ships that were trying to make port through the narrow mouth of the
St. Clair River. Fog horns were kept busy sending out weird, wild
blasts and the light shot rays through the blinding snow storm to
guide the few steamers trying to make port while the waves almost
engulfed them. The water swept down the lake and when it reached
the narrow mouth of the river piled up like a wall and spread over
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Figure 32: Extent of damage to light tower foundation after 1913 storm
(National Archives).
the land that had never been endangered before by waves. So heavy
were the waves that four feet of the beach was washed away from the
Lighthouse, exposing the foundation…Captain George Plough built
the boat house at the Life Saving Station at Port Huron [Lakeview
Beach] 16 years before at high water mark. Never before did the
waves come near it. Sunday the waves engulfed the boat house.30
Lighthouse inspectors immediately came out to the site to document the
damage and formulate a plan for repairing and strengthening shoreline
protection (figure 32). Between late 1913 and early 1914, extensive
new shore protection was constructed, including new retaining walls,
protective groins, and re-grading (figures 30, 35). A parapet wall was
constructed around the tower consisting of steel sheet piles driven
into the ground and capped with concrete (figures 33-34). This wall is
still standing today, and has become an integral feature of the station’s
landscape.
Although it would not have an immediate impact on the Fort Gratiot
station, in 1915 the Coast Guard was created by the merger of the Revenue
Cutter Service and the Life Saving Station. The Lakeview Beach station
was now a Coast Guard facility, and soon the Coast Guard would begin
eyeing the land immediately south of the Fort Gratiot lighthouse for a
new station. In 1923, the Coast Guard was granted permission to occupy
a strip of land 330 feet wide extending from the shoreline to Omar Street,
although they did not take possession until 1931. Meanwhile, in 192425, the northern portion of the lighthouse reservation was deeded to the
City of Port Huron for use as a park, known for some time as the “tourist
park” and now called Lighthouse Park.
As late as 1930, there were still three keepers present at the Fort Gratiot
Station. When new concrete curbs were laid sometime around this
date, Chief Keeper John Smith, along with first assistant keeper John
Van Natter, and second assistant keeper Elmer Sormunen, carved their

Figure 33: Parapet wall
under construction (National
Archives).

Figure 34: Completed parapet
wall, 1914 (National Archives).

Figure 35: New retaining
walls and regrading. Note
that Canadian range lights
can be seen in the background
(National Archives).

30 Port Huron Times Herald, November 10, 1913.
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Figure 36: Dwelling west elevation, 1913. Note double doors in center,
and no doors in woodshed additions (National Archives).

Figure 37: Dwelling east and south elevations, 1913. Note “Yankee”
gutter system (National Archives).
names into the wet concrete in several locations, carvings that have only
recently been rediscovered (figure 38).31

Figure 38: Carvings of keepers’
names in concrete curb (QE|A
2006).
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31 Asst Keeper Elmer A Sormunen was transferred to Stannard Rock Light on Lake
Superior in 1934. He remained there until 1954, one of the few long-serving keepers at
this extremely isolated and hazardous station (Hyde, Northern Lights, 171) Coincidentally, Keeper Smith had also spent two tours at Stannard’s Rock. (“Present House Built in
1829,” St. Clair County Library Clippings file.)
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Figure 39: Privies and old fog signal buildings, relocated to the west of
the dwelling, 1913 (National Archives).
In 1931, the Coast Guard took possession of the three acres of land
adjoining the Lighthouse property. At this time, the Lighthouse Service
was still separate from the Coast Guard, and at least in the early years,
the demarcation between Lighthouse and Coast Guard property and
functions was kept clear.
Commencing in late 1931, the Coast Guard began constructing a new
station on their property to replace the old Lakeview Beach station
several miles north.32 The main station building, which served as office
and crew quarters, was a two-story wood-framed structure with a full
basement and attic, both used for storage (figures 42-43). Dormers
provided light at the attic level, and there was a below-grade entrance to
the basement under the front porch. It had a concrete block foundation,
clapboard siding, and wood shingles with galvanized steel gutters and a
red brick chimney. The main station building was completed in 1932. A
new breakwater was constructed at the waterline, and a boathouse with
launchway and lookout tower were constructed on the breakwater, also
in 1931-32 (figures 40-41). A small garage was located to the west of the
main station building. On April 18, 1932, the Port Huron Coast Guard
Station officially opened with ten to twelve men, and the Lakeview
Beach station was abandoned. Around this time, the “May and Maude”
fountain was removed from the site, as it appears in a 1931 photograph,
but not thereafter. Its ultimate fate is unknown.
At the same time as the Coast Guard was building its new station, the
Lighthouse Service erected a new keeper’s dwelling to the south of the
duplex (figure 44). It has previously been thought that the 1932 dwelling
was built for the Coast Guard commander, but the construction drawings
32

The foundations of the Lakeview Beach station were re-discovered in August 2007.
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Figure 40: 1932, boathouse,
breakwall, and watchtower
(USCG Historian’s Office).

Figure 41: 1938, boathouse and
launchway (USCG Historian’s
Office).
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Figure 42: (Above) 1932, USCG Station under construction
(USCG Historian’s Office).
Figure 43: (Right) 1932, USCG Station completed (USCG
Historian’s Office).

were prepared by the Lighthouse Service, and the land on which it
was built was still Lighthouse Service property.33 A 1937 newspaper
article noted that the last keeper, John Smith, and his wife lived in the
“bungalow” while the two assistant keepers resided in the duplex. The
single dwelling was a one and one-half story yellow brick structure with
a concrete block foundation and red asbestos shingles. It had dormers at
the east elevation roof and a small balcony off the west elevation roof.
The front entry was distinguished by stone trim and an entry porch with
limestone steps and an iron railing.
It was in 1932 that the original 1871 fog signal building was adapted for
its final use as a three-bay garage. The 1871 fog signal building had been
moved west of the duplex (to the site of the current three-bay garage)
in 1900, during the construction of the brick fog signal building, and
converted to a barn. Sometime after that, it was remodeled to provide
a small dwelling, probably when a third assistant keeper was assigned
to the station. In 1932, after construction of the single dwelling, the
residential features of the small dwelling were removed and three
garage door bays were installed on the west elevation (figure 45). The
longevity and versatility of this building (it survived until the 1970s) was
a testament both to its quality of construction and the frugality of the
Lighthouse Service.
Also in the early 1930s, a second fog signal was erected at the light
station. This was a skeletal steel tower with an oscillator that according
to one newspaper report was the third of its kind installed in the country.34
It was located at the northern end of the retaining wall, and blew for 3
Figure 44: Undated photograph
showing single dwelling shortly
after construction (USCG
Historian’s Office).
34

33 The new dwelling was likely intended to replace the makeshift residence earlier created out of the 1871 fog signal building behind the duplex. This dwelling was listed on a
1930 government-owned real estate questionnaire as “1 single dwelling, 1 story, frame.”
34 “Present House Built in 1829,” St. Clair County Library Clippings file.
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Figure 45: 1931 plan showing conversion of original 1871 fog signal
building from dwelling to garage (National Archives).
seconds followed by 17 seconds of silence to warn outbound vessels of
fog over the lake (figure 46). The original fog signal was an air diaphone,
type C, and blew for 5 seconds with 55 seconds of silence between, and
served to warn incoming ships of fog in the river.
In 1933, the light tower was outfitted with a green DCB-24 Aerobeacon
and became completely automated.35 The Aerobeacon was a drum-shaped
electric light with a parabolic reflector that had originally been used at
airports. The Coast Guard commonly utilized the DCB-24 throughout
the Great Lakes as a replacement for the Fresnel lens as lighthouses
became automated. With a range of 17 to 18 miles, the Fort Gratiot
DCB-24 exhibited a one-half second flash in every 15 seconds, measured
120,000 candle power and shone eighty-seven feet above the water. It
was probably after automation that the oil storage building, no longer
needed for its original purpose, was moved to the west of the fog signal
building and utilized as a paint locker.
A landscaping project was undertaken in 1937 under the direction of
keeper Smith. When completed, the local paper noted that “the dark
green of the small cedars, hedges, and grass contrasts and enhances the
beauty of the tower.” Included in the enhancements were the so-called
“freighter” hedges (figure 47). These hedges were located to either side
of the light tower, parallel to the shoreline, and had elevated flat blocks at
either end, making them resemble the lake freighters that passed so close
to the station. There is little documentary evidence, beyond photographs,
as to the purpose or philosophy behind these hedges, whether they served
a utilitarian function or were merely the artistic expression of a greenthumbed keeper.

Figure 46: 1946 photograph
showing oscillator fog signal
(USCG Historian’s Office).

Another building was added to the Coast Guard Station in 1938-39. Plans
for an equipment building (four bay garage), to be placed at the entrance
to the station west of the main building, were approved in late 1938 and
35 It is not clear what happened to the Fresnel lens.
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Figure 47: Late 1930s image of light station, showing “freighter” hedges and other landscape
improvements, including iron fence at lower left corner (Port Huron Museum Collection).
work began on the foundation in October (figures 48).36 When completed
the following year, the equipment building was a two-story wood-framed
structure with a concrete foundation, wood shingle walls and roof, and
roof dormers on the north and south elevations (figure 49).
On the same day that work began on the foundation of the equipment
building (October 10, 1938), the nearby Blue Water Bridge opened to
traffic. At 6,535 feet long, the bridge linked Port Huron and Point Edward
in Ontario, Canada, and its position between the light station and the city
of Port Huron has made it a prominent addition to the background of the
site since its construction (figure 50).37
Also in 1938, the Coast Guard proposed building a new steel bulkhead
for the station. They requested permission of the Lighthouse Service
to build it partially on the lighthouse reservation, which was approved
with the caveat that future construction of a boathouse and slip for the
Figure 48: 1938, equipment
building under construction
(USCG Historian’s Office).
36

36 A notation on one of the drawings stated that the plans were to be reversed for the
Harbor Beach station.
37 A second span was added to the Blue Water Bridge in 1997.
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Figure 49: 1939, completed equipment building (USCG Historian’s
Office).
lighthouse service might require the removal of some of the bulkhead.
The bulkhead was completed in 1939, at a cost of $28,000 (figure 50).
In 1939, the delineation between the Lighthouse and Coast Guard
properties became a moot point, as the Lighthouse Service was abolished
and all aids to navigation, as well as the personnel serving them, were
incorporated into the Coast Guard. Although the civilian employees of
the service were allowed to remain in their jobs, they gradually converted
to Coast Guard service or were replaced by Coast Guard personnel. Late
in 1939, the Coast Guard took over manning the light station, and also
became responsible for supplying the Huron Lightship, the last Great
Lakes lightship.

During World War II, the combined Port Huron station was very active
in homeland defense. The station trained recruits, protected ore carriers,
and patrolled against smugglers and enemy agents. The Coast Guard
auxiliary became an important part of the station during this period,
taking over many of the routine duties of running the station in order to
free active duty personnel for other war-related tasks. They also assisted
in patrols and in training activities.38 The good will generated between the
two entities remains strong today, and the auxiliary still takes an active
role in the life of the station.

Figure 50: 1939, new steel
bulkhead, with Blue Water
Bridge in background (USCG
Historian’s Office).

Episode 5: The Coast Guard
Era (1939-present)

Improvements to the station continued during the War; the city water
main was extended on the site, and on the station building an escape
ladder was installed on the south elevation, an upstairs window was
removed and the storm sash hinged, and a storm vestibule was installed
outside the front door.

38 USCG Auxiliary files. The men were urged to go to classes above the garage when off
watch. The Auxiliary files also mention dredging activities in 1943-44.
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Figure 51: 1965 photograph
showing temporary trailers
in place (USCG Historian’s
Office).

Figure 52: Undated photo
showing machine shop (USCG
Historian’s Office).

By 1945, the character of the lighthouse site had changed. Some of the
earlier features that had distinguished the site, such as the iron picket
fence and freighter shaped hedges, had disappeared (figure 69). With
the increase in personnel, temporary trailers were brought to the station,
and would occupy various sites in the area around the duplex, fog signal
building, and garage throughout the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s (figure 51).
Sometime before 1950, the 1881 fog signal building was moved to its
third site, between the tower and the boathouse, where it became known
as the carpenter shop and was joined by a machine shop and small paint
locker (figures 52-53). Also before 1950, a large skeletal signal tower
was placed to the east of the main station building (figure 54).
The shingled exterior of the boathouse had been painted white sometime
before 1946. The basin in front of the launchway had to be dredged
frequently, a problem that would continue throughout the latter half of
the twentieth century.
Little change appears to have taken place at the site in the 1950s and
early 1960s. A series of photographs in the early 1960s documented
conditions around the light station (figures 55-57). In 1964, the covered
porches at the west entrances to the duplex were still in place, and the
concrete retaining wall in front of the light tower was exposed at least
six feet down, with the lawn in front of the tower running right to the
top edge of the wall. An addition on the east side of the three-bay garage
accommodated the longer cars that were then popular. It appears that the
circular oil storage shed had been removed by this time, and the square
paint locker formerly located behind the fog signal/carpenter shop had
been moved into the same area.
In 1966, a series of alterations took place in the duplex and single
dwelling. The west elevation porches on the duplex were removed and
replaced with concrete steps and wrought iron railings. The old woodframed basement entrance in the center of the west elevation was

Figure 53: Undated photograph
showing 1881 fog signal
building as carpenter shop
(USCG Historian’s Office).

Figure 54: Circa 1940s image
showing station and signal
tower (Port Huron Museum).
38

Figure 55: Circa 1964, duplex east elevation (USCG Historian’s
Office).
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Figure 56: Circa 1964, duplex north elevation (USCG Historian’s
Office).

Figure 57: Circa 1964, duplex west elevation. Note enclosed porch on
old woodshed addition (USCG Historian’s Office).
replaced, and new basement doors were installed. The rear windows of
the west elevation woodshed/kitchens were bricked up to accommodate
new kitchen cabinets on the interior, and side windows were installed in
the interior ells. The interiors were extensively remodeled, with closets
created in the former stair halls, walls openings moved between the
living rooms and dining rooms, and a new soil pipe boxed in the north
unit. Upstairs, the hall railings were replaced with drywall, the bedroom
closets were altered, and the bathroom walls bumped into the bedrooms
to accommodate new bathtubs. New sewer lines and electric panels were
also installed.
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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On the single dwelling, remodeling was less extensive, and confined
mostly to installing new kitchen cabinets and a sink, along with vinyl
flooring. Plaster ceilings were patched in the dining room, vestibule, and
second bedroom.
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s, various projects were undertaken at
the station building, including alterations to the galley in 1967, toilet
remodeling in 1971, and the partitioning of the large second floor bedroom
in 1975, in part to accommodate the 19 men who were now stationed
at Port Huron. In 1977, both the station building and the equipment
building were re-sided with aluminum siding, and aluminum gutters
and downspouts were installed. On the station building, asbestos cement
board was installed from the grade to the siding, and the original east
porch steps were replaced with concrete steps. In 1980, a new heating
system was installed in the station building.
Sometime in the late 1960s or early 1970s, the boathouse was removed
(figure 58). It is not clear what happened to the building, but it is possible
that a storm in 1973 severely damaged the boathouse. Also in the 1970s,
the 1871 fog signal building/three-bay garage was removed and replaced
with a garage of similar design, on the same foundation.
In 1981, another major round of work occurred at the station. The roofs
of the duplex, single dwelling, station building, and equipment building
were replaced with new asphalt shingles, and new gutters and downspouts
were installed. The window and door trim, rear foyer, soffits and fascia
were all covered with aluminum, the aluminum windows were replaced,
and the east elevation cheek walls were repointed. At this time, there was
also a proposal to replace the existing attic and kitchen wing windows,
but as they are still extant, this was not carried out.

Figure 58: Undated aerial, circa 1970s, showing removed boathouse
(USCG Historian’s Office).
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On the single dwelling, an awning had earlier been placed over the
entry, and this was left in place, with the masonry joints above the
entry repointed. The chimney was also repointed, and the wood trim,
soffits, fascia, and north entry hood were covered with aluminum. The
windows and entry door on the equipment building were replaced, and
new windows were also installed on the dormers, but the circular heads
were left in place.
Also in 1981, the light tower was treated to a $20,000 “renovation.” The
old paint was scraped off and new paint applied, the wood and mortar
were repaired, and a new air circulation system was installed.39 In just
ten years, this new paint system was already failing, and in 1999 the
Coast Guard power-washed the tower and within one day applied sealer
and paint which, while both were breathable, likely trapped moisture in
the brick. Again, within several years, the paint was failing, suggesting a
more long-term problem with the underlying brick.

Figure 59: Undated aerial, post 1970 (USCG Historian’s Office).
Throughout the latter half of the twentieth century, operations at the
station were increasingly automated, as better navigation technology
came on line, and once crucial functions of the station became obsolete.
This was especially true of the fog signal. Before 1976, the air oscillator
had been removed, and by the mid 1980s, the fog signal building had been
decommissioned and its equipment removed and destroyed. The light
tower was now completely automated and required little maintenance,
and the introduction of first Loran, and then GPS, made radio signaling
obsolete. Maintenance work continued at the station, for example the
1989 repointing of exterior masonry on the duplex and single dwelling,
but for the most part, the Coast Guard began looking for ways to

39 By Northern Waterproofing and Restoration in Traverse City.
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deaccession itself of assets. In 1997, there was a proposal to remove
the light as an aid to navigation, but local outcry and the consequent
legislative pressure forced the Coast Guard to withdraw the proposal.
However, several buildings were removed from the site in the 1990s and
early twenty-first century, including the machine shop around 2001, and
the old 1881 fog signal building/carpenter shop sometime in the 1990s.
With the decision of the Coast Guard to release many of its light
stations into the public domain, the focus shifted from maintaining these
facilities as working sites to making them available to the public as
educational and tourist destinations. When the Coast Guard signaled its
intent to deaccession the Fort Gratiot station, the Port Huron Museum,
in conjunction with the City of Port Huron, submitted an application to
obtain transfer of ownership of the station. Already, in 1995 the Museum
had worked with the Coast Guard Auxiliary to offer tours of the station,
which prior to this time had been offered only sporadically. It is the
intention of the Museum to operate the Fort Gratiot Light Station as a
satellite site, offering tours and other educational facilities to interpret
the maritime history of the Port Huron area.
A new Coast Guard Station building, along with several ancillary
structures, was completed on the southeast corner of the original light
station in 2004. This parcel of land was subsequently separated from the
property proposed to be turned over to the Port Huron Museum and will
remain a working Coast Guard Station.

Landscape History
(Episodes)
Episode 1: Initial Construction
(1829-1861)

The present (second) lighthouse was constructed on a level site a short
distance back from the shore, near the north end of the Fort Gratiot
Lighthouse reservation. The pattern and character of vegetation in the area
is shown in some detail on several early (ca. 1860-70s) plans (figures 6061). General vegetation types can be inferred from species and patterns
existing in this area of the lakeshore, even today. The native vegetation
at the time the lighthouse was constructed was heavily deciduous in
composition. Oaks, locust, and hawthorns with some white pine grew
on the higher ground in the north half and west of the site. Closer to the
shore the trees became more scattered; poplars, locusts and alders were
prevalent species. Brushy vegetation filled openings between the trees.
Dune grasses and other low, resilient species were the patchy cover in the
sand of the constantly shifting shore.
The topography is for the most part fairly level, with a slightly elevated
zone in the northwest quadrant. The early plans of the reservation show
a branched stream meandering in a zigzag pattern through the site,
widening to an irregularly elongated pond near the shore, and emptying
from there into the St. Clair River (figures 10, 60). The stream is shown,
especially inland, to be bordered by marshy zones (willows and alders
are noted) of varying width.
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Figure 60: 1860 plan with landscape details (National Archives).
An 1860 plan of the lighthouse reservation shows wooded zones along
the north section of the west side, and extending toward the shore
(figure 60). The earlier stream pattern remains and the entire south end,
with exception of the shore, is shown as marshland. Also, a number of
buildings were scattered through the south half of the site – consistent
with various unauthorized uses and occupancies of the land noted in
the early years. Squatters living on the land, sand and gravel removals,
timber cutting and commercial fishing all impacted the site to varying
degrees. Roads approached from the south and west in irregular routes
across the site, probably skirting marshy areas. Stream crossings were
bridged. The approach road to the lighthouse split to the east while the
main road continued north then curved west, exiting the reservation at
the northwest corner.
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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Figure 61: Circa 1871 drawing
showing lighthouse site (with
original dwelling) (National
Archives).
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The lighthouse, keeper’s dwelling and outbuildings were enclosed by
fences. The 1860 plan shows a zigzag rail fence, and the areas inside the
fence as garden or cultivation. There is no other information on treatment
of the land around the buildings, but ornamental plantings were not likely
to have been part of the earliest development. Plans drawn at times
later in the century show succeeding generations of fencing around the
lighthouse buildings; the size of the fenced area varied, but at the largest
(earliest) appears to have been around six acres, with later enclosures
around half that size.

Episode 2: Improvement and
Expansion (1862-1900)

Fences are the most evident landscape features in early plans and
photographs of the light station. An 1873 photograph shows a portion
of a five-tiered white board fence around the south and east sides of the
lighthouse, keeper’s dwelling and fog signal building (figure 16). Another
photo from 1891 also shows a white board fence that may not be the one
shown in the earlier photo, as the fog signal station/fence relationship
is not the same as in the earlier image (figures 14-15). Plans and photos
through the rest of the nineteenth century show fencing around the entire
lighthouse site, and area of +/- 3.5 acres.
The 1873 and 1891 photographs show little landscape detail except for
the fence. Several small trees are visible near the dwelling and lighthouse
in the 1873 photo, but the fence obscures any lower plantings that may
have existed around the buildings. The 1891 photo shows no trees
evident in the immediate area of the buildings; the solid line of the woods
is clearly visible beyond the buildings to the west. In 1895 the marshy
area along the west side was filled in and a fence constructed around the
entire reservation. Another fence was constructed in 1898 to enclose the
building zone.

Episode 3: Shoreline Protection
(1901-1930)

In 1901 the station grounds were graded; the perimeter board fence was
topped with barbed wire. A 1902 photograph shows clearly that trees

Figure 62: 1902 image of light station from the east (National Archives).
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Figure 63: 1901 site drawing. Note “hennery” and penciled-in keeper’s
boathouse (National Archives).
(still small) had been planted near the duplex and on the lighthouse lawn
(figure 62). Later images in the next few years confirm specific tree
plantings and also show dramatic changes in the width and profile of the
shoreline.
Photos ca. 1913 show the next generation of fencing around the light
station and new features along the east side of the site -- the brick fog
signal station at the north end, oil house at the south end and several
new shade trees on the lawn. The two frame fog signal buildings were
relocated from the north and south corners on the lake side of the site
to an area west of the duplex and served as work space and storage. A
privy on the east side of each building served the two duplex apartments
(figure 39). A ‘hennery’ is shown on one plan (figure 63). Other small
outbuildings are shown on various plans, but are not named nor are
their functions identified. The far southwest area of the fenced property
featured a small orchard, and vegetable gardens were noted on several
plans and mentioned in keeper’s logs.
Sometime around 1913 a substantial landscape element was installed at
the south edge of the light station site, forward of the keepers’ duplex. This
feature, a large tiered fountain called ‘May and Maude’, was relocated
from the downtown to the light station (and rather oddly positioned in
relation to existing buildings and other development) where it remained
(it was photographed at least a few times, the last extant photo is 1931),
and then was removed sometime after that. Its fate is unknown.
The fierce winter storm of November 1913 so radically altered the
shoreline that the stability of the light tower itself was jeopardized.
Major construction was carried out immediately to secure the lake edge
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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Figure 64: 1913, Fountain and tower from southwest corner of site
(National Archives).
and reinforce the foundation of the tower. A new parapet wall was also
constructed, curving around the north side of the station, then extending
south along the lake side and ending in a turn west across the entry
addition on the south side of the station.
Later, in the early 1930s, hedges were planted parallel to the shore to
the north and south of the wall, and generally aligned with the east side
of the tower. The south hedge began at the straight east-west portion
of the parapet wall and was about sixty feet long. It ended short of the
south boundary fence, leaving an opening between fence and hedge. The
north hedge began at the arc of the parapet wall and was longer – around

Figure 65: Circa 1960s photograph showing groomed lawn to edge of
breakwater (USCG Historian’s Office).
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Figure 66: 1913 “plane table” survey of the site, with later additions
(National Archives).
110 feet. It ended well short of the north edge of the property, leaving a
wide opening to the shore. A considerable width of lawn on the east side
of the light station wall and hedges is evident in several photographs,
so the hedge openings could have served as access for both landscape
maintenance and light station functions and activity on the lake edge. The
hedges appear (from ca. 1930s photographs) to have been around four
feet wide and four feet high, slightly wider at the top, and clipped into
taller flat top blocks at the ends, hence their designation as “freighter”
hedges. It is unclear what shrub was used for the hedges, but, given the
exposed situation, it is likely to have been a tough species like privet.
The parapet wall and hedges were the major landscape features of
the light station setting. The low wall still exists but the hedges were
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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removed, along with the iron fencing, sometime after the onset of World
War II. Another hedge between the fog signal station and the garage
at the north side of the property may have been an edge to an earlier
vegetable garden.
Plans and photographs, beginning in the early twentieth century, show a
system of walkways connecting the several buildings in the light station
complex, and even extending across the undeveloped land to the south,
providing a pedestrian connection out to Omar Street and from there to
the town. Walks were constructed to several outbuildings (oil house,
for example) then removed when the buildings were demolished or
relocated. A driveway existed for a number of years a short distance west
of the duplex, and crossing the property from the south fence to the fog
signal building. The present driveway on the west side of the site, along
the curving boundary fence, supplanted the drive across the rear yard.
Concrete curbs were constructed in several areas around 1930.
In 1913 the plans for new curved masonry walls were approved for
construction at the entrance to the light station site where Superior (now
Garfield) meets Omar Street (figure 67). It is not certain when they were
actually built. The drive through this entry divided a short way in – north
to the storage buildings and fog signal station, and angling east along the
south fence line. The walls show on aerial photographs taken as late as
the 1960s. The date of their removal is not known.

Figure 67: Circa 1960s photograph showing curved entry walls still in
place (USCG Historian’s Office).
A handsome iron picket fence on a concrete base is shown on a plane
table survey dated 1913 (figure 66), but it is uncertain whether this is
record of the existing fence at the time of the survey, or information
added at a later time (as was other information on the plan). It seems
reasonable that these two site improvements – the entrance walls and the
iron fence - could have been installed at generally the same time. The
fence is clearly visible on several photographs from the 1930s. It was
removed around the start of World War II. By the 1960s the landscape of
the light station had been reduced to mainly shade trees and grass.
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Figure 68: Circa 1936 landscape plan for new station (National Archives).
Landscape development continued through the 1930s. Scattered shade
trees (oaks, maples, walnut) grew to mature size. A small orchard
occupied the south west portion of the light station site. A fence separated
the storage and workshop buildings on the west side of the site from the
privies in rear yard behind the duplex. Shade trees, ornamental trees,
flower shrubs, flower beds and vegetable gardens matured, disappeared
or evolved over the years from 1900 until the late 1930s as different
residents exercised their different skills and priorities. A large shade tree
at the south end of the duplex rose through the structure of a garden arbor;
the vine supported by the arbor is not identifiable from the photograph.
When the new bungalow dwelling was constructed in 1932, just south
of the duplex, the large shade tree was removed. Several spruces across
the space between the duplex and bungalow grew older and bigger, and
were limbed up to allow unobstructed views to the water. Two of them
still exist. Other garden structures and plantings were distributed around
the two residences.

Episode 4: Old Station, New
Station (1931-1939)

An ambitious landscape improvement project was carried out on the
light station site in 1937. Photographs after completion of this project
show a handsome and well maintained landscape with crisp hedges,
smooth lawns, mature shade trees, a vine-covered duplex with well cared
for foundation plantings, and plantings of evergreen trees and shrubs
distributed around the buildings and along fences (figure 47).
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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Figure 69: Circa 1940s,
pollarded catalpas in front of
new CG Station (Port Huron
Museum Collection).

Episode 5: The Coast Guard
Era (1939-present)

Construction of new Coast Guard facilities on the three-acre site
south of the light station was completed in 1931-2. The record of site
development and landscape improvements is quite complete in both
plans and photographs (figure 68). Pavements and plantings were laid
out in formal placement, with pollarded catalpa trees lining a walk (four
on each side) east from the front of the building to a tall signal tower
(figure 69). A clipped hedge furnished the base of the tower, and a single
evergreen tree (possibly a White spruce) was planted outside the hedge,
in line with the walk on west side of the tower. Shade trees were planted
in the lawn on each side of the walk, and a small grove of pines was
planted farther out on the lawn, in the southeast of the property (the pines
near the light station’s bungalow dwelling appear to date from the same
time). Small upright evergreen shrubs flanked the building’s front porch
and extended around the north corner of the building. Other shrubs were
planted on the south side, in mass plantings along the diagonal walk.
A paired row of cedars extended along the walk from the rear of the
Coast Guard station to the new equipment building. A deciduous hedge
was installed along the Omar Street edge; short sections of hedge also
extended into the site as far as the equipment building’s parking apron.
Finally, new plantings of elm trees lined the curbed entrance drive from
the Omar Street entrance east to the area at the end of the boathouse
ramp. Significant landscape assets already existing on the site when the
new buildings were constructed include several venerable old oak trees.

The detailed light station and Coast Guard landscapes essentially
disappeared from the light station property after the onset of World War
II, when the Coast Guard took over the light station, and site changes
in the interest of security and efficient maintenance were implemented.

Figure 70: The light station in 1945, showing the decline of the
manicured, residential plantings during WWII (USCG Historian’s
Office).
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The long “lake freighter” hedges were removed, and the iron fence and
ornamental plantings eliminated (figure 70).
As shown in several photographs, the landscape plantings remained in
place, maturing and well-maintained, from the 1930s through at least
1950. Aerial photographs from the 1970s (figure 71) show that the elms,
catalpas, foundation shrubs, hedge and evergreen tree at the flat tower,
cedars along the walk between the buildings, and the Omar Street hedges
had been removed.

Figure 71: 1976 aerial view of the site (USCG Historian’s Office).
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Site Chronology Timeline
Pre-construction

1814
1823
1825

1828

Episode 1: Initial Construction
(1829-1861)

1829

1842
1843

1850s
1852
1857
1859
1860

Episode 2: Improvement and
Expansion (1862-1900)

52

Fort Gratiot (military post) constructed at the entrance to
the St. Clair River
March 3: Congress appropriates $3,500 to construct a
lighthouse near Fort Gratiot
August 8: First Fort Gratiot Light Tower is completed just
outside the northeast corner of the Fort (south of the present
location). First lighthouse erected in Michigan
December: Keeper George McDougall arrives on site
Original tower is damaged by a storm and falls down
December: Austin Wing presents petition to Congress for
reconstruction of the tower
March/April: Congress appropriates funds for new tower
and contract for construction is awarded to Lucius Lyon
December: Construction of both tower and accompanying
dwelling and outhouse is completed
George McDougall, first keeper, dies, succeeded by
William Church
Eber Ward, keeper at Bois Blanc, switches places with
William Church. Ward is reputed to be involved with the
abolition movement and may have used the lighthouse grounds
as a stop on the Underground Railroad
(circa) Trespassers on the Lighthouse property become a
problem
Lighthouse Board is created, eventually revolutionizing the
Lighthouse Service
Fort Gratiot equipped with a Fourth Order Fresnel lens
Keeper Elijah Burch removed for renting the lighthouse
grounds to fisheries
Boundary lines of lighthouse reservation are resurveyed

1862

(circa) Height of tower raised to 82 feet and inner cylinder
constructed. Entry/storeroom added
1862-5 (circa)Third Order Fresnel lens replaces original Fourth
Order lens
1867
Fort Gratiot’s fixed white lens is exchanged for Pointe Aux
Barques’ fixed white varied by flashes lens. Flue constructed
in tower to accommodate descending weight of revolving
machinery
1868-9 A fence around the reservation is requested to protect
against trespassers; leaks reported at base of the tower lantern
1870
Assistant keeper appointed at Fort Gratiot
1871
Fort Gratiot receives one of the first four fog signals on the
Lakes, installed in a frame building north of the lighthouse
1872
First surviving keeper’s logs
1873
First known photographic image of Light Station
October: A severe storm washes away the beach and fence;
temporary log breakwater constructed
1874
1829 keeper’s dwelling is removed and the duplex is built
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1875

1879
1881
1882

1885
1887
1890

1893

1894
1895

1896

1897
1898

1900

1901

1905
1906
1910
1913

September: A large portion of the original lighthouse
reservation is platted into town lots and sold at public auction
From 1875-1882, the Lighthouse Board pushed for the
replacement of the Fort Gratiot tower
November: Shutters are installed on the duplex
The tower is reported to be leaking. Slate is repaired on the
duplex roof
A duplicate fog signal building is installed south of the
lighthouse
April: The tower is modified to burn kerosene rather than
lard oil
The military property at Fort Gratiot is sold, and the Fort
buildings are torn down or relocated
Sand Beach (Harbor Beach) crib light constructed
Eleventh Lighthouse District split; Fort Gratiot now falls
into the Ninth District
A circular iron oil storage shed is constructed south of the
tower and dwelling; New walks are laid from the dwelling to
the oil house and from the gate to the street
Light’s characteristic changed from fixed white varied by
a white flash every two minutes to a fixed white varied by a
white flash every minute
A hand rail is installed in the tower
A fence is built to enclose the entire reservation and the
marshy areas on the west side are filled
April: fog signal’s characteristic changed to sound blasts
of three seconds’ duration, separated by silent intervals of 17
seconds
Pipe laid from city water main to center of grounds in front
of dwelling, where a hydrant is installed; branches laid to each
side of the duplex and to each fog signal building
Storm windows installed on the duplex
Sewer laid from the duplex to the river; connection of
downspout conductors into the drain. Another fence built to
enclose the tower, dwelling, and outbuildings
April: Lakeview Beach Life Saving Station opened several
miles north of Fort Gratiot
The two frame fog signals are replaced with a brick fog
signal. The two frame buildings are moved to the west of the
duplex
Station grounds graded; two rows of barbed wire fence
fastened to top of the board cap of the fence surrounding the
buildings
200 foot concrete revetment built 50 feet in front of the
tower
184 feet of pile fencing built to extend north and south
property lines
The Lighthouse Board is replaced by the Bureau of
Lighthouses
“May and Maude” statue relocated to lighthouse grounds
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November 9th: Great Freshwater Hurricane of 1913 strikes
Fort Gratiot; beach washed away and several feet of the tower
foundation are exposed and undermined
1914
New retaining walls, protective groins, and regrading are
accomplished to repair damage and protect shoreline. Parapet
wall constructed
1915
Coast Guard is created through merger of the Revenue
Cutter and Life Saving Services
1918
Permission granted to erect a small radio station for the
duration of the war
1920s Steam fog whistle likely replaced during this period by a
diaphone fog horn; Station electrified
1923
Coast Guard granted permission to occupy land south of
light station
1924-5 Northern portion of lighthouse reservation deeded to City
of Port Huron (now Lighthouse Park)
Episode 4: Old Station, New
Station (1931-1939)

Coast Guard takes possession of three acres of land
adjoining the lighthouse property
1931-2 Main station building, breakwater, boathouse with
launchway and lookout tower constructed. Also a small garage
constructed where current four-bay garage is currently located.
“May and Maude” fountain removed
1932
April: new Coast Guard station officially opened;
Lakeview Beach station abandoned
New “bungalow” keeper’s dwelling built by the Lighthouse
Service adjacent to duplex
1871 fog signal building converted to three-bay garage
1930s Oscillating fog signal tower erected; oil storage building
moved around this time
1933
Light tower outfitted with a green DCB-24 Aerobeacon and
becomes completely automated
1937
Landscaping project undertaken at lighthouse site
1938
October: The Blue Water Bridge opens to traffic
1938-9 Equipment building (four-bay garage) erected. New steel
bulkhead constructed for CG station
1939
The Lighthouse Service is merged into the Coast Guard;
the Coast Guard takes over operation of the Light Station and
supplying the Huron Lightship

Episode 5: The Coast Guard Era
(1939-present)

1941-5 Coast Guard station involved in homeland defense during
WWII. Coast Guard Auxiliary assists in routine duties. During
this period, iron picket fence and freighter shaped hedges
removed
1942
City water main extended
1943
On the main station building, escape ladder installed on
the south elevation, an upstairs window was removed and the
storm sash hinged, and a storm vestibule was installed outside
the front door
1950
(Before) 1881 fog signal building moved to site between
the tower and boathouse and rechristened as the carpenter
shop. Skeletal signal tower placed east of the station building
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1950s
1970s

1966

1967
1971
1975
1976
1977
1980
1981

1980s
1995
1997
1999
2001
2004

Temporary trailers appear on the site; will remain through
1970s
(circa) Boathouse removed (possibly during storm of
1973); ca. 1932 three-bay garage replaced with current
building
Duplex alterations: west elevation porches removed,
windows moved, interiors extensively remodeled
Single dwelling alterations: Kitchen remodeling and plaster
repairs
Main station building gallery alterations
Main station building toilets remodeled
Main station building second floor large bedroom
partitioned
Sometime prior to this, air oscillator is removed
Main station and equipment building re-sided with
aluminum siding, aluminum gutters and downspouts
New heating system installed in station
Duplex, single dwelling, station and equipment building
roofs replaced with asphalt shingles; new gutters and
downspouts; trim covered with aluminum
Light tower “renovated” with old paint scraped off, new
paint applied, new air circulation system installed
Fog signal building decommissioned, equipment removed
and destroyed
Port Huron museum works with Coast Guard auxiliary to
offer tours of the station
Proposal to remove light as an aid to navigation is defeated.
Second Blue Water Bridge span opens
Tower repainted by the USCG
(circa) Machine shop removed; (carpenter shop gone by
this time)
New USCG Station completed
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Light Station

Figure 72: Garden bed (QE|A
2006).

Figure 73: Picnic pavilion
(QE|A 2006).
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he detailed landscape essentially disappeared from the light
station property at the outset of World War II, when the Coast Guard
took over the light station, and site changes in the interest of security and
efficient maintenance were implemented. The long ‘lake freighter’ hedges
were removed, and the iron fence and ornamental plantings eliminated.
The three-bay garage is the only outbuilding remaining on the west side
of the residences. The landscape is now essentially lawn, walks and trees.
There is a timber-edged garden bed just north of the duplex (figure 72),
a roofed picnic pavilion with a fireplace in the grove of pines (figure 73),
and several pieces of children’s play equipment on the lawn. There are a
few foundation shrubs in the rear of the duplex and dabs of flowers and
other small plants in the beds along the front. The northwest corner of
the property is rough in appearance, with unpaved parking at the side of
the fog signal building and against the west face of the three-bay garage.
There are several utility poles in this area of the site. Parking on the grass
along the edges of the drive has resulted in a withered interface between
drive and lawn. Boats and trailers appear to be stored against the fence.
There is a small rectangular modern brick building at the northeast corner
of the property, housing NOAA weather equipment. It has a small board
fence on the west side. Chain link boundary fence encloses the west and
north sides of the property.
The two halves of the old Fort Gratiot hospital have been relocated
to property immediately across the fence to the west, and north of the
station is Lighthouse Park, comprising mostly beach and a parking area.
The property has lost entirely the pleasantly planted and detailed, rather
residential appearance of the first half of the nineteenth century.
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Figure 74: Aerial view of the site. New Coast Guard station is at bottom
right corner (red roofs) and Lighthouse Park at the top (Image from
Google Earth).
Old US Coast Guard Station

As is shown in several historic photographs, the landscape plantings
were in place, maturing and well maintained throughout the years from
the early 1930s until at least 1950. Then, aerial photos from 1976 show
that the elms, catalpas, foundation shrubs, hedge and evergreen tree at
the flag tower, cedars along the walk between the buildings and the Omar
Street hedges had been removed. The signal tower is gone.
The station setting today is devoid of planting, the drive and parking
are deteriorated, and the lawn is no longer the lush turf of earlier years.
A flagpole occupies the original signal tower location, but that area is
inside the perimeter security fence of the new Coast Guard station (on
the lake edge immediately east of the original station). The two large
old oaks behind the equipment building, the pine grove and lawn are
all that is left of the original landscape around the Coast Guard station.
A broad open area between the Coast Guard station drive and the south
edge of the light station site is a rough mix of grass and weeds with large
patches of bare soil. The area is kept mowed, but the appearance is bare,
stressed and neglected. In front of the equipment building, an unpaved
drive splits off to the north from the Coast Guard drive to access the west
side of the light station. There is a flagpole at the junction of the two
drives, and a timber edged octagonal flower bed, at the rear of which is a
state historical marker. Immediately to the south of the old station is the
Dunn Paper plant, which took the place of the old Grand Truck railway
machine shops. Clearly visible in the background are the twin spans of
the Blue Water Bridge.
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Figure 75: Old Coast Guard Station site; note remnant sidewalks
(QE|A 2006).
A triangle of walk remains on the south side of the station building (figure
75) and there is a rectangle of concrete pavement with a basketball hoop
behind the station. The diagonal walk from the station southwest to Omar
Street is gone, but there is a walk across the open area that connects the
Coast Guard station with the light station site, passing through the grove
of pine trees to meet the walk along the rear of the duplex and single
dwellings.
At the southeast corner of the site, but outside the boundaries of the
Fort Gratiot Light Station property, a new US Coast Guard Station was
completed in 2004. The parcel of land on which the new station stands
was separated from the light station property and will remain in the
possession of the United States Coast Guard. The new station building
is constructed of red and beige brick with a red seamed metal roof.
There is a rectangular garage building and a small boathouse of similar
construction. A new breakwater and slipway were constructed in the
same area as the old station boathouse and launchway. A large parking
lot is located to the west of the station building.

Figure 76: New (2004) Coast Guard Station
(QE|A 2006).
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Figure 77: New breakwater and slipway at Coast
Guard Station (QE|A 2006).
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Figure 78: Tower and entry/storeroom from the
northwest (QE|A 2006).

Figure 79: Tower and entry/storeroom from the
northeast (QE|A 2006).

Light Tower

The light tower is the oldest structure at the station. Constructed in 1829
as a 65 foot tapered red brick tower with stone foundation, it was extended
in the early 1860s to its current height of 82 feet with a straight-sided
addition. At the same time that it was heightened, an interior cylinder of
yellow brick was inserted with a cavity between it and the exterior wall.
The entry/storeroom was added at the same time. It is designated as a
storeroom on the 1862 drawings and probably stored lighthouse supplies
and fuel. After the addition of the oil storage building in 1890, kerosene
would not have been stored near the tower.

Exterior Envelope

Foundation
The foundation of the tower and entry/storeroom is ashlar-cut stone and
extends approximately 2’-5” above grade on the tower and 2’ above grade
on the entry/storeroom. The face of the stone foundation is flush with
the face of the brick tower surface but at the entry/storeroom it projects
between one and two inches from the brick masonry wall surface above,
creating a slight plinth ledge that does not exist at the tower (figure 80).
Several layers of red paint of slightly different shades are visible; this
red paint is a relatively recent (last twenty years) addition. The grade
slopes inward toward the foundation around the entire perimeter of the
foundation, creating negative drainage.
The stone is heavily painted and has begun peeling in several locations,
revealing previous layers of paint, and in some areas the stone surface
is exposed. There is minor stone spalling on the east elevation of the
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Figure 80: Plinth ledge at stone foundation of
tower entry/storeroom (QE|A 2006).

Figure 81: Peeling paint and spalling bricks on
tower (QE|A 2006).

tower and moderate spalling on the west elevation between the window
opening and connection with the entry/storeroom.
Walls
The exterior walls are brick masonry. The cylindrical tower tapers
from the base to the top of the original portion constructed in 1829 and
continues vertically along the 1860s portion up to the lantern/gallery
level. A string course near the top is the only protrusion. The entry/
storeroom walls are also brick masonry. There are two types of brick
on the walls. The original 1829 brick was red, while the 1860s additions
(the upper portion of the tower and the entry/storeroom) are constructed
of Milwaukee Cream City brick. There are also several areas in the 1829
brick (most noticeably under the window/vent in the west elevation and
where former window openings were infilled) that are patched with
Cream City brick. All of the masonry is heavily painted with white paint.
Curved stone lintels that are almost flush with the adjacent brick surface
support the window openings. Each window opening also has a stone
sill. Both the sills and lintels appear to have a bush hammered finish
beneath several layers of paint.
Three cast-iron circular drains are located around the perimeter of the
tower in the second brick course above the foundation. It is assumed that
these vent the cavity between the inner and outer walls. There are also
five rusted metal hooks spaced evenly around the perimeter at the first
brick course above the foundation. These are recent installations in order
to hang Christmas lights and will be removed.
The 1829 portion of the tower exterior is in very poor condition. The paint
is badly peeling and the bricks are spalling, with entire bricks popping out
of the surface (figure 81). Further, there is excessive biological growth at
the mortar joints of the 1829 portion; especially in areas adjacent to brick
spalling and loss of paint. Several large areas of cracking and holes along
mortar joints are visible, especially at the water-facing (east) side of the
tower (figure 82). The mortar has deteriorated, with noticeable areas of
open and eroded joints. In addition, the middle third of the tower shaft
is cracking and bulging. All of these areas of deterioration - spalling,
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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Figure 82: Cracks and open joints on tower (QE|A
2006).

Figure 83: Deteriorated flashing and curling
shingles at tower/entry connection (QE|A 2006).

deteriorated mortar joints, and cracking – are likely the result of freezethaw action of water trapped within the brick. Part of this problem can
be traced to prior inappropriate treatment: in 1999, the tower was powerwashed, then sealed and painted the following day, causing moisture
to be trapped in the brick. However, leaks and peeling paint have been
an issue for many years on the structure, and it is likely that the cavity
between the inner and outer towers is also causing part of the problem.
See the Structural Analysis for a more detailed discussion.
The Cream City brick has fared better than the red brick, likely because
it is harder than the red brick. There is only minor spalling of the bricks
in spot locations on the tower, with little paint peeling or cracking. The
joints at both the east and west elevations of the entry/storeroom at the
connection with the circular wall of the tower have been filled with
sealant. Approximately four feet of the west sealant joint is open. There
are four exposed pipes/conduits attached to the west wall of the entry/
storeroom. There is a surface-mounted light fixture above the door on
the south elevation.
Roof
The entry/storeroom has a gable roof with approximately 12” deep
overhangs; the soffits are enclosed and there are no ventilation openings.
There is a 1x10 wood frieze board with crown molding under the eaves
of the structure. The roof is covered with red asphalt shingles that extend
½” past the aluminum drip edge. There is no ridge venting. Flashing at
the intersection of the entry/storeroom and the tower appears to be metal,
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Figure 84: (Above) Tower entry steps (QE|A 2006).

Figure 85: (Left) Entry door to tower entry/storeroom
(QE|A 2006).
covered with several layers of sealant and paint. Two loudspeaker horns
are mounted to the underside of the eaves at the corners of the south
elevation. Electrical conduit leading to these speakers extends from the
interior through the cornice board. There are no gutters on the structure.
The integrity of the flashing is questionable - the many layers of paint
and sealant are pulling from the face of the tower and there are signs of
significant water penetration in the interior space below (severe mortar
and brick damage - see interior discussion below). White paint from the
tower has been splattered on the shingles and they are starting to curl,
especially near the connection with the tower and along the east eave
(figure 83). The aluminum drip edge is also curling. There are several
layers of crazed and cracked paint on the wood fascia, cornice boards and
crown molding, and the wood soffit boards.
The tower roof is addressed in the lantern conditions, below.
Entry Stair
The floor level of the entry/storeroom is approximately two feet above
grade and is accessed by exterior steps (figure 84). The bottom step
is concrete with two stone steps above, all painted grey. The top step
is flush with the interior floor level and keyed into the masonry wall.
Deteriorated grip tape is adhered to the top step and there are shadows on
the lower two where the grip tape has worn off. The stone and concrete
are in fair condition, with peeling paint, minor cracks and chipping at the
front nosing.
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Doors
The exterior door leading into the entry/storeroom is a contemporary,
hollow metal door (figure 85). The hollow metal door frame is mounted
inside of what appears to be the original wood door frame. Wood infill
bridges the gap between the top of the wood frame and the arched
masonry opening. Vertical grab bars are mounted to the masonry walls
on either side of the door (presumably in lieu of handrails at the stairs for
public access into the structure). Although the door is in good condition
it is not historically appropriate for the building.
Windows
There is one window at the east elevation. This wood window is doublehung, with a four over four configuration (figure 86), and was recently
installed (fall of 2004). It is painted grey. The window sits in an arched
masonry opening with a stone sill. It is in good condition and is compatible
with the historic character of the building.
There are five window openings in the tower - one at the base/ground
level, two at the first and second stair landings, and two at the top
landing. All are in-swinging, four-light metal casement windows, with
the exception of the ground level opening which has been replaced
with a louver. The window frames appear to be set equidistant from the
exterior wall, therefore the depth from the interior wall decreases as the
windows go up. The masonry openings are arched, with a large opening
that extends the full depth of both masonry walls and a smaller opening
(approximately 2’4” wide by 3’2’ tall) at the exterior masonry wall in
which the casement windows are set. The larger arched opening becomes
smaller with the height of the tower, as the wall thickness decreases, with
only one arched opening at the upper window. The outer wythe of brick
is supported at the exterior by stone lintels. The sill/bottom surfaces of
both the larger and smaller masonry openings are brick with a stone sill
at the exterior wythe.
Remnants of both wood framing near the interior of the window openings
and wood blocking attached to the inside face of the masonry walls
adjacent to these window openings indicate the locations of former wood
shutters and hold-opens. None of the shutters are extant.

Figures 86-88: Tower window
openings (QE|A 2006).
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All of the windows appear original (to the 1860s at least) and are
operable (with difficulty). Difficulty in operation and not closing tightly
are due to significant rusting and paint build-up. Ill-fitting windows
allow infiltration of moisture to the interior window sills during heavy
rain. Shifted bricks and cracking along mortar joints were observed at
the window at the first landing level. Two of the window panes at the
second landing level window and one of the panes at the upper window
have been replaced with acrylic/Lexan material. The brick surface at
the arched window openings has been heavily painted, and the paint is
cracking, worn and peeling.
Galleries
The light tower has two exterior cast-iron galleries. The gallery floors
are constructed of large flat pie-shaped cast-iron plates radiating around
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Figure 89: (Above) Lantern roof (QE|A 2006).

Figure 90: (Left) Delaminating cast iron at gallery
level (QE|A 2006).
the center core. The lower gallery is located at floor level with the watch
room and the upper gallery is at floor level with the lantern room. The
lower gallery is reached by the interior cast/wrought-iron stairs; the
upper gallery is accessible from an open ladder from the lower gallery. A
separate caged ladder extends from the lower gallery to the lantern roof.
For safety reasons, neither ladder was climbed to observe conditions at
the upper gallery or lantern roof - these were evaluated from photographs
and visible observations from the lower gallery and the ground. The
height of the railings at both galleries does not meet current building
code height requirements for public access nor do they have appropriate
vertical members to function as guardrails.
Lower Gallery: The painted cast-iron floor slopes away from the tower. A
painted cast-iron railing surrounds the perimeter. There is a braided cable
wrapped around the tower at the gallery floor that does not appear to be
connected to lightning protection or to anything else. Conical vent covers
protect the wall vents around the perimeter. (These vents have been
covered at the interior with wood panels – see interior description).
Overall, the cast-iron floor plates are in good condition, with some areas
of peeling paint and surface rust. A few areas are more deteriorated, with
the top “layer” of the cast iron delaminating (figure 90).
There is an exterior doorway at the watch room leading onto the lower
gallery of the tower. Two pairs of wood doors, which appear to date at
least to the 1860s, fill the opening. The outer pair of doors swings out
onto the gallery, and the inner pair swings into the lower lantern. The
outer doors are constructed of vertical boards held together with blocking
at the inner face. A slide lock holds the leaves to each other while closed.
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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The inner doors are curved to match the interior of the tower. They are
recessed-panel stile and rail doors with original knobs and locks. Both
sets of doors are painted. They are in fair condition.
Upper Gallery: The upper gallery is painted cast iron and is assumed to
slope away from the lantern. Visual observation indicates some peeling
paint and rust on the upper gallery surfaces.
Lantern
The ten-sided lantern is cast-iron construction, painted white, and
measures approximately 8’-2” wide at the interior. The ten-sided lantern
roof is clad with red painted sheet metal or cast iron. It is not visible from
the lower gallery below, only from the ground (figure 89). The cast-iron
ball finial (which also serves as lightning protection) doubles as a cover
for the main lantern ceiling vent. Both the lantern roof and ball finial
appear to be original. With the exception of its slope, there is no roof
drainage system on the lantern roof.
Acrylic/Lexan panels have been installed in the upper portion of seven of
the ten wall segments facing the lake (east). As was typical for lanterns
of this age, these panes were most likely originally 3/8” plate glass. The
other three segments have wood infill panels, rather than Lexan, with a
large metal louver installed in the west panel. The lower portion of the
lantern segments - the parapet walls - are encased in wood at both the
interior and exterior.
No significant deterioration of the lantern roof or walls was observed and
there were no signs of leaking at the interior. From visual observation,
there are many layers of paint on the exterior roof and lantern surfaces.
Lightning Protection
Lightning protection for the tower consists of a metal spire attached to the
lantern roof ventilator ball and connected to a braided copper wire that
runs down to the cast-iron galleries and then down the northwest face
of the masonry tower into a grounding pipe that extends approximately
three feet above grade (and presumably several feet below grade). The
braided copper is threaded through cast-iron loop brackets attached to the
masonry as it descends the tower.
The metal spire atop the ventilator ball appears to be in good condition.
Overall the braided copper wire is in good condition. However, a twofoot long section about five feet above the ground is unraveled.

Interior Finishes and Elements
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The entry/storeroom interior is a single small rectangular room. The
tower interior is accessed through the entry/storeroom from a large
vaulted opening in the south portion of the tower wall. This was probably
not the original tower entry, but was created during the 1860s extension.
The tower interior is approximately 7’-5” in diameter. There are two
openings into the cavity walls to access the counterweights, as well as a
recessed storage niche (see discussion below). A cast/wrought-iron stair,
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Figure 91: Tower entry/storeroom interior finishes and trim (QE|A
2006).
with three intermediate landings, ascends clockwise from the ground
floor to the watch room level.
Floor
The entry/storeroom floor is painted plywood. A trap door in the southwest
corner leads to a crawl space under the floor. Although the paint is worn,
the floor is in fair condition.
The main floor of the tower is brick painted grey. The floor has some
uneven settlement, particularly in the passage between the entry/
storeroom and the tower, which may be the result of compaction of fill
after the new opening was cut. The paint is worn and peeling.
Walls and Ceilings
The interior entry/storeroom walls and ceiling are finished with nonhistoric pressed board with wood battens at the wall seams and corners
and wood battens creating a grid of two-foot squares on the ceiling (figure
91). The board and battens are painted white. The north wall of the entry/
storeroom is exposed brick around the vaulted passage into the tower.
There is an electrical panel, conduit, radio equipment, and an intercom/
phone panel mounted on the south wall. Another panel is mounted on the
west wall, along with conduit to an electrical outlet. Painted 1x4 wood
trim has been installed as a baseboard. There are four metal vents near
the corners of the ceiling, and one four-foot long fluorescent light fixture
in the center of the space. The walls and ceiling are in fair condition. The
walls behind the panels appear to be plaster, while the ceiling has lath
and plaster behind several layers of dropped ceiling.
A vaulted passage, 8’-5” deep, leads through the thickness of the shaft
wall from the entry/storeroom into the tower interior. Three conduits run
along the top of the vault and continue up the south wall of the shaft to
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Figure 92: Passage between tower entry/storeroom and interior shaft
(QE|A 2006).
power the light in the lantern. The bricks are worn at the corners and
the courses are uneven at the west wall. These uneven courses are likely
the original red brick, as is an area at the corner of the east wall. There
is severe erosion of the brick and mortar directly below the connection
between the tower and entry/storeroom caused by failed flashing at the
roof above the connection (figure 92).
The overall interior diameter of the main shaft of the tower is approximately
7’-5” and remains constant for its full height. The interior walls of the
shaft are Milwaukee Cream City brick, covered with a thin layer of
cementitious parging or plaster that is washed or painted white. The paint
and parging are largely worn away. Some areas of deteriorated masonry
have been rebuilt with red brick. There is minor mortar deterioration at
spot locations. Remaining paint indicates that approximately 6” of the
parged surface above the stair treads and landings was previously painted
a darker color, giving the appearance of a stringer along the stairs and a
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Figure 93: (Above) Upper clock mechanism
opening and storage shelf (QE|A 2006).

Figure 94: (Left) Lower clock mechanism opening
(QE|A 2006).
baseboard at the landings. There is also paint that is “stepped” with the
stair treads.
Electrical conduit is surface-mounted with metal anchors into the
masonry along the south side of the tower. Two of the conduits are
surface-mounted up the full height of the tower to the watch room level
and provide electrical service to the light in the lantern. The other conduit
extends to the top of the tower in the weight shaft, entering in the lower
access opening and coming out through an 8”x 8” opening in the masonry
at the upper landing level. This conduit powers a light fixture mounted to
the underside of the watch room floor.
A cavity in the masonry wall once housed counterweights that rotated the
light (installed in 1867). One opening 11” wide by 3’-2” tall is located
between the first and second landings (figure 94) and another opening is
located at the top landing. A wood cupboard recessed into the masonry
wall is adjacent to the upper opening (figure 93). Hardware shadows and
framing details indicate that these access openings, as well as the cupboard,
had doors curved to match the interior curve of the tower. These original
curved wood doors still exist but have been removed for hardware repair.
A stone lintel supports the masonry opening of the cupboard, but does
not extend above the weight access opening, nor is there a lintel at the
lower weight access opening. There is also a large horizontal “slit” in
the masonry just above the upper landing that provides visual access
into the weight shaft. The counterweights that once hung in the shaft are
gone. At least one of the weights was used as ballast on the nearby Huron
Lightship and is currently housed in the Port Huron Museum. There is
extensive paint cracking and peeling at the wood framing around both of
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the openings, as well as the wood lining and the shelves of the cupboard.
The stone lintel above the cupboard exhibits minor delamination.
Window and Door Trim
Wood trim around the window at the east wall of the entry/storeroom
is new. Surface rust on the metal entry door frame is an indication of
moisture and condensation build-up within the space.
Stair
The cast/wrought-iron stair, dating to the 1860s, spirals up the shaft in a
clockwise direction (figure 95). It is supported in the center by a round,
interlocking wrought-iron column. The cast-iron treads and risers have
perforated decorative detailing. The treads are approximately 3’-5 1/2”
wide and 12” deep at the outer edge, and are individually supported by
the masonry wall shaft (they extend into the mortar joints). A wroughtiron handrail is bracketed to the wall about two feet above the treads.
This handrail is noncontiguous at landings and at the two counterweight
access openings in the masonry wall. The iron surface of the stair and
railings has many layers of paint that are in poor condition. The stairs
above the second landing have less paint buildup. It appears that a red
oxide paint was applied to the iron under the finish paint and is still
visible at the underside of the treads and bindings.
The stair is in exceptionally good condition and does not feel loose or
unstable. It is securely anchored to the masonry walls, and there is little
evidence that the stair is pulling away from the tower, as is often the case
in such structures. Condensation has caused the iron to rust where paint
has worn away. Several holes have been cut/drilled into six of the stair
treads near the top of the stair. These are small enough that they do not
compromise the structural integrity of the stair.
Figure 95: Cast-iron spiral stair
(QE|A 2006).

Figure 96: Watch room “ship’s
ladder” stair (QE|A 2006).
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Watch Room
The floor of the lower lantern level is painted cast iron with a fan-shaped
wood hatch door. There are many holes in the cast iron. Some cracking in
the masonry walls is evident, especially near the doorway. Conduits and
wires, an equipment panel and a light bulb are attached to the masonry
walls. A backup battery for the light sits on the floor. Wood posts support
a guardrail protecting the floor hatch. A grab bar is mounted vertically
at the top of the stairs to assist in coming through the floor hatch. There
are four evenly spaced round (7” diameter) adjustable wall vents around
the room. A curved metal “ships ladder” type stair provides access to the
lantern room (figure 96).
Lantern Room
Floor: The lantern floor is a cast-iron ring around the perimeter of the
tower. The large Fresnel lens that once sat atop the cast-iron pedestal at
the watch room level extended up into the lantern space, with the castiron floor encircling it like an interior gallery. This floor is composed of
wedge-shaped cast-iron floor segments with flanges to bolt the segments
together. Following removal of the Fresnel lens, the central opening was
infilled with a wood floor (figure 97). This floor consists of 1/4” thick
painted plywood that sits on a wood lattice-type structure (1 5/8” wide
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Figure 97: (Above) Infilled opening for Fresnel
lens (QE|A 2006)

Figure 98: (Left) Wood infill construction in lantern
room (QE|A 2006).

x 1 3/4” deep at 3” on center, with perpendicular 1 5/8” x 1/2” deep
members notched into them) which is supported on the original perimeter
cast-iron floor. The plywood is delaminating and deteriorating and is not
historically appropriate.
Walls and Lantern Glazing: The original cast-iron framework of the
lantern has been enclosed at the interior with wood construction (figure
98) Only the upper portion of the original framework directly below the
ceiling is visible. The glass panes of the lantern have been replaced with
acrylic/Lexan panels.
The wood infill construction appears to be in fair condition and does
not pose any safety or structural concerns. Although somewhat scratched
and fogged (the result of constant exposure to airborne sand, sunlight,
and ultra-violet radiation), the acrylic/Lexan panels are in fair condition
and provide adequate visibility.
Ceiling: The lantern currently has a flat plywood ceiling with radial
battens that meet the exterior wall construction at the joints of the ten
sides. The ceiling is in fair condition, but it is not historically appropriate,
and it prevents natural ventilation through the lantern ball. It is assumed
that the original open cast-iron decagonal ceiling, which was typical of
lanterns of the period, remains above the plywood ceiling.
Light: The original Fresnel lens is gone, and currently there is a
contemporary electric lamp in the lantern that is maintained by the USCG
as an active aid to navigation (figure 99). This light sits on the nonhistoric plywood floor infill, rather than the original cast-iron pedestal
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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below. A battery is located in the watch room below. The light remains
under USCG jurisdiction and will not be affected by this HSR.
Tower Ventilation
Visual observations reveal some of the original tower ventilation system,
however many changes have been made which prohibit this system from
operating as it was intended. The original system consisted of air being
drawn into the tower through the ventilation openings in the lower portion
of the masonry walls (just above the foundation) and the windows. Air is
drawn into the cavity walls by these lower ventilation openings, as well
as into the interior of the tower, as several small vents were noted at the
interior. Air is drawn up into the watch room and upper lantern through
ventilation openings in the masonry walls of the watch room. Additional
ventilators in the lantern and watch room included ventilation openings
in the lower walls of the lantern as well as in the ceiling, directly below
the ventilator ball. The wall and ceiling vents in the lantern presumably
provided combustion air for the original oil-fired lamp, as well as general
ventilation of the structure.
The lower ventilation openings (cast-iron conduit extending through
exterior masonry walls at base of tower) have baskets inserted in them
to prevent debris build-up and intrusion by small animals. It is not
known whether or not they are currently clear of debris and ventilate the
structure. The vents at the watch room level are visible from the exterior
gallery and from the interior. Painted metal ventilator apparatuses are
installed in these lower lantern vents (it is typical for these to be brass,
which these may be under the paint). Vents at the lantern are visible from
the ground but these have been covered over at the interior by the wood
panels installed at the entire perimeter of the room. The ventilator ball
is still present; however no air flows to it because of the flat ceiling. It is
possible that water is trapped within the masonry cavity, causing some of
the exterior problems (see Structural Analysis).

Structural Systems

Unfortunately, the lighthouse is the structure on site that is in the poorest
condition. The exterior masonry on the light tower is severely deteriorating
and cracking. A detailed photo survey of the exterior was completed
during the field survey. Below is a discussion of the conditions observed
and a detailed discussion on the cracking and bulging of the tower
exterior. Although briefly discussed below, prioritized recommendations
are discussed later in this report.
The original 1829 light tower extended 65 feet with 5 foot thick masonry
walls at the base. In 1862, the light tower was extended up an additional
16 feet as shown in 1862 Tower Sections drawing (figure 100). This
addition is still evident today as the upper portion of the tower is in better
condition than the lower portion; the 1862 brick appears to be a more
durable (less absorbent) brick than the original 1829 brick. During this
1862 renovation, original window openings were infilled. The original
doorway into the light tower may have been at the current louvered
opening on the western elevation of the tower. The doorway was moved
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Figure 100: 1862 Tower Sections drawing (National Archives).
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to the southern elevation where the one-story entry/storeroom was then
constructed.

Figure 101: Exposed bedding
lines within stone (FSE 2006).

Exterior
Foundations: The foundations for the light tower and the entry/storeroom
addition have been painted red, with at least two layers of paint currently
on the stones. The paint is peeling off in several areas exposing the soft,
ashlar foundation stones. The stones could be marked with a fingernail,
and fossil marks were observed within the stones. On the light tower,
the stone is tapered to match the taper of the original 1829 tower and
extends 31 inches above current grade. On the entry/storeroom addition
the stone extends 25 inches above current grade. Both grey and a dull
yellow or buff colored stones were observed on the east elevation of the
light tower; grey colored stones were observed elsewhere on the light
tower and on the entry/storeroom addition. The bedding lines within the
stones themselves are exposed on the eastern end of the south elevation
of the entry/storeroom addition (figure 101).
On the southwestern elevation of the light tower, the stones were cracking
and spalling, especially at and near grade. Grass was observed to be
growing within these cracks, and when the grass was removed, the top
surface of the stones came off as well with little effort (figure 102). This
deterioration may be related to the repainting effort completed in 1999
discussed below under “Tower Cracking Evaluation.”

Figure 102: Grass growing in
cracks at grade (FSE 2006).

At a regular pattern, vertical cracks were observed in the foundation
stones; some of the cracks continue through the stones themselves. This
type of through-stone cracking typically relates to a structural distress,
however, it may simply be that the stone is softer than the mortar
currently used around that particular stone. The vertical cracking was
more apparent on the eastern half of the tower than the western half.
Some of the cracks were difficult to differentiate as cracks in the paint
only, or if they continued through the stone as well. The cracks were
measured in width and approximate locations were shown in the field
survey notes (figure 104). The widths varied from 0.3 mm wide to 1.5
mm wide; the wider cracks observed on the northeast and east elevations
(figure 103).
Where the mortar was exposed, it was soft and powdery. The mortar
could easily be brushed away with a finger, and was loose or missing in
some locations.

Figure 103: Wide crack on
northeast elevation (FSE 2006).

Brick Walls: The 1829 original brick walls are constructed with a taper
or slope of approximately 5-1/2 to 6-1/2 degrees. The 16 foot tower
extension constructed in 1862 was not constructed with a taper, but
extends vertically up from the top of the original 1829 tower. During
this 1862 renovation of the tower, the interior surface of the tower was
changed from the sloping 1829 masonry to a vertical shaft uniform in
diameter for the full height of the shaft (essentially, a tower was built
inside the 1829 tower).1

1
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As per 1862 Tower Sections (figure 100) drawing.
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Figure 104: Locations and widths of cracks at foundation (FSE 2006).
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The original 1829 brick is a soft red brick that absorbs moisture quickly.
The brick used in the 1862 addition is a more durable yellow brick. The
original 1829 window openings are easily determined as the yellow
brick used to infill the openings has withstood the elements, especially
when compared to the adjacent red brick (figure 106). The yellow brick
infill below the existing louver opening on the west elevation (figure
107) supports the theory that the louvered opening was the original 1829
door into the tower. The 1862 Tower Sections drawing (figure 100) can
be interpreted to support this theory; however, the drawing does not
accurately reflect what is there now (and therefore what presumably
was done in 1862). For instance, the drawing shows foundation stones
continuing up to the bottom of the louver opening, but as shown in figure
107, yellow brick was used below the opening.

Figure 105: Vertical crack at
upper section of tower (FSE
2006).

There is a significant difference in the behavior between the red and yellow
brick used in the exterior wall construction. As stated earlier, the yellow
brick is more durable than the red brick, allowing for easy determination
of where the 1829 tower ends and the 1862 tower extension begins.
The upper section (the 1862 tower extension) is in relatively good condition
with relatively little to no peeling of the paint, and only one visible (from
the ground) vertical crack observed on the southwest elevation of the
tower (figure 105). At the few locations where the paint has peeled off
and exposed the brick, the brick is the yellow brick. Curiously, red brick
was observed on the exterior at the lower lantern landing (figure 109).
The red brick at this elevation may be a salvaged 1829 brick used during
the 1862 renovation, or may be a repair brick used at one time when

Figure 106: (Right) Demarcation between 1829
and 1862 brick, including infilled window opening
(FSE 2006).

Figure 107: (Below) Infill below louvered opening
(FSE 2006).
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regular masonry maintenance (repointing) was completed. Four, round,
approximate 3 inch diameter, pipes were observed at approximate midheight of this 1862 extension. These pipes appear to be equally spaced
around the perimeter of the tower and are vent pipes used to ventilate the
wall cavity created by the interior stair walls.2 It is unknown at this time
if these vents are clear and free of debris. Birds, wasps, or other critters
may have inhabited these vents.
The middle third of the tower, or upper 1829 portion, is in poor condition.
Several pieces of brick have fallen to the ground. The severe spalling
and general deterioration of the brick is readily apparent (figure 110), as
much of the paint has peeled off. The brick at this elevation also appears
to be bulging outward in some locations (figure 108) indicating water
was frozen behind the bricks and has pushed the bricks out. Extreme
vertical cracks were observed, especially on the north and east elevations.
A thorough description of the cracking of the tower is discussed in detail
below under “Tower Cracking Evaluation.”

Figure 109: Red brick at lower
lantern level (FSE 2006).

The bottom third of the tower is in better condition than the middle third
of the tower, but it is still exhibiting signs of deterioration. The brick is
spalling and several cracks were observed. There is a lightning protection
system installed on the tower. The grounding wire is beginning to fray
and unravel on the bottom third of the tower. The SmithGroup report
discusses potential lightning strikes as a reason for the deterioration
and distress in the brick masonry. This theory is discussed below under
“Tower Cracking Evaluation.” Regardless, the lightening protection
system should continually be checked and repaired as required to verify
it is adequately working. Air vents were also observed in the second
brick course above the foundation stones (figure 111). Small screens
were observed in these vents. A 3 foot long fiber optic scope was used in
the western vent. The vent appeared to be relatively free of debris, but
2

As shown on historic tower sections and plan drawings.

Figure 110: General
deterioration of brick on tower
(FSE 2006).

Figure 108: Bulging at tower exterior (FSE 2006).
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full penetration into the cavity was not possible as the walls are 5 foot
thick at this point in the elevation.
The entry/storeroom addition walls are also of brick masonry. Constructed
with the 1862 tower extension, the brick is yellow brick. The brick is in
excellent condition with little to no distresses observed. The paint has
endured well. There are concrete stairs from grade up to the first floor
of the entry/storeroom addition. The stairs are cracked and beginning
to deteriorate. Although not a critical item, these stairs will need to be
replaced in the future.
Watch Room, Lantern Level and Roofs: Access to the exterior at the
watch room levels is through a door on the south elevation of the tower.
There is a walkway around the perimeter of the tower that has a cast-iron
floor decking and guard rail system. The south-southwest panel of the
floor decking is delaminating and should be replaced in kind. The base
plate for the guardrail post at this location is also split and should be
replaced.
Access to the exterior at the lantern level can be made via a vertical
ladder accessible from the watch room exterior walkway. Due to safety
concerns, access to the lantern level exterior walkway was not made
during the site survey. Another caged vertical ladder extends from the
watch room exterior walkway to the top of the lantern roof. Again, this
ladder was not accessed due to safety concerns.
The entry/storeroom addition roof is an asphalt shingled roof. Isolated
shingles are missing, especially at the northeast corner of the roof. Paint
chips (or possibly bird droppings) are observed on the east half of the
roof. The roof ridge line appears straight and true with no apparent sag
in the ridge or rafters. Ventilation of the roof structure was not observed.
Without adequate ventilation, wood members are likely to deteriorate

Figure 112: Floor joists under entry/storeroom (FSE 2006).
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due to wood rot, especially in the presence of water. With missing
shingles and deteriorated flashing (as per SmithGroup report), water
penetration is likely. The roof structure should be exposed, especially in
the northeast corner, and further inspected for wood rot or other signs of
deterioration.
Interior
As shown in the 1862 Tower Sections drawing (figure 100), the interior
of the original 1829 light tower was ‘covered’ from the construction of
a new brick masonry shaft for the spiral staircase that extends up to the
lantern levels. These new interior walls also support the 16 foot extension
in the height of the tower. Between the original 1829 light tower walls and
this new vertical stair shaft is an air cavity that is currently inaccessible.
This air cavity is discussed in detail below under “Tower Cracking
Evaluation”.
Entry/Storeroom Addition: The entry/storeroom addition structure is
mainly inaccessible for full observation due to access or application of
finishes. However, no significant distresses were observed. Access to the
crawl space was made through an access hatch in the southwest corner.
Due to active wiring at this access hatch, full access to the crawl space
was not made. However, a visual inspection and a ‘blind shot’ photo
survey revealed that the floor had been rebuilt with CCA (Chromated
Copper Arsenate) treated nominal 2x8s at 24 inch spacings. The joists
are spanning east-west and bear directly on top of the stone foundation
walls (figure 112). Solid wood blocking was observed between the joists.
At the small connector link between the tower and entry/storeroom
addition, the joists are bearing on miscellaneous wood blocking on top
of the foundation walls. A large amount of debris (possibly concrete
topping or plaster) has been piled up on the north end of the crawl space.
Overall, the stone foundation walls and wood floor structure are in good
condition with no distresses noted.
The entry/storeroom addition ceiling and roof structures were minimally
accessible through an access hatch in the wood ceiling at the south
wall. Through this access hatch, two ceiling finishes were exposed: the
existing wood ceiling and a previous masonite or similar ceiling finish
(figure 113). The masonite panels were partially collapsed and fallen
onto the nominal 2x4 ceiling structure below. The masonite may have
fallen from intentional damage, or the connections of the masonite to the
wood ceiling joists may have deteriorated (due to high moisture and a
lack of ventilation in this space). Above the masonite panels, wood lathe
was observed to be secured to the wood ceiling joists. The wood ceiling
joists span east-west and bear on top of the exterior masonry walls. Three
courses of masonry were observed along the west wall in this access
hatch, one of which was a header course.3 The brick masonry is in good
condition with no visual distresses noted.

Figure 113: Masonite panels at
entry/storeroom ceiling (FSE
2006).

3
Headered brick units are rotated 90 degrees so that the end of the brick is the
exposed surface. This method ties together wythes (each individual ‘ply’ of a masonry
wall) of brick, allowing the wall to act as a solid unit as opposed to several small pieces.
Although header courses are still used structurally, most masonry today is tied together
with metal ties.
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In comparing the 1862 Tower Sections drawing to the existing construction
of the entry/storeroom addition, several differences were noted. The
drawings indicate a brick floor raised slightly above the stone foundation
walls. The drawing is assuming that the brick floor is to be on sand fill
(not shown in the drawings). The sand fill may have not been compacted,
thus the individual brick pavers settled and the floor became hazardous
(tripping hazard). The floor may also have been replaced due to wear of
the brick pavers, the need to install the electrical conduit underneath the
floor, or a combination of these reasons. The same section on the 1862
Tower Sections drawing indicates the ceiling joists were to be collar ties,
occurring at a higher elevation than the existing ceiling joists are located.
These collar ties may exist, and the ceiling joists added later, but until
more access is made to this roof structure, the exact configuration of the
structure is unknown. Finally, the plan of the entry/storeroom addition
indicates the east and west exterior walls were to continue straight to
the tower. The east and west exterior walls actually ‘dog-leg’ back to the
connector link between the tower and entry/storeroom.
Tower, Ground Level: As described previously, the entrance into the tower
is through the entry/storeroom addition and an arched ceiling passageway
cut in the south elevation of the tower. This arched passageway leads to
the center spiral staircase and the louvered opening on the west elevation
of the tower.
The floor of the tower is of brick pavers (3 ¾” x 8”) that roll and dip
(figure 115); the floor is no longer level. Up to a 3/8 inch displacement
between adjacent bricks was measured. In comparing the movement
of the brick paver floor with the 1862 Tower Sections drawing, similar
Figure 114: (Right) Exposed red and yellow brick
in passage (FSE 2006).
Figure 115: (Below) Uneven brick pavers in
passage (FSE 2006).
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to the entry/storeroom addition, the brick pavers bear on a presumably
sand infill that may not have been fully compacted. The pavers span over
interior foundation lines that support the 1862 interior masonry walls.
The floor more or less dips between these foundation lines, indicating
that the foundations are sound, but the infill the pavers sit on between the
foundations has settled. The brick pavers have been painted grey, and the
paint is beginning to chip away.
The paint on the passageway walls is peeling and chipping off the walls
exposing both the 1829 red brick and the 1862 yellow brick (figure 114).
The red brick was laid on an angle to create the taper of the exterior
walls. This angle is apparent in the west wall of the passageway. The
yellow brick was laid horizontal on top of the red sloped brick when
this passageway was constructed. The brick arch is of two courses of the
yellow brick. The red brick appears ‘weathered’ or ‘soft,’ but when struck
with a hammer, the brick was sound. The brick is most weathered at the
south end, in the storeroom addition. Water may be penetrating through
the joint between the entry/storeroom addition roof and the tower walls
allowing for deterioration of the masonry inside the entry/storeroom
addition. Where the mortar is exposed, it is sound, but some repointing is
needed as typical masonry maintenance. Overall, the passageway walls
are in better condition than they first appear.

Figure 116: Crack at keystone
arch (FSE 2006).

The interior line of the 1829 brick is easily observed on the west wall of
the passageway; there is a vertical crack at the joint between this original
red brick and the 1862 yellow brick. This crack extends up through the
arched ceiling for three courses; at one of these courses, the crack extends
through a brick. Parallel with the long axis of the passageway, there is
a crack between the brick courses of the arched ceiling on each side of
the keystone course in the arch (figure 116). The crack is nearly covered
with the existing conduit runs, however, the crack on the west side of
the keystone course is the widest crack observed in the passageway
(estimated at about 1.5 to 2 mm wide).
The louvered opening in the west elevation of the tower also was
constructed with both the red and the yellow brick (figure 117). The red
brick has been exposed on the north and south sides of the opening, and
on the upper ‘ledge’ interior surface. This upper ‘ledge’ interior surface
is the original interior wall of the 1829 tower, as are the exposed north
and south sides of the opening. Curiously, if this opening was indeed
the original door opening into the 1829 tower, why is the brick arched
ceiling constructed of the yellow brick? Perhaps the elevation of the top
of the opening was changed, or the original brick arch was in need of
repair. Regardless, the majority of the surfaces at this louvered opening
require repointing as the mortar was soft and powdery, or was missing. A
through-brick crack was observed in the masonry arched ceiling spanning
the width of the opening where the interior surface of the original 1829
tower walls occurs above the arch (figure 118). The crack continues
vertically down the north wall and partially down the south wall of this
louvered opening. This crack was measured to be 1.5 mm wide at its
widest point. Cracks were also observed spanning the long axis of the
masonry arched ceiling in several locations between the brick courses.
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Figure 117: Louvered opening
at west elevation (FSE 2006).

Figure 118: Through-crack at
arched opening (FSE 2006).
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None of the brick courses appeared ‘dropped’ which would indicate
severe structural movement.
The interior stair shaft is of the same approximate 7’-6” diameter for
the full height of the masonry shaft. The brick is yellow brick, and is
in relatively good condition. Header courses were observed every five
courses. There is one small area on the east interior elevation where
moisture has deteriorated the stucco or paint finish and has ‘weathered’
the brick.
Figure 119: 1862 tower section,
showing vent locations (FSE
2006).

Figure 120: Spiral tower stairs
(FSE 2006).

Small metal vent screens were observed around the perimeter of the
masonry near the base of the shaft, passageway and louvered opening.
The vents were measured to be 8” wide and two courses high. The vent
locations correspond with the locations shown in the 1862 drawings
(figure 119). Their intent is to ventilate the air cavity between the original
1829 masonry and the 1862 interior masonry walls. The vents are slightly
rusted and cob webs were observed at all locations. With a hand placed
close to the vents, a small breeze could be felt on the hand.
The 1862 Tower drawings indicate the interior masonry walls are tied
back into the exterior 1829 masonry walls similar to spokes in a wheel
when looking at a horizontal cross section through the tower. These
‘tieback’ walls occur at four main locations, dividing the air cavity into
north, east, south and west segments. There are at least two vents at
the base of the interior walls for each of these four cavities. Due to the
locations of the passageway opening and the louvered opening at the
base of the walls, the air cavity is further ventilated with vents at the
base of these opening walls. It should be noted that the large vertical
cracks observed on the exterior of the tower appear to align with these
tie-back wall locations. This is further discussed in the “Tower Cracking
Evaluation” discussion below.
Tower, Stairs: The stairs and center mast are typical of a lighthouse
spiral stair with the treads bearing on the adjacent brick masonry as they
ascend up the tower (figure 120). The mast, stair and handrail were all
determined to be magnetic. Generally this indicates the iron is a wrought
iron, but the treads appear to be cast iron. The iron has been painted at
least three times, and the paint is worn, chipping and peeling in several
locations. The treads were measured to be 42 inches wide and the mast
was measured to be 6 inches in diameter. As the mast had to be placed
inside a tower that had already been constructed, the mast was placed in
small vertical sections and connected together (figure 121).
Treads and landings have been cut to allow previous mechanical
equipment to pass through the stair vertically. All but one of these cuts
has been patched with a thin metal plate (figure 122).

Figure 121: Vertical sections of
stair mast (FSE 2006).
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Tower, Landings: Ascending up the stairs, at the first stair landing
(elevation above interior finish floor of 17’-5 ½”) the window opening
looking out to the north has been constructed of yellow brick. One or
two of the bricks were red at the window opening; these bricks may have
been salvaged from the 1829 original tower, or may be bricks that were
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used in a previous repair. The paint is worn and peeling off the brick at
the window opening. There is a significant crack at the joint between
the masonry arched ceiling and the interior surface of the wall at the
window frame (figure 123). Algae or mold growth was also observed
around this crack. The crack continues vertically down the sides of the
east and west walls of the window opening. The crack is a through-brick
crack in the east wall. The stone lintel of the window is also cracked on
its underside. The metal window frame is rusting, indicating moisture is
present in this area. The moisture is causing the lintel stone to crack and
‘pop off’ (figure 124).

Figure 122: Stair patched with
metal plate (FSE 2006).

The masonry walls are in good condition up past the second landing from
the bottom of the stair (elevation above interior finish floor of 35’-1”).
The paint is in fair condition, but it is simply worn, not peeling away.
At the third landing (elevation above interior finish floor of 52’-6”), there
is a recess in the interior walls for the clock weights that were used for
a previous lantern system. This recess is extended for approximately
one quarter of the perimeter of the walls for a recessed wooden shelving
system. At this level the top of the 1829 tower terminates and the bottom
of the 1862 tower extension begins. The brick at this elevation is more
‘weathered’ than the brick below (the interior surface of the walls are
closer to the exterior of the tower at this elevation). A small amount of
brick dust or powder falls when the brick is sounded with a hammer.
There are horizontal and vertical cracks at this level in the brick. The
horizontal crack occurs around the perimeter of the shaft, and is located
approximately four courses below the window sills (windows look out to
the south and northwest). The crack migrates up and down a course from
this fourth course as it travels around the shaft. Vertical step cracks were
Figure 123: (Left) Crack at window frame (FSE
2006).

Figure 124: (Below) Cracked lintel stone at
window opening (FSE 2006).
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observed along the south edge of the clock weight opening, above the
north side of the recessed wood shelves, east of the keystone of the single
brick arch for the north window (figure 125), and through the single brick
arch for the south window (figure 126). Water staining was apparent at
the wood framing at this south window as well. Through-brick cracking
was observed on the eastern side of the shaft at this elevation, but the
through-brick cracking does not appear to be related to any vertical or
horizontal cracking in the wall.

Figure 125: Crack through
keystone over arch (FSE 2006).

The fourth level landing (the watch room level, elevation above interior
finish floor of 63’-6”) floor is a solid iron floor that has been constructed
of two pieces or halves. There is a fan shaped hole in the floor to allow
access from the stair. The halves are bolted together via vertical legs that
wrap around the center mast column. At the exterior, these vertical legs
are tight together, but closer to the mast, a gap was observed between
the vertical legs (figure 127). An increasing amount of condensation was
felt on the iron handrail as it ascends into the watch room, indicating
inadequate ventilation of the tower shaft.
The walls at the watch room level are painted and the paint is peeling and
chipping. Vents are located in the lower portion of the exterior walls. A
breeze was felt at each of the vents, but a bird’s nest was observed at the
west vent. There are curved double doors onto the exterior walkway at
this level. The brick over these doors is weathered (appears it has been
chiseled); the mortar is cracked and missing in this area (figure 128).
The floor for the lantern room (elevation above interior finish floor of
70’-9”) is also a solid iron floor. There is a large circular opening in the
floor for a previous lamp system. The floor is built up out of small arched

Figure 126: Crack through
brick arch over window (FSE
2006).

Figure 127: Gap between
vertical legs of iron floor (FSE
2006).
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Figure 128: Weathered, cracked and missing brick above exterior doors
at watch room (FSE 2006).
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segments with the vertical legs similar to those at the watch room floor
bolted together. The circular opening in the floor has since been infilled
with a wood lattice floor structure. With the exception of weathering of
the iron, no other distresses were observed.
The lantern walls are constructed of cast-iron panels that are bolted and
riveted together. The panels have all been infilled with wood which
prevented a detailed inspection of the panels. However, the cast-iron ribs
at the joints between the panels could be observed between the wood
infills (figure 129). The wood infill material is beginning to rot, and a
bees’ nest is suspected inside the roof on the south side of the lantern.

Figure 129: Exposed cast-iron rib joints at infill panels (FSE 2006).
Analysis
Tower Cracking Evaluation: As described above, extensive cracking
of the tower is a significant concern both structurally and aesthetically.
Cracking was observed around the entire perimeter of the tower exterior,
but the cracks were most extreme at the middle third of the tower (top
of the 1829 tower), especially on the north and east elevations. Cracking
on the interior was mainly not observed until the third level landing
(elevation above interior finish floor of 52’-6”), the level at which the
1829 tower stops and the 1862 extension begins. Figure 130 shows a
typical masonry crack in the exterior taken of the northwest elevation of
the tower. The cracks are wide, especially as they are visible from grade
with the naked eye. The cracks are mainly vertical and some extend to
the foundation stones (figure 131). The cracks are widest at the top of the
1829 tower (figure 132). Note figures 131 and 132 are of the same crack
(different elevations) on the northeast elevation of the tower.
Historic sources do not mention any sort of physical distress with the
1829 tower until after the 1862 addition was completed. After the 1862
extension, and the creation of the air cavity between the exterior and
interior walls, the Lighthouse Board reports begin to mention deterioration
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Figures 130-132: Cracks at
exterior of tower (FSE 2006).
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of the masonry and repair work that was done. The last documented
repair work was completed in 1981 where a contractor out of Traverse
City re-painted the masonry. Ten years later, the tower was in need of
repainting yet again - a rather short life cycle on the paint. The United
States Coast Guard repainted the tower in August of 1999,4 and seven
years later, the tower is again in need of repainting. An incorrect type
of paint may have been used in 1981, but as per Port Huron Paint, SealKrete Original Waterproofing Sealer and Pro-Hide Gold Exterior Latex
Semi-Gloss paint by Pratt & Lambert were used in the 1999 repainting
effort. This sealer and paint are both breathable and were appropriate for
the lighthouse. Bob Hanford, USCG Auxiliary reported that the Coast
Guard power washed the brick free of the existing paint, and the next
day applied the sealant and paint. This would not have been enough time
to allow the brick to dry out from the power washing, especially the
1829 red brick. Once the sealer is applied to the wet brick (it may have
been surface dry, but the power washing would force water deeper into
the masonry than just the surface), the sealer trapped that moisture from
the power washing in the brick. As seasons pass and freeze/thaw cycles
occur, that trapped moisture expands with the freezing: pushing the
bricks and mortar, creating cracks and spalling5 the brick. As the cracks
open, more water enters into the masonry, allowing for further freezing
and expansion, etc. In addition, Mike Barnum at Port Huron Paint did
not recall any extensive masonry repair taking place between power
washing and sealing/painting the brick. Therefore, any open cracks prior
to the power washing (or cracks that may have widened from the power
washing) may not have been repaired properly (use of caulk is possible
as it was observed elsewhere on site), if repaired at all. The sealant and
paint were likely applied on the north elevation from the top down, then
the east, south and west elevations in similar manners. The south and
west elevations would have had the day’s sunlight to assist in drying out
the brick, as would the bottom of the tower. Thus more water, and thus
more distress, is located on the north and east elevations of the tower.
This application of the sealer on the brick, too soon after the brick had
been power washed, accelerated the cracking in the tower. This process
is not the sole cause of the cracking; the cracking and spalling of the
brick began in 1862 when the tower extension was constructed and the
air cavity between the exterior and interior walls was created. Although
ventilation was provided in these cavities, it is inadequate, especially at
the bottom of the tower where the exterior masonry wall is 5 foot thick.
When the ventilation within the interior stair shaft was altered (the roof
vent was sealed), this also accelerated the deterioration of the brick as
humidity now accumulates within the stair shaft and watch room. This
also contributes to the deterioration of the masonry observed.
Within the interior stair shaft cracking was observed, especially at
window openings. This cracking is related to both water infiltration into
the masonry and the 1862 tower extension. The cracking observed in
the arches at the louver and the window at the first landing occurs at
4
As per phone conversation on 12/5/06 with Mike Barnum of Port Huron Paint.
5
The surface of the brick or stone ‘pops off’ due to moisture within or behind the
brick or stone.
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the interior surface of the 1829 tower. These cracks may be structural
(inadequate support for the 1829 tower walls), however no displacements
of the bricks were observed. These cracks should be repaired and the
areas monitored for additional cracking. If additional cracking should
occur, a more thorough investigation of the support for the 1829 walls at
these openings will need to be completed.
At the third level landing and at the watch room level, the interior brick
was also observed to be cracking and ‘weathered’. At the third landing
level, the 1862 tower extension begins, thus the interior brick is closer
to the exterior of the tower at these elevations. The aforementioned air
cavity extends up to the watch room floor, then the watch room level walls
are the exterior walls.6 The cracking at the third level landing is related
to inadequate support of the lintel over the recessed wooden shelves.
The bearing length of the lintel on each side of the wooden shelves is
minimal at best, however it is prohibited from extending any further due
to the clock weight shaft on the north side. The cracking observed over
the window is related to the spiral stair treads bearing at the masonry
arch. Both the wood shelf lintel bearings and stair tread bearings cannot
be physically improved without significant impact on the appearance
of the historic structure. Because of this (and because of the size and
pattern of the cracks at this time) the cracks should be repaired and these
areas monitored regularly for additional cracking. The stair treads can be
‘headered’ per se and the wood shelves can be modified to increase the
bearing length if the cracking reoccurs. Horizontal cracking observed
at the third level landing is a structural concern. It is indicating that
the top is shearing off or twisting off the 1829 tower due to the severe
deterioration of the exterior masonry. It may also simply be the stresses
that are resulting from the two different bricks that were used. Again,
repoint and monitor this crack. If the crack reopens, a detailed analysis
with reinforcement options may be required. When the access holes are
made to further inspect the vertical cracks in the tower, any signs of
any steel reinforcement within the walls (although none is expected) will
help with the analysis of this horizontal cracking at this level.
In comparing the approximate crack locations to the plan of the
lighthouse, the wider cracks appear to align with ‘tieback’ walls that
were constructed with the interior stair tower in the 1862 addition.7 The
‘tieback’ walls divide the circular shape of the lighthouse into north, east,
south, and west quadrants. The wide cracks on the northwest, northeast
and southeast elevations appear to align with these quadrant walls. The
‘tieback’ walls may simply allow moisture to remain at the joint between
the exterior wall and the ‘tieback’ wall, allowing for more deterioration
at these areas (as opposed to the moisture traveling down the interior of
the wall cavity). Further exploration into these wider cracks is required
to verify that they are occurring at the ‘tieback’ wall locations.
Entry/Storeroom Addition Floor Capacity: An analysis was completed
on the existing wood floor structure of the entry/storeroom addition.
6
1862 Tower Sections drawing (RHL 1006761)
7
1862 Tower Sections drawing (RHL 1006761) and “ND Tower sections and plot
plan.JPG” (RHL 1006756)
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Again, the floor joists were measured to be nominal 2x8s spaced at 24
inch centers, spanning 11 feet clear in the east-west direction. As the
floor structure is relatively new, Southern Pine #2 lumber was used with
allowable stress values as per the 2005 NDS:
Basic Allowable Bending Stress, Fb:
Basic Allowable Shear Stress, Fv:
Basic Allowable Modulus of Elasticity, E:

1200 psi8
175 psi
1,600,000 psi

The bending stress was increased for repetitive member use, and a
uniform dead load9 of 10 psf10 was assumed. The joists were checked for
bending, shear, total load and live load11 deflections (L/240 and L/360
criteria).12 The joists are capable of supporting a safe allowable live load
of 37 psf on the entry/storeroom addition floor at any one time. This 37
psf is well below the code required 100 psf for public access. However,
due to the geometry of the space, it is doubtful that the floor would ever
undergo a full 100psf live load. The number of persons should be limited
to 15 at any one time on this wood floor structure.
Entry/Storeroom Addition Ceiling and Roof Capacity: Access to the
structural members of the ceiling and roof structures could not be
obtained, thus an analysis of these structures was not completed. With
the exception of a lack of ventilation to these structural members, no
distresses were observed in the roof or ceiling structures.
Entry/Storeroom Addition Lateral Stability: A basic wind load was
applied to the exterior walls of the building using ASCE 7-05 Chapter 6
Wind Design. The double wythe exterior wall is more than adequate to
withstand the 15 psf wind load calculated using Exposure D. This was
expected as the building is exhibiting no signs of distress from wind
loading.

Building Systems

Heating/Cooling
No heating or cooling systems exist.
Plumbing
The tower does not have domestic water service. There is what appears
to be a drain at the base of the tower. Since the site utility documents
do not indicate a sanitary lead, the drain may be connected to a drywell
under the tower.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution

8
psi: pounds per square inch
9
Dead loads are considered the self weight of the structure and any other non-movable loads such as floor and ceiling finishes.
10 psf: pounds per square foot
11 Live loads are considered any movable loads that the structure may undergo such as
furniture, exhibits, people, etc.
12 “L” is the span of the joist in inches. L/240 is a minimum deflection criteria when
considering dead and live loads together. L/360 is a minimum deflection criteria when
considering live load only. Deflections (or sagging of the joists under load) need to be
controlled to protect deformation of connections and finishes attached to the members.
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Electrical service to the tower is underground and enters on the west side
of the entry/storeroom. A 100 amp load center is located in the entry/
storeroom, with 5 circuits for lighting and duplex power receptacles.
There is a second panel in the lower lantern at the top of the tower that is
fed separately, and appears to be for the aid to navigation only. The tower
electrical system is fed from the fog signal building. As additional power
distribution has been required, electrical extension cords have been
installed and are still in use. The extension cords have been zip-tied to
existing wiring and conduit and this does not meet code. The preliminary
assessment is that power is adequate for continued existing use.
Lighting
The entry/storeroom is lighted by a ceiling-mounted fluorescent fixture
that is not historically compatible with the period of the building.
Exposed incandescent light bulbs in porcelain sockets provide lighting
in the tower. Exposed bulbs are a safety hazard.
Communications
There is telephone service to the tower and entry/storeroom. Its capacity
is not known. There appears to be no fire alarm or security for the
structure. A weather station and video camera for the National Oceanic
& Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is mounted on the tower. A data
line for NOAA is routed underground from the entry/storeroom to a small
outbuilding located at the northern edge of the property near the beach.
The exact routing, depth and type of data line is unknown
Life Safety
The tower stairs do not meet modern code requirements, but they are a
crucial element of the historic character of the structure.
Lightning Protection
The existing tower has an aerial lightning rod at the top on the roof
structure. The aerial rod is bonded to a cable routed down the exterior of
the tower routed below grade. There is no physical sign of a ground rod
below grade.
Accessibility
The entry/storeroom is approximately 18” above grade, and is currently
reached by three steps, making it inaccessible to individuals with
disabilities. The tower stairs and lantern are not accessible to individuals
with disabilities.
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Duplex Keeper’s
Dwelling

The duplex was constructed in 1874 by the Lighthouse Service to house
the Keeper, Assistant Keeper and their families. The building is a mirrorimage duplex with identical configuration and detailing in each half. It
has a two-story central section with one-story wings to the north and
south that originally housed the kitchens. Projecting westward from
the kitchen wings are shorter one-story wings that originally served as
woodsheds but have since been modified to house the modern kitchens.
A full basement extends beneath the central section and original kitchen
wings, with inaccessible crawl spaces beneath the woodshed wings.
The basements beneath the kitchen wings may not have originally been
excavated, while the crawl spaces under the woodshed wings are not
original, as the floors of the wings were originally located at grade. A
small one-story vestibule is attached to the east elevation, while a onestory vestibule on the west elevation covers the entrance to the basement.
The vestibule was originally added around 1914.

Exterior Envelope

Foundation
The main foundation of the two-story section and original kitchen wings
is coursed cut stone. The woodshed wings that extend to the west have
shorter foundations of irregular stone. There is a painted stone water table
above the foundation at the north, east, and south elevations. This water
table extends down and becomes an arched lintel at basement window

Figure 133: Duplex east elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 135: Duplex west elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 134: Duplex north elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 136: Duplex south elevation (QE|A 2006).
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openings. There is no water table around the woodsheds or on the west
elevation of the main section. At the north and south facades the water
table ends at the junction between the original kitchen and woodshed
wings.
The foundation has been inappropriately repointed with a thin layer
of mortar containing what appears to be a high proportion of Portland
cement. The original mortar joints are pointed with a softer lime mortar.
The original mortar joints were not raked out for repointing, so the new
mortar is not keyed into the joints. The new mortar was applied sloppily,
making the mortar joints appear huge and irregular (figure 137). There are
concrete patches in the foundation at the west facade under the blocked
up door. Further, there is a layer of parging over many surface areas of
the foundations. There are numerous concrete patches in the woodshed
foundations.

Figure 137: New mortar joints
on north elevation (QE|A 2006).

The water table joints have been pointed with sealant and some of the
joints are open. At the southeast corner the word “Trap” is carved into
the stone. Along the south elevation there are saw cuts in the water table
below where the brick mortar joints were raked for repointing.
See the Structural Analysis for further foundation conditions.
Walls
The walls of the duplex above the foundation are brick masonry.
Interestingly, the bond patterns vary around the building. The twostory section has a classic common bond pattern, with a full header
course every sixth course, while the one-story sections have a common
bond pattern with Flemish headers (alternating headers and stretchers)
every sixth course. The cheek walls at the east elevation vestibule are
a different brick and have probably been rebuilt. Throughout the walls
the mortar joints are approximately 3/8” wide and are tooled nearly flush
with the masonry surface. The window and door openings are arched,
with a double arched rowlock course and stone sills. The first floor
windows on the east and west elevations of the two-story section have a
projecting header course above the arches, forming a drip cap of sorts.
A stone keystone with the date 1874 carved in it is located above the
east vestibule entrance to the south half of the duplex. There are surfacemounted conduits and utilities on the two-story portion of the east facade.
At the inside corner at the southeast (between the two-story mass and the
kitchen) the brick is darker in color.
The brick on the woodshed wings shows the greatest amount of change.
Original door openings on the north and south elevations have been
partially infilled and the door replaced with a window opening. Openings
have been cut into the interior (courtyard) walls of the woodshed wings to
accommodate windows for the modern kitchens, while original window
openings on the west elevations have been infilled or turned into doors
(figure 138). Ghosting of a former porch roof is visible above the doors
of the one-story “woodsheds” on the west elevations.
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Figure 138: Ghosting of former
window opening (QE|A 2006).
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Figure 139: Damaged brick
beneath air conditioning unit on
south elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 143: Damage to cheek wall at east elevation south side porch
(QE|A 2006).
Figure 140: Spalling and
efflorescence at west elevation
south side porch (QE|A 2006).

The brick is in fair condition. There is considerable damage to the
cheek walls at the porches on the east elevation, including open joints,
efflorescence on the brick, and missing bricks patched with mortar (figure
143). This may be the result of improperly installed caps that allow
moisture into the wall. Moisture dripping from the window-mounted air
conditioning units is damaging the brick and foundation walls below the
windows on all elevations (figure 139). At the west elevation, spalling
and efflorescence is visible where the porches meet the brick walls of
the woodshed wings (figure 140). There is also damage above the roof
of the west elevation vestibule possibly from an earlier vestibule being
removed (figure 141).
The west elevation vestibule has a concrete foundation and aluminum
siding. It is in fair condition.

Figure 141: Damaged brick
above vestibule roof (QE|A
2006).

Figure 142: Discontinous gutter
at east elevation (QE|A 2006).
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Roof
The central two-story section and one-story kitchen wings have steeply
pitched hip roofs with clipped (jerkinhead) gables, while the woodshed
wings and west vestibule have gabled roofs. All the roofs are clad with
red asphalt shingles. Painted wood fascia and cornice boards trim the
eaves. The asphalt shingles are in fair condition, with minor curling, and
some tabs missing at the east elevation (figure 144). There also appears
to be some shingle damage near the north chimney. All wood fascia
and cornice boards have cracked and peeling paint. At the connection
between the east vestibule roof and the brick wall there is no flashing,
only tar on brick. There is a similar condition where the original kitchen
extensions meet the two-story brick wall.
The original roof drainage appeared to be a Yankee gutter type system
that drained into underground sewers. This system appeared to last at
least into the early 1940s, but was gone by 1966. The building currently
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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Figure 144: Duplex main roof (QE|A 2006).

Figure 145: Downspout
discharging directly onto wall
(QE|A 2006).

has modern aluminum K-style gutters and downspouts. Several of the
downspouts are missing their lower portions and most do not have
splash blocks, so that rainwater is not adequately directed away from
the building (figure 145). Several of the gutters leak, particularly on the
woodshed wings, and organic matter protrudes from the gutter on the
east elevation of the south kitchen wing. The gutters are discontinuous at
the center of the two-story sections on both the east and west elevations,
but the gaps appear to have been lined with some sort of waterproof
material (figure 142).
Chimneys
There are two brick chimneys with concrete caps, one at each end of the
two-story section at the clipped gables. The joints and flashing appear
to be in good condition. The chimneys are no longer functional. At the
interior of the duplex the chimneys do not run straight down, but jog
slightly at the attic level (figure 146). It is unclear if this was part of the
original design or a result of errors in the construction process.

Figure 146: Chimney jog at
north elevation (QE|A 2006).

Porches
There is an enclosed vestibule projecting from the east elevation. It
is similar in construction to the main body of the house, with stone
foundation, watertable, brick walls and hipped roof with a center gable.
There are two entrances, at the north and south ends, with a blank opening
at the east elevation (see Doors, below). Brick cheek walls extend to each
side (see walls, above, for condition) and enclose a wood landing and
stairs with a wood latticed railing.
There are wood decks and stairs at the west elevations of each of the
woodshed wings. They also have wood handrails and lattice enclosures.
Visible underneath each deck are concrete steps which were installed
circa 1966 (figure 147).
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The wood decks and stairs at all the entrances were likely installed
within the last two decades. The wood is in fair condition, aside from
normal weathering. There are a few damaged/missing pieces of wood in
the lattice and skirt boards.

Figure 148: Infilled masonry
opening at east elevation (QE|A
2006).

Figure 149: Carved keystone at
east elevation south entry (QE|A
2006).

Figure 150: East elevation north
entry (QE|A 2006).
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Doors
At the east face of the east vestibule is an arched masonry opening that
has been infilled (figure 148). As noted in the Historical Background and
Context, it is unclear if this opening was ever utilized as a doorway. On
the north and south walls of the east vestibule are two original arched
masonry openings that contain newer hollow metal doors and aluminum
screen doors. The north arch retains a decoratively carved panel above
the door, which is not present in the south arch (however, the north arch
does not have a stone keystone like the south arch) (figures 149 and 150).
The “woodshed” doors at the west are not historic openings but have
been created from former window openings. They have 1/2 light hollow
metal doors and aluminum screens. The west vestibule door is also a
hollow metal door but without a screen. Four original door openings
have been infilled. These are located on the north and south elevations of
the woodshed wings, where windows are now located, and two side-byside openings at the first floor level where the vestibule is now located
on the west elevation. The openings are still visible inside the vestibule,
and originally led into either side of the first floor (figure 153). These
openings were enclosed circa 1914, when two new openings into each
side of the basement were cut directly below the original doors (at this
time the vestibule was not present, but typical basement bulkhead doors
were installed). Concrete steps lead down to new hollow metal basement
doors (figure 152).
Windows
There are various types of windows in the duplex. Typically the first
and second floor windows are all double-hung non-historic vinyl or

Figure 151: Original attic windows on south elevation (QE|A 2006).
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Figure 153: (Above) Newer basement entry doors
(QE|A 2006).

Figure 152: (Left) Infilled original rear entry doors
(QE|A 2006).
aluminum windows with aluminum storms. The basement windows are
aluminum or vinyl and appear to be either fixed or hopper operation and
do not have storms. The basement window openings on the north and
south elevations of the kitchen wings are not original to the building.
The woodshed wings also have new double hung windows, similar to the
typical first and second floor of the main house. One of these windows
does not have an arched head, and under two of the windows the brick
is spalling.
The original arched-top wood three-over-three double hung sashes still
exist at the gable peaks at the north and south elevations and are in
surprisingly good condition for their age, with expected weathering and
peeling paint (figure 151). The upper sash in the north attic had sagged
and left a gap between the sash and the window opening, but this was
corrected during the survey. There are no storms on these windows and
they allow air infiltration into the building.
Original wood windows in good condition also remain to either side of
the arched east opening on the east vestibule and to either side of the
vestibule on the west elevation. These are narrow two-over two doublehung sash with aluminum storms (figure 148). Two more wood dividedlight windows (four pane rectangular, operation could not be determined)
remain in the west elevation vestibule, but date to no earlier than 1914.
The interiors of the duplex have undergone considerable remodeling
over the years, with the result that the interior configurations and finishes
are lost. The “woodshed” wings were converted to kitchens around 1914,
with significant changes to door and window openings. The former
kitchens were converted to dining rooms at that time, and later made into
bedrooms with bathrooms added. Wall configurations were changed in
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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the living/sitting rooms, the stairways were enclosed, and on the second
floor bathrooms were added and the closets between the bedrooms
altered. Even the basements have been extensively altered. The attics
likely remain in something close to their original condition.
Floors
As the duplex is still occupied, the existence or condition of original
flooring could not be determined, although it is assumed that at least
some of the original wood floors are still extant under the carpet. The
kitchens have vinyl flooring, the bathrooms have ceramic tile, and the
dining, living, and bedrooms are all carpeted. The current coverings are
all in good condition. The basement has a poured concrete floor, and the
attic has a wood plank floor.

Figure 154: Historic window
trim around closet window
(QE|A 2006).

Walls and Ceilings
In general, due to frequent remodeling, the walls and ceilings throughout
the duplex are gypsum board. Some plaster was observed to remain on
exterior walls and the second floor ceilings. The surfaces are generally
in good condition. The bathrooms have ceramic tile installed halfway up
the wall. The basements and attics are unfinished, with stone/wood walls
and exposed joist/rafter ceilings.
Stairs
There are three stair runs in each half of the duplex, each stacked upon
the one below. The stairs to the basement lead down from doors in the
west side of the duplex. They are simple open wood stairs that are likely
replacements for earlier stairs (ghosting from earlier, steeper stairs is still
present on the basement walls). The main stairs between the first and
second floor may be original construction, although the banisters are not
original. They are wood, and were originally open all the way up to the
second floor; however they were enclosed with drywall in the 1960s. The

Figure 155: Typical interior view of duplex; north unit, dining room
looking south (QE|A 2006).
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stairs to the attics are likely original. They are wood and are enclosed
between plaster walls.
Features
Most of the original features, finishes, and wood trim have been lost
from the interior of the duplex. One historic baseboard remains in each
duplex along the stairs between the first and second floor, against the
party wall (figure 156). These are wood and retain many layers of paint.
Original window trim also remains around the narrow windows to either
side of the east and west elevation vestibules (which are now within
closets- figure 154). It does not appear that the duplex ever had fireplace
openings; heating was likely accomplished through wood and/or coal
stoves with smoke pipes venting into the chimney stack (there are three
flues, one for each floor and the basement).

The duplex was built in 1874 to replace the original wood framed keepers
dwelling. The duplex building is an “E” shaped footprint with the two
halves of the building mirrored to each other. The vertical leg of the
“E” is a two story plus attic structure over a full basement. The top and
bottom horizontal legs of the “E” are single story structures with a full
depth basement on one end and a crawl space on the other. The middle
horizontal leg of the “E” is a covered entrance into the basements of the
two units. This covered entrance has been modified several times over
the history of the building.

Figure 156: Historic baseboard
along north wall of south unit
(QE|A 2006).

Structural Systems

The building can be broken up into definitive areas: the center, two-story
building; the covered west entrance; the kitchen wings at the east half
of the north and south wings; and the woodsheds at the west end of the
north and south wings. The terms ‘kitchen’ and ‘woodshed’ relate to
the original use of these areas of the buildings. These areas have been
modified several times and no longer retain their original functions.
Exterior
Overall, the building exterior is in good condition. The walls are of brick
masonry, asphalt shingles cover the roofs, and there are two masonry
chimneys that extend up at each end of the two-story portion of the
structure.
Typical of the buildings on the site, the downspouts should be extended
down and away from the building foundations. The downspouts currently
discharge directly against the building foundations which will lead to
deterioration of the structure. In addition, the gutters on the two-story
portion of the building are discontinuous (there is a gap between sections)
at midlength on both the east and west elevations (figure 142). All of the
gutters appear to be spilling out as they are bent or sloped improperly
to allow water to flow down the downspouts. The entire gutter and
downspout system needs to be replaced for this building.
The foundations on the center, two-story portion of the building and the
kitchen wings are of cut stone. The stone is in good condition; however,
the mortar joints have been repointed. The workmanship on the repointing
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is poor as the stone edges cannot be determined (the mortar is swept
over the top of the stones). In an attempt to give the mortar joints some
definition, the joints have been stick troweled (a stick is pulled through
wet mortar to create a recessed line in the mortar joint). Reviewing
historic photographs, it appears that this repointing method may date
back to at least 1914. The foundations change for the wood shed portions
of the building. The wood shed foundations are of a random stone and do
not extend up as high as the rest of the building foundation stones. The
stones have been patched with a Portland cement patch in several areas
(figure 159).

Figure 159: Woodshed foundation, south elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 157: Replacement
foundation stones (FSE 2006).

Figure 158: Arched water table
lintel stone (FSE 2006).
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There is a water table stone course between the stone foundation and the
brick masonry walls above. The water table is not continuous around the
perimeter of the building; it does not occur at the wood shed portions of
the building or the west elevation of the building; nor does it occur at the
center door infill at the east elevation. The joints between the water table
stones have been caulked. The caulk is trapping moisture within the joint
and potentially within or behind the stones and adjacent masonry. The
caulk should be removed and the joints properly repointed. Individual
stones appear to have been replaced at one time as they are not the same
depth as the adjacent stones as shown in figure 157. At the basement
window openings at the east and west elevations, the water table stones
are arched and extended further down than the adjacent stones; the water
table stone is the lintel over the basement window openings (figure
158).
Based upon the detailing of the masonry brickwork, the wood shed and
kitchen additions may have been built after the main two-story section
of the building was constructed. At the corners, the masonry is not keyed
together (the bricks of each wall do not overlap); rather there is a clean
vertical joint at the corners. In addition, the header courses within the
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different portions of the building vary. At the main two story and kitchen
portions of the building, header courses occur at every sixth course.
At the wood shed portions of the building, the header courses occur at
every sixth course, but only every other brick along the length of the
walls is turned. The bricks were measured on the north elevation at
the wood shed to be 2-1/4” tall x 7-3/4” long x 3-3/4” wide on average
with three courses equaling 7-3/4” in height. Similar dimensions were
taken at the kitchen wing. The mortar is consistent throughout the brick
work on the building; it is a repointing mortar specified to meet ASTM
C270 specifications that was used when the full building was repointed
in 1989.13 The mortar has a fine, angular shaped aggregate that can be
brushed off with a finger tip.
North Elevation: Algae growth was observed on the north elevation near
the downspout location and along the east half of the north wing. The
sidewalk at the north elevation is poured tight to the building foundation;
plants were observed to be growing within this joint. The vegetation
and algae growth indicate substantial water is present in the masonry
to support vegetation growth. A step crack was observed in the mortar
joints of the foundation stones between the east corner and the basement
window.

Figure 160: Non-original
basement window at north
elevation (FSE 2006).

The basement window through the foundation stones at the kitchen
wing is non-original to the building. The stone edges at the opening are
not square; the upper level window is slightly offset of the basement
window (figure 160); and the water table stone over the window opening
is not continuous. First floor framing details also support this theory as
discussed below under “Interior”.
The brick below the western most window (at the wood shed) is a lighter
color than the adjacent brick, and the header coursing does not occur
as it does in the adjacent brick (figure 161). In review of the historic
photographs, this current window opening was originally a door into the
wood shed. The lighter color brick is an early infill of this door opening.

Figure 161: Infilled door
opening at north elevation (FSE
2006).

East Elevation: On the east elevation, step cracking was observed at
the north end of the kitchen wing in the mortar joints of the foundation
stones. This cracking is most likely related to the step cracking observed
on the east end of the north elevation. The cracking may indicate
settlement of this northeast corner, or may be related to water penetration
into the stones. The caulked mortar joints in the water table course may
be related to this cracking. Repointing is required at the south end of the
east elevation as well at the downspout locations (figure 162). At least
three different repointing mortars can be observed on the south end of
the east elevation.
At the center of the east elevation there is a one story ‘bump out’ or
vestibule entrance for both of the residencies. Significant cement patches
have been placed over foundation stones. There is a keystone over the

Figure 162: Cracked and open
mortar at downspout location
(FSE 2006).

13 As per “Masonry Restoration Port Huron Station Family Quarters A, B-1,and B-2
Plans and Elevations” January 11, 1989 plan by US Coast Guard, Cleveland, Ohio, Shore
Maintenance Detachment.
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Figure 163: Deterioration and
patches at wood shed (FSE
2006).

south door that has been carved with the date “1874”. On the east elevation
of the vestibule ‘bump out,’ there is a doorway that has been infilled
(figure 148). The water table stones do not continue below this doorway.
On the 1874 Duplex drawings (figure 166) a passageway is shown off
what is the existing west elevation of the building. This passageway
most likely was to provide cover for the keepers between the lighthouse
and the dwelling. There is no evidence that the passageway was ever
constructed, but leads to the argument that the existing louvered opening
on the west elevation of the lighthouse may have been the original 1829
door into the lighthouse. The passageway may not have been constructed
for several reasons: the plans show the passageway on the west elevation;
lack of funding; or mainly because the 1862 lighthouse extension and
entry/storeroom addition moved the doorway to the south elevation of
the tower prior to construction of the duplex in 1874.
Wood stairs have been constructed up to the doors at the north and south
elevations of the vestibule bump out. There are brick masonry ‘cheek’
walls at each of these stairs. The brick masonry at these cheek walls
is in poor condition. The cheek walls are not keyed into the vestibule
bump out walls (there is a vertical joint between the cheek walls and the
vestibule walls) indicating that they were probably not constructed when
the vestibule walls were constructed. Several of the bricks are weathered
and some have been patched with a cement patch. A vertical, through
brick crack was observed on the northern cheek wall (figure 165). Missing
mortar was observed on the southern cheek wall (figure 143). Vegetation
was observed to be growing in the joint between the vestibule ‘bump out’
and the adjacent sidewalk. This vegetation should be removed.

Figure 164: Infill at prior joist/
beam location (FSE 2006).

South Elevation: Conditions described under the north elevation are
similar to those observed at the south elevation. There is a step crack in
the mortar joint of the foundation stones at the east end of the kitchen
wing. The basement window of the kitchen wing is not original to the
structure as it is constructed in a similar manner to the basement window

Figure 165: Northern cheek wall, through-brick crack (FSE 2006).
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on the north elevation. The window at the woodshed portion of the
building appears to have been a door originally based on the brick below
the window opening. Vegetation was observed to be growing in the joint
between the building foundation and the adjacent concrete sidewalk.
Cement patches were observed over the stone foundations and in the
brick at the west end of the wood shed. Bricks in this area were observed
to have spalled, and mortar is missing (figure 163).
West Elevation: Typical conditions were observed on the west elevation
(back side) of the building and the north and south elevations of the wood
shed wings. The 1874 Duplex overall drawing (figure 166) depicts the
west elevations of both the north and south woodshed wings as solid
masonry walls. As the kitchen and wood shed portions of the structures
were altered over the years, windows and doors were added into these
walls. A previous window opening has been infilled and is easily
discernible now (figure 138). A previous (non original) porch roof line
can be observed on both the north and south wood shed wings. On the
north wood shed wing, there is an infill in the brick near the elevation
of the existing wood stair landing. This infill may have been where a
joist or beam once pocketed into the masonry wall (figure 164). Hairline
cracking was observed on this same elevation in the brick arch over the
existing door (figure 167). On the south wood shed wing, spalling of the
brick and missing mortar are evident just above the wood stairs (figure
140).
The 1874 Duplex overall (figure 166) also shows solid masonry walls
on the north elevation of the south wood shed wing, and on the south
elevation of the north wood shed wing. Currently, each of these walls
has two window openings. The joints of these walls to the west wall of
the two-story main portion of the building are continuous vertical joints;
the brick is not keyed together. The downspouts in these corners are
discharging directly against the building where algae or moss is growing
on the walls (figure 169).

Figure 167: Hairline cracking
at brick arch (FSE 2006).

Figure 168: 1874 Duplex
drawing, west elevation
(National Archives).

Figure 166: 1874 Duplex drawing, floor plan (National Archives).
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The west elevation of the main, two story portion of the building and
the west enclosed entryway are in good condition structurally with no
apparent distresses or concerns besides those previously mentioned.
Some cement patching has been completed on the brick just above the
south side of the gable for the enclosed entryway roof (figure 141). The
patching appears to be in good condition.

Figure 169: Downspouts
discharging directly against
building (FSE 2006).

Roof and Chimneys: The roof appears to be in relatively good condition
with some minor cupping of the asphalt shingles. Paint is worn and
peeling off of the wood soffits and fascia. There is no ventilation of the
roof structure and attic spaces.
The chimneys are 3-flue chimneys and the flues are unprotected from
rain and birds from entering the flues. The flues should be screened
and capped to prevent moisture and birds from entering the flues. The
masonry of the chimneys appears to be in good condition, although some
repointing is required, especially at the top courses of the chimneys.
Interior
Overall, the interior of the building is in good condition, although it has
undergone several cosmetic modifications. With the exception of an
opening between the main living and dining spaces relocated in 1966,14
the underlying structure has basically remained the same since the original
construction, although interior partition walls have been modified.

Figure 170: Non-original
basement window opening (FSE
2006).

The basement concrete slab is painted, and the paint is peeling, cracked,
and worn. Cracking was observed in the northeast corner of the building
indicating the northeast corner may have, or is, settling downward.
The basement walls are of field stone with a painted, thin cementitious
coating over them. Access to the walls was minimal as the basements
are currently used for storage. The cementitious coating was observed to
be loose or missing in some areas. The mortar also appeared to be soft
and crumbly to the touch in these areas. Specifically, the walls below the
upper level vestibules and the exterior walls of the north kitchen wing
appear to have moisture deteriorating the masonry. Vertical cracking was
observed in the south wall of room 006, near the location of the chimney
on the opposite side of the wall. The brick chimneys continue down to the
basement slab, but corbel back into the stone walls at the very bottom of
the chimney. Some brick dust was observed at the base of the chimneys.
An opening for mechanical piping was observed in the north end of the
wall between rooms 007 and 008 at the north end.
As stated above, the basement windows on the north and south elevations
are non-original openings (figure 170). From the interior, this is evident
as the edges of the openings have been ‘smoothed out’ with brick infill in
the stone walls and the first floor framing is not typical of that observed at
other basement window locations. The first floor joists at the non-original
opening are pocketed into the brick masonry above and bear directly on

Figure 171: Added doorway in
basement (FSE 2006).
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Alterations” drawings completed for the Port Huron Coast Guard Station, September 14,
1966.
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the wood window frame (i.e. there is no header or lintel). In addition, the
sill plate between the top of the stone walls and the wood floor joists was
saw-cut at each side of the opening. Similarly, the doorways between
the center portion of the house and the original kitchen wings were
added after the stone foundation walls were constructed. As shown in
figure 171, one edge of the opening is still rough cut, the other has been
‘smoothed out’ with brick infill. The floor joists, again, bear directly on
the flat 2x sill plate, and on the opposite side of the sill plate, brick from
above is left unsupported (the sill plate is not the full width of the brick
wall above). The brick at this location is cracking as it is unsupported.
It should be noted that the headers over all of the door openings in the
basement were observed to be wood 2x members on flat supporting the
first floor joists above. Several of the headers are showing some sag as
they are inadequate to support the floor loads.
The first floor structure is on average 2”x9-1/2” or 2”x9-3/4” rough sawn
wood joists spaced at a maximum on center spacing of 16 inches. The
joists all span between the stone masonry foundation walls. The joists
in the main stair corridors and kitchen wings span north-south. The
stair up from the basement to the first floor level has been framed with
nominal 6x8 timber header and stringer beams with mortise and tenon
connections. This stair opening area in the southern unit has experienced
a fire in the past; it has since been reinforced with newer Spruce Pine Fir
#2 nominal 2x10s (figure 172). The joists below the living and dining
rooms in the north and south units span east-west (front to back); as
do the joists in the wood shed area in the south wing. The joists in the
north wing wood shed have been replaced with newer lumber; however
their size and spacing could not be determined as the joists could not be
accessed. The joists above room 007 span the short east-west direction;
different from the adjacent and mirrored locations.

Figure 172: Fire-damaged
ceiling in basement (FSE 2006).

Figure 173: Painted notch at
joists above room 007 (FSE
2006).

These joists above room 007 have a plaster ceiling on the underside. A
hole in the ceiling allowed access to a joist space, thus two joists. Each
joist was notched ½”x1” deep along the bottom corner for the length of
the joist. At first glance, the notch appeared to be a steel angle let into
the corner of the joist. However, after further inspection, the notch was
painted a metallic grey color (figure 173). In addition, the plaster ceiling
finish had two layers of wood lath – each perpendicular to each other.
The lath between the joist and the bottom layer of lath may be a furring
or shimming of the joist.
Several of the joists have holes drilled through or have been cut or
notched, especially in the north unit first floor structure (figure 174). At
the north window in room 005, the original window opening detailing of
the first floor joists has been compromised to allow for a piping as shown
in figure 175. The joists in this area need to be reinforced and the pipe
potentially relocated. The original detailing at the basement windows
of the first floor joists is an excellent exhibit of craftsmanship of the
original carpenters. The joists are notched over a single 2”x6” header that
is located 8” from the inside face of the stone foundation wall. The joists
then taper up from this header to the bearing at the exterior wall (figure
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176). The header is mortised and tenoned into the stringers at each side
of the opening.

Figure 175: Notched joist at
north unit basement (FSE 2006).

Figure 176: Tapered joists at
basement window (FSE 2006).

Figure 177: North wing attic
space (FSE 2006).

Figure 178: Butted rafters at
north wing attic (FSE 2006).
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Photographs taken blindly (automatic focus with camera) reveal the
wood shed first floor structure of the south wing has rough sawn 2”x91/2” joists spaced at 14 inches on center spanning east-west as described
above. The photographs revealed a wood beam a couple of feet west of
the stone foundation wall between the crawl space and room 001. The
beam is pocketed into the north masonry wall of the crawl space. It could
not be determined if the beam had any support within the span of the
beam (between exterior walls). This structural detailing supports other
evidence that the original wood shed floor was lower than the original
kitchen floor. The kitchen joists continue to the west side of the stone
foundation wall between the crawl space and room 001; leaving no room
for bearing of the ‘newer’ wood shed floor joists on top of the existing
stone foundation wall.
The second floor structure could not be verified as all ceilings and floors
were finished. Water was observed to pond at the doorway into the north
residence bathroom. This water is most likely water that leaked from
the shower stall after it had recently been used, and had collected at the
low spot in the floor structure. A thin hairline crack was observed in the
ceiling of kitchen 101 between the north exterior wall and the north wall
of the existing kitchen pantry. In addition, a diagonal crack in the drywall
stemming from the upper east corner of the door between the second
floor hallway and the northwest bedroom was observed. Support of this
wall was modified in the 1966 remodeling. The 1966 drawings call for
a doubled joist to be of the same size as the existing joist to support the
second floor joists after a bearing wall was removed. The existing size
of the joists is not known or called out in the 1966 drawings. The ‘new’
doubled 2x beam spans approximately 12 feet; the doubled 2x beam may
be inadequate for the span. The depth of the structural members needs to
be determined to properly analyze this beam.
Access to the north and south wing attic spaces was limited to visual
observation through the north window into the attic space on the north
kitchen wing. The space has been insulated with blown-in insulation,
and curiously, soffit vent forms were used to prevent the insulation from
blowing into the soffit vents, if they existed (figure 177). An access into
the attic space over the wood shed was observed where traditional wood
rafter framing could be seen, but the opening to this at the ceiling level
below has been blocked. Water staining was evident along the wall that
separates the kitchen wing from the main portion of the house, as well as
at the ridge. There is no ridge board in this space; the rafters simply butt
up to each other at the ridge (figure 178).
The attic of the two-story portion of the building is accessible via stairs in
both the north and south units. The roof systems in the units are the same;
with essentially a 2x wall with wood board sheathing separating the two
spaces. The roof structure bears on the attic floor structure and is not a
conventional rafter and collar tie system. Similarly to the roof structure
observed over the north kitchen wing, the rafters butt up to each other at
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the ridge with no ridge board between. The rafters are also notched into
a vertical post at the ridge that is bearing on the attic floor (and bearing
wall) below (figure 179). Water staining was observed at the ridge,
especially on the north half of the roof (figure 180). Shimming of this
ridge connection between the rafters and vertical post was also observed
indicating the posts have settled downward. In the 1966 modifications
done to the units, the closet doors in the second floor bearing wall were
widened; the header across the closet doors may be inadequate to support
the roof posts.
Vertical posts are also located within the span of the 2”x5-3/4” rafters
on each side of the gabled roof (figure 181). The posts at the ridge were
measured to be 3-3/4” square posts; the posts at the ‘kneewall’ location
were measured to be either the nominal 4x4 or 2”x5-3/4”. Some of
the posts at the ridge line in the north unit are doubled 2x members as
opposed to the solid nominal 4x4. The posts and rafters are all spaced at
24 inch on center spacings. The posts are not located at the rafter over the
attic stair opening (there is no floor to bear the post on at this location)
(figure 182). The attic floor joists were measured to be 2”x7” members
spaced at 24 inch on center spacings. The vertical posts are notched over
the 2” attic floor joists and nailed to the side of the joists similar to the
post connections at the roof rafters.
Old insect (possibly powder post beetles?) damage was observed in one
of the vertical posts at the ridge line in the north unit. Water staining was
the only other visible distress noted, with the majority of the staining
occurring at the ridge and at the chimneys.
The chimneys in the attic space were observed to be offset to the west;
with the change in location occurring within the height of the attic space
(the chimneys corbel to the west) (figure 183). This re-alignment may
be a solution to a construction error when the chimney was originally
laid out at the foundation level. The re-alignment allows the chimneys to
be centered on the roof ridge line. Significant efflorescence and a large
amount of brick dust were observed at both chimneys in the attic spaces.
The mortar is soft and could easily be removed. The chimneys need to
be capped with metal screens that will keep birds, insects, and rain water
out of the flues.
Analysis
One of the oldest buildings remaining on the site, there are no original
structural plans available of the duplex. As mentioned above, a major
modification of the duplex interior occurred in the 1960s. These 1966
plans were verified with the member sizes, spacings, and spans that were
recorded in the site survey. The load capacity of each structural system
is described below.
Only the roof structure of the main, 2-story section of the building could
be measured to complete a load analysis. The other roof systems are
exhibiting no signs of distress, and thus are considered adequate for
the code-required roof live and snow loads. These members should be
measured and recorded when they become accessible to allow for an
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Figure 179: Rafters notched into
vertical post at attic (FSE 2006).

Figure 180: Water staining at
ridge of north attic (FSE 2006).

Figure 181: Vertical posts at
rafters (FSE 2006).

Figure 182: Rafters at attic stair
opening (FSE 2006).
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analysis of these roof systems. The main, 2-story roof and attic floor
structures are more than adequate to support the code required minimum
roof live load or snow load and a 16 psf roof dead load. The minimum
roof live load of 20psf was reduced to 16psf based upon the 8:12 pitch of
the roof. The flat roof snow load was calculated to 16psf based on a 25psf
ground snow load adjusted for environment and building geometry.
The attic floor joists are supporting the ‘kneewall’ posts of the roof
structure. These posts clearly delineate a usable attic space versus a nonusable attic space. Assuming the attic space is to be used for light storage
only (no living or office type space in these attics), a 20 psf live load
was applied to the walkable sections of the attic. The minimum attic live
load of 10psf was applied to the sections of the attic floor that are east
and west of the ‘kneewall’ posts. Using a 12psf dead load for the attic
floor, the attic floor is more than adequate to support the code required
minimum design loads stated above.
As stated above, the second floor structure could not be confirmed. The
1966 modification drawings scale nominal 2x10s for the second floor
structure, but they are never actually called out. Assuming original 1874,
2”x9-1/2” floor joists at 16 inch on center spacings, the floor joists are
adequate to safely support a 15psf dead load and a 100psf live load which
would be required for public loading of this floor.

Figure 183: Corbelled chimney
at attic (FSE 2006).

The first floor joists, then, are also capable of safely supporting a 15psf
dead load and a 100psf live load without reinforcement (the first floor
and second floor joists result in the same analysis). However, many of the
first floor joists have been cut, notched, or holes have been drilled through
them. These joists all should be reinforced. A more detailed analysis of
which joists should be reinforced may eliminate the need to reinforce all
of them. Regardless, the reinforcement should be coordinated with the
mechanical systems for the building.
The beams called for in the 1966 modification drawings are not able to
support the current live load requirement of 30psf for bedroom space. All
of the beams called out in these drawings are to be reinforced to meet the
desired floor live loads. As significant distresses were not observed during
the site survey, this work can be completed when the building undergoes
a major renovation. Regular monitoring of the walls (for cracking)
and floors (for low spots or slowing) should occur until the repairs are
completed. As an alternative to reinforcing or replacing these beams, the
original bearing walls these beams replaced can be reconstructed. Short
beams will be required at some doorways.
The nominal 6x8 timbers at the stair openings in the first floor structure
are adequate for the 100psf code required live load and a 15psf dead
load.
A further, detailed analysis of this structure is recommended once more of
the upper level structural member sizes, spacings, and spans are known.
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Heating/Cooling
The heating system consists of a boiler located in the north half of the
basement. The gas fired boiler is a Weil McLain Model No. CM-8-P1
rated at 245,000 BTU/hour input and 182,000 BTU/hour output. There
are four zones, each with circulating pumps. There appear to be two
zones per half of the duplex. The zone heating hot water is circulated to
perimeter radiation. Heating hot water piping appears to be a combination
of galvanized and copper. No evidence of leakage was observed. Cooling
is provided by window-mounted residential air-conditioning units. The
heating/cooling system is in fair to good condition, but is not historic.

Building Systems

Plumbing
The duplex appears to be supplied by a single water and natural gas
service. Each half has its own gas-fired domestic water heater. The north
half is a Bradford White Model BJ6718123, the south half a Whirlpool
Model BFG1J5040T3N2V. Both heaters are 40 gallon, rated at 40,000
BTU/hour input. The majority of domestic water piping is copper. The
plumbing system is in good condition.
Fire Protection
The duplex does not have a fire suppression system.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Electrical service to the building is overhead, on the exterior of the
building. The service is split into two services with one electrical meter
for each residence. Each residence has a 120/240 volt electrical service
with a 100 amp main circuit breaker electrical panel with branch circuit
breakers. Wire throughout the residences is concealed within the walls
except in the lower level or basements where the wiring is routed
exposed through the floor joists. The wiring is a combination of nonmetallic sheathed cable “Romex” and wiring in metallic conduit. The
service size appears to be adequate. No visual signs of discoloration of
the main or branch circuit breakers indicating they are overheating. It
was observed that some general maintenance needs to be done such as
tighten loose conduit fittings, replace missing junction box covers, etc.
There was evidence of a past fire seen in the basement level. The floor
joists of the first floor have been burned. The electrical wiring in the area
of the burned wood appears to have been replaced because it did not
show any damage. The electrical panel is bonded to the water service and
it is recommended a ground rod be added on the exterior of the building
and the panel be bonded to it to comply with current codes.
Lighting
The lighting throughout the residence is standard incandescent residential
lighting. In the basement, fluorescent residential shop lights are utilized.
Communications
The building has overhead telephone and cable television/internet service.
The wiring is routed on the exterior of the building then pokes through
the wall were service is needed inside the building. It was observed that
one of the existing residents has satellite television with a small satellite
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dish mounted on the south side of the building. No security system or
data system was observed.
Life Safety
There is no emergency egress lighting in the basement or upper floors.
This is not a requirement in a residence. The existing residential usage of
the building meets the requirements of smoke detection on each level, in
bedrooms and outside of bedrooms. It appears that all smoke detectors
are wired back to a central location in the basement next to the electrical
panel. It is unclear if this box alarms back to a central location.
Accessibility
The first floor is currently raised approximately three feet above grade, so
the building is not considered accessible to individuals with disabilities.

Figure 184: Fog signal building north elevation
(QE|A 2006).

Figure 186: Fog signal building east elevation
(QE|A 2006).

Figure 185: Fog signal building south elevation
(QE|A 2006).

Figure 187: Fog signal building west elevation
(QE|A 2006).
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The fog signal building was constructed in 1900 and replaced two earlier
wood-framed fog signal buildings located elsewhere on the site. The
rectangular one-story structure with exterior load-bearing brick masonry
walls has undergone little change to its architectural fabric since its
construction.

Fog Signal Building

All the fog signal equipment was removed circa 1987, and the fog
signal building is currently utilized by the US Coast Guard Auxiliary for
assembly and educational purposes.
Foundation
The building sits on a brick foundation. The concrete floor slab is not
visible from the exterior. See Structural Analysis, below, for foundation
conditions.

Exterior Envelope

Walls
The walls are red brick laid in a common bond pattern with sixth-course
headers. The top three brick courses at the entire perimeter are a lighter
color, possibly because they are protected from the elements by the roof
overhang. There is a three-course brick ledge that protrudes approximately
1” from the brick wall face at the base of the walls, creating a plinth
around the entire perimeter of the structure. There is at least one brick
course that aligns with the rest of the wall surface below the plinth; this
is exposed at the southeast corner but conversely the ledge is completely
below grade at the southwest corner. The door and window openings
have arched lintels consisting of three soldier courses at the doors and
two courses at the windows. On all four elevations there are various
holes in the brick, probably for now-removed conduit or utilities. Some
holes have been inappropriately patched with cementitious material. On
the north elevation there is a sign painted directly on to the brick.
The brick is in relatively good condition, with expected weather-related
deterioration. There are open mortar joints at the brick ledge, caused by
water runoff down the brick walls, with no slope/mortar wash to facilitate
water shedding at the protruding courses (figure 188).
Roof
The hipped roof has a 12/12 pitch and is covered with overlapping
corrugated metal panels, painted red. There are no gutters or downspouts
on the building and no historic evidence that gutters were ever present.
The 1x6 wood fascia, flat wood soffit, and profiled wood cornice have
excessive paint buildup. There are no vents in the soffit.

Figure 188: Deteriorated brick
at brick ledge on southeast
corner (QE|A 2006).

The furnace chimney projects through the south end of the west hip.
A metal vent projects through the north end of the east hip. Electrical
service penetrates the roof at the east hip over the door.
There are some gaps where the panels overlap. Although they could not
be directly verified from visual observations, it is assumed that many of
the exposed roof fasteners have corroded and/or are missing. The paint
is peeling and there is extensive rust visible throughout the corrugated
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roofing panels (figure 189). The paint is cracking and peeling at all wood
surfaces. The roof is leaking around the furnace chimney.

Figure 189: Open joints and
rusted metal roof panels (QE|A
2006).

Dormer
The hipped dormer in the north hip of the roof originally held the
resonator for the diaphone fog signal. The walls are wood and the roof
is clad with corrugated metal panels. The opening where the resonator
protruded has been covered with wood; behind the cover is a three-light
sash, with some of the lights retaining their glass (the sash could not be
observed closely). All surfaces are painted red. There is metal flashing at
all wall/roof connections. Evidence of leaking was observed around the
former resonator opening. The paint is in poor condition (figure 190).
Chimney
A short chimney at the south end of the ridge is constructed of red brick
laid in stretcher bond with a metal cap. Historic photographs indicate
that the chimney was originally much taller and has been reduced at least
twice to its current height of approximately seven brick courses above
the roof ridge. The chimney is flashed to the roof with corrugated metal
turned up the face of the masonry. Leaking around the chimney at the
interior suggests that the flashing has failed.

Figure 190: North elevation
roof dormer (QE|A 2006).

Figure 191: North door
opening, historic transom
(QE|A 2006).
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Windows
All four window openings are original, with arched brick lintels and
stone sills. The two windows at the west and east facades are six-oversix wood double hung sash. The two windows at the south facade are
six pane wood hopper windows. The windows are nailed closed, and the
sash cords on the double hung windows have been cut. There is excessive
paint buildup on the interior as well as the exterior. There is some water
damage to the bottom rails of the sashes where they meet the sill. The
western hopper window on the south elevation has a cracked pane of
glass.
Doors
There are three door openings. The west door is original to the building
and has a wood frame and wood double doors. The doors are stile and rail
with six lights in the upper half and one panel in the lower half. There is
non-original hardware (padlock) at the astragal to secure the doors. The
bottom rail and panel of the southern door are damaged, as is a portion
of the doorframe on that side. There is a concrete pad stoop. The east
door opening retains its original wood frame and stone sill, but has been
infilled with plywood. A modern wood frame and hollow core door have
been installed within the infill. There is an aluminum screen door and
a concrete step at the exterior. The concrete step is cracked. The north
door opening also retains its wood frame and a four-light horizontal
transom (figure 191). Below the transom, the opening has been infilled
with plywood. The transom has excessive paint buildup and minor water
damage to the bottom of the muntins.
The interior configuration of the fog signal building has remained
essentially unchanged, with the exception of the installation of bathroom
fixtures in the former coal bin at the southwest corner. Currently, the
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interior consists of a large open space with a small bathroom in the
southwest corner and a divider wall running from the chimney to the
south wall. The area to the east of the chimney where historic drawings
show a work bench is now a kitchenette with a sink, counter top and
refrigerator.
Floor
The floor is a painted concrete slab. Evidence of former equipment
locations can be seen in the floor. An 8” hole at the north center, and
another near the chimney, are noted on historic drawings as floor drains.
There are also depressions at the north end. A manhole under the east
window leads to a crawl space associated with former equipment in this
location. The paint is worn, exposing a red layer of paint under the current
grey layer. More wear is evident in the former coal room (bathroom). The
floor is cracked perpendicular to the chimney.
Walls
The walls are brick painted white. The bottom two courses are painted grey
to simulate a base board. All interior masonry openings are supported by
segmented brick arches. There are small holes in the brick, presumably
from attachment of former equipment. Horizontal wood boards are
mounted on the west wall between the door and window behind the
electrical panels. There is surface mounted conduit throughout. Plaques
and posters hang on the east wall, and particleboard is screwed into the
brick. A coat rack is mounted on the west wall between the door and the
bathroom/coal room.
Partial height brick walls extend from the chimney to the south wall,
capped with a rowlock course. These enclose a closet and the former
coal bin (refer to original drawings). The walls have been extended to
the ceiling with pressed board. The walls are in good condition. There
is an infilled opening in the north side of the chimney that likely once
accommodated a stovepipe.
Ceiling
The current ceiling of the fog signal building is a suspended 2x4 acoustical
ceiling tile and grid. There are seven vents in the ceiling around the

Figure 192: Fog signal building interior looking
north (QE|A 2006).
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Figure 193: Fog signal building interior looking
south to coal room/restroom (QE|A 2006).
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perimeter of the main room (four on the east side and three on the west).
Access to the original ceiling is through a small access panel above the
bathroom/coal room door (figure 194).
Physical investigation above the current ceiling revealed that the existing
low ceiling is suspended and that the original ceiling consists of sheet
metal attached to the underside of the roof framing (figure 195). This
upper ceiling is sloped at the lower 2/3 of the rafters and flat in the center
portion where it is assumed collar ties for the rafters are located.
Figure 194: Opening to loft
of fog signal building (QE|A
2006).

The acoustical ceiling is in fair condition, except where water has dripped
down from the chimney. The original sheet metal ceiling is rusted and
covered with severely peeling paint.
Other Interior Elements
The east and north infilled door openings are clad on the interior with
gypsum board. There is a lock hole in the center of the north threshold,
confirming that double doors were installed at that location. The simple
wood interior door and window trim appears to be original to the
building.

Figure 195: Original ceiling of fog signal building, above later
installation lay-in ceiling. Note former resonator opening (QE|A 2006).
Structural Systems
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Overall, the fog signal building is in good condition. Much of the original
fabric is still in place. The building is one story with a simple rectangular
footprint. The exterior walls are load-bearing brick masonry, and there
is a masonry chimney at the ridge on the south end of the building. The
roof is a wood framed hip roof with a dormer on the north end. There is
a small attic space over the bath 101 and closet for room 102. The first
floor structure is a concrete slab on grade. Although heat is available in
the building, it is not continuously heated.
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Exterior
The grade at the perimeter of the building slopes down towards the
building. This is a result of the rutting of the grade and splash back from
the drip line created by the roof eave. Along the south elevation, the drip
line is clearly visible in the grade. Grade should be maintained to slope
down and away from the building at all times (figure 197).
The masonry walls are constructed with a red brick and light tan mortar
which has a coarse sand aggregate. Header courses are located every
six courses. The 1933 Fog Signal Installation Plan (figure 196) shows a
four wythe masonry wall, with two outer wythes, a cavity space, and an
inner wythe of brick. This air cavity creates a barrier between the warm
interior air and the cold exterior air, essentially insulating the building.

Figure 197: Drip line at south
elevation (FSE 2006).

Figure 196: 1933 Fog Signal Installation Plan (partial) (National
Archives).
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Figure 198: Concrete patch on
north elevation (FSE 2006).

At grade elevation, the brick walls bump out approximately 1 inch. This
could be the top of a brick foundation wall, or it could be a decorative
detail indicating the height of the first floor structure on the interior.
On the east elevation, this bump out is three courses tall, then the brick
steps back in (figure 188). This creates a lip upon which frost can push
against causing cracking in the masonry. No cracking has been observed
related to this frost movement, but it can still occur should water collect
and freeze below this lip. On the 1933 Fog Signal Installation Plan, it
appears that final grade elevation was just below this three course bump
out indicating that it was a decorative detail. This also alleviates any
potential for frost heave, as the final grade elevation was approximately
8 to 12 inches lower than the existing final grade elevation. The hatching
on this drawing does not change between the foundations and the walls
in the sections indicating that the foundations are of brick construction.
Just above grade, around the perimeter of the building, the bottom
seven courses are worn and weathered. This is probably due to snow
accumulating next to the building and slowly deteriorating the brick.
Overall the mortar is sound; a minor amount of aggregate brushes free
when rubbed with a finger. Approximately 10 percent of the surface areas
of the walls are missing mortar and should be repointed.
On the north wall, there is a concrete patch near the base of the wall
east of the door. The wood trim at this door is also deteriorated from
wood rot at the base (figure 198). The corners on the concrete threshold
for the door in the north elevation are ‘worn’. There is a vertical crack
in the three course masonry arch over the door in the north elevation.
This vertical crack penetrates through to the interior of the building. The
crack is related to equipment support beams that have been removed; the
beams were pocketed into the arch. When the beams were removed, the
pockets were left empty, thus the masonry arch began to settle or flatten
out. The beam pockets have since been infilled with miscellaneous wood
blocking. The wood blocking should be removed and the beam pockets
properly infilled with brick masonry. Just east of this masonry arch a
single brick has been drilled through (presumably for piping). This brick
should be replaced.

Figure 199: Through-brick
crack at east edge of west
window (FSE 2006).

Similar holes were observed on the east elevation through the bricks. Some
of the holes have since been infilled with mortar or similar cementitious
material. These bricks should also be replaced. The concrete step at the
east door is significantly cracked and should be replaced.
On the south elevation, a through brick crack was observed at the east
edge of the west window (figure 199). This cause of this crack is uncertain.
It may be related to water penetration at the window. It may also be
a settlement crack, however settlement cracks typically occur in pairs
and a second crack was not observed. The crack penetrating through the
brick typically indicates a structural reason for the crack. Cracks related
to water penetration typically follow the mortar joints as the mortar is a
softer material than the brick (step cracks). The mortar may actually be
harder than the brick at the fog signal building, thus the water took the
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easier straight path through the brick. The crack was observed near the
base of the wall on the interior as well.
The west elevation is similar to the other three elevations of the building.
Minor step cracking was observed at the north ends of the brick arches
over the door and window. Several holes through the brick have been
patched with a cementitious material. A large piece of concrete has
broken free (is loose) at the concrete threshold and the footpath is well
worn. The wood trim at the base of the door is deteriorated.
The roof is a painted corrugated metal roof. The paint is weathered and
peeling. The metal is beginning to rust. On the east and south elevations,
some of the edges of the roofing appear to be loose and lifting up (figure
201). The wood soffits have also been painted and the paint is peeling,
especially on the north elevation.

Figure 201: Loose roof edging
on south elevation (FSE 2006).

The chimney has been truncated and capped (figure 202). The original
chimney extended far above the ridge line of the building. If the chimney
is restored to its original height, the chimney should be designed to
support the wind loads it will collect.
Interior
The floor is a concrete slab on grade. A 6” thick concrete slab on grade
is called out in the 1933 Fog Signal Building Conc. Floor and Coal Bin
drawing (figure 200). The 1933 Fog Signal Installation Plan indicates
several concrete foundations below the slab to support the fog signal
equipment. The slab is in good condition with minor pitting near the west
door entry. There is a control joint that extends for the south side of the
west doors to the north edge of the chimney, then from the south edge of
the chimney to the east wall. The slab has been painted.
The interior walls are brick masonry. Header courses were not observed
on the interior, consistent with the double wythe, cavity, single wythe
condition shown in the 1933 drawings. The SmithGroup report expresses
a concern regarding the stability of this inner wythe and recommends

Figure 202: Truncated chimney
(FSE 2006).

Figure 200: 1933 Fog Signal Building Concrete Floor and Coal Bin
(partial) (National Archives).
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investigation for wall ties that would occur between the outer and inner
wythe. As the interior wall appears plumb (via visual inspection), a
search for these wall ties is not warranted at this time. Should the walls
exhibit any sort of movement between the two portions of the walls, then
the question can be raised regarding the existence of the wall ties.

Figure 203: Brick dust and
fragments observed at southwest
corner (FSE 2006).

The brick walls are painted, and the paint is cracked. The bricks are
generally sound when hit with a hammer. The concrete slab on grade was
poured flush with the top of the brick foundation. A small 1” wide x ¼”
tall brick ‘bump out’ occurs around the perimeter of the building interior;
this ‘bump out’ is the top of the brick foundation wall. In some areas this
brick ‘bump out’ is soft and crumbly, especially at the southwest corner
of the building. In this corner efflorescence was observed on the bottom
three courses. A small collection of brick dust and fragments were also
observed on the floor next to wall (figure 203). Moisture is trapped
within the wall due to normal condensation and/or water that has entered
the wall cavity and become trapped within the cavity. The moisture is
dissolving the lime and other salts within the masonry as the moisture
travels through the inner wythe of brick. Once the moisture is on the
surface of the wall, it evaporates leaving behind the white salt crystals, or
efflorescence. The bottom three courses in this southwest corner and the
north end of the west wall require repointing. Soft, deteriorated bricks
should be replaced.
The masonry arches for the door and window openings are in good
condition. A vertical crack was observed mid-span in the brick arch over
the north door. This crack is related to the vertical cracking discussed
above in the north exterior elevation. The crack is related to old I-beam
pockets that were left empty when the beams were removed. Wood
blocking has since been placed in the beam pockets. Old vertical cracks
were observed in the masonry arch over the west door. These cracks have
been painted and have not reopened since the paint was applied. The
wood trim at the base of the door in the east wall is water stained.

Figure 204: Deteriorated brick
at bottom of chimney shaft (FSE
2006).

The chimney is centered on the south end of the upper ridge line of
the building. Header courses occur in the chimney and adjacent brick
partition wall every 8 courses. Heavy efflorescence was observed on the
bottom 18 courses of masonry on all exposed sides. It appears that water
has or is entering the chimney from above and has collected at the base
of the chimney (figure 204). This water is traveling through the brick
walls of the chimney and evaporating on the surface leaving behind the
efflorescence salts. On the east elevation of the chimney, some of the
mortar joints have been repaired with caulk. This caulk should be removed
and the joints properly repointed with an appropriate mortar. Around
the perimeter of the chimney between 6 and 8 feet above the concrete
slab, hairline horizontal cracks were observed in the mortar joints. These
cracks may be from shifting the brick walls as they deteriorate due to the
presence of moisture. They may also be stress cracks related to the tall
height of the original chimney structure.
The current ceiling is a non-original dropped ceiling tiled ceiling. Water
staining was observed north of the bathroom 101 door and north of the
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north window in the east wall. Many of the tiles are sagging, most likely
due to the condensation that has occurred due to the inconsistent internal
temperature of the building (high humidity in the summers, heat off and
on in the winters).
Above this dropped ceiling is the original metal ceiling finish. The paint
is peeling off this metal ceiling. The metal ceiling is assumed to be
fastened to the underside of the rafters and collar ties. No venting of the
roof structure was observed from the exterior, and the metal ceiling finish
does not provide any venting of the roof structure from the interior. With
suspected water penetration into the roof system, the condition of the
roof rafters and collar ties should be further inspected. In the southeast
corner of the attic space, the east panel appears to be loose (this may just
be peeling paint) (figure 205). Removal of this panel prior to re-securing
it will allow for a localized inspection of the roof framing.
There is a wood floor/ceiling structure over the bathroom 101. The joists
span north-south between the south exterior wall and the north brick wall
of the bathroom 101. The joists have a plywood decking on top.

Figure 205: Loose panel/peeling
paint at southeast corner of attic
(FSE 2006).

Analysis
The roof members were inaccessible during the site survey to measure.
Existing drawings and reports do not call out specific sizes of the
roof members, but the 1933 Fog Signal Installation Plan does show a
typical rafter and collar tie system. The shape of the metal ceiling finish
on the interior supports this roof system. Overall no sagging or other
distresses were observed in the roof system. However ventilation of the
roof structure was not observed creating the opportunity for wood rot to
occur.
An analysis was completed on the wood attic floor structure over the
bathroom 101. Assuming nominal 2x4 joists spaced at 24 inches on
center (a minimal structure), the joists are more than adequate to support
an attic live load of 20 psf as required by code. More information is
required to complete a full analysis of the concrete floor over the closet
for room 102, however, as the span is short (less than 3 feet), just about
any structural system should be adequate to support an attic live load
of 20 psf. The floor currently supports the forced air furnace and is not
exhibiting any signs of distress.
The concrete slab on grade is in good condition and is more than adequate
to support a public live load of 100 psf. If trenching of the slab is required
for installation of plumbing or other mechanical systems, the 1933 plans
should be reviewed in detail to locate the existing equipment foundation
systems.
A basic wind load was applied to the exterior walls of the building using
ASCE 7-05 Chapter 6 Wind Design. The double wythe exterior wall is
more than adequate to withstand the 15 psf wind load calculated using
Exposure D. This was expected as the building is exhibiting no signs of
distress from wind loading.
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Building Systems

Heating/Cooling
There is a residential natural gas-fired furnace located above the ceiling.
GM-Delco
Model DGH 100B2
Input 100,000 BTU/HR
Bonnet capacity 80,000 BTU/HR
No heating load analysis was conducted. It is assumed that this unit is
adequate for the current use, considering the small heated volume in
the building. The unit appears to be 10 to 15 years old. Ductwork is
flexible insulated duct with plastic covering. Ductwork is exposed above
the ceiling, and would be incompatible with the historic character of the
space if the modern ceiling were to be removed for restoration. Gas for
this furnace is metered separately for this building. The heating system is
in fair to poor condition and is non-historic. There is no air conditioning
system.
Plumbing
Domestic Water: Water service is provided to the building. Its size or
capacity is not known. A USCG Civil Site Plan indicates a water service
extended to this structure off a site 2” water line. The service line size to
this building was not confirmed. It is assumed that it is adequate for the
nominal needs of the current use. A 1500 watt 10 gallon electric water
heater (manufactured by Mor-Flo Industries) is located in the space
above the closet. The serial number suggests that it was manufactured in
1988. This unit is considered to be adequate for incidental low demand
lavatory use (hand washing). It is inadequate for larger demands.
Sanitary Waste: Because there is a working toilet and sink in the building,
sanitary drainage is known to exist. Its size and capacity are not known.
A USCG Civil Site Plan indicates a sanitary service extended to this
structure off the site sanitary sewer. The service line size to this building
was not confirmed. (It is not known if it connects to a public sanitary
system or a septic field).
Storm Drain: No storm drainage system was observed, however there
is a manhole in the building that may be related to drainage of the
original steam fog signal equipment, and there may be sanitary drainage
associated with that.
Plumbing Fixtures: Modern lavatory and water closet are currently
operable.
The plumbing system is in good condition overall, but is not historic.
Fire Protection
The fog signal building does not have a fire suppression system.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Electrical service is fed from overhead lines. The main panel for the fog
signal building is 200 amps. The tower and three-bay garage electrical
systems are fed underground from the fog signal building. The system is
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adequately sized for the three buildings based on current use and watts
per square foot.
Lighting
Five fluorescent lay-in fixtures are mounted behind 2x4 acrylic panels.
A ceiling-mounted residential fixture illuminates the former coal room
(bathroom). The lighting is not historic.
Communications
Telephone: Residential type telephone service is provided to the
building.
Data: No data wiring or equipment was observed.
Security: No security system or equipment was observed.
Life Safety
No deficiencies were observed. The building is a small one room
structure. The doors out of the building exit directly to grade.
Accessibility
The building floor is at grade, although there is a small step up of
approximately 2” into the building.
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The single keeper’s dwelling was constructed in 1932 by the Lighthouse
Service and was initially inhabited by the last civilian lighthouse keeper,
John Smith, and his family. It currently provides housing for Coast Guard
personnel.
The building is a two-story, two-bedroom brick building with a small
one-story rectangular wing to the west. The house is covered by a steeply
pitched side-gable roof. There are two shed dormers in the east slope,
and one large shed dormer in the west slope that is almost as large as the
main roof. The roof over the small rectangular wing is flat and forms the
floor of a second-story balcony. There is one exterior gable-end chimney
that is slightly off center on the north elevation. Non-historic wood stairs
and a wood deck lead to the front door, centered on the east elevation. A
decorative, arched door surround adds emphasis to the door.

Figure 206: Single dwelling, east elevation (QE|A
2006).

Figure 208: Single dwelling, south elevation (QE|A
2006).

Figure 207: Single dwelling, west elevation (QE|A
2006).

Figure 209: Single dwelling, north elevation
(QE|A 2006).
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Foundation
The building sits on concrete masonry unit foundation walls on a concrete
foundation. See Structural Analysis for foundation conditions.

Exterior Envelope

Walls
The exterior walls are a multi-shaded tan brick with dormer walls clad
in white aluminum siding. The dormer walls were originally wood-clad.
The aluminum siding is in good repair, although it is anachronistic.
The brick is in fair condition with some exceptions. Above the windows,
the lintels have rusted (figure 210), causing the brick to lift, particularly
over the southern second story window where the brick has lifted above
the window and caused cracking all the way to gable peak. Minor lifting
occurs at three other windows. Panning at the window lintels may be
trapping water and causing further damage. There are areas of cracked
mortar joints, particularly on the south elevation. Some of these joints
have been inappropriately repointed with non-matching mortar or putty
(figure 211). The brick around the doors and windows was repointed in
1989 with a mortar specified to meet ASTM C270 specifications, and is
visibly different in shade than the older joints.
The front door has a projecting brick door surround with an arched
door opening that steps back to the door. Decorative tilework is set into
the brick above the entrance. The surround is in poor condition, with
missing elements, open joints, and inappropriate repointing (figure 212).
This deterioration may be a result of water infiltration at the roof line, as
the roof slopes down behind the parapet. A shed-type awning over the
door, installed in the 1960s, has since been removed and the brick poorly
patched where it was attached.
Roof
The main gabled roof and dormers are covered with red asphalt shingles.
The dining room extension is a flat roof that forms the floor of a secondstory balcony. There is a small shed awning roof over the basement/
kitchen entry (north side) which is also covered with asphalt shingles.
The roof is in fair condition. The roof drains through modern aluminum
K-style gutters and downspouts. The drainage system appears to be in
good condition and the downspouts are correctly directing water away
from the foundation.

Figure 210: Rusted lintel above
window (typical) (QE|A 2006).

Figure 211: Mortar joint
patches on exterior brick (QE|A
2006).

Windows
Modern vinyl windows have been installed throughout. At the first and
second floors the windows are double-hung or sliding, with a sloped
brick sill. The basement windows are fixed or awning, and have stone
sills. The heads of all the windows are flat, with a steel lintel supporting
the brick.
Besides being historically inappropriate, the windows are poorly
designed. Panning at lintels above the windows could trap water, causing
leaks and rusting. The steel lintels over four of the basement windows
have rusted severely, damaging the masonry. The south second-story
window lintel has rusted, lifting the brick above. Minor rusting/lifting
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occurs at three other windows. There are leaks around all the windows
at the interior, especially at the sills. These window sill problems have
contributed to interior plaster damage and exterior brick deterioration
and will continue to do so if not correctly repaired.
Doors
There are three exterior doors, one on the east elevation, one on the north
elevation, and one at the balcony. All of these are half light hollow metal
doors, with aluminum screens. They are in good condition.
Porch
The front (east) porch is a modern wood deck with wood lattice and
railings, probably installed within the last two decades and in fair
condition. Historic photos and drawings show the original porch as brick
with a metal railing. Some brick porch supports are still present under the
current deck (figure 213).
Interior Finishes and Elements

The interior has two living floors and a full basement. The basement
is generally open, with a small enclosed storage area in the southwest
corner. The first floor has an entry hall, living room, dining room, and
kitchen. The second floor has a master bedroom, second bedroom,
and bathroom. The interior layout is generally unchanged since initial
construction, and the interior retains many of its historic features. The
most significant changes have taken place in the kitchen, which has been
frequently remodeled.
Walls and Ceilings
The basement is unfinished, with concrete block walls and exposed joist
ceilings. The first and second floor walls and ceilings are plaster and
gypsum board. The ceilings have a textured coating. There are areas of

Figure 213: Original brick
porch support (QE|A 2006).

Figure 214: First floor dining room looking east to living room.
Original features include niches and arched door openings (QE|A
2006).
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plaster and drywall damage, particularly around the windows due to poor
window design and consequent water infiltration. There is evidence of
water damage to the plaster ceiling under the bathtub at the stair.
Floors
The floors are wood and covered with carpet and vinyl tile. The basement
floor is concrete. The condition of the wood under the carpet and tile
could not be determined.
Features
The single dwelling retains much of its original wood trim, doors and
features, except in the bathroom and kitchen. There are a number of
arched openings between rooms on both floors. The dining room has its
original arched niches with lower built-in cabinets, and original wood
cabinetry remains in other areas, including the second floor linen closet
(figure 215). The stairs to the second floor also appear to be original,
including the banister and newel post.

Built in 1932, the single family dwelling is a one and a half story residence
with a full depth basement. The exterior is a brick veneer; the interior
is plaster walls on wood studs; and the basement walls are of concrete
masonry units (CMU). Overall the building is in good condition. The
roof structures could not be measured at the time of the survey due to
access. At the large attic access, the hatch is directly below a mechanical
vent. Access was not obtained in the bedroom 201 closet attic access (rear
dormer roof) due to concerns about the potential for asbestos insulation
as this is the room of a newborn baby (regardless, the closet was packed
full and access could not have been obtained).

Figure 215: Original closet on
second floor (QE|A 2006).
Structural Systems

Exterior
Overall the exterior of the single family dwelling is in good condition.
The downspouts around the perimeter of the building discharge at or
near the foundation of the building. The downspouts should be extended
down and away from the building to protect the basement walls and
foundations. There are plugged holes in the masonry at a regular pattern
around the perimeter of the building. These holes are suspected to be
access holes used to blow insulation into the wall cavities between
wood studs. There is a settlement concern in the southeast corner of the
building and the steel lintels have rusted and expanded causing cracks in
the masonry.
Specifically, on the south elevation, the steel lintel over the second floor
window has rusted and pushed open the mortar joint (figure 216). The
crack has been infilled with caulk which is trapping additional moisture
within the joint behind the caulk. This additional moisture is further
deteriorating the masonry and steel lintel causing the crack to widen
even more. This crack is also related to settlement of the foundation
in the southeast corner of the building. This area of the building may
have been built where the original keeper’s dwelling once stood, thus
the single family dwelling may have been constructed on disturbed soil
or fill material. A horizontal crack occurs in the east elevation, south of
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mortar joint (FSE 2006).
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the window. This crack ‘turns the corner’ onto the south elevation where
additional vertical and step cracking is observed at the basement window
openings. Together, these cracks all indicate settlement of this corner of
the building. The settlement may be old (not continuing any further) as
discussed below under “Interior”.
The entry at the east elevation has been modified several times with the
latest modification involving the construction of the wood steps and
landing up to the door. Previous porch masonry piers could be observed
through the wood steps. The brickwork of the entry is in need of repointing
as several of the joints are cracked or missing mortar. At least two of the
bricks are spalled and should be replaced, and one of the cap stones to the
entrance is cracked (figure 212).
At the west elevation, the lintel over the window appears to be sagging
or deflecting (figure 217). There is a vertical, through-brick crack in the
brick masonry above the window at midspan for the lintel. The vertical
crack is a crack related to the bending of the lintel. The lintel is not stiff
enough to support the rigid masonry.
The roof ridge is sagging and is most apparent at the west elevation
(figure 207). Several of the asphalt shingles on the roof have begun to
cup and lift.

Figure 217: Sagging lintel at
west elevation window (FSE
2006).

Interior
The basement is in good condition. The floor is a concrete slab on grade
that has been painted; the paint is chipping and peeling. Water was
observed on the floor just below the chimney cleanout at the north wall
in room 002. Standing water was also observed in the northwest corner
of room 001.
The basement walls are of nominal 12 inch CMU construction. The walls
have been painted and the paint is bubbly and peeling, especially at the
north end of the east wall. Water staining was observed along the bottom
two feet of the exterior walls of room 001. The walls were sounded with
a hammer and determined to be sound. Vertical cracks were observed in
the east and south foundation walls, but all have been painted and have
not reopened (figure 218). Because the cracks have not reopened, the
settlement of the southeast corner of the building has probably desisted.
Continue to monitor these cracks; if they should reoccur, further
reinforcement of the building foundations may be required.
At the stair at the north wall, the top of the basement wall is not restrained
from the soil pushing the wall inward (the first floor structure restrains
the wall at other locations). There appears to be a slight lean inward at
the stair (figure 219). This lean should be monitored; if it should worsen
a professional engineer should be contacted to determine an appropriate
solution to reinforcing the wall.

Figure 218: Infilled/painted
crack at basement wall (FSE
2006).
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spaced at 16 inch center to center spacings. The joists are straight, clear
grained with little to no knots, splits or shakes. There is a row of cross
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bridging in each span. The joists span north-south and bear on top of a steel
beam (6”x12-1/2# Bethlehem Steel I-Beam). The steel beam is pocketed
into the exterior masonry walls and bears on two 4 inch diameter steel
columns on the interior. The floor joists are pocketed into the masonry
walls; brick is used on the interior starting at the joist bearing elevation.
At the bathtub access at the second floor, the second floor structure was
measured to be 1-5/8” x 9+” joists spaced at 16 inch center to center
spacings. The joists are spanning north-south.
As stated above, the roof structure could not be inspected at the time of
the site survey. However, the 1931 plans show some roof structure to
allow for a basic structural analysis of the roof. This is discussed below.
Analysis
Mainly the structure exposed in the basement level was field measured
during the site survey; the rest of the structural sizes, spacings and spans
were taken from the 1931 construction drawings of the building. Where
structural members could be verified in the field they were and compared
to the 1931 drawings; minimal differences were observed between the
two sources.
As allowable wood design stresses were not published in the 1930s,
the basic (unfactored) allowable design stresses were assumed to be as
follows based upon engineering judgement and past experience:
Bending, Fb:
Shear, Fv:
Modulus of Elasticity, E:

1000 psi
120 psi
1.4E6 psi

Figure 219: Lean inward at
stair (FSE 2006).

These basic design stresses were then increased for repetitive use, load
duration, and size as appropriate with the 2005 NDS. A yield strength of
30,000 psi (18,000 psi allowable working stress) was used for the steel
beam in the first floor structure.
As stated above, the 1931 drawings show some roof structure information
in a general cross section taken through the second floor bathroom. The
rafters and ceiling joists are both called out as 2”x6” members spaced
at 16-inch on center spacings. The slopes of the roofs were scaled from
the photographs of the drawings (not accurate). The ceiling joists are
discontinuous to allow for a lower ceiling in the bathroom as compared
to the rest of the house. Assuming there is no ridge beam; that the rafters
and ceiling joists were intended to span between the east and west exterior
walls; minimal dead load, snow load or roof live loads were applied to a
computer model of the roof and ceiling joist system. Because the ceiling
joists (assumed collar ties) are discontinuous, a large roof thrust is placed
into the wall studs. As the second floor wall studs are discontinuous with
the studs below (typical construction practice), it would be logical to
anticipate observing large movements during the field survey of the
west second floor wall. These movements were not observed, thus
the structure must be performing in a different manner than what was
assumed. Other rafter/collar tie relationships were considered, however,
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all resulted in excessive deflections of the rafters under the minimal roof
dead and snow loads. There may be a ridge beam (structural support
beam spanning north-south at the ridge line), or another set of collar ties
within the attic space as no distresses were observed with the 75 year old
roof structure.
The same cross section that gave information on the roof system also
called the second floor joists out as 2”x10” joists spanning north-south
and spaced at 16-inch on-center spacings. Assuming the first floor wall
between the kitchen and dining room is the bearing wall (note, there are
multiple HVAC stacks and vents within this wall), the second floor joists
are capable of safely supporting a 15psf dead load and a 56.5psf live
load. This live load is sufficient for an office loading (no cubicles or other
temporary partitions).
The second floor balcony structure was also shown in the above
mentioned cross section. They were called out as 2”x8” joists spaced
at 16-inches on center, spanning east-west onto a 5x3x1/2” steel angle
ledger presumed to be fastened to a tripled 2x10 beam directly below the
west wall of the second floor level. The balcony floor structure is more
than adequate for a 15psf dead load and 60psf code required minimum
roof live load. The tripled 2x10 beam, however, assuming the beam is
supporting half of the roof load as well, is inadequate. Again, the beam is
performing structurally well, with no distresses observed during the field
survey. Additional survey of the roof structure is required to determine if
this tripled beam would require reinforcement.
The basic first floor structure was measured during the field survey. The
stair opening framing and other header and stringer locations were not
recorded at this time. The typical joists span north-south between the
exterior walls and a center steel post and beam system. The joists were
measured to be 1-5/8”x9-1/4” deep and spaced at 16-inch centers. The
joists in the northern, shorter span are adequate to support a 15psf dead
load and a 100psf live load. The joists in the southern, longer span are
adequate to safely support 72psf live load in addition to the 15psf self
weight (dead load) of the structure. The center steel beam, however, is
limited by a safe allowable bending stress to 50psf live load in addition
to the 15psf structure dead load. This 50psf capacity was determined by
applying the full 56.5psf live load the second floor structure could safely
support. If the second floor live load is reduced, the first floor live load
will increase, and vice versa. However, if the intended future use for
the second floor is to be office space, current building codes require a
minimum live load capacity of 50psf for this new use.
In summary, the first and second floor structures are capable of supporting
minimum office live loads of 50psf. However, if either structure is to be
used for public occupancy, the structural members will require reinforcing.
The floor joists may be able to be sistered or doubled; additional post and
beam systems can be installed to shorten the joist spans; and beams can
be reinforced to meet the 100psf code minimum live load for public use.
Note, the northern first floor joists would not require reinforcing.
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The 1931 basement plan shows small pad footings below the two steel
columns in the basement that are supporting the first floor steel beam.
Although scaling a photograph of the plan (thus, there is no scale),
the footings still appear to be rather small for pad footings (less than
24”square). One of the footings should be exposed to be verified if
the structure is to be strengthened to meet the 100psf public loading
requirement.
An analysis was completed on the nominal 12-inch concrete masonry
unit (CMU) basement walls. Assuming a minimal surcharge of 15psf
and a soil pressure of 30pcf (sandy soils), the 12” hollow CMU walls
are adequate. No reinforcement is anticipated except potential future
reinforcement near the basement stair where the wall does not have
support from the first floor structure as discussed above.

Heating/Cooling
The heating system consists of a gas-fired furnace and forced air
distribution, Williamson Model T114-10-1, 100,000 BTU/hour input.
The furnace appears to be at least 20 years old. Cooling is provided by
window-mounted residential air-conditioning units.

Building Systems

The heating and cooling systems are in fair to good condition but are
non-historic.
Plumbing
The dwelling is supplied by water and natural gas service. The domestic
water heater is a Lochinvar Model KTN 050-S; 55,000 BTU/hour input,
50 gallon. The majority of domestic water piping is copper. The plumbing
system is in good condition, although non-historic, with no evidence of
leaks.
Fire Protection
The single dwelling does not have a fire suppression system.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Electrical service is fed from overhead with the electrical meter on the
exterior of the building. The building has a 120/240 volt singe phase
residential service with a 100 amp main circuit breaker with branch
circuit breakers. Wire throughout the residence is concealed within the
walls, except in the lower level or basement where the wiring is routed
exposed through the rafters. The wiring is a combination of non-metallic
sheathed cable “Romex” and wiring in metallic conduit. No visual signs
of discoloration of the main or branch circuit breakers indicating they are
overheating. It was observed that some general maintenance needs to be
done such as tighten loose conduit fittings, replace missing junction box
covers, etc
Lighting
The lighting throughout the residence is standard incandescent residential
lighting. In the basement, fluorescent residential shop lights were utilized.
The exterior lantern outside the front door may be original.
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Communications
The residence has automatic smoke detectors located throughout the
building. No security system or data system was observed. Telephone and
cable television was routed overhead to the building, into the basement,
and up into the building.
Life Safety
There is no emergency egress lighting in the basement or upper floors.
This is not a requirement in a residence. The existing residential usage of
the building meets the requirements of smoke detection on each level, in
bedrooms and outside of bedrooms. It appears that all smoke detectors
are wired back to a central location in the basement next to the electrical
panel. It is unclear if this box alarms back to a central location.
Accessibility
None of the floors are accessible to individuals with disabilities.

Figure 220: Station, east elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 222: Station, south elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 221: Station, west elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 223: Station, north elevation (QE|A 2006).
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The former USCG Station is a two-story, wood-framed structure with a
gable roof, constructed in 1932. There is a full basement, which extends
partially above ground, as the first floor level is raised approximately six
feet above grade. The south side has a three-quarter length entry porch,
under which is a slightly below-grade entry to the basement.

Former US Coast Guard
Station

The structure was occupied by the USCG until 2004, when a new station
was completed on the southeast corner of the Fort Gratiot Light Station
property. The original station is currently unoccupied.
Foundation
The foundation is raised several feet above grade and is concrete-clad
with vertical aluminum siding. See Structural Systems, below, for
discussion of foundation conditions.

Exterior Envelope

Walls
The entire exterior of the building has been clad in aluminum siding. It
is not known whether the original exterior wall finish (wood clapboard)
is present under the aluminum. The aluminum siding is in fair condition,
with a variety of surface mounted equipment and fire escape ladders
mounted to the walls. The siding has pulled loose from the west gable
dormer (figure 232).
Roof
The roof is a simple north/south gable with cross gable wall dormers at
the east and west. The dormers have cornice returns. There are shed roofs
at the west entryway and the front (east) porch. All roofs are covered
with red, 3-tab asphalt shingles. The shingles are curling slightly, but
overall appear to be intact and in good repair. The roof has modern
aluminum K-style gutters and downspouts. The gutters and downspouts
appear to be in fair condition overall but several of the downspouts are
clogged or have been detached above ground level, causing backup and
inappropriate discharge (figure 224).
Windows
All of the windows of this building have been changed from their
original material. Most of the replacement windows are vinyl, doublehung units with applied muntins. These windows are smaller than the
original openings, with wood infill around them that has been covered
with aluminum. A large picture window has been installed at the south
end of the east elevation, allowing a panoramic view of the water from
the watch room (figure 224). Two coal chute doors at the north facade
have been modified into windows by replacing sheet metal with a layer of
clear acrylic. Approximately half of the windows have brackets mounted
below the sills to support window air conditioning units. The windows
are in fair condition.
Doors
None of the exterior doors are original to the building. Most are
contemporary hollow-metal doors with upper lights. They are in fair
condition.
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Figure 224: Picture window and
detached downspouts (QE|A
2006).
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Porches
The front (east) porch is similar to its original configuration, but elements
of it appear to have been reconstructed, particularly the railings, which
were originally galvanized metal pipe and are now wood, and the porch
posts. The porch foundations and skirting have been covered with
aluminum siding (figure 225). The south railing is loose, but otherwise
the porch is in fair condition. The enclosed porch on the west elevation
is original to the building. The deck below it is a recent addition, as is
the stair railing (originally galvanized metal pipe), although the stairs
themselves may be original (figure 226).

Interior Finishes and Elements

The interior configuration of the Station has been somewhat altered
over the years, and most of the interior finishes have been significantly
modified. Some basement walls have been moved to accommodate
equipment and new HVAC systems. The first floor has a mess hall, galley,
bedroom and office for the Officer in Charge, and a communications
center in the southeast corner. The configuration remains largely the
same, with the exception of the galley, which has been extensively
remodeled. The second floor, consisting of dormitory style sleeping
rooms and bathrooms, has undergone the most alteration, particularly in
the north bedroom and bathroom area.
Floors
The first floor finishes include linoleum/sheet vinyl and VCT with vinyl
base. The second floor has carpeting throughout, with the exception of
the bathrooms, which have sheet vinyl flooring and VCT. The basement
floor is painted concrete, with carpet installed in some areas. With
exception of the concrete slab in the basement, none of the floor finishes
are original to the building. They are in fair to poor condition.

Figure 225: Skirting and siding
at foundation level (QE|A 2006).

Walls
With some exceptions, the walls are in their original locations. Masonite
paneling has been installed on many of the interior walls at the first and

Figure 226: Rear porch and
deck (QE|A 2006).

Figure 227: First floor “mess hall” looking northeast (QE|A 2006).
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second floors. Walls that do not have paneling have a rough-textured
plaster finish. The paneling is boxed out around the perimeter electric
baseboards at the second floor. There is a mural painted on the west wall
of the Communications Center (southeast room at first floor), behind the
current paneling. This mural was not observed, as selective demolition
was not permitted in this area. Some of the basement interior walls have a
wood beadboard finish that is original to the building. The bathroom walls
are covered with ceramic tile. The walls are in fair to poor condition.
Ceilings
The ceilings at the first and second floors, as well as a portion of the
basement, are suspended panels in a 3x4 grid with integral fluorescent
lighting. Some of the ceilings in the basement have a wood tongue and
groove finish, which appears to be original to the building. There is a
lower gypsum board ceiling in the kitchen that conceals the plumbing for
the bathrooms above. The ceilings are not historic, apart from the wood
basement ceilings, and are in fair to poor condition.
Stairs
The stair to the basement is an open wood stair. It is in good condition.
The stair to the second floor is an enclosed wood stair. The steps and
risers have been covered with carpet. It is in good condition.
Other Interior Elements
The original painted wood trim was noted at most of the window and door
openings. This original trim has been replaced at walls that have masonite
paneling. Around the steel columns in the basement are intricately woven
rope coverings (figure 230) created by station personnel during their free
time (there is a similar weaving in the equipment building). None of the
interior doors appear to be original.

Figure 229: (Above) Attic looking south (QE|A 2006).

Figure 228: (Left) Second floor hallway looking south
(QE|A 2006).
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A pulldown stair provides access to a large attic with unfinished walls
and ceilings. The attic was formerly used for storage and work space and
has several wood and chicken wire partitions.

Structural Systems

The station building, built in 1932, is no longer in use. It is currently
unheated, and all of the utilities have been shut off. The building is a
two story, wood framed building with a rectangular footprint and an
entrance wing at the north end of the west elevation. There is a full
depth basement below the entire structure. The roof is a gable framed
roof with large gable framed dormers at the center of the east and west
elevations. The majority of the structure is covered with wall, ceiling
and floor finishes prohibiting an in depth survey of the structure. Sizes
of members, spacings, and conditions were recorded where they were
accessible. Much of the analysis of the structure is based on the original
plans for the building.
Exterior
The exterior of the structure is clad with aluminum siding, including the
exposed basement walls. The siding is in fair condition with some areas
that require reattachment or replacement. Specifically, there is a bird’s
nest at the south end of the east dormer gable behind the siding trim and
the siding at the west dormer gable is loose, bowing and missing (figures
231-232). A bird’s nest was also observed on top of the downspout (just
below the roof soffit) at the northeast corner of the building (figure 233).
The downspouts around the perimeter of the building do not extend
down and away from the building; water is discharged directly against
the foundations (figure 224).

Figure 230: Woven rope
covering on basement column
(QE|A 2006).

There is a non-historic wood deck on the west elevation (figure 226). The
wood posts supporting this deck structure bear directly on the sidewalk
below and are leaning towards the south. Moss growth was observed at
the base of the posts and the stair guardrail is missing balustrades.
The roof is an asphalt shingled roof, and the shingles are beginning to cup,
especially on the south end of the east elevation. The chimney appears
to be in good condition; however the flues are unprotected allowing
moisture to enter the chimney.
Interior
The interior of the building is finished with drywall, paneling, wainscoting
and carpeting. The majority of the structural survey was done in the attic
and basement spaces.
The basement slab on grade is in good condition with minor shrinkage
cracks at expected locations. At the northwest corner of the building
(below the west wing extension), the basement floor is wet. The source
of the water can be from plumbing fixtures, condensation, or wicking
up through the floor and/or walls. The paint is peeling and chipping at
the base of the wall in the west wing basement extension, indicating that
the water has been present for quite some time (figure 234). Water was
also observed on the basement slab near the telephone box on the west
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basement wall (about midlength of the wall), at the door into the west
bathroom 001, and against the north wall in the boiler room 007. The
source of this water should be determined (some appear to be due to
leaks in plumbing/heating systems) and corrected.
The basement walls, where exposed, are of poured concrete and are in
good condition. The walls of the boiler room 007 have been rebuilt with
nominal 6 inch concrete masonry units (CMU).
The first floor structure is covered with a wainscoting ceiling finish. At
access holes made for mechanical equipment, the joists were measured
to be nominal 2x11-1/2” spaced at 16 inch center to center spacings. The
joists span east-west and bear on the exterior perimeter walls and a center
steel beam line. The steel beam was measured to be a Bethlehem Steel
8”x25# I-beam supported on four 3 inch diameter (3-1/2 inch outside
diameter) steel posts and pilasters at the north and south exterior walls.
Two of the steel columns are exposed in room 004 where the steel beam
was observed to be spliced over each of the columns. A 3 inch diameter
hole was cut through the center web of the steel beam in the southern
most beam span (figure 235). A steel beam was also observed at the east
end of the west wing extension; this beam was of the same size and
manufacturer (Bethlehem Steel) as the main beam observed at the center
of the building.
The east porch joists are exposed on the underside at the south end of the
porch (figure 236). The joists are 1-5/8” x 9-1/4” joists spaced at 16 inch
center to center spacings. The joists are treated with creosote, and two of
the joists have been replaced with Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA)
treated nominal 2x10s. There is a birds nest at the west bearing of the
porch floor joists, and a wasps nest at the east bearing. There is a line of
full depth blocking at midspan of the joists. The joists are notched over
the 2x wall plate at the east bearing, and over a vertical 2x4 ledger at the
west bearing.
The second floor structure was completely covered with ceiling and
floor finishes except at a small access hole in the northeast corner of the
building from the first floor. The depth of the floor structure was measured
to be approximately 8-inches at this location, different from the 12 inch
depth called for on the original drawings. It is possible that the field
measurement was to blocking or similar in the access hole, not to the top
of the floor joists. The joists span east-west to a stud bearing wall on the
interior. This stud bearing wall does not align with the steel beam and
post system in the basement. This indirect load path creates high stresses
in the first floor joists; the first floor joists require reinforcement.
The attic floor structure is constructed of wood joists, 1-5/8” x 9-1/4”
spaced at 16 inch center to center spacings. The joists span east-west
except at the southern most end of the building where the joists span
north-south between the south exterior wall and the north wall of room
204. The southern attic joists were measured in a small access panel cut
into the attic floor decking. At this location, a 2 inch diameter hole was
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Figure 231: Bird’s nest at south
end of east dormer gable (FSE
2006).

Figure 232: Loose siding in
west dormer gable (FSE 2006).

Figure 233: Bird’s nest at
northeast corner of roof (FSE
2006).

Figure 234: Damaged paint
at base of wall, west wing
basement extension (FSE 2006).
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observed near the north bearing of the attic floor joists that could be
measured (figure 237).

Figure 235: Hole cut through
steel beam (FSE 2006).

The roof and attic structures are both headered and stringered at the
chimney and attic floor openings. The stringer south of the chimney in
the attic floor has been severely notched for a mechanical system pipe
(figure 238). This pipe needs to be relocated and the stringers replaced.
The headers at the chimney in the roof structure are dropped or stepped
to accommodate the roof slope (the headers are placed vertically, not on
a slope). Water staining was observed in the roof sheathing and framing
at the chimney penetration (figure 239).
The wood roof rafters are 1-5/8” x 9-1/4” on average spaced at 16 inch
center to center spacings. There is a nominal 2x6 collar tie a little more
than 8 feet above the attic floor at every other rafter. The rafters frame
into a double nominal 1x12 ridge; there are some gaps between the rafters
and ridge indicating the rafters are pushing outwards.

Figure 236: Joists under east
porch (FSE 2006).

The east and west gabled dormers are framed with 1-5/8” x 11-1/4”
single valley ridge members and a double nominal 1x ridge. The valley
ridges have dropped or sagged up to ¾ of an inch from the bottom of the
roof deck. At least one rafter on the southeast valley ridge has broken
free completely from its bearing on the valley ridge (figure 240).
The wall studs on the gable ends in the attic space were measured to be
1-5/8” x 5-1/2” studs spaced at 16 inch center to center spacings. The
third stud west of the ridge line in the north gable end has been chiseled
through; this stud requires reinforcement (figure 241). The window
lintels were measured to be doubled nominal 2x6s on flat.

Figure 237: Hole at north
bearing of attic floor joists (FSE
2006).

Analysis:
As stated above, much of the structural analysis is based on the original
drawings for the building. Member sizes and spacings were confirmed in
the field where they were accessible.
As allowable wood design stresses were not published in the 1930s,
the basic (unfactored) allowable design stresses were assumed to be as
follows based upon engineering judgement and past experience:
Bending, Fb:
Shear, Fv:
Modulus of Elasticity, E:
Minimum Modulus of Elasticity, Emin:
Compression Parallel to Grain, Fc:

1000 psi
120 psi
1.4E6 psi
4.0E5 psi
1200 psi

These basic design stresses were then increased for repetitive use, load
duration, and size as appropriate with the 2005 NDS. A yield strength
of 30,000 psi was used for the analysis of the steel members as deemed
appropriate by American Institute of Steel Construction documentation.
Figure 238: Notched stringer in
attic floor (FSE 2006).
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The roof structure is a gabled roof with large gabled dormers on the east
and west sides. The typical rafters and collar ties (at every other rafter)
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are adequate to support an 18psf roof dead load and the code required
minimum roof live and snow loads using a ground snow load of 25psf
factored for environment and the building geometry and use. The roof
system is relying on the attic flooring to resist the roof thrust (pushing
outward action) the rafters create. The attic flooring is cut around each
rafter, however, the actual connections between the rafters and the attic
floor could not be determined. The roof has stood with minimal distresses
for 75 years, thus the connections can be assumed to be adequate,
providing the rafter connections at the ridge line are reinforced with joist
hangers or similar devices.
The valley ridges at the gables have exhibited signs of distress (sagging).
These members are insufficient to support minimum code required loads,
and need to be reinforced or replaced with properly sized members. In
addition, as the east and west dormer gables are rather large, the framing
support system is technically a ‘circular path’. The main roof rafters are
cut to create the valley between the main roof and the side gable roof. The
cut main roof rafters transfer their load to the valley ridges which then
transfer the load to the main roof structure. However, the ridges transfer
this load to the main roof at areas where the main roof is supported by
the valley ridges; thus, the ‘circular load path’. This system is technically
unstable and is standing due to the redundancy inherent with a wood
framed structure. The gable dormer framings should be reinforced or
otherwise supported.
The attic floor joists are capable of supporting a 30psf live load; the
habitable attic space load requirement in current building codes in
addition to a self weight, or dead load, of 12psf. Unless the use is expected
to change, no reinforcement of the typical attic joist is required. Several
joists were observed to be drilled through or notched; these joists should
be reinforced as required. In particular, the attic floor framing around the
chimney has been severely notched. The headers and stringers need to be
reinforced or replaced and the plumbing relocated.

Figure 239: Water staining at
roof sheathing/framing (FSE
2006).

Figure 240: Broken rafter at
southeast valley ridge (FSE
2006).

The second floor joists were assumed to be nominal 2x12s at 16-inch on
centers as per the original drawings. These joists are adequate to safely
support a 15psf dead load and a 60psf live load. The second floor joists
are limited to the 60psf live load by live load deflection criteria of L/360
where “L” is the span length in inches. If the floor is to be used as storage,
the minimum live load can exceed 100psf as per current building codes
and reinforcement of the existing structure is required. If the floor is used
as offices, the floor is sufficient to meet existing building codes and no
reinforcement is needed.
The first floor structure was verified in the field survey to be 1-5/8”x111/4” at 16 inch center to center spacings. The center bearing wall
supporting the attic floor and second floor structures does not align
with the center steel post and beam system for the first floor structure.
This offset (over 2’-0”) creates excessive stresses in the first floor joists
supporting this bearing wall. In addition, the loads on the upper levels
directly affect the capacity of the first floor joists. If the attic live load of
30psf, the second floor live load of 60psf, and the corresponding dead
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Figure 241: Chiseled stud at
north gable end (FSE 2006).
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loads are assumed; the first floor is limited to 15psf live load with a 15psf
dead load by bending of the center steel beam. The joists supporting the
bearing wall will require reinforcing to support any first floor live load if
the upper levels are fully loaded.
A steel post and beam system should be added below the upper level
bearing walls to alleviate the load off the first floor joists. The first floor
structure is then adequate for 70psf live load and 15psf dead load. For
public use, the first floor joists will still require reinforcement.
A basic floor load capacity analysis was completed on the porch roof
and floor structures. As per existing drawings, the porch shed roofs are
constructed of 2x8s spaced at 16” centers. The rafters are more than
adequate for a 15psf dead load and snow loads, including snow drifts
that may accumulate against the side of the building. The 6x12 beam (as
per the drawings) supported by the columns on the eastern porch is more
than adequate to safely support these same roof loads. The porch floor
joists were confirmed in the field to be nominal 2x10s spaced at 16 inch
centers. The joists can safely support a minimal 10psf dead load and a
full 100psf public live load.
Building Systems

Heating/Cooling
The Station has a gas-fired hot water boiler: Weil McLain, estimated to
be over 10 years old, model # EG65PI, input 250,000 BTU/HR, output
176,500 BTU/HR.
The heating distribution system consists of four zones. The pump from
one zone has been removed and the pipes and electrical connections
capped. Operation of the system was not observed, however system
components appear to be of recent vintage. No evidence of leakage was
observed. The system is in fair to good condition, although non-historic.
There is no dedicated ventilation or central air conditioning system
present. Air conditioning is provided through window units.
Plumbing
Domestic water: Domestic cold water enters the building in the basement
boiler room with a floor box and service shut-of valve. The service
appears to be approximately 1-1/2”. Domestic hot water is supplied by a
gas fired tank type heater located in the boiler room.
Sanitary waste: A USCG Civil Site Plan indicates a 6” sanitary service
extended to this structure. System capacity is assumed to be adequate for
previous dormitory style use.
Storm drain: The building has gutters and downspouts, discharge
rainwater to grade. No site drainage structures were observed, or are
shown on available site civil plans.
Exterior water service: A USCG Civil Site Plan indicates abandoned
underground sprinkler system piping looping south of the former USCG
station.
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Plumbing fixtures: There are modern lavatories and water closets in
the first and second floor toilet rooms. The second floor toilet room
accommodates multiple users.
Fire Protection
The USCG Station does not have a fire suppression system.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Service is provided from overhead. A 225 amp main panel is located in
the basement. 100 amp load centers are located at the first and second
floors. Service, distribution branch wiring and devices are assumed to be
adequate for current use. The branch circuit wiring is concealed in walls
and floors. The visible portions of the wiring indicate a combination
of wiring in metal conduit, were exposed and non-metallic sheathed
cable (NMC) or “Romex” concealed in the walls. In some areas surface
mounted raceway has been installed.
Lighting
Limited exterior lighting is provided. An incandescent fixture illuminates
the front porch, and an HID is located at the rear wall. Neither is historically
appropriate. Interior lighting generally consists of surface mounted or
lay-in, non-historic fluorescent fixtures. Minimum emergency lighting is
present. A combination of illuminated and non-illuminated exit signs are
used in the building.
Communications
Fire alarm: A old Honeywell fire alarm system is provided, with manual
pull stations and automatic smoke detectors. The building is not 100%
covered by smoke detectors. It is not known if they are tied in to a central
alarm system.
Telephone: An overhead telephone service feeds the building. Telephone
wiring and outlets are installed through out the building.
Data: The Coast Guard communications and data systems have been
removed from the building. Existing wiring, junction boxes and wireways
have been abandoned in place. An existing radio tower is located on
the exterior of the building along with building mounted antennas,
communications wiring from the control room to the tower have been
abandoned in place.
Security: No sign of an existing security system was observed.
Life Safety
There is no second means of egress on the second floor, except two
ladders mounted on the exterior of the building, one at each end. The
ladders have to be accessed through a window.
Accessibility
None of the four levels are accessible.
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Figure 242: Equipment building, north elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 243: Equipment building, south elevation (QE|A 2006).
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This structure was constructed in 1938-39 for use as an equipment
building by the Coast Guard. It replaced an earlier, smaller garage. The
equipment building is a two-story wood-framed structure with a gable
roof pierced by dormers on the north and south elevations. It measures
approximately 50’ x 30’ in plan.

Equipment Building
(Four Bay Garage)

The equipment building is currently being used by the Coast Guard for
miscellaneous storage. It also serves as the entry point for site tours.
Foundation
The building sits on a concrete foundation. It is in good condition. A
concrete apron extends to the north of the building, connecting it with
the gravel drive.

Exterior Envelope

Walls
The walls were originally wood shingles with wood corner trim.
Currently, the exterior has been clad in aluminum siding. Examination
of the material underneath was not possible during the survey, so it is
possible that the original wood siding is still underneath, possibly with a
layer of insulation in between. The aluminum siding is in fair condition,
with minimal damage and discoloration.
Roof
The gabled roof is covered in red asphalt shingles and has modern
aluminum K-style gutters and downspouts. There is a brick chimney
extending above the south elevation roof. The roofing is near the end
of its useful life and there are areas of damaged/missing shingles. The
flashing has failed around the dormers and chimney, allowing water into
the interior (figure 246). The gutters are in poor condition; in several
areas they are discontinuous and allow water to pour onto the walls and
foundation (figure 247). In addition, the gutters are clogged with debris
and growing plants, further impairing their function (figure 247). The
original downspout boots at each corner have been abandoned and filled
in with concrete (figure 255).
Four gable dormers project from the roof on both the north and south
elevations. The original wood shingles on the dormers have been

Figure 244: Equipment building, east elevation
(QE|A 2006).
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Figure 245: Equipment building, west elevation
(QE|A 2006).
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covered over or replaced with aluminum siding. The roofs are covered
with asphalt shingles.

Figure 246: Deteriorated
flashing/shingles at dormers
(QE|A 2006).

Figure 247: Discontinuous
gutter, plant material growing in
gutter (QE|A 2006).

Interior Finishes and Elements

Windows
The original wood double-hung six-over-six windows have been replaced
with modern wood double-hung sash with vinyl frames and stops. The
first floor windows have a six-over-nine divided light appearance with
interior applied muntins. Several of the windows on the east and west
elevations have single-light replacement sash (figure 245). The dormer
windows and the east elevation second floor window have one-overone sash while the west elevation second floor window has a six-oversix sash. Historic photographs show that the dormer windows were
originally double-hung with arched upper sashes. All of the windows
appear to be installed inside original frames and sills. The windows are
in good condition.
Doors
There are four large overhead wood-paneled garage doors along the
north elevation. The doors have thirty panels, the twelve upper panels on
each being glass lights. The garage doors appear to be original, and the
iron tracks are labeled “John Senese Co, c/o Equipment Building, USCG
Station, Port Huron.” A smaller, “person” door provides an entrance
into the garage at the east side. This door is a non-historic hollow metal
door glazed in the upper half. It replaces the original wood-paneled door
with divided lights in the upper half as seen in historic photographs. The
original small door overhang, with supporting pilasters and brackets, is
clad in aluminum and has an asphalt shingle roof.
The equipment building has two floors. The first floor is a large open
garage with two small rooms in the southeast corner labeled “machine
shop” and “paint locker”. The second floor was originally divided into a
large west room and a smaller east room. The west room has since been
subdivided, creating a total of three rooms on the second floor.
Floors
The first floor has a concrete slab, with painted yellow parking and
directional stripes. The second floor has 1x6 tongue-and-groove wood

Figure 248: First floor, looking west (QE|A 2006).
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Figure 249: First floor, looking southeast (QE|A
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Figure 250: Stair, looking east (QE|A 2006).

Figure 251: Second floor looking southwest (QE|A
2006).

boards laid diagonally on the floor joists, typical of residential subflooring
of the period. There is smooth gray linoleum over the flooring in the
center and west rooms. A cut-out area in the middle room that originally
held hoist equipment has been infilled with plywood. The floors are in
good condition, except in the middle room of the second floor beneath
the leaking dormer, where ponding water has damaged the linoleum and
has probably penetrated to the wood flooring beneath (figure 258).
Walls
The interior walls are covered with smooth, painted panels, most likely
the masonite (fiber board) popular during the period in which the building
was constructed. On the first floor, a wood chair rail divides the lower
third of the walls from the upper walls, with the walls painted white
above and gray below. On the upper floor, there is a wide base molding
painted gray with the remainder of the wall painted white. The north
and south walls are sloped except at the dormer openings. The north
wall in the westernmost bay has had vertical boards installed to a height
of approximately three feet up the slope to create storage areas. Peg
boards have been installed on some surfaces at both the first and second
floors for hanging tools and equipment. The wood window and door trim
appears to be original and is in good condition. The walls are in good
condition, except at the middle bay of the second floor, where water from
the leaking dormers has severely damaged the wall surface (figure 258).
Ceilings
The ceilings are the same masonite panels as the walls, all painted white.
A small gray cornice molding has been installed at the perimeter. A
square framed opening in the first floor ceiling was originally open to the
second floor to accommodate a hoist for lifting heavy equipment. It has
been covered with plywood at the second floor. The second floor ceiling
has a square framed opening in the middle room that provides access to a
shallow attic area in the gable peak. The ceilings are in good condition.
Other Interior Elements
The original, painted wood stair with painted metal handrails is in good
condition overall, but the railings do not meet current code requirements
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Figure 252: Woven rope
covering on first floor column
(QE|A 2006).
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for height and vertical guard spacing. Some of the tread and riser trim is
missing, and several of the treads are split.
A steel I-beam spans east-west across the middle of the first floor ceiling.
It is supported by a steel column (see Structural Analysis for a description
of structural conditions). Around the column is an intricately woven rope
covering (figure 252) created by station personnel (there are similar
weavings in the station building basement).
The machine shop on the first floor has wooden workbenches and several
pieces of old equipment (figure 253). The machine shop also has what
may be an original interior door made of wood with twelve divided lights
in the upper half and louvers in the lower half (figure 254). The door
to the paint locker is missing. There is also a nine-light window/passthrough in the wall between the machine shop and paint locker.
Figure 253: First floor machine
shop (QE|A 2006).

The chimney shaft is exposed on the interior. The chimney does not
extend to the foundation, but rather ends about four feet above the first
floor and is supported by a steel angle frame resting on the walls and a
steel column.
The window at the bottom of the stairs has horizontal metal bars installed
at the interior and plywood sheets laid up against the panes. It appears
that these were installed to protect against damage when equipment was
being moved up and down the stairs.

Structural Systems

With the exception of the lighthouse, due to its significance on the
site, the equipment building is the structure in most need of immediate
repair. There is a significant roof leak occurring on the north elevation
that has deteriorated ceiling and floor finishes and structure. The gutters
and downspout system has not been maintained in quite some time as
the gutters are disconnected and heavy vegetation was observed to be
growing out of the gutters (and on the roof).
Exterior
The equipment building is a two story wood framed structure with a
rectangular footprint. On the north elevation, there are four garage doors.
The structure is a Cape Cod-styled structure with the upper level floor
set within the triangle of the roof structure. Dormers are built out of the
north and south elevations to bring daylight to this upper level floor.

Figure 254: Historic door in
machine shop (QE|A 2006).
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As stated above, the gutters and downspouts have not been maintained
on this building. Immediate attention is required to this system to
suspend any further deterioration of the structure. On both the north and
south elevations, the gutters are disconnected at midspan (figure 247).
Significant vegetation has rooted and grown out of the gutter pans at these
locations. The eastern end of the gutter system on the north elevation is
sagging. The downspouts were observed to be continually dripping water
nearly 6 hours after a rainfall had ended. None of the downspouts were
extended down and away from the building; all were discharging water
directly against the building foundations (figure 255).
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The building foundations are board-formed concrete that has been
painted, as observed on the south and west elevations. Vertical cracks
were observed in the concrete foundations at the third points along the
length wall. The cracks were of hairline thickness and appear to be
shrinkage cracks that occurred shortly after the concrete was poured (a
thermal stress of the concrete that no longer occurs once the concrete
has hardened). The paint is chipping and peeling, especially at the center
of the south elevation, below the disconnected gutter above. Similar
chipping and peeling was observed on the west elevation, making it
difficult to discern if there are any cracks in the concrete foundations
at this elevation. At the north elevation, the concrete foundation is 11/2 inches lower than the top of the interior slab on grade at the second
door from the east (figure 256). The top of the foundation appears to be
chiseled or worn away at this location. It is not clear why this step occurs,
as no other indications of settlement or other distresses were noted. This
may have been done intentionally or it may have been an error during the
construction process.

Figure 255: Disconnected
downspout, capped historic
gutter drain (FSE 2006).

The wood framed walls are clad with aluminum siding on the exterior.
Much of the exterior trim is bent, especially at the garage doors. The
bottom of the trim at the east door is significantly bent. The gabled roof
over this door in the east elevation does not appear to be vented.
As stated above, the roofing is in poor condition and requires replacement
as soon as possible. A significant water leak has occurred on the north
side of the gable between the middle two dormers. The asphalt shingles
on both gables are saturated, and are growing moss. Several shingles are
missing, and several are cupped at the edges. The flashings at the dormers
are bent, allowing water to penetrate behind the flashings (figure 246).

Figure 256: Lowered foundation
at second bay door (FSE 2006).

The chimney, from ground, appears to be in good condition, but during
a rainstorm during the site inspection, water was observed to be pouring
out from the underside of the chimney inside the building. The chimney
must not be weathertight and requires repointing.
Interior
The first floor level is a concrete slab on grade that is in good condition. It
was formed with steel angles at the garage door openings as a preventative
“wear and tear” detail. The slab is poured up to the foundation walls;
there is a gap between the interior side of the foundation/stem wall and
the concrete slab on grade around the perimeter of the structure. The
slab is in good condition with some pitting and pop-outs15 in the more
commonly used garage door bays. There is a construction joint in the
north south direction at the center steel column. Two other shrinkage
cracks have opened: one just west of the north-south construction joint,
and the second on the east half of the building spanning east-west.
The walls are of 2x construction with no distresses observed. Exact
member sizes and spaces could not be determined due to the existing
finishes on the walls. The original 1938 building plans call out 2”x6”
15 Pop-outs in concrete occur when the large aggregate used in the concrete mix loose
their binding to or ‘pop off’ the slab.
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studs at 16” on center spacings. There is a center steel post and beam line
used to support the second floor joists. This steel beam bears over the
center of the windows in the east and west elevations. Steel connection
plates were observed at these exterior bearing locations indicating steel
lintels over the windows (figure 257).

Figure 257: Steel connection
plate (FSE 2006).

The steel beam is spliced at the center steel column (5 inch diameter
column). The steel beam is measured and verified with the 18/8-3/4-64#
I beam16 called for in the 1938 drawings. The second floor joists were
measured to be 1-5/8” x 11-1/4” joists spaced at 16 inch center to center
spacings with 3/4” x 5-1/8” sheathing placed on the diagonal. The spacing
of the joists was determined from the spacing of the nails in the subfloor,
and again verified with the 1938 drawings. The sizes of the joists were
measured in a small access hole just south of the chimney. A larger area
of the second floor has been infilled with nominal 2x lumber on the south
half of the middle room at the upper level. In this same room, on the
north side, a large puddle has collected from water leaking through the
roof at this location. The ceiling finish has fallen off the rafters and the
wood roof structure is water soaked (figure 258).
The roof structure is a gable framed roof with collar ties (figure 259).
The second floor space is set within the cross section of the roof with the
second floor ceiling following the slope of the rafters then continuing on
the underside of the collar ties at the flat middle segment of the ceiling.
Through an attic access hatch and the area where the ceiling finish has
fallen off the north gable, the rafters were measured to be 1-5/8” x 9-1/4”
spaced at 16 inch center to center spacings. The headers and stringers at
the dormer openings are doubled members. The 2x header follows the
slope of the roof (it is not set vertical to the ground, but is perpendicular
to the slope of the roof). This is a different orientation than what is shown
in the 1938 drawings. The collar ties are nominal 2x6s and the ridge
board is two nominal 1x11 boards. From the attic access hatch, the roof
structure is in great condition, especially considering the condition of the
roofing above. Similar to the other buildings on the site, ventilation of the
roof structure was not apparent. Ventilation should be added to prevent
wood rot from occurring.

Figure 258: Damaged ceiling
and floor below second floor
dormer (FSE 2006).

As stated above, the chimney does not continue down to the concrete
slab on grade but is supported by a steel angle, plate and post system at
the first floor level (figure 260). The paint is peeling off the bottom of
the steel plate; water was observed to be coming out of the bottom of the
chimney during a rainstorm during the site survey. It is unclear if this is
an original detail to the chimney, or it is a modification.
The second, fourth and fifth stair treads on the stairs to the second floor
are split and require replacement.
Analysis
Enough information was collected on the roof and second floor structures
to compare the physical structure with the original 1938 plans. Based on
16 18/8-3/4 – 64# I beam: 18” deep with a flange width of 8-3/4” with a 64 pound per
linear foot weight.
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this comparison, differences were minimal, thus the 1938 drawings were
considered complete and accurate. The 1938 drawings were used in the
full analysis of the structure.
As allowable wood design stresses were not published in the 1930s,
the basic (unfactored) allowable design stresses were assumed to be as
follows based upon engineering judgement and past experience:
Bending, Fb:
Shear, Fv:
Modulus of Elasticity, E:
Minimum Modulus of Elasticity, Emin:
Compression Parallel to Grain, Fc:

1000 psi
120 psi
1.4E6 psi
4.0E5 psi
1200 psi

Figure 259: Roof structure (FSE
2006).

These basic design stresses were then increased for repetitive use, load
duration, and size as appropriate with the 2005 NDS. A yield strength
of 33,000 psi was used for the analysis of the steel members as deemed
appropriate by American Institute of Steel Construction documentation.
As described above, the roof structure is a wood rafter and collar tie
system with 2x10 rafters and 2x6 collar ties each spaced at 16 inch center
to center spacings. The rafters are supported on top of the stud walls with
the second floor joists bearing (balloon framed)17 almost 2 feet below the
top of the stud wall. There are metal straps at 48 inch spacings between the
rafters and the wall studs. These metal straps are resisting any wind uplift
loads the roof may experience. A roof dead load of 18psf and a minimum
roof live load of 15.5psf were applied to the rafters with the upper collar
tie. The design snow load once adjusted for environment and geometry
was less than the minimum roof live load current building codes require.
Regardless, the rafters are more than adequate for either the design snow
load or minimum roof live loads. The header and stringers at the dormer
openings were also verified to be adequate for current required loading
conditions.

Figure 260: Chimney support
system at first floor (FSE 2006).

As the collar tie is placed relatively high for the steep slope of the roof,
the rafters are placing a horizontal outward thrust on the wall studs.
Typically this thrust is resisted by the second floor sheathing, but because
the sheathing is located nearly one foot below the rafter bearings, the
roof thrust is applied to the top of the wall studs. The wall studs were
verified to safely accept this outward thrust, support the vertical loads
from the roof and floor structures, and resist the wind loads (based on 90
mph wind speed in Exposure D).
The second floor loads used in the analysis of the wall studs was limited
to 50psf live load with a 15psf dead load. The joists and center steel post
and beam systems are actually adequate for a safe allowable live load of
60psf limited by the bending stress of the wood floor joists. This exceeds
the code-required 50psf minimum live load required for office space. No

17 Balloon Framed: Studs are continuous for height of wall; floor joists bear on a thin
1x ledger or ribbon strip cut into the interior surface of the studs and are nailed to the side
of the respective wall stud.
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reinforcement of the structure is required if the second floor is to be used
for office space.
If the intent is to use this second floor as storage space, the floor joists are
to be reinforced (doubled or additional beam and post systems constructed
within the joist spans) to meet the code required 125psf minimum live
load. As the steel post and beam systems have much greater capacities,
minimal reinforcement of the main 18” deep steel beam will be required
to meet this live load requirement. In addition, the wall studs will need
to be reinforced (possibly doubled) to support the additional weight the
storage loads will create.

Building Systems

Heating/Cooling
The building is heated with gas-fired ceiling-hung unit heaters. There is
no cooling system. The heating system is in fair to poor condition, and
not historic.
Plumbing
There was no evidence of an existing bathroom or water service to the
building.
Fire Protection
The equipment building does not have a fire suppression system.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
The electrical service enters into the building in to a 60 amp disconnect
switch with then feeds a 100 amp circuit breaker panel. Exposed wiring in
conduit was observed throughout the building. Distribution is appropriate
for utilitarian purposes.
Lighting
Generally, surface-mounted wraparound and shop-style fluorescent
fixtures are present at the interior. The lighting has been upgraded to
T8 lamps and electronic ballasts. The original exterior lights remain on
the north elevation between the garage doors, along with modern HID
fixtures.
Communications
Telephone service enters the building through the exterior wall and
terminates on a 66/110 pair punch down block. Blue CAT 5 data lines
and an addition punch down have been installed in the upper level.
Life Safety
There is only one means of egress from the second floor.
Accessibility
The first floor is at grade and therefore accessible. The second floor is
not accessible.
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The three-bay garage represents a modern addition to the station;
however, it sits on the location of a previous historic structure. One of the
original fog signal buildings was moved into this approximate location
circa 1900 and used as a barn or woodshed. Around 1916, it appears that
the structure was converted into a small keeper’s dwelling. In the 1930s
the building was again converted into a three-bay garage; later, a shedroofed addition was attached to the east elevation to accommodate longer
modern cars. The current rectangular wood-framed structure replaced
that building in the 1970s.

Three Bay (Modern)
Garage

Foundation
The foundation is concrete with a simple concrete slab-on-grade floor,
both of which are in good condition. A short concrete apron extends past
the west wall and connects to the gravel drive (figure 263).

Exterior Envelope

Walls
The exterior walls are clad with aluminum siding with a 4” exposure and
faux wood texturing. The siding is in good condition.
Roof
The gabled roof is covered with red asphalt shingles. Aluminum gutters
at the east and west eaves connect to downspouts at all four corners. The
downspout leaders on the east elevation are missing and water discharges
directly at the foundation.
There is a small shed roof over the east entry door, also covered with
asphalt shingles.
Windows
The building has four double-hung vinyl windows, two on the east
elevation and one each on the north and south elevations. They are in
fair condition.
Doors
There are three vehicle bays, facing west toward the gravel drive, each
with a stamped-metal, insulated garage door. Trim pieces over the three
doors are sagging in the middle (figure 265). A hollow metal entry door
is centered on the east façade, with a concrete walk extending from the
door to the duplex keepers’ dwelling.

The interior of the garage is one open space and consists of a concrete
slab-on-grade floor, exposed 2x4 stud walls and exposed roof trusses at
24” on center at the ceiling. The finishes are all in good condition.

Interior Finishes and Elements

The building is of dimensional wood construction with wood stud walls
and a builder trussed roof system. The building is unheated, and there is
no insulation in the walls or roof structure.

Structural Systems

Exterior
Overall, the three-bay garage is in good condition. With a rectangular
footprint, the foundation is a board-formed concrete foundation (partially
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Figure 261: Garage, east elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 262: Garage, south elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 263: Garage, west elevation (QE|A 2006).

Figure 264: Garage, north elevation (QE|A 2006).

exposed on the north elevation) that appears to be in excellent condition.
The downspouts at the four corners of the building are inadequately
extended down and away from the building. Water discharges directly
against the building foundation at all four corners where grade is
relatively flat. The water discharge can eventually deteriorate the grade,
concrete foundations, and superstructure (wood studs) if the water is not
adequately directed away from the building.
The exterior walls are clad with aluminum siding that also appears to be
in good condition. The bottom light in the window in the north elevation
is broken; the cause appears to be impact and not from a structural
deficiency in the framing. On the south elevation, the window screen is
loose. The door trim at the middle and south garage doors on the west
elevation is sagging. The roof is an asphalt shingled roof that is in good
condition with minor cupping and lifting of the shingles at the corners
and edges of the roof.
On the east elevation there is a shed roof over the doorway (figure 267).
This roof is constructed of three dimensional 2x4 rafters that span from
the east wall of the 3-bay garage to an edge beam (single nominal 2x4).
The edge rafters are each supported by a nominal 2x4 strut back to the
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building. The rafters were observed to be pulling away from the edge
beam (or vice versa) as shown in figure 268.
Interior
On the interior of the three-bay garage, the structure is fully exposed. The
floor is a slab on grade that is sloped down to the west approximately 1.5
percent. The slab is in good condition with a smooth finish and hairline
shrinkage cracks in the slab. The cracks are related to the construction of
the concrete slab. Although control joints were constructed in the slab,
additional cracking occurred at the approximate mid-span of each of the
slab sections. The cracks should be monitored for widening or moisture
penetration. The cracks can be sealed with an appropriate sealer if another
finish is to be applied to the slab.

Figure 267: Shed roof over
doorway (FSE 2006).

The wall studs were measured to be nominal 2x4 studs spaced at 16 inch
center to center spacings. An “S Dry Stud Grade” stamp was observed on
one of the studs. The bottom plates of the stud walls are anchored to the
perimeter foundation walls with 3/8 inch diameter anchor bolts spaced no
more than 32 inches (center to center) apart. There are doubled nominal
2x10 headers over all of the door and window openings, including the
garage doors. A grade stamp indicating Hem Fir #2 grade surface dry
quality lumber was observed on one of the headers. All headers are in
good condition; the south window on the east wall, the interior ply of the
2x10 header is split (figure 269).
The roof structure is of nominal 2x4 builder’s trusses. The northern and
southern most trusses are doubled. Hurricane ties (H1s)18 were used at
all truss bearings, except the doubled trusses at the north and south end
(figures 270, 271). The hurricane ties provide positive anchorage of the
trusses to the top of the stud walls and prevent the trusses from uplifting
off of the walls under high wind conditions. Ties made to fit the doubled
north and south trusses should be installed.
There is a ridge vent installed at the top of the roof, but there are no soffit
vents to complete the ventilation system. Gable vents are installed in the
north and south gables.

Figure 268: Rafters pulling
away from edge beam (FSE
2006).

Analysis
The roof structure is of builder’s trusses that are engineered prior to
installation (fabricated off site). Distresses were not observed in the
trusses which would warrant a full analysis of the truss system.
The 1968 edition of the National Design Specification for Stress Grade
Lumber and Its Fastenings and Corresponding Supplement (dated
November 1970) was used in the analysis of the wood framing members.
The following basic (unfactored) allowable stresses were used in the
analysis of the wall studs and headers:

18 “Hurricane Tie” is the nomenclature of the manufacturer of the connector. Developed primarily for use in coastal regions where wind forces are greater, the ties are now
required by code on generally all structures.
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Hem Fir Species
Bending, Fb:
Shear, Fv:
Modulus of Elasticity, E:
Minimum Modulus of
Elasticity, Emin:19
Compression Parallel
to Grain, Fc:
Figure 270: Hurricane tie on
truss bearings (FSE 2006).

Headers, #2 Grade
1000 psi
120 psi
1.4E6 psi

Studs, Stud Grade
625 psi
120 psi
1.2E6psi

4.0E5 psi

4.0E5 psi

850 psi

500 psi

These basic stresses were then adjusted for repetitive member use, size,
load duration and other factors.
The shed roof over the east person door was analyzed assuming the wood
frame is bolted to the wall studs to allow for the loads to be properly
transferred. A 17 psf snow load and a 17 psf drift load (based on 25 psf
ground snow load adjusted for environment and building geometry) were
applied to the 2x4 frame with a minimal 10 psf dead load. The frame is
adequate for these loads; no reinforcement is required. Although, as the
members were observed to be pulling away from each other, joist hangers
or angles should be installed to reinforce the connections between the
members.
The window and person-door headers (3’-0” openings) are adequate to
support a 20 psf roof dead load and 21 psf roof snow load as required
by current codes. The garage door headers, however, are overstressed
and bending. Using the stresses stated above, the garage door headers
are only capable of safely supporting 24 psf total load. Reducing this
total load by the weight of the structure (minimally taken as 10 psf),
this allows for a mere 15 psf of live load; this live load does not meet
current building code requirements. The garage door headers require
reinforcement to meet current building codes.

Figure 271: Doubled truss lacks
hurricane tie (FSE 2006).

Similarly, the nominal 2x4 wall studs do not meet current building code
requirements for wind pressures using a 90mph wind speed in Exposure
D with the wind pressure adjusted for the environment and building
geometry. The wall studs 3’-0” in from each corner need to be doubled
and all others are to be doubled at 32” spacings (double every other
typical wall stud).
The building is a wood-framed building with metal siding; wood is a
flexible building material and the siding will also allow for relatively
large movements. The building is also relatively young, not even 40
years of age yet. The building may not have experienced full design
loads yet. For these reasons, the building has not yet exhibited significant
distresses. The structure can be continued to be used as it currently is;
however, if major renovations are to occur to the structure, the structural
modifications discussed above should be completed. Due to the amount
of reinforcement required needed to meet code, removing the existing
structure and rebuilding a new structure may be warranted.
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Heating/Cooling
No heating or cooling systems exist.

Building Systems

Plumbing
The garage does not have domestic water, sanitary or natural gas
service.
Fire Protection
The garage does not have a fire suppression system.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Service capacity is 100 amps panel with 12 poles for branch circuit
breakers. The load center has six 20-amp breakers. Power to the garage
is fed underground from the fog signal building. This is likely adequate
for reasonably anticipated utility or storage uses.
Lighting
Simple utility enclosed fluorescent weatherproof lighting is located at
the interior.
Communications
No systems are provided.
Life Safety
No exit signs or egress lighting exists.
Accessibility
The floor is at grade and is therefore accessible.
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Statement of Significance

T

he Fort Gratiot Light Station is significant under National
Register Criterion A for its association with the maritime history of the
Great Lakes, and under National Register Criterion C as an excellent
example of a Great Lakes Light Station, which includes the oldest
lighthouse in Michigan, a number of intact station support buildings,
including keepers’ residences and a fog signal building, and a wellpreserved US Coast Guard Station.
The Fort Gratiot Lighthouse was constructed in 1829, after a previous
tower, the first in Michigan, collapsed after only 3 years of use. The
station consisted of the 65 foot high conical tower, a keeper’s dwelling,
and outbuildings including a privy. In the 1860s, the tower height was
raised to 82 feet and the shaft reinforced with an interior brick cylinder.
The original dwelling was replaced in 1874 with the current red brick
duplex. Beginning in the 1870s, fog signaling technology came to Fort
Gratiot, and two frame fog signal buildings were constructed, later
replaced with the extant 1900 red brick fog signal building.
The station reached the height of its activity in the 1930s, with the
construction of a second keeper’s dwelling on the light station side and
the addition of a new lifeboat (Coast Guard) station on adjacent land
to the south. In 1939 the Lighthouse Service merged into the Coast
Guard, and the entire site came under one jurisdiction for the first time.
During and after World War II, the emphasis at Fort Gratiot gradually
changed from a civilian-dominated, navigational function to a militaryrun Coast Guard facility, with consequent alterations to the landscape
and structures.
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Statement of Significance

The station at Fort Gratiot retains integrity of location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. Frequent lake traffic
and the construction of a new Coast Guard facility nearby demonstrate
the continuity of use at the site. The structures have had only minor
alterations, most of them reversible.
The period of significance for the Fort Gratiot Light Station is 1829 to
1939. The starting date was chosen as representing the initial construction
of the tower, the raison d’etre for the light station as a whole. As the
oldest lighthouse in Michigan, and one of the oldest on the Great Lakes,
the tower, although it was heightened in 1862, retains integrity of use and
association from its original construction date of 1829. The ending date
of 1939 represents the completion of the Coast Guard Station and the end
of the period during which the Lighthouse Service and Coast Guard were
separate entities. This span encompasses the major historic events and
episodes of evolution at the station.
Because the period of significance is so long, and includes many periods
of change at the site, the recommended period of interpretation for the
station is 1932-1939. This allows for the interpretation of all major site
elements and the restoration of key landscape features from the period of
significance, yet avoids the complication of restoring different areas of
the site to different periods of time, which might convey a false sense of
history and be confusing to the average visitor.

Approach to Treatment

In accordance with its stated mission of “encouraging the appreciation
of the arts and history in our community,” the Port Huron Museum,
in partnership with the City of Port Huron and Acheson Ventures (the
“Partners”), intends to utilize the Fort Gratiot Light Station for cultural,
educational, and recreational purposes. Public outreach, in the form of
interpretive tours of the site, will be the primary function of the station,
and accessibility to all visitors is a critical goal of the plan for ultimate
use.
Standards for the treatment of historic properties have been formulated by
the Secretary of the Interior in order to establish professional principles
and goals for the preservation and protection of cultural resources.
The four approaches include Preservation, Restoration, Rehabilitation,
and Reconstruction, each approach with its own set of standards (see
Appendix A for the full standards). The choice of a treatment depends
on many factors, including the property’s historic significance, physical
condition, and proposed use. These factors have all been examined in
order to provide treatment guidelines that consider both broad questions
of site chronology and significance and specific questions of individual
structure history and significance.
The overall treatment approach for the Fort Gratiot Light Station is
Rehabilitation, which is defined by the Secretary of the Interior’
Standards as the “act or process of making possible a compatible use for a
property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those
portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural
values.” Alterations to the site and buildings will be necessary to make
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them compatible with public use; however the historic character of the
site will be preserved throughout the process. Individual components
of the site will qualify for different treatments, including restoration
(e.g. the Light Tower), rehabilitation (e.g. the Three Bay Garage), and
reconstruction (landscape features).
The United States Coast Guard maintains the Fort Gratiot light as a
working aid to navigation and retains the right to operate, access, and
maintain the light. The Partners will maintain the site and structures and
create a site environment conducive to interpreting the unique history
of this site as a historic light station and center of Great Lakes maritime
history, and provide for regular visitor use and amenities. Activities at the
site will be year-round, with some limitations in availability of the tower
due to safety considerations. To provide additional funding for preserving
and maintaining the facility, consideration may be given to making the
site available for special events, such as weddings and private parties.

Proposed Site Use and
Interpretation

It is expected that visitors will reach the site via private vehicles or tour
buses. Visitors will enter the site either at the current entrance (adjacent
to the equipment building) or via a reconstructed entrance directly across
from Garfield Street. Parking will be provided between these entrances,
in an area that historically had few or no improvements.
While initial planning documents for the station identified separate
ticketing and gift shop facilities at other locations within the site, we
recommend combining those functions into a single facility at the entry
point to the site, in the equipment building. There are several reasons for
this, including:
Location: The equipment building is ideally located at the entrance
to the site. Ticketing would be more easily controlled from the entry
point, and with higher visibility and a more convenient location, the
gift shop could attract casual shoppers who may not be prepared to
actually tour the station. Also, visitors would have two opportunities
to shop in the gift shop, upon entering and again upon leaving.
Locating the non-interpretive functions in this area protects the
integrity of the core station site.
Accessibility: The equipment building’s first floor is at grade and
has large garage doors and a large open interior space. Barrier-free
entry would be easy to accomplish at this location, while at the
single dwelling it would be more complicated, and therefore more
expensive, and would compromise historic fabric.
Staffing: Combining ticketing and gift shop facilities allows for one
volunteer to handle both responsibilities during all but the busiest
peak times.
Although not part of this HSR, consideration should also be given to
better integrating the Fort Gratiot hospital site into the management
plan for the light station, since visitors will likely want to tour both
facilities. The hospital is the last remaining remnant of old Fort Gratiot.
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After the demolition of the fort, it was split into two pieces and relocated
elsewhere. The Port Huron Museum recently acquired the two halves
and moved them to their present site, just outside the S-shaped fence
denoting the boundary between what was, at the time, separate City and
Coast Guard parcels. The intent of the Museum is to use the fort hospital
to help interpret the story of the Fort, since the original site of the Fort is
no longer available. It seems appropriate to locate the hospital adjacent
to the light station, given the strong historic relationship between the two
entities; however, as a non-contributing element to the historic station
site, it should be visually screened from the station. It is expected that
administrative functions for the two resources could be shared, including
parking, ticketing, restrooms, and gift shop sales.
After entering the site and purchasing tickets, visitors would then be
directed toward the historic light station site. Interpretive functions would
be concentrated around the tower, fog signal building, and duplex. As the
most accessible structure in this area of the site, the fog signal building
is ideal as an interpretive and educational site. Visitors who are unable to
access the tower could take “virtual tours,” and the space would provide
room for educational exhibits on the technology and history of aids to
navigation. The tower itself is the most important element of the site
and should retain as much of its historic character, inside and out, as
possible.
Treatment recommendations for this area of the site emphasize the
restoration and re-creation of its domestic character. Until 1939, the
Lighthouse Service employed civilians, who, along with their families,
treated the station as their home. The domestic history of the site should
be interpreted through the restoration of domestic landscape features,
such as the arbor, trees, hedges, and other plantings. The interior of the
duplex is the natural location to provide interpretive exhibits on domestic
life at the station, including period re-creations of historic interiors.
The single dwelling retains much of its historic character, both inside and
out, but the above-grade entry, small size, and internal configuration make
it difficult to provide barrier-free access without expensive, characterdamaging alterations. We recommend that the exterior be included in site
interpretation, but that the interior remain private space, perhaps offices
and storage. The Partners may also want to explore the potential for use
of the single dwelling as a bed and breakfast or for “volunteer” keeper
programs like those in place at other lighthouse sites.
After touring the lighthouse area of the site, visitors would then proceed
to the Coast Guard station area. The former Coast Guard station could
be adapted to serve as a maritime collections facility, interpreting the
history of the Life-Saving Service (including discussion of the Lakeview
Beach station) and the Coast Guard. Historic landscape features, such
as the walkways and circa 1930s vegetation, should also be restored to
provide an appropriate historic setting.
After touring the entire station, visitors would then be directed back
to the gift shop and parking area, or on to tour the Fort hospital. Site
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amenities should be provided at the periphery of the site. The three-bay
garage is outside the period of significance/interpretation, so it should
be adapted to provide barrier-free restrooms. It is recommended that the
exterior be rehabilitated to provide an appearance more compatible with
the historic character of the site, perhaps utilizing elements present in
the prior (1932) garage. We also recommend that the footprint of the
former 1881 fog signal building/barn be acknowledged with an outlined
area that could provide a gathering/assembly area for tours, or space for
picnicking.

In general, the treatment recommendations provided here are designed to
restore the exterior character of the buildings and the site while providing
for adaptive use of the interiors for interpretation, exhibitions, and visitor
amenities. Recommendations are divided into short term and long term
recommendations. Short term recommendations are those designed
to secure the exterior envelopes, prevent further damage, and provide
for continued use of the buildings in their present function. Long term
recommendations are those designed to restore the site and the building
exteriors to their historic appearance during the period of interpretation,
and to provide for adaptive use of the interiors for their targeted use.

Treatment Overview

Consideration should be given to efficiency in scheduling repairs, even
when a particular item may be a long-term recommendation. For example,
masonry work at the tower is a short-term recommendation, while
repointing the foundations of the duplex is a long-term recommendation.
However, the Partners may find it more cost effective to contract for all
masonry work to be performed at the same time.

Selective demolition to reveal historic features and structural details
was not possible during the research phase of this report due to the
occupation of some of the buildings and the fact that the buildings were
still officially US Coast Guard property. Once control of the property is
secured, further investigation will be appropriate to address questions
necessarily left unanswered for this report.

Research
Recommendations

Due to the scope of work for the project, historic research was conducted
at those sources most likely to yield information, including the National
Archives, Port Huron Museum collections, and the local Port Huron
library. There may be scattered information at other regional repositories
that could be investigated. Also, with some target dates identified, the
local newspaper archives may yield more information on specific events
at the site. Time constraints also prevented detailed examination of the
later years of the keeper’s logbooks in the National Archives, which may
be a source for further information.
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T

he light station and Coast Guard station properties will be
combined as a single historic interpretive site. Improvements proposed
to serve the visitor program include both the reinstatement of important
historic features of the two landscapes, and provision of facilities and
site systems to assure a clear and convenient interpretive experience for
groups and individual visitors.

Construct a new visitor parking lot, using the present Omar Street
entrance to the old Coast Guard station, near the ticket/gift shop in the
Coast Guard equipment building. This makes use of the existing entrance
drive and is in a good relationship to an open zone between the light
station and the old Coast Guard station for construction of a visitor
parking lot. The view into the site at this point of entry from the street
is fairly featureless. The lighthouse is not in direct view, the back-side
view to the old Coast Guard Station is not significant, and the new Coast
Guard building at the boat basin is fronted by parked vehicles behind
an expanse of chain link fence, which is not a visual asset. Views of the
river are already obscured by the buildings. This entrance would best
be considered as a first phase improvement, since the new parking and
visitor facilities can be developed with minimal cost and disruption.
In a second phase, construct a new drive connection to a second opening
onto Omar Street at the intersection with Garfield, including an unpaved
service access spur that extends along the existing fence line to the north
end of the light station property and ends at a paved apron at the fog signal
building. This point of entry has the advantage of being in line with the
Garfield intersection at Omar Street. At this point of entry, reconstruct
the historic curved masonry walls in order to restore the historic identity
of this entry and provide views to the restored domestic landscape at
the rear of the duplex and single family dwelling. The second (north)
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Figure 272: 1913 entry, original drawings (National Archives).
entrance will provide a loop pattern for buses, which would enter at the
south gate, drop off visitors in front of the visitor center, then turn north
through the parking lot and exit at the north gatewall and continue to offsite parking either on the street or in the park immediately north of the
light station site. Reconstruction of this entrance feature will reinstate a
historic point of pedestrian entry to the site via walk openings through
the straight wall sections – of value particularly for walk-in visitors or
those who park on-street. An entrance in this location will also enable the
provision of a discreet service access drive along the fence between the
light station and Fort hospital sites.
The placement of the parking lot here represents the least invasive
treatment for the site. The location of the proposed lot is in an area where
there was little activity historically, and concentrating visitor services
here, including parking, ticketing, and gift shop, protects the core of the
historic site from modern intrusions. The area of paved parking will be
relatively small, but will provide ample parking for staff and regular
visitor numbers. Overflow parking on the site can be accommodated on
a stabilized lawn area immediately to the east, or can be provided on
Omar Street and at the Lighthouse Park lot to the north. Parking is not
available at the new Coast Guard station. A walkway will cross the lot
from the visitor center to the light station grounds in order to provide an
appropriate circulation pattern for vehicle and pedestrian traffic.
The plan for vehicular entrance and parking should include improvements
to the street frontage, including replacement of the existing chain link
fence with more attractive fencing, and improvement to the existing
entrance. Both gated entrances will connect with the fence. Include
landscape plantings to buffer the parking, both along the street and in
the interior of the site. Incorporate relocation of the existing flagpole and
historic marker in this plan.
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If necessary to reduce the impact of parking at the entrance to the site,
a staff/volunteer parking area could be constructed separate from visitor
parking and screened from general view. This lot would fit in the area
behind (west) of the old Coast Guard station, and overlay the existing
basketball court. New pavement should not extend beyond the drip
line of the large trees at the rear of the equipment building. The access
drive would extend from the old station drive, along the east side of that
building to the parking lot. The lot could be screened, especially from the
north, with closely spaced upright shrubs.
The Coast Guard equipment building can be adapted for ticketing,
gift shop and other visitor and support functions without necessity for
resolving costly barrier free design issues.
Construct new walks (as shown) to provide a complete paved visitor
route through the two sites. New construction will be minimum five foot
width; add to width as required to meet accessibility standards. Some of
the new walks will be constructed upon the alignment of earlier walks
(the diagonal walk connecting the light station site with the old Coast
Guard Station and walks through the reconstructed entrance walls at
Omar Street). New and reconstructed walks should be differentiated
from the original sidewalks by material, color, and/or texture.
Original walks on both sites should be preserved, if in good condition.
Replacement sections and new paving laid to widen the walks to
meet accessibility standards should be differentiated from the original
pavements by material, color, and/or texture.
Fort Gratiot Light Station site

Reconstruct elements of period landscape, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Freighter’ hedges to either side of light tower
Hedge on lawn between fog signal building and north garage
Arbor with plantings on south side of duplex
Ornamental shrubs along west sides of duplex and bungalow (using
shrubs and other plantings that are of the period being represented)
Maples along fence at south side of bungalow
Shade tree (elm) on lawn north of light station
Foundation plantings and vine on duplex
Trellis and grape arbor at rear of bungalow
Walk from southwest corner of duplex, past site of south storage
building, then through to west boundary fence
Orchard in southwest corner of site
Historic ornamental iron fence along south side of site
Historic masonry entrance walls at Garfield entrance

Figure 273: Close-up of iron
fence, circa 1933 (Port Huron
Museum Collection).

From the perspective of overall site management, it is desirable to develop
a coordinated layout of pedestrian circulation for both the light station
and Fort hospital sites. The fence line (although not the fence material
itself) along the west and north edges of the light station site dates to the
period of interpretation and serves the function of physically and visually
separating the historic light station site from the relocated Fort hospital.
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The fence line should be retained as a whole, with the installation of a
new fencing material more in keeping with the historic character of the
site. The removal of small sections or the creation of openings may be
desirable, for example to allow construction of the north entrance drive
and walk through the reconstructed entrance walls at Omar Street as
currently recommended. Other modifications may be considered as the
need arises but should be balanced with retaining the visual character of
the fence line.
Coast Guard Station site

Reconstruct elements of historic landscape, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deciduous hedge along Omar Street
Line of shade trees along Omar Street
Low curbs along entrance drive, as far as east edge of parking at the
old Coast Guard station
Avenue of elms along both sides of entrance drive
Walk extending east from front porch to signal tower (relocate flag
tower to within the fence line)
Paired rows of pollarded catalpas along east walk
Hedge around base of flag tower, evergreen tree in space on west
side of tower, cedars along walk between old Coast Guard station
and ticketing/gift shop (equipment building)
Shrub plantings along walks on south side of Coast Guard station

Remove the picnic shelter/pavilion at the edge of the pine grove on the
north edge of the Coast Guard station site. The structure appears to belong
to the light station, but is actually on the outside of the historic iron fence
that defined the south boundary of the light station property.
Replace the present chain link fence along the Omar Street frontage with
more historically appropriate metal fencing. Drawings for the walled
entrance that served the light station show welded wire fence in an open
grid pattern with precast square tapered concrete posts.
Certain site features that were present during the period of interpretation,
including the boathouse, cannot be reconstructed as the land on which
they stood is now part of the new Coast Guard Station.
Site Utilities

It is recommended that the sewer lines on the property have a video
inspection to determine the routing, condition, size and final destination.
The use of tracing dye is also recommended in conjunction with the video
inspection to confirm connectivity of the existing structures to these
sewers. We recommend an allowance of $5,000 for the investigation. If
the video inspection and dye testing proves that the sanitary lines are not
connected to the City of Port Huron’s sanitary sewer collection system
then the service(s) shall be connected to the collection system and any
existing onsite disposal system(s) shall be abandoned.
The City will not permit any vertical bores on this site because of the
known history within Port Huron of natural gas and hydrogen sulfide.
The City would consider a horizontal well. Horizontal wells can be
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installed with directional boring. Another alternative would be to
build an intake and return structure to use lake water and a sealed heat
exchanger system. Consider the installation of a ground water source
heat pump system consisting of approximately 24 bores with the wells
looped together to form a closed heat exchanger buried in the soil. The
loop then can be piped to each building on site to supply heat exchange
water to either water-to-air heat pumps or water-to-water heat pumps.
The water-to-water heat pumps could be used in a radiant floor heating
system, while the water-to-air heat pumps could be used to provide either
heated or cooled air to the occupied spaces. The water-to-air heat pumps
could also provide heated, cooled and dehumidified outdoor air to meet
code ventilation requirements. Humidification should also be considered
for preservation of collections.
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The light tower is the most historically significant structure on the site,
and requires careful consideration of the effect of any proposed work
on its historic fabric. The recommended treatment for the light tower
is restoration, although it is recognized that some non-historic elements
may need to be introduced to meet life safety standards for visitor use.

Light Tower
Recommendations

Foundation
See Structural Recommendations, below.

Exterior Envelope

Walls
Short term:
• Identify the long-term cause of brick damage at the tower. We
recommend either utilizing a longer fiber-optic camera at the vent
openings or creating an opening into the cavity space to allow visual
inspection to determine if the cavity is properly venting.
• Remove all paint and coatings from the masonry surfaces using
gentlest means possible, chemically, but not abrasively.
• Perform inventory of brick and mortar conditions.
• Remove loose mortar using hand tools that will not damage the
edges of the brick.
• Remove algae and other biological growth manually and with
chemical cleaners.
• Replace spalled, damaged and missing bricks with bricks to match
existing. Do not patch bricks with cementitious materials because
they are not of the same hardness as the adjacent masonry.
• Repoint walls (100% repointing may be necessary and is assumed
for budget purposes). Repoint with mortar mix based on analysis of
the original mortar. Do not use mortar that is harder than existing,
often the case with Portland-cement based mortars, because it is too
hard, does not yield with movement and will cause bricks to spall.
• Repaint with breathable masonry paint/coatings.
• Test to see if vents are clear of debris and allow air flow into wall
cavities.
• Provide ventilation of overall tower structure through re-utilizing
existing ventilation system (vents in lower lantern, lantern
(ventilation ball), and base of tower).
• Remove sealant at the joints between the tower and the entry/
storeroom and install new appropriate, flexible sealant.

Figure 274: Close-up of historic
shingles on entry/storeroom
roof, circa 1914 (Port Huron
Museum Collection).

Long term:
• Monitor the completed tower repairs to ensure that the ventilation
system remains clear, and that the cracking does not re-occur.
Roof
Short term:
• Inspect the roof/tower flashing; if it has severely deteriorated, replace
it at this time.
• It appears from historic photographs that during the period of
interpretation the entry/storeroom likely had the same metal shingle
roof as the duplex (see figure 274). Restore this roof utilizing a
stamped galvanized metal shingle (e.g. Berridge Classic or Victorian
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•
•
•

Shingle) and rolled metal ridges. Remove the existing flashing at the
connection between the entry/storeroom and the tower.
Install new metal flashing that is appropriately regletted into the
masonry and counterflashed.
Scrape peeling paint from all wood trim, prep, prime and repaint.
Ventilate at the ridge and soffits.

Long term:
• Maintain the new roof, flashing, and trim as needed.
Entry Stair
Short term:
• The stair is in fair condition and requires no immediate work.
Long term:
• Remove grip tape and clean residue off all steps.
• Scrape loose paint and repaint with paint containing slip-resistant
materials such as sand.
• Replace bottom concrete step with stone to match other steps.
Doors
Short term:
• The entry/storeroom door is in good condition and requires no
immediate work.
Long term:
• Replace the non-historic door with a five-paneled wood door to
match the historic door (according to historic photographs).
• Maintain and/or repair the wood door frame.
• Provide a more historically appropriate metal handrail.

Figure 275: Historic entry/
storeroom door, 1913 (National
Archives).

Windows
Short term:
• The entry/storeroom window was recently installed and is historically
appropriate. It requires no work.
• Repair the tower casement windows to make them operable: remove
rust and deteriorated paint, apply rust- inhibitive epoxy primer and
high performance urethane paint.
• Repair and/or replace hardware as required to make operable.
• At the ground level and first landing level windows, replace
deteriorated bricks, reset shifted bricks, and repoint.
• Install new interior wood shutters.
• Replace acrylic panels with clear float glass of thickness to match
the original.
Long term:
• Maintain new windows as needed.
Galleries
Short term:
• The galleries are in fair condition and require no immediate work.
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Long term:
• Remove unused cables and surface-mounted equipment.
• Scrape metal components to remove loose paint and rust.
• If feasible, seal cracks in cast iron where it is delaminating.
• Apply rust-inhibiting epoxy primer and paint all metal surfaces with
high performance urethane paint.
• Preserve/maintain the historic wood doors.
Lantern
Short term:
• The lantern is in fair condition and requires no immediate work.
Long term:
• Scrape to remove loose paint and surface rust from exterior lantern
surfaces - including framing members and roof.
• Apply rust-inhibiting epoxy primer and paint all metal surfaces with
high performance urethane paint in historically appropriate colors.
• Replace the acrylic panels with 3/8” clear float glass.
Lightning Protection
Short term:
• Replace deteriorated portion of braided copper wire.
Long term:
• Maintain lightning protection system.
Floor
Short term:
• The entry/storeroom floor is a relatively recent installation and
requires no immediate work. See Structural Recommendations.
The tower floor is also in fair condition and requires no work.

Interior Elements and Finishes

Long term:
• See Structural Recommendations for life safety considerations.
From an architectural standpoint, little is known of the original
entry/storeroom floor. As it was likely a brick paver floor, judging
from the 1862 drawings, any replacement work should be of similar
materials. The uneven bricks in the passageway floor should be reset to correct a tripping hazard.
Walls and Ceilings
Short term:
• The entry/storeroom walls and ceilings are in fair condition and
require no immediate work. The masonry and mortar deterioration
is likely a result of the overall tower ventilation problem and should
be addressed through resolution of the exterior brick issues.
Long term:
• Remove the non-historic entry/storeroom walls and ceilings. Install
plaster on metal lath.
• In the tower, remove unused surface conduit.
• Re-point open joints. Replace damaged bricks with matching units.
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•
•
•

Scrape to remove loose paint on the masonry and wood trim around
the counterweight access cavities.
Patch deteriorated wood with a wood consolidant.
Repaint surfaces.

Window and Door Trim
Short term:
• The window and door trim in the entry/storeroom is in fair condition
and requires no immediate work.
Long term:
• No specific information is available on the historic trim. The current
trim is historically appropriate and should be maintained.
Stair
Short term:
• The stair is in fair condition and requires no immediate work.
Long term:
• Scrape and wire-brush all cast iron stair and handrail components to
remove loose paint and surface rust.
• Apply rust-inhibiting epoxy primer and high performance urethane
paint.
• Repair or recast steps that have been cut into.
Watch Room
Short term:
• Remove unused equipment and conduit from the watch room.
Long term:
• Patch the holes in the watch room floor.
• Treat masonry walls as per the above recommendations.
• Consider providing more historically appropriate and safer railings to
assist visitors to reach the watch room and move onto the gallery.
Lantern Room
Note: All work in the lantern room must be coordinated with the
USCG to ensure proper and uninterrupted operation of the active aid to
navigation.
Floor
Short term:
• The floor requires no immediate work.
Long term:
• Historically, there was no flooring in the central area due to the
presence of the Fresnel lens. It was likely infilled after 1933, when
the new Aerobeacon was installed. If access to this area is to be
continued, a new floor should be installed. The new flooring should
complement the surrounding floor design but be differentiated in
materials to preserve the indication of the historic floor opening.
Installing a transparent material might be one option to recreate the
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historic sense of an open central area, plus it would bring more light
into the watch room.
Walls and Lantern Glazing
Short term:
• The walls and glazing are in fair condition and require no immediate
work.
Long term:
• Remove the wood infill and restore the original cast iron structure
behind it.
• Determine original lower parapet finish and restore/replace as
necessary.
• Replace the acrylic glazing with an appropriate glass pane.
Ceiling
Short term:
• Ensure that the cast iron ventilation ball is in working condition.
Long term:
• Remove the wood infill and restore the original cast iron structure
behind it.
Light
The light remains under the operation of the USCG and no work is
required.
Tower Ventilation
• It is critical that the entire tower ventilation system be completely
restored to working condition in order to significantly reduce the
amount of moisture accumulation within the tower.
• Remove wood infill panels in the lantern to allow airflow to the wall
and ceiling vents.
• Clean existing ventilators at walls of lower lantern, open and clean
vents in upper lantern and at the peak of the lantern roof.
• Check both interior and exterior vents at base and top of tower to
ensure they are clear and allowing airflow.
Exterior
Short term
• Remove paint and re-point foundation stones. Repair throughcracked foundation stones.
• Inspect vents at top and bottom of tower. Verify the vents are clean
of nests and other debris. Determine if air is traveling through the
vents. Determine if vents are of adequate size for the cavities. Clean
vents as required and install screens to keep animals out.
• Verify lightning protection system is adequately working. Repair as
required.
• Replace asphalt shingles on storeroom addition roof with metal
shingles, per architectural recommendations, to make the structure
weather-tight. Expose and inspect wood roof structural members for
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deterioration. Provide ventilation of roof structure with ridge and
soffit vents.
Further inspect conditions of exterior walls at cracks (especially
at middle third of tower) to determine depth of deterioration into
the walls. Create an inspection hole in interior stair shaft to observe
interior surface of exterior wall and the air cavity condition. Ideally,
the inspection holes on the exterior and interior should align. Note:
exterior wythe of brick may require removal and replacement due to
amount of deterioration.
Repair cracked cast iron walkway and handrail supports at lower
lantern gallery, in the south-southwest area.

Long term:
• Monitor horizontal bedding lines in foundation stones for
deterioration.
• Replace concrete stairs at south elevation.
• Further inspect with proper safety equipment the lantern level
exterior walkway and lantern roof.
Interior:
Short term:
• Limit the number of persons inside the storeroom addition to no
more than 15 at any one time without reinforcing the existing floor
structure.
• Further investigate the storeroom addition roof and ceiling structures
to determine sizes, spacings and conditions. Provide adequate
ventilation to structures.
• Repoint passageway walls, especially crack in west wall and brick
arches. Repair any cracked bricks.
• Repoint louver opening walls and brick arches. Repair cracked
bricks.
• Repoint isolated area at base of stair shaft, east interior elevation.
• Clean vent openings at base of interior walls in tower.
• Repoint masonry where cracked or mortar is loose and missing.
Repair cracked bricks. Continue to monitor these areas for recracking.
Document any recracking should it occur.
• Patch hole in stair tread/landing.
• Retighten bolts connecting watch room and lantern room iron floor
segments together where they are loose.
• Reseal windows and joints between dissimilar materials to make
structure weather-tight.
• Remove bird’s nest in west vent in watch room. Improve ventilation
of tower overall.
Long term:
• Remove rotting wood infill and inspect cast iron lantern structure.
• Reinforce or replace the storeroom floor to meet 100 psf public live
load requirements by completing one of the following:
• Reinforce the existing wood joists by either sistering new
members to them or providing a center beam, post and
foundation line to bring the wood floor structure up to the code
required minimum of 100 psf live load.
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Or, remove and replace the wood joists with the more historically
appropriate brick paver floor. The brick pavers would be
adequate for the 100psf live load providing the brick pavers
are fully supported on compacted fill below (the crawl space is
infilled with sand).
Or, a concrete slab can also be designed to span the crawl space
and support a brick floor without infilling the crawl space.
This design option would allow for space for mechanical and
electrical equipment below the floor structure.
Building Systems

Heating/Cooling
Short term:
• No short term work is required.
Long term:
• The structure does not have any space to house a heating or
cooling system. Any exposed system would detract from the
historic ambiance. Addition of heat to this structure could cause
condensation.
Plumbing
Short term:
• In its present use there is no plumbing required.
Long term:
• With intended use for occasional guided tours, plumbing services
and facilities are not required.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Short term:
• Preliminary assessment is that power is adequate to the building for
continued existing use.
• Add a ground rod on the exterior of the building and bond the panel
to it to comply with current codes.
Long term:
• It is recommended that when the building is renovated that existing
wiring be cleaned up and replaced to make it safer.
• Replace all existing conduit that is accessible and showing significant
signs of rusting.
• It is also recommended that additional receptacles be added to
eliminate the use of extension cords.
• Trace and record on plan the underground electrical service.
Permanently label and tag each end of the electrical service at the
supply and the panelboard in the entry/storeroom.
Lighting
Short term:
• Replace screw-in medium base incandescent lamps with fluorescent
screw-in replacement lamps.
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Long term:
• Install utilitarian period style light fixtures with cages over bulbs for
protection.
• Replace existing 4 foot fluorescent light fixtures in the entry/
storeroom with new energy-efficient T8 lamps and electronic ballasts
to conserve energy.
Fire alarm/Security/Data/Telephone System
Short term:
• Based on a museum usage the buildings are not large enough
to require a manual fire alarm system. The entry/storeroom is
combustible and a fire would trap occupants in the tower.
• Install a stand alone combination smoke detector and annunciator in
the entry/storeroom area for local detection and alarm.
Long term:
• During restoration install an addressable automatic fire detection
system and security system to monitor the tower and entry/
storeroom.
• Extend communication line from the entry/storeroom to a central
fire alarm control panel to monitor the entire site.
• Trace all underground utilities and record them on plan a site plan
for future reference.
Life Safety
Short term:
• Life safety could be improved by adding handholds at the hatches
and ladders at the top of the tower, handrails at the entrance steps,
and adding caution tape to low hanging components.
• Add self diagnostic emergency egress and exit lighting. These items
should be implemented before the building is opened to the public.
Long term:
• No long term recommendations.
Lightning Protection
Short term:
• Repair the frayed cable near the base of the tower.
Long term:
• Measure and record the resistance of the grounding system. Do a
detailed inspection of the entire lightning protection system on the
tower, and repair as required.
Accessibility
There is currently no reasonable method for providing barrier-free
access to the interior of the tower without destroying its historic
character. Alternative means of conveying the lighthouse experience
are recommended. These could include an audio-visual presentation at
another accessible structure on the site, and a “real-time” camera at the
gallery or lantern level that can be manipulated by the user.
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The duplex is an important building on the site, and it has been identified
for interpretive/collections use. One half will recreate the original 1874
keeper’s dwelling interior and lifestyle, while the other half will be used
for exhibits and collections. The interior of the dwelling has undergone
a great deal of remodeling over the years and little of the original fabric
and configuration remains. The interior plan therefore has more latitude
in reconfiguring the space to make it more compatible with its intended
use. The few remaining interior elements (e.g. trim at the stairs) should
be preserved.
Foundation
Short term:
• Repair downspouts and install extensions (preferred) or splash
blocks to direct rainwater away from the foundations.

Duplex Keeper’s
Dwelling
Recommendations

Exterior Envelope

Long term:
• Remove inappropriate mortar, parging, and patching and repoint
with an appropriate mortar (see Mortar Analysis, Appendix E).
Remove concrete patches and replace with matching stone.
Walls
Short term:
• Remove the window-mounted air conditioning units to prevent
further damage to the brick below.
Long term:
• Reconstruct the porch cheek walls, replacing damaged or mismatched
bricks, pointing the joints with an appropriate mortar (see Mortar
Analysis) and resetting the cap to ensure that moisture does not
infiltrate the walls.
• Repair/replace damaged/spalled bricks on the west elevation and
repoint open mortar joints.
• Reset infilled openings to better match surrounding brick/joint
pattern.
• Remove unnecessary surface-mounted conduit and patch/replace
holes with matching materials.
• Remove the west vestibule and create a new barrier-free entry
with mechanical lift using historically appropriate materials (stone
foundation and wood clapboard).
Roof
Short term:
• Replace missing and deteriorated shingles.
• Replace missing downspouts and supply extensions (preferred) or
splash blocks to divert water from the foundations.
• Clean out and repair faulty gutters at all areas.
• Install flashing at areas where roofs abut masonry walls.

Figure 276: Close-up of historic
shingles on duplex roof, circa
1920s (Port Huron Museum
Collection).

Figure 277: Berridge Victorian
Shingle (Berridge Roofing).

Long term:
• Remove existing asphalt shingle roof and replace with a stamped
galvanized metal shingle (e.g. Berridge Victorian Shingle) and
rolled metal ridges (provide roof ventilation) (figures 276-77).
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Re-create the “Yankee Gutter” systems and tie into roof drainage
system. Downspouts should be round galvanized metal.
Strip, prep and repaint wood fascia and cornice boards.
Patch deteriorated wood with wood consolidant or replace with new
wood to match existing.

Chimneys
Short term:
• The chimneys appear to be in good condition and require no
immediate work. Installing screens at the caps of the chimneys
would prevent animals and debris from entering the chimneys.
Long term:
• Inspect/monitor condition of the joints and flashing and repair as
necessary.
• Reconstruct chimney caps.
• Consider reconstructing the woodshed chimneys (figure 278).
Porches
Short term:
• The porches are in fair condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• Remove the existing wood decking and stairs at all locations.
• On the east elevation, reconstruct stone steps at each entry to match
historic stairs, and repair the brick cheek walls as described above.
• On the west elevation, reconstruct the wood-framed enclosed
porches present during the period of interpretation based on historic
photographs. One of these porches could house a barrier-free lifting
device (see Accessibility, below).

Figure 278: Close-up of wood
shed addition and chimney,
1913 (National Archives).

Doors
Short term:
• The doors are in good condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• Replace the existing doors with more historically appropriate wood
doors based on historic drawings and photographs.
Windows
Short term:
• The historic windows are in fair condition and the non-historic
windows are in good condition. Neither require immediate work.

Figure 279: Close-up of historic
windows, west elevation, 1913
(National Archives).
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Long term:
• Restore the remaining historic wood windows.
• Strip, prep, and paint sash and repair damaged areas with wood
consolidant.
• Ensure that the sash fit properly in their frames and are operable.
• Remove the non-historic existing windows and replace with
historically appropriate double-hung 6/6 wood sash. Additionally,
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historically compatible exterior wood storm windows may be
installed to improve thermal efficiency.

As noted above, the interior has undergone extensive renovation over the
decades and retains few historic elements.

Interior Finishes and Elements

Floors
Short term:
• The floors are in fair condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• Remove existing floor coverings and determine if any original
flooring remains. Restore/repair original floor surfaces, or where
these original finishes are gone, install new flooring compatible with
the end use of the structure.
Walls and Ceilings
Short term:
• Repair minor areas of cracking and leaks.
Long term:
• Retain/restore any original plaster walls if they are found. Otherwise,
replacement drywall or plaster may be installed compatible with the
end use of the structure.
Stairs
Short term:
• The stairs are in good condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• Preserve the existing stairs to the attics.
• Remove the existing coverings from the first/second floor stairs and
determine if the staircase is original. If it is, restore the stairway and
replace the banister with a more historically appropriate railing.
• The basement stairs are not original; no work is required unless it is
needed to improve safety/access to the basement.
Features
• Preserve the remaining interior features, including the historic
staircase baseboards and the interior trim around the narrow firstfloor windows.
The analysis completed for the duplex resulted in the current structure
not meeting the code-required live loads for the current use of the
building. However, several assumptions were made, and during the site
survey significant distresses were not observed. The structure should be
reinforced or modified to meet the current codes for its intended use, but
this work can be delayed until major modifications of the building are
warranted assuming this work will occur within a reasonable amount of
time. Similarly, several notches and holes cut through the first floor joists
result in these joists not meeting current use code-required live loads.
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Again, if cracking, floor slopes, or other similar distresses are observed,
these areas can be reinforced then; otherwise, the reinforcement of the
structure can wait.
Exterior
Short term:
• Replace gutter and downspout system to direct water down and
away from the building.
• Remove vegetation in joint between building and adjacent sidewalk
slabs.
• Remove algae, moss and mold growth from foundation stones.
• Repoint step crack in north elevation foundation between east corner
and basement window. Repoint step crack in north end of the east
elevation foundation. Monitor crack / repointing for additional
cracking.
• Remove caulk in joints between water table stones and repoint with
proper mortar.
• Repoint stone foundation at south end of east elevation.
• Repoint masonry at west elevation at downspout locations and above
wood stairs.
• Repoint and cap masonry chimneys. Inspect and repair flashing as
required.
Interior
Long term:
• Repoint brick and stone masonry walls; sound out for soft, powdery
brick.
• Provide proper headers at masonry door openings in interior
basement walls.
• Properly header and stringer severely notched joists at basement
window framing.
• Repair cracks in drywall and monitor.
• Reinforce roof connections between rafters and posts.
• Either reinforce several beams installed in 1966 modification to
the building, or replace original bearing walls removed during this
modification.
• Complete a full, detailed analysis of the structure when more
information about the structure is known. From the preliminary
analysis completed for this report, it appears that the 1874 structure
is sound and can support relatively high live loads. However, the
number of modifications, drilling and notching of the 1874 structure
has compromised this capacity. These modifications should be
considered in the more detailed analysis.
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Heating/Cooling
Short term:
• With restoration or rehabilitation, the existing boiler system could
remain to provide heating but the window A/C units should be
removed.
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Long term:
• If installed, connect the duplex to the ground water source heat
pump system and install appropriate interior heating and cooling
systems. Humidification should also be considered for preservation
of collections.
Plumbing
Short term:
• The existing water and sanitary services are adequate for continued
usage.
Long term:
• With intended use the existing underground water, gas and sanitary
services can be used to support proposed use for collections. This
assumes any restrooms or sinks would be used by staff only.
Fire Protection
Short term:
• Review and discuss the desire to protect the wood frame structure
for preservation or insurance concerns.
Long term:
• Fire protection system is not required by Michigan Building Code
for Assembly Group A-3.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Short term:
• General repair and maintenance such as replace broken or missing
faceplates, junction box covers, broken lamp sockets, and tighten
loose conduit fittings in the basement level.
• Terminate loose wiring in junction boxes and tighten conduit fittings
serving motors.
• It is recommended that a ground rod be added on the exterior of the
building for each panel and the panel be bonded to it to comply with
current codes.
Long term:
• As-built and test the existing electrical system. Test all GFCI
receptacles. Test, measure and record the ground system.
• Review the usage of the rooms and add additional convenience
receptacles.
• During restoration work the concealed wiring should be inspected
and replaced as required.
Lighting
Short term:
• Replace burnt out lamps and bad ballasts as required.
• Change fluorescent T12 light fixtures to energy saving T8 with
electronic ballasts.
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Long term:
• During restoration of the building it is recommended that the lighting
be replaced with period lighting.
Communications
Short term:
• No short term recommendations.
Long term:
• During restoration of the building it is recommended that the
overhead service for telephone, internet, and cable television be
changed to underground.
• Remove the existing satellite dish for satellite television.
Life Safety
Short term:
• Life safety systems are adequate for present use.
Long term:
• Add emergency egress lighting in the basement and stairs to the
exterior.
Accessibility
Although the high first floor level above grade makes barrier-free
accessibility difficult, this is a key structure on the site and access to the
interior is crucial for interpretive and collections access. We recommend
that a lifting device be located on the west elevation of the building.
One potential location is at the current basement vestibule entrance. This
basement entrance could be closed and a lifting device installed within
the footprint of the vestibule. The two blocked interior doors would then
be opened to provide access into each half of the duplex.
A second alternative location would be to place a lifting device within
a reconstructed frame porch at one of the two “woodshed” entries. In
order to provide access to both sides of the duplex, the two blocked
entries at the center of the west elevation could be opened and a platform
constructed to provide a route into and out of each side, or lifting devices
could be installed at each entry.
A more visually intrusive, and therefore less desirable, solution would
be to construct barrier-free ramps up to the woodshed entries on the
west elevation. Again, interior circulation between the two halves of the
duplex would have to be accomplished via an outside connector at the
basement vestibule, or visitors would have to enter each side separately.
All of these alternatives would entail removal of the current exterior
entrance to the basement, and possibly adding height to the vestibule,
and the ramifications of each should be considered.
Because much of the historic fabric on the interior is gone, and wall and
door configurations have changed, more latitude is possible in constructing
barrier-free routes within the first floor space. Where possible, respect
and restore the original layout for interpretation purposes to the extant
that is compatible with the end use of the interior.
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The fog signal building retains much of its exterior historic integrity.
Unfortunately, all of the original fog signaling equipment was removed
in the 1980s.

Fog Signal Building
Recommendations

Foundation
Short term:
• See Structural Recommendations.

Exterior Envelope

Long term:
• Repair the foundation masonry, repoint brick joints at projecting
brick water table above and below grade.
Walls
Short term:
• Correct drainage issues (see Structural Recommendations) to
prevent further deterioration of the lower levels of the walls.
Long term:
• Rake and re-point open mortar joints with an appropriate mortar (see
Mortar Analysis).
• Remove unnecessary surface-mounted equipment and patch
holes with appropriate brick/mortar. Replace cement patches with
matching brick.
• Clean paint off brick using the gentlest means possible.
Roof
Short term:
• Refasten roof panels where they have gapped.
Long term:
• Re-roof with new corrugated metal panels to match the existing roof
cladding. Provide roof ventilation.
• Strip, prep, and repaint wood fascia and trim. Repair/replace any
deteriorated wood trim.
• Reroute furnace chimney through masonry chimney.
Dormer
Short term:
• Replace flashing to prevent further water infiltration.
Long term:
• Re-roof the dormer as per the roof, above.
• Re-open blocked window and restore/repair the wood window and
glass panes.
• If desired, install a replica fog signal resonator in the window to
simulate the historic exterior appearance.
Chimney
Short term:
• Replace flashing around the chimney to prevent further water
infiltration.
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Figure 280: Close-up of fog
signal resonator, circa 1960s
(USCG Historian’s Office).
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Long term:
• Rebuild brick chimney to ca. 1932 height as estimated by historic
drawings and photographs.
Windows
Short term:
• Replace cracked pane of glass on the south elevation.
Long term:
• Remove sash, strip the paint layers, prep and repaint the sash.
• Repair damaged wood with a consolidant.
• Restore the sash cords and strip, prep, and repaint the window
frames.
• Additionally, exterior wood storms complementary to the historic
frames may be installed to increase thermal efficiency.
Doors
Short term:
• The doors are in good condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• Strip, prep, and paint the wood on the existing (west) door, repairing
any damaged areas with wood consolidant.
• Remove the non-historic doors at the north and east elevations and
replace with wood doors built to the specifications of the original
doors (historic drawings exist).
• Recondition the existing wood transom over the north door.

Interior Finishes and
Elements

The fog signal building is targeted for use as an educational/interpretive
center for the technology of aids to navigation. Some alterations to the
interior may be necessary to accommodate audio/visual equipment.
Remove the restroom in the old coal room, once suitable barrier-free
restrooms have been created elsewhere on the site.
Floor
Short term:
• The floor is in good condition and requires no immediate work.
Long term:
• Repair the cracked area perpendicular to the chimney.
• Scrape, prep, and repaint the concrete floor.
• Maintain the historic equipment openings.
Walls
Short term:
• The walls are in good condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• Remove the non-historic surface-mounted equipment and patch the
holes with matching materials.
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•

Remove the extended pressed-board walls around the chimney wall
and restore the original material.

Ceiling
Short term:
• The ceiling is in fair condition and requires no immediate work.
Long term:
• Remove the suspended ceiling and lighting and restore the original
ceiling and lighting elements to be compatible with the end use of
the building.
Other Interior Elements
• Preserve and restore the remaining original interior wood trim.

Exterior
Short term:
• Repair concrete door threshold (epoxy patch). This is a potential trip
hazard.
• Refasten roofing to maintain water tightness of structure. Repaint
roofing.
• Repoint vertical crack in brick arch over door in north elevation
(both interior and exterior surfaces). Remove wood blocking and
infill beam pockets on interior at this arch with brick masonry.
• Provide weep holes on exterior at grade to allow any water that
becomes trapped within the wall cavity an outlet.
• Replace bricks with holes drilled through including patched holes..
• Repoint brick crack and replace cracked bricks at east edge of west
window in south elevation.
• Repoint brick arches in west elevation at cracked joints.
• Repoint bottom seven courses of brick around the perimeter of the
building.

Structural Systems

Long term:
• Slope grade down and away from the building around the perimeter
of the building. Maintain the drip lines in the grade created by the
roof eaves (install gravel bed at these locations or other similar
treatment to lessen the effect of the drip line rutting and wash out).
• Ideally lower grade (verify adequate depth of foundations to 42”
below finish grade minimum) below brick bump out detail to prevent
any frost heave from occurring. The building owner should be aware
that frost heave movements can be sudden and extreme, and the
effects may not be able to be reversed or repaired in all situations.
However, the building has suffered many freeze/thaw cycles with no
movements observed thus far from frost heave, the lip is relatively
small, and the adjacent soils are sandy (well drainable) thus water is
not anticipated to collect next to the building. Simply inspecting the
walls on an annual basis (late spring) is sufficient at this time.
• Replace any spalled or severely deteriorated bricks.
• Replace concrete step at east door.
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•

Verify structural adequacy of tall chimney if it is to extend to original
height.

Interior
Short term:
• Repoint cracks in interior surface of masonry arch over west door.
• Monitor plumbness and cracking of interior brick walls.
• Provide ventilation of roof framing.
• Clean efflorescence and repoint bottom 18 courses of chimney on
all elevations. Inspect chimney cleanout and drain suspected water
that has collected at the bottom of the chimney. Repoint horizontally
cracked mortar joints observed in north, east and west surfaces.
Long term:
• Clean and repaint slab on grade.
• Clean efflorescence from and repoint bottom three courses of interior
masonry at west half of south elevation and along west elevation.
Replace any soft, deteriorated bricks.
• If chimney is to be rebuilt to original height, a structural analysis of
the chimney should occur to determine if reinforcement is required
for the additional wind loads the tall chimney will collect.
• Remove east metal panel in attic ceiling at southeast corner prior to
re-securing to inspect wood roof framing.

Building Systems

Heating/Cooling
Short term:
• Heating/cooling systems are adequate for present use.
Long term:
• With intended use as orientation/interpretive educational center
(assembly) we would recommend a water-to-air heat unit serve the
fog signal building supplied by the ground water source system.
The heat pump would provide heating, cooling and conditioned
ventilation air for the assembly usage.
• An optional HVAC system could consist of a gas-fired furnace with
forced air distribution, outdoor air intake for ventilation and a pad
mounted air-cooled condensing unit to provide cooling.
Plumbing
Short term:
• The existing water and sanitary services are adequate for continued
usage for a single water closet, lavatory and kitchenette sink.
Long term:
• The existing underground water, gas and sanitary services can be
used to support proposed use for an orientation/interpretive center.
This assumes any additional public restrooms will be located in the
three-bay garage. If other than a single unisex restroom is envisioned,
a new larger water service may be required.
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Fire Protection
Short term:
• A review of the desire to protect the structure for preservation or
insurance concerns should be discussed.
Long term:
• Fire protection system is not required by code.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Short term:
• Inspect, clean and tighten connection in the electrical panel.
• Tag and label all circuit breakers with what they service, especially
the breakers feeding the tower and three-bay garage.
Long term:
• Replace the service entrance equipment with new.
• The existing circuit breakers panels and disconnects have been
added over time as needed. A new single panel can be installed.
• The service location in the building can change based on the final
use and layout of the building.
Lighting
Short term:
• Clean fixtures and lenses. Replace bad lamps.
Long term:
• Replace existing with period lighting.
Communications
Short term:
• Repair door hardware as required for a secure structure.
Long term:
• It is recommended to add one residential telephone line that is tied
back to another building for communication.
• Determine data needs after interpretive needs have been
determined.
• Recommend a security system tied to a central panel on the site.
Life Safety
Short term:
• Add a combination exit sign with egress lights over one exit door.
Long term:
• Incorporate emergency lighting in the final lighting plan.
Accessibility
The fog signal building is at grade and would require only minor regrading at the entry to accommodate barrier-free access.
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Single Dwelling Recommendations

Due to the complexity of the building in regard to barrier-free access,
the single keeper’s dwelling is targeted for non-public use as offices and
storage space.

Single Keeper’s
Dwelling
Recommendations

Foundation
Short term:
• The foundation is in good condition and requires no immediate
work.

Exterior Envelope

Long term:
• Monitor and maintain the foundation.
Recommendations for more detail.

See

Structural

Walls
Short term:
• Repair cracked mortar joints and correct lifting at windows. Use an
appropriate mortar for patching (see Mortar Analysis).
• Replace the window lintels and repoint cracked and patched mortar
with an appropriate replacement mortar (see Mortar Analysis).
Long term:
• Restore front door surround. Clean the existing brickwork with the
gentlest means possible, chemically, but not abrasive. Repoint open
and cracked joints with appropriate replacement mortar. Replace
missing and/or damaged brick and tile elements with matching
materials.
• Remove aluminum siding and determine if original siding remains
underneath the siding. If it does, inspect the original siding and repair
and/or replace in kind as necessary. As much of the historic clapboard
should be retained as possible through the use of appropriate cleaning
methods and wood consolidants. Replacement boards should match
the existing boards in species of wood, size, and reveal depth. If
none of the original material remains, reconstruct the siding using
the original 1932 drawings as a guide for appropriate treatment.
Repair/replace historic corner trim, fascia, and soffits in a similar
manner.
Roof
Short term:
• The roof and drainage system is in fair condition and does not require
any immediate work.
Long term:
• The original roof was clad with asbestos shingles, probably designed
to simulate slate. Remove the existing asphalt shingle roof and
replace with a rigid composite-type shingle sized as close to the
original shingle dimensions (9” x 18” x 1/8”) and color (“Indian
Red”) as possible. Reinstall a ridge roll similar to the original one
using the same type of material. Provide roof ventilation.
• Replace the existing gutters and downspouts with half round copper
gutters and downspouts.
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Single Dwelling Recommendations

Windows
Short term:
• Inspect windows and correct leaking at the interior.
• Replace lintels over windows to correct rusting and panning.
Long term:
• Replace vinyl windows with steel casement windows to match the
dimensions and character of the historic windows, using historic
drawings and photographs.
Doors
Short term:
• The doors are in good condition and do not require any immediate
work.
Long term:
• Replace all three doors with wood doors to match the historic
doors.
Porches
Short term:
• The porches are in fair condition and require no immediate work.
Figure 281: Detail of doors
from 1932 drawings (National
Archives).

Interior Finishes and
Elements

Long term:
• Remove the existing porch and reconstruct the original porch,
including concrete deck, limestone steps, and iron railings, to match
historic porch.
• Reconstruct second floor wood porch railing to match historic
railing.
Aside from the kitchen, the interior retains many of its historic features.
The original layout and historic finishes and elements should be maintained
as much as possible compatible with the end use of the building.
Walls and Ceilings
Short term:
• Repair plaster and drywall damage after resolving water infiltration
issues.
Long term:
• Maintain historic finishes.
Floors
Short term:
• The floors are in good condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• Remove carpet and vinyl tile and determine if original wood flooring
remains.
• Repair/restore/replace wood flooring to the extent that it is compatible
with the end use of the building.
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Features
• Preserve and maintain historic elements, including the stair, arched
door openings, dining room niches, and wood cabinetry.
• In the kitchen, new cabinetry elements may be designed to mimic
the original kitchen cabinetry, for which original drawings exist.

Structural Systems

Exterior
Short term:
• Extend downspouts down and away from building.
Long term:
• Repoint east elevation entrance.
• Remove all caulk from mortar joints. Repoint.
• Repoint cracks, repair bricks in south and east elevations related
to settlement of southeast corner. Monitor for at least one year
for additional cracking. If cracking occurs, contact a professional
engineer for potential solutions. Helical pier anchors may be required
to stabilize the foundations.
• Clean and repaint all exposed steel lintels.
• Determine size of steel lintel over window in west elevation to
determine its adequacy.
Interior
Short term:
• Determine source of water entering chimney and repair.
Long term:
• Clean and repaint slab on grade.
• Water penetration through walls of room 001: Ideally, the perimeter
drain tile should be inspected to verify it is working and that it has
not collapsed or become plugged. If it is no longer working, the tile
should be repaired or replaced. This will require excavation around
the perimeter of the house. An alternative solution involves installing
an interior perimeter drain tile at the base of the wall within the
slab. The slab is removed; pea gravel and a drain tile are installed.
The drain tile is emptied into a sump and then pumped out of the
building. We do not recommend this system as the water still has to
travel through the wall. With time, the water will deteriorate the wall
and require replacement of the wall (excavation will be required then
as well as a significant increase in cost).
• Monitor the cracks in the east and south basement walls. If they
should reoccur, contact a professional engineer to determine
appropriate stabilization methods of the southeast corner of the
building. Helical pier anchors may be an appropriate solution.
• Monitor lean inward of top of north basement wall. Contact a
professional engineer should lean worsen.
• Further investigate roof and attic structure to determine how it is
working, and to determine actual load on tripled 2x10 beam at west
end of second floor structure (over dining room).
• Maintain current use or use for private offices to keep floor live loads
to 50psf and not have to reinforce the structure.
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•

•

Building Systems

If live loads greater than 50psf are desired for the floor levels, the
floor structures are to be reinforced to meet the intended loads.
Reinforcement may entail doubling the joists, welding steel plates
or bars to the steel I-beam, or adding new post and beam systems to
shorten the spans of the members.
Expose and verify size and depth of foundation pad below a steel
column in the basement if floor live loads are to be increased beyond
50psf.

Heating/Cooling
Short term:
• With restoration or rehabilitation, the existing furnace system could
remain to provide heating but the window A/C units should be
removed.
Long term:
• If a water source heat pump system is installed, the system should be
extended to this structure. Along with long term energy efficiency,
the heat pump would provide heating, cooling and conditioned
ventilation air for staff office and storage space.
Plumbing
Short term:
• The existing water and sanitary services are adequate for continued
usage.
Long term:
• With intended use the existing underground water, gas and sanitary
services can be used to support proposed use for staff offices. This
assumes any restrooms or sinks would be used by staff only.
Fire Protection
Short term:
• A review of the desire to protect the wood frame structure for
preservation or insurance concerns should be discussed.
Long term:
• Fire protection system is not required by code. A limited area system
may be used for storage rooms.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Short term:
• Continue general repair and maintenance such as replace broken or
missing faceplates, junction box covers, broken lamp sockets, and
tighten loose conduit fittings in the basement level.
• Terminate loose wiring in junction boxes and tighten conduit fittings
serving motors.
• It is recommended that a ground rod be added on the exterior of
the building and the panel be bonded to it to comply with current
codes.
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Long term:
• Long term issues can be discussed once eventual use of the building
has been determined.
Lighting
Short term:
• Replace burnt out lamps and bad ballasts as required.
• Change fluorescent T12 light fixtures to energy saving T8 with
electronic ballasts.
Long term:
• If the eventual use of the building is to be storage the lighting
should be evaluated and possibly change the incandescent fixtures
to surface-mounted linear fluorescent lighting.
Communications
Short term:
• No short-term recommendations.
Long term:
• During restoration of the building it is recommended that the
overhead service for telephone, internet, and cable television be
changed to underground.
Life Safety
Short term:
• Repair or replace bad smoke detector in the basement level.
Long term:
• Evaluate life safety issues once eventual use of building has been
determined.
Accessibility
Barrier free access is problematic at this building. The front entry is
several feet above grade, and the side entry opens to a mid-level between
the basement and first floor. The interior spaces are small and door
openings are narrow. Modifying either the interior or exterior for barrierfree access would entail destruction of historic fabric beyond what we
consider a reasonable threshold, and would entail the installation of
an intrusive ramp at a very historically sensitive area of the site. We
recommend that this building not be opened for public access, thus
obviating the need to construct barrier-free access.
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The targeted use for this building in the short term is for site planning and
in the long term is for adaptive use as an interpretive/collections facility
focusing on the history of the Life-Saving Service and Coast Guard,
both at Fort Gratiot and on the Great Lakes in general, supplemented
by the Museum’s existing maritime collections. The upper floors will be
collections storage, with no public access.
Foundation
Short term:
• Direct downspout discharge away from the foundation (see Roof,
below).

Former
USCG Station
Recommendations
Exterior Envelope

Long term:
• Remove the non-historic vertical siding and inspect and repair any
damage to the underlying concrete.
Walls
Short term:
• Inspect and secure the loose siding in the west gable.
• Otherwise, no immediate work is required.
Long term:
• Remove non-historic aluminum siding and surface-mounted
equipment, including exterior ladders, louver, and kitchen ventilation
system. Determine if original siding remains underneath the siding.
If it does, inspect the original siding and repair and/or replace in kind
as necessary. As much of the historic clapboard should be retained as
possible through the use of appropriate cleaning methods and wood
consolidants. Replacement boards should match the existing boards
in species of wood, size, and reveal depth. If none of the original
material remains, reconstruct the siding using the original 1932
drawings as a guide for appropriate treatment.
• Repair/replace historic corner trim, fascia, and soffits in a similar
manner.
Roof
Short term:
• Clear all gutters and downspouts of debris and ensure that they
function correctly.
• Install downspout leaders and extensions to direct water away from
the foundations.
• Monitor the condition of the shingles and replace any damaged or
missing shingles.
Long term:
• Remove the non-historic asphalt shingles and replace with wood
shingles to match the historic roofing material.
• Install half round galvanized metal (6”) gutters and round galvanized
metal (4”) downspouts.
• Install extensions at all downspout locations.
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Windows
Short term:
• The windows are in fair condition and no immediate work is
required.
• Monitor the windows to ensure they are weathertight.
Long term:
• Replace the non-historic windows with appropriate replacements in
character with the original windows. These were generally wood,
double-hung 6/6 sash. Remove the wood infill at each window
location and install window sash to fit original window dimensions.
• Remove watch room panoramic window and re-create original
window opening and sash.
• Remove the air conditioning brackets from beneath the window
sills.
• Re-create the coal chute doors at the north façade.
• Complementary exterior storm windows may be installed to increase
thermal efficiency.
Doors
Long term:
• Replace the contemporary doors with three-panel wood doors with
six-paned upper lights to match the historic door character.
Porches
Short term:
• Repair the south railing of the front (east) porch.
Long term:
• Reconstruct the original porch posts based on historic drawings
and photographs. Remove the wood railings and replace with 1 ¼”
galvanized metal railings.
• Remove the aluminum siding of the porch skirting and replace with
wood lattice inserts.
• Remove west shed and porch and reconstruct as barrier-free
entrance with lift. Retain existing windows, and provide a new door
at grade.

Interior Finishes and Elements

Where possible, the remaining historic configurations and finishes should
be respected. However, the extensive loss of historic fabric and the
long-term plan for adaptive reuse of the interior for museum collections
allows for flexibility of use. Interior remodeling for long-term use should
be complementary to the original character of the structure in terms of
materials and configuration.
Floors
Short term:
• The floor finishes are in fair condition and need no immediate
work.
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Long term:
• Remove current floor coverings and restore any historic wood
flooring that remains underneath. New flooring should respect
historic materials, i.e. use of wood plank flooring.
Walls
Short term:
• The walls are in fair condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• Remove all non-historic wall finishes (paneling). Take special care
in the west wall of the Communications Room, which has a painted
mural.
• Retain/repair historic wall finishes (i.e. beadboard finish and plaster),
to the extent they are compatible with the end use of the interior.
• Retain/repair remaining historic painted wood trim at door and
window openings.
Ceilings
Short term:
• The ceilings do not require any immediate work, beyond maintaining
the current surfaces and replacing missing panels.
Long term:
• Remove suspended ceilings and other non-historic ceilings.
• Retain/repair as much of the historic ceiling material as is compatible
with the end use of the interior.
• Replace deteriorated ceilings with similar materials (i.e. replace
plaster with drywall).
Stairs
Short term:
• The stairs are in good condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• Maintain and repair the basement stair.
• Remove carpet from the first/second floor stair and restore the wood
tread and risers underneath.
Other Interior Elements
Short term:
• Preserve remaining historic elements, including the woven rope
coverings in the basement.
Long term:
• Preserve remaining historic elements to the extent they are compatible
with the end use of the building. Historic drawings/photographs
for some interior elements, including a chart case and mess room
cupboard, may be used to recreate some of these elements for use in
the museum collections.
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Structural Systems

Exterior
Short term:
• Extend downspouts down and away from building.
• Remove birds’ nests from east elevation; make building weather
tight.
• Repoint chimney as required, install chimney caps over flues to keep
water and birds out of the flues.
Long term:
• Remove non-original, unstable wood deck structure on west
elevation.
• Plan on replacing roofing within next ten years.
Interior
Short term:
• Determine source of water found on slab in northwest corner of
building. Repair plumbing leaks, regrade soil on exterior so that
it slopes down and away from the buildings, extend downspouts
and maintain gutter and downspout systems. If after this work is
completed and water is still observed in the basement, the perimeter
drain tile is to be inspected for functionality. Repair or replace the
drain tile as required. Similar to the single dwelling, an interior drain
tile system can be installed as an alternative; however, the water still
has to travel through the walls to reach the drain tile. In time, the
water will eventually deteriorate the basement walls resulting in the
need to replace them.
• Remove bird’s and wasp’s nests at south end of east porch floor
framing.
• Install joist hangers at all rafter/ridge connections in roof structure.
• Reinforce valley ridge members by sistering LVLs or similar to
existing ridges.
• Reinforce chiseled wall stud at attic level in north gable end.
• Provide additional support for dormer gable framing by adding posts
in the attic space at each intersection of the dormer valleys. Posts are
to bear on a new beam within the attic floor structure bearing on the
second floor level bearing walls.
Long term:
• Clean and repaint slab on grade.
• Reinforce first floor structure steel beam at 3” diameter hole cut
through beam at southern most span once final live load requirements
are determined.
• Install a new post and beam system to support the indirect load path
of the bearing walls for the upper floors at the first floor structure
level.
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Heating/Cooling
Short term:
• With restoration or rehabilitation, the existing boiler system could
remain to provide heating. Small split-system air conditioning units
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with pad mounted remote condensing units could be provided for
cooling.
Long term:
• With long term intended use as interpretation and collections we
would recommend a water to air heat unit serve the station supplied
by the ground water source system. The heat pump would provide
heating, cooling and conditioned ventilation air. Humidification
should also be considered for preservation of collections.
Plumbing
Short term:
• The existing water and sanitary services are adequate for continued
usage.
Long term:
• With the intended use the existing underground water, gas and
sanitary services can be used to support proposed use for interpretive
center.
• With former use as a dormitory with multiple restroom and bathing
facilities, the building could support new restrooms and sinks if
desired.
Fire Protection
Short term:
• A review of the desire to protect the wood framed structure for
preservation or insurance concerns should be discussed.
Long term:
• Fire protection system may be required by code if collections are
classified as storage. In this case, provide smoke and fire detection
system tied into central monitoring station.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Short term:
• Continue general repair and maintenance such as replace broken or
missing faceplates, junction box covers, broken lamp sockets, and
tighten loose conduit fittings in the basement level.
• Terminate loose wiring in junction boxes and tighten conduit fittings
serving motors.
• It is recommended that a ground rod be added on the exterior of
the building and the panel be bonded to it to comply with current
codes.
Long term:
• Long term issues can be discussed once collection/interpretive use
has been determined. The current recommendation is to remove
some of the branch panels that are spread out in the building.
• Remove the surface mounted conduit and devices in the abandoned
radio room.
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Lighting
Interior lighting
• Install historically compatible lighting fixtures.
Exterior Lighting
• Provide historically sensitive exterior lighting.
Emergency and Exit Lighting:
• Provide emergency lighting and exit lights once collection/
interpretive use has been determined.
Communications
Fire Alarm:
• Continue use of smoke detectors. Tie into a central monitoring
station.
Telephone:
• Evaluate system with respect to eventual building use.
Data:
• Provide data system compatible with eventual building use.
Security:
• Provide security system compatible with eventual building use.
Life Safety
Long term:
• Add additional exit and emergency egress to meet the code.
• Check, test and replace existing batteries in egress lights.
• Evaluate means of egress once eventual use of building has been
determined.
Accessibility
Reconstruct the rear porch with an enclosed lift mechanism. The
enclosure should match the former shed as much as possible in terms of
size and materials. If a lift is not feasible, construct a barrier-free ramp
at this location.
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Equipment Building Recommendations

The equipment building is targeted for short term use as a construction/
staging area and long term use as the gift shop/ticket sales facility. Some
large artifact storage/exhibition may be compatible with this function,
depending on the necessary size of the gift shop. The second floor will
serve as office space. If it is to be used for storage, the structure will need
reinforcement.

Equipment Building
(Four-Bay Garage)
Recommendations

Foundation
Short term:
• The foundation is in good condition and needs no immediate work.

Exterior Envelope

Long term:
• The foundation is historic, and the ultimate use of the structure
should respect the historic material and character of the foundation.
Maintain and repair the foundation as necessary.
Walls
Short term:
• The siding is in fair condition and needs no immediate work.
Long term:
• Remove the non-historic aluminum siding and determine if the
original wood shingles remain underneath. If they remain, evaluate
condition of the siding and repair/replace as necessary. As much of
the historic shingles should be retained as possible through the use of
appropriate cleaning methods and wood consolidants. Replacement
shingles should match the existing in species of wood, size, and
reveal depth. If none of the original material remains, reconstruct the
shingles using the original 1938 drawings as a guide for appropriate
treatment.
• Repair/replace historic corner trim, fascia, and soffits in a similar
manner.
Roof
Short term:
• Clean out and repair the gutters and downspouts in order to stop
water infiltration into the building.
• At a minimum, the areas of damaged shingles and flashing around
the dormers and chimney should also be repaired in order to stop
leaking at the second floor interior.
• Install a wood shingle roof using the original 1938 drawings as a
guide for appropriate treatment.
• Install 5” Boston ridge on the main roof ridge and 4” Boston ridge
on the dormer. (Boston ridge is a type of roofing where shingles butt
tightly against each other at the hip with alternating shingle courses
lapping over the edges of the opposing shingles. The original plans
specified a Boston ridge). Provide roof ventilation.
• Restore original dormer materials.
• Replace modern gutters with 4” galvanized metal round gutters and
downspouts.
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Figure 282: Detail of roof
treatment, 1939 (USCG
Historian’s Office).
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Long term:
• Maintain new roof, flashings, and gutters as necessary.
Chimney
Short term:
• Replace flashing around chimney and cover flue with cap to prevent
rain from entering the chimney.
• Repoint mortar joints on chimney.
Windows
Short term:
• The windows are in good condition and require no immediate
work.
Long term:
• Install historically appropriate wood double-hung windows using
the original 1938 drawings as a guide for appropriate treatment. In
particular, the arched upper sashes of the dormer windows should be
re-created.
Doors
Short term:
• The doors are in good condition and require no immediate work.
Long term:
• The garage doors are original and should be maintained.
• Replace the metal entry door with an historically appropriate wood
door with divided lights, using the original 1938 drawings and
photographs as a guide for appropriate treatment.
• Determine if the original material of the entry door hood is still extant
underneath the aluminum siding, and repair/replace as described for
the walls, above.

Interior Finishes and Elements

We recommend that the equipment building be adaptively reused as a
ticket office/gift shop. If space permits, exhibits of larger equipment
could be accommodated in the westernmost bay. The second floor can be
adaptively reused for office/storage space.
Floors
Short term:
• The concrete floors are in good condition and do not require any
immediate treatments.
• On the second floor, the damaged areas of flooring under the
dormer should be repaired once the water infiltration issue has been
resolved.
Long term:
• The floors are historic and the future use should respect their
character. The linoleum on the second floor should be removed and
the original wood flooring underneath should be restored.
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Equipment Building Recommendations

Walls
Short term:
• The walls are generally historic and in fair condition, and require
no work. Once the water infiltration issue has been resolved on
the second floor, repair the damaged wall surface underneath the
dormer.
Long term:
• Maintain the original wall surfaces. Remove non-historic wall
features such as the peg boards.
• If it is appropriate for the proposed second floor use, remove the
non-historic wall between the central and western bay.
Ceilings
Short term:
• Maintain the historic ceiling surfaces. After securing the roof, repair
any damage caused by water infiltration.
Long term:
• The ceiling surfaces are historic and should be maintained.
• If it is compatible with the proposed second-floor use, consideration
should be given to re-creating the hoist opening (with proper safety
precautions on the second floor) as part of an interpretive plan for
the interior space.
Other Interior Elements
Short term:
• Maintain the stair and railing in its current condition.
• Preserve historic interior elements, such as the woven rope covering,
equipment, and heating unit.
Long term:
• Repair missing elements on the stair (tread and riser trim).
• If required by code for the proposed second-floor use, upgrade
railings to current code requirement using complementary materials
and design.
• Remove the horizontal metal bars at the stair window opening.
• Replace non-historic interior doors with doors to match the existing
historic door at the machine shop room.
• If desired, the machine shop room may be adapted to serve as a
restroom for gift shop staff/volunteers.

Exterior
Short term:
• Repair and/or replace gutter and downspout system to keep water
down and away from the building.
• Replace roofing, flashing, and potentially reinforce or replace
some roof structure due to water penetration. Make structure
weathertight.
• Repoint chimney and cover flues with caps to keep water out of
chimney.
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Interior
Short term:
• Repair roof leak, inspect second floor framing members below roof
leak area.
• Provide ventilation of roof structure.
Long term:
• Clean and repaint slab on grade.
• Patch and build up foundation at north elevation at second door from
east. Coordinate with exterior grade.
• Clean and repaint steel pan at underside of chimney.
• Replace split stair treads.
• Reinforce second floor structure for storage loads if the space is to
be used for storage.

Building Systems

Heating/Cooling
Short term:
• With short term use as storage/staging, the current unit heater could
remain in use to provide heating.
Long term:
• With long term intended use as gift shop inventory and/or office
space we would recommend a water-to-air heat unit serve the
equipment building supplied by the ground water source system.
The new heat pump would be designed to provide heating, cooling
and conditioned ventilation air.
• An optional HVAC system could consist of a gas fired furnace with
forced air distribution, outdoor air intake for ventilation and a pad
mounted air-cooled condensing unit to provide cooling.
Plumbing
Short term:
• There are currently no plumbing needs for the building.
Long term:
• New domestic water and sanitary services should be extended into
the equipment building for use in restrooms and kitchenette, if
constructed.
Fire Protection
Short term:
• A review of the desire to protect the wood framed structure for
preservation or insurance concerns should be discussed.
Long term:
• Fire protection system would not be required by code if classified as
mercantile Type M gift shop, or business Type B office space.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Short term:
• Electrical service is currently adequate for the building.
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•

It is recommended that a ground rod be added on the exterior of
the building and the panel be bonded to it to comply with current
codes.

Long term:
• Continue general repair and maintenance such as replacing broken
or missing faceplates, junction box covers, broken lamp sockets, and
tighten loose conduit fittings in the basement level.
• Terminate loose wiring in junction boxes and tighten conduit fittings
serving motors.
• It is recommended that a ground rod be added on the exterior of
the building and the panel be bonded to it to comply with current
codes.
Lighting
Short term:
• Lighting is currently adequate for the building.
• Clean fixture, replace bad lamps and replace missing fixture covers.
Long term:
• Install historically appropriate fixtures, following determination of
future building use. If the building is used as a gift shop/ticket sales
office new lighting will be needed.
Communications
Short term:
• Communications systems are currently adequate for the building.
Long term:
• If the building is used as a gift shop/ticket sales office the number
of phone lines would be minimal and the existing service to the
building would be adequate.
Life Safety
Short term:
• Exit and emergency egress lighting needs to be installed on the
second floor.
Long term:
• None at this time. No egress from second floor is anticipated.
Accessibility:
As the building is already at grade, only minor re-grading at the floor
slab/exterior apron junction will be required to make the first floor
accessible. Public access to the second floor is not anticipated, so barrierfree modification would not be necessary to access this floor.
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Three-Bay Garage Recommendations

The three-bay garage is targeted as a restroom/comfort station facility. If
space allows, it could also serve as storage for excess equipment.

Three-Bay
(Modern) Garage
Recommendations

Foundation
Short term:
• The foundation is in good condition and needs no short term work.

Exterior Envelope

Long term:
• If the structure is converted into an accessible restroom facility, the
concrete apron may need to be raised slightly to provide a smooth
transition to the interior.
• Work at this location should respect the historic footprint of the
garage and the overall historic character of the site.
Walls
Short term:
• The siding is in good condition and needs no immediate work.
Long term:
• The siding should be replaced with wood clapboard as a more
appropriate material for the period of interpretation. The circa 1932
garage drawings could be used as a guide for appropriate treatment.
Roof
Short term:
• Monitor the shingles for damage and make minor repairs as
necessary.
• Repair the broken downspout leaders on the east elevation.
Long term:
• Replace the roof with a similar asphalt shingle roof when it reaches
the end of its working life.

Figure 283: West elevation
of 1932 garage (National
Archives).

Windows
Short term:
• Repair the broken pane on the north elevation window.
Long term:
• Replace the windows with more historically appropriate wood
windows. The circa 1932 garage drawings may be used as a guide
for appropriate treatment.
Doors
Short term:
• Repair the sagging trim over the vehicle bay doors.
Long term:
• Replace the vehicle bay doors and entry door with more historically
appropriate doors. The circa 1932 garage drawings may be used as a
guide for appropriate treatment.
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Interior Finishes and Elements

Short term:
• The interior is in good condition and requires no immediate work.
Long term:
• The interior is not historically significant and has been designated as
a zone of new construction.
• Work at the interior should respect the historic footprint of the garage
and the overall historic character of the site, but is otherwise subject
to no restrictions.

Structural Systems

Exterior
Short term:
• Extend downspouts to direct water down and away from building.
• Repair broken window, screen and trim to keep structure
weathertight.
• Install joist hangers at shed roof on east elevation.
Long term:
• Monitor condition of roof shingles. Expect to replace roofing within
next ten years.
Interior
Short term:
• Install hurricane ties at each bearing for the north and south doubled
roof trusses.
Long term:
• Seal cracks in concrete slab on grade if a new finish is to be installed
on top of existing slab.
• Provide soffit vents to make full use of ridge vent, especially if the
building is to be insulated and heated.
• Reinforce or replace garage door headers to support minimum
design loads as required by current building codes. This work to be
completed if building is to become something other than a garage.
• Double every stud 3’-0” in from each building corner on each wall;
and double every other stud at all other locations to support minimum
design loads as required by current building codes. This work to be
completed if building is to become something other than a garage.

Building Systems

Heating/Cooling
Short term:
• There is no heating/cooling system in the garage and no immediate
work is required.
Long term:
• With intended use as visitor restrooms, we would recommend a
water-to-air heat unit serve the garage supplied by the ground water
source system. The heat pump would provide heating, cooling and
conditioned ventilation air. An exhaust system will be required for
the restrooms.
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Three Bay Garage Recommendations

•

An optional HVAC system could consist of a gas fired furnace with
forced air distribution, outdoor air intake for ventilation and a pad
mounted air-cooled condensing unit to provide cooling.

Plumbing
Short term:
• The garage does not have a plumbing system and no immediate
work is required.
Long term:
• Site utilities are nearby and will need to be extended to serve the
restroom use.
Fire Protection
Short term:
• The garage is currently not a public building and a fire protection
system is not required by code. A review of the desire to protect the
wood frame structure for insurance concerns should be discussed.
Long term:
• Fire protection system is not required by Michigan Building Code
for Assembly Group A-3.
Electrical Service and Power Distribution
Short term:
• Electrical service is adequate for the current use and no immediate
work is necessary.
• It is recommended that a ground rod be added on the exterior of the
building and the panel be bonded to it to comply with current codes.
Label where the panel is fed from.
Long term:
• Evaluate system once eventual use of building has been
determined.
Lighting
Short term:
• Lighting is adequate for the current use and no immediate work is
necessary.
Long term:
• To be determined once the role of the building in the restored site
has been determined
Communications
Short term:
• The existing use of the building does not require communications
systems.
Long term:
• Provide fire alarm and security systems tied into a central monitoring
station, providing building remains and has future use.
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Three Bay Garage Recommendations

Life Safety
Short term:
• Exit lights and emergency egress lighting are not required for this
residential style garage. If the building usage changes it will have to
be reevaluated.
Long term:
• If the building usage changes it will have to be reevaluated.
Accessibility
The garage is at grade and requires only minor re-grading at the entrances
to make it barrier free.
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Appendix A: The
Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards
for the Treatment of
Historic Properties
Rehabilitation

(1) A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new
use that requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of
the building and its site and environment.
(2) The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved.
The removal of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces
that characterize a property shall be avoided.
(3) Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical
development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural
elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.
(4) Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired
historic significance in their own right shall be retained and
preserved.
(5) Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or
examples of craftsmanship that characterize a historic property shall
be preserved.
(6) Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced.
Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a
distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in design,
color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible,
materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated
by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.
(7) Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause
damage to historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning
of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest
means possible.
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Appendix A: Secretary of the Interior’s Standards

(8) Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be
protected and preserved. If such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures shall be undertaken.
(9) New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall
not destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new
work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible
with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the
historic integrity of the property and its environment.
(10) New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be
undertaken in such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential
form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would
be unimpaired.

Preservation

(1) A property will be used as it was historically, or be given a new
use that maximizes the retention of distinctive materials, features,
spaces, and spatial relationships. Where a treatment and use have
not been identified, a property will be protected and, if necessary,
stabilized until additional work may be undertaken.
(2) The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The
replacement of intact or repairable historic materials or alteration of
features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property
will be avoided.
(3) Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate, and conserve
existing historic materials and features will be physically and
visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and properly
documented for future research.
(4) Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their
own right will be retained and preserved.
(5) Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques
or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property will be
preserved.
(6) The existing condition of historic features will be evaluated to
determine the appropriate level of intervention needed. Where the
severity of deterioration requires repair or limited replacement
of a distinctive feature, the new material will match the old in
composition, design, color, and texture.
(7) Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken
using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to
historic materials will not be used.
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(8) Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place.
If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be
undertaken.

(1) A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use
which reflects the property’s restoration period.

Restoration

(2) Materials and features from the restoration period will be retained
and preserved. The removal of materials or alteration of features,
spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize the period will not
be undertaken.
(3) Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time,
place, and use. Work needed to stabilize, consolidate and conserve
materials and features from the restoration period will be physically
and visually compatible, identifiable upon close inspection, and
properly documented for future research.
(4) Materials, features, spaces, and finishes that characterize other
historical periods will be documented prior to their alteration or
removal.
(5) Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques
or examples of craftsmanship that characterize the restoration period
will be preserved.
(6) Deteriorated features from the restoration period will be repaired
rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the
old in design, color, texture, and, where possible, materials.
(7) Replacement of missing features from the restoration period will be
substantiated by documentary and physical evidence. A false sense
of history will not be created by adding conjectural features, features
from other properties, or by combining features that never existed
together historically.
(8) Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken
using the gentlest means possible. Treatments that cause damage to
historic materials will not be used.
(9) Archeological resources affected by a project will be protected and
preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation
measures will be undertaken.
(10) Designs that were never executed historically will not be
constructed.
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Reconstruction

(1) Reconstruction will be used to depict vanished or non-surviving
portions of a property when documentary and physical evidence is
available to permit accurate reconstruction with minimal conjecture,
and such reconstruction is essential to the public understanding of
the property.
(2) Reconstruction of a landscape, building, structure, or object in its
historic location will be preceded by a thorough archeological
investigation to identify and evaluate those features and artifacts
which are essential to an accurate reconstruction. If such resources
must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
(3) Reconstruction will include measures to preserve any remaining
historic materials, features, and spatial relationships.
(4) Reconstruction will be based on the accurate duplication of historic
features and elements substantiated by documentary or physical
evidence rather than on conjectural designs or the availability of
different features from other historic properties. A reconstructed
property will re-create the appearance of the non-surviving historic
property in materials, design, color, and texture.
(5) A reconstruction will be clearly identified as a contemporary recreation.
(6) Designs that were never executed historically will not be
constructed.
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Appendix D: Paint
Analysis

Overview

Although structurally sound, the exterior coatings on the Fort Gratiot
Light Station buildings have not been particularly well maintained.
Exterior painting is in particularly poor condition on the Light Tower
where the majority of the paint has lost its bond to the brick substrate.
Though paint loss on the Light Tower threatens its longevity through
exposure of the porous brick, the poor condition of the paint on the other
buildings is primarily an aesthetic concern. Signs of past water infiltration
are visible in some areas inside the buildings, but the roof systems appear
to currently be tight. No signs of active leaks were detected. Though
conditions on the exterior of the old US Coast Guard station building
and equipment building could not be thoroughly assessed, due to their
being clad in aluminum siding, paint samples were collected from one
small area on the equipment building’s original exterior clapboard and
analyzed. The wood trim on the brick duplex and single family dwelling
were sampled and analyzed.
The goal of Building Arts & Conservation in investigating Fort Gratiot
Light Station was to understand its finishes. Painted surfaces were
analyzed in-situ and through sampling and microscopic analysis. Samples
were collected and analyzed in cross-section under the microscope for
color and media. The areas sampled include the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Light Tower
Storeroom/entry to the Light Tower
Fog Signal Building
Duplex
Single Family Dwelling
Equipment Building
Old US Coast Guard Station Building

Although the target period for the site’s interpretation is 1931 through
1939, and paints applied during these years were the primary focus of
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this investigation, paints applied before and after this time frame were
also documented by color and type.

Paint Analysis

In Situ and Microscopic Analysis
Cratering was executed on painted surfaces to examine their stratigraphies.
A scalpel was used to excise small areas, beveling the crater edges so
individual layers could be ascertained. A 12.5X lighted Eschenbach
hand lens was used to magnify these in situ exposures. In some cases
photographs were taken through the hand lens to record paint histories.
Microscopic Analysis
Microscopic paint analysis was the primary tool used to determine
the evolution of painted finishes on interior and exterior elements.
Representative samples were taken and analyzed using an Olympus
SZ binocular microscope equipped with a Stocker & Yale color-correct
light-source, allowing matching to occur at 5200K. The international
lighting standard for color matching has been determined to be 5200K.
Paint samples were examined in cross-section to determine the color and
physical properties of each paint layer, and to determine their likely date
of application based on their position in the overall stratigraphy.
Where dirt layers were present, it was assumed the finish beneath that
layer had been exposed for a period of time. In some instances, dirt
appeared between the substrate and the first layers in a stratigraphy. This
was indicative of either; 1) the loss of early paint through degradation
or scraping for paint preparation; 2) a period of time elapsing after
construction, but prior to the surface being painted; or 3) detachment of
paint and then readhesion by later paint applications. In many areas loss of
paint evidence was obvious because of differences in paint accumulation;
samples were always taken from areas where paint appeared thickest.
The inclusion of substrate was important in establishing context and to
ensure the target strata could be determined for each sample. Samples
were placed in specimen envelopes, labeled, and keyed to their locations.
Digital photographs were taken to note specific sample areas.
For this draft of the paint study, paint layers were called out by their
general color; i.e. “yellow” or “salmon.” Munsell numbers will be
assigned to target layers in the final report. Draw-downs will also be
carried out for the intention is to replicate colors. Draw-downs are
carried out by hand-mixing acrylics to directly match paint colors found
under the microscope. This makes for a better match by shortening the
distance between the examination of a sample and the mixing of paints
for replication. In using a color standard, the conservator moves through
two separate steps: a sample is matched to a color in the standard, and a
paint is then matched to this color; at each of these steps, there is a slight
but significant loss of accuracy. If hand-mixing of paint is carried out
on-site, there is only one step between the sample and the match. As is
the case with most conservation procedures, however, the accuracy of
the final match will ultimately lie with the technician carrying out the
procedure.
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Simple media analysis was undertaken to assist in dating finishes and
understanding how spaces were used. Wet chemical testing was utilized
to qualitatively determine the presence of lead; quantitative analysis was
not an objective. Where lead was found, it was presumed the paint was
a linseed oil and lead-based material. Tests for distemper (calsomine)
involved saturating samples with deionized water; if the pigmented
paint material was fully water soluble, it was assumed to be distemper.
Whitewash was detected primarily through observing its physical
properties; where a paint material was not water-soluble, did not contain
lead, showed clear brush-strokes, was heavily applied and chalky, it was
presumed to be whitewash.
In some instances color photomicrographs were taken to document
stratagraphic information. Micrographs were taken through the Olympus
SZ Trinocular microscope using a Cannon G-5 digital camera using a
Scolar camera mounting system. Photos were captured and downloaded
to a Macintosh PowerBook G-4. Processing was accomplished via
Adobe Photoshop 5.0. A number of these micrographs are included
with this report. It should be noted that while micrographs are useful
for establishing the contextual relationship of paint layers in an overall
stratigraphy, they are not color-correct and are not an accurate tool for
choosing specific colors. The written section of the report and drawdowns should be utilized for reinstating historic colors.

Overview
The Fort Gratiot Light Station was a constantly evolving complex.
From its construction in 1829 through 2001, when the machine shop
was removed, the site’s existence has been based around its functionality
rather than aesthetic concerns. Though the majestic, lighted tower is
picturesque, tying us visually to a seemingly colorful nautical past, the
Fort Gratiot Light Station is, and has been, primarily a working beacon
for those navigating the southern end of Lake Huron. As the needs of
the site have changed, buildings have been moved, demolished, reused,
and retrofitted. The early colors found in and on most of the buildings
are surprisingly robust for such a utilitarian installation. Varying shades
of green from olive to lime-green predominated, with rich reds from
Maroon to crimson also being present in different locations. Establishing
appropriate color palettes for Fort Gratiot could therefore be complex.
Interpreting the site to a later period in its evolution, however, simplifies
this process, as the color schemes applied during this time frame were
generally less complex.

Descriptions of Finishes

Light Tower
Exterior Walls
Historic photographs of Fort Gratiot Light Station show the Tower
exterior being fully white, without the current red-painted base (Plates
1-13). The base appears to have been painted red in the 1980s (Plates 1213). Though a postcard photo from 1928 (Plate 9) shows the lantern being
dark (probably the deep green or red-brown found during microanalysis:
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Plate 14), a postcard dated 1930 shows it painted the white of the rest of
the Tower (Plate 10).
In section 305 of the 1902 Instructions to “Light-Keepers and Masters
of Light-House Vessels,” keepers are directed that “The following colors
only should be used in painting lighthouse structures: ….Whitewash: On
stone or brick work where a change in the natural color is authorized”
(Plate 14). The Body of the Tower should be whitewashed or painted
with another vapor-permeable white finish, without the red base. This
will return the Tower to its pre-1980 appearance. The sides of the lantern
should also be painted white.
Lantern
Sampling determined the substrate under the paint on the Lantern roof
is copper, copper-coated steel, or, perhaps only some roof elements are
copper (Plate 15). The 1902 “Instructions to Light-Keepers” counsels
keepers that “Brass and copper should be cleaned but not painted.” The
extant photographs from the period are ambiguous, but in the 1930
postcard photo (Plate 10), the domed roof appears bright, suggesting it
could have been polished metal. If the lantern roof was copper during our
target period, the client may wish to consider exposing and interpreting
it; this decision should be based on further investigation. If the client
elects to paint the lantern roof, it should be painted the deep red found
during analysis. The gallery ball-finial railing should be painted the deep
charcoal gray-black found under during microscopy.
Interior Walls
The inside of the Light Tower proved to have a much more interesting
color history than was anticipated. The lower interior walls of the tower
were simply whitewashed throughout their life. Though a lower wall
sample showed a layer of crimson, it turned out the sample was taken
over an overpainted red sign that read “USE HANDRAIL AT ALL
TIMES” (Plate 16). The whitewash at the bottom of the stairs is over a
heavy plaster, but these plastered walls give way to whitewashed brick
in about the middle of the tower. The walls at the top of the stairs were
plastered and repeatedly painted in a surprising array of colors. The first
paint found here is a white over a blue-gray primer, this was probably
applied when the structure was extended in 1862. This application of
white paint was followed by medium olive, bright lime green, blue
green, olive (again), white, cream, and then a succession of four painting
campaigns in shades of white (Plate 17). These white layers fall within
our target dates and we recommend the interior of the Tower be painted
white from top to bottom.
Shutters
The Light Tower had early paneled, interior wood shutters that curved
to fit the round walls; only one of these has survived at the top of the
Tower. It is unclear whether the shutters are from the 1820s, were added
when the Tower was extended, or if the surviving example is earlier and
was moved to the location where it now resides. Small cleat-blocks, or
shadows from these earlier blocks now missing, are visible next to every
tower window. It seems likely the cleats were a part of the shutter system,
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and were used to hold shutters open, allowing more light into the Tower.
The shutter surrounds have always been painted some shade of white.
The paint colors on the exterior side of the shutters changed back and
forth between shades of white and of green. The interior sides of the
shutters also switched back and forth between variations of green and
white, but were also at different times yellowish-gray, light blue, and
yellow. It appears both the outside and the inside of the shutters were
likely painted white during our target period.
Casement Windows
The color of the casement windows and surrounds has alternated between
black and white through most of their life. Curiously, a casement sample
showed the presence of bright hazard-orange; this, however, was only
present in tiny amounts, and was likely spatter from an unrelated paint
project in the Tower. Based on the heavy dirt layer present over a layer of
black, the exterior of the windows should be painted a flat black. Samples
of the inside of the casements, however, were white, and this is the color
the interior of the windows should be painted.
Stair
The 1902 “Instructions To Light-Keepers” directed that iron staircases
and railings be painted black, with white also being acceptable for the
underside of tower stairways. Samples from the Fort Gratiot Tower
staircase, however, showed it was primarily painted different shades of
red throughout its life. The first layer in the samples was a thick, black
material, that may have been an anti-corrosion treatment similar to the
Bower-Barf method, which used steam-heated cyanide to create an
impermeable protective coating. It is difficult to determine how early
this was overpainted, and the stairs may well have retained this black
coating during our target-period. In the absence of more evidence that
the first black color survived on the stairs into our target period, the stairs
and column should be painted the brick-red found in the middle of the
stratigraphy.
A stepped black line presently follows the stair where it meets the wall;
this was executed over a diagonal red band that follows the stair’s rise
(Plate 18). Analysis on the wall showed this banding was first a layer
of black asphaltum that was applied over whitewash. The banding
was repeated during different campaigns as deep red-brown, brick red,
crimson, and later gray. The painting roughly follows the colors applied
to the adjoining stair. In our sample, the black appeared directly over
the red layer (Plate 19). It appears likely the red was applied to improve
maintenance, as the light, flat whitewash would have been difficult to
clean and would have showed every boot-scrape and mud-splash. The
black, stepped line was probably a safety measure applied to give contrast
to the steep, poorly lit stair treads. The stepped black stripes should be
reinstated over the deep brick red banding.
Entry/Storeroom
Through its life, the exterior of the entry/storeroom has predominantly
been white; this includes its soffit, cornice, and brick. Further, period
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photos show it matching the Tower. The exterior of the entry/storeroom
should be painted the same white as the Tower.
Access to the interior surfaces in the entry/storeroom was difficult. The
walls have been cladded with modern materials, and the ceiling has been
covered over by two drop-ceilings, one applied over the other (Plate 20).
By reaching up through a small access panel in the ceiling, however,
samples of the entry/storeroom’s earlier painted plaster ceiling were
collected. These samples revealed the ceiling was originally whitewashed,
and was later painted in a white oil paint. The drop ceilings should be
removed and the plaster ceilings repaired and painted in a white semigloss that simulates the later oil paint. Further investigation will be
necessary to document the walls in the space.
A small fragment of rigid red material was discovered above the entry/
storeroom ceiling. While it initially appeared to be a piece of brick, upon
closer examination it turned out to be a fragment of very early linoleum.
It is about a third of an inch thick, and is made up in three layers, with
jute between each layer. Analysis of the linoleum fragment may well
inform us as to the palette of the Tower Entrance.
Fog Signal Building
The painted exterior elements on the Fog Signal building were the
soffit, cornice and roof. Microanalysis showed the soffit, bargeboard,
and window cases have always been painted in light colors, including
cream, beige and white. Though the small cornice was originally painted
red to blend in with the building’s red brick, later painting campaigns
always painted it white. The exterior window sashes have been painted
pure white, deep olive, gray, gray-blue, gray-green and dark gray.
They were also, however, painted a white that matched the rest of the
building’s exterior wood elements. Though they could be painted one of
these shades of gray, we recommend the Fog Signal Building exterior
millwork be painted white for continuity.
The metal roof has been painted a medium barn red, bright yellow,
oxblood red, and primary red. The current color appears pink, due to the
paint blancing over time. Oxblood red is the most likely color to have been
applied during our target period, and we recommend its reinstatement.
The inside of the Fog Signal Building has led a very colorful life. Samples
were collected from the tin ceiling above the drop ceiling. The ceiling was
painted thirteen times before it was covered. Its color history included
maroon (first painting campaign), light and bright yellow, cream, peach,
beige, and oxblood red. The walls contained fifteen layers of paint.
Most of these layers were variations on rich greens and blues, but also
included light orange, which were applied with a considerable space of
time in between them. The tin ceiling should be uncovered and restored,
and either the off-white or the beige used as a color for restoration. We
recommend repainting the walls in either the medium green or the slate
blue found during microanalysis.
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Curiously, the interior window cases and sashes were first painted a
light orange. There followed light gray, olive, light yellow, four more
campaigns of olive, and finally grays, cream white and buff. The olive
colors may have been in place on the windows during our target period,
however, choosing either the green or blue for the walls will require you
choose either light gray or cream for the window cases and sashes.
Duplex
For most of its history the trim on the Duplex has been white or off-white.
Early in their history the bargeboard and soffits on the main body of the
house were painted three times in shades of gray, and the bargeboard
was once painted a dark green. Off-white, however, appears to have been
the trim color visible during the period from 1931-1939, and should be
reinstated.
Due to use by Coast Guard personnel, only limited access and sampling
were possible on the interior of the Duplex. Five random samples were
taken and analyzed. Without broader representative samples of the
building’s interior painted finishes, however, the information gleaned
from this analysis is for all intents and purposes useless. The cursory
examination, however, did establish that some historic interior elements
appear to have survived in the building. It is hoped these may be fully
sampled, analyzed, and interpreted in the future.
While examining the Duplex attic several large fragments of early
linoleum were discovered buried beneath the insulation between the attic
floor joists (Plate 21). These fragments may well assist us in the future to
understand how the building was decorated.
Old US Coast Guard Station Building
The exterior of the Old USCG Station Building has been fully clad in
modern materials. Homeland Security concerns limited access to the
site and did not allow the type of invasive sampling that would have
been necessary to examine the building’s exterior. Four samples were
taken from interior elements. These were useful primarily to establish
the physical integrity of this early 1930s military building. A sample
was taken from a plaster ceiling extant above a double drop ceiling. The
sample appeared to have colors appropriate to the target date, with the
earliest light buff and white colors being the most likely candidates for
use in reinstatement. A sample was also taken from a textured wall on
the first floor; though the top three layers were too modern to be useful,
the original plaster proved intact below. The plaster had been painted a
light cream and later a deep reddish-beige. Two millwork samples were
taken, including a door frame and a window sill. Though the door frame
yielded seventeen layers of paint, the sill was new and had only two
layers of paint above the substrate.
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Single Family Dwelling
Though the trim on the primarily brick 1932 Bungalow has been clad
in aluminum, a section of the wood gable cornice was exposed and was
sampled and analyzed. All of the paint campaigns were carried out in
variants of white. The first three campaigns were pure whites, and the
next two were cream. Either white or cream are appropriate for the
Bungalow’s limited exterior millwork. The interior could not be accessed
for investigation.
Equipment Building (Four-Bay Garage)
The Equipment Building is also clad in aluminum and only limited
access could be gained. A small area surrounding an abandoned drier
vent allowed two clapboard samples to be taken from the east façade.
These were examined under the microscope and their colors documented.
The first sample was taken from just below the first floor windows; the
exposed layer of paint was cream, and the surface had been painted four
times prior in shades of white and cream. The second garage clapboard
sample was taken from above the window-sill, and the exposed paint was
a bright red. Other than this later red painting campaign, the samples had
identical stratigraphies.
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Microanalysis of Paint Samples
† A” + “ or a “—“ next to the paint color denotes paint layer thickness. A “•“ signifies a Target Layer

Light Tower Exterior
Sample 1
Lower Red Section: Mortar Joint †
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Mortar Substrate
Traces of Whitewash
Dirt
Traces of Whitewash
Deep Red
Bright “Fire-engine” Red

Mortar is soft and has high % rounded sand content
+
—
—•
+ Modern Acrylic. w/ Grass Clippings
+ Modern Acrylic

Note: No early photos show the red banding at the Light Tower Base.

Sample 2
Upper White Exterior Masonry: Spalling brick and Mortar Joint
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Masonry Substrate
Traces of Whitewash
Cream Yellow
Dirt
White Acrylic
White Acrylic

— •Neg. For Pb. Insol. in acetone. Chalky
—
—
—

Sample 3 †
White Painted Masonry at Top of Tower
1)
2)
3)
4)

Mortar Substrate
Whitewash
Dirt
White Acrylic

—•
+
+

†No reaction occurred when this sample was tested for lead. The first layer of paint is a rather hard white
substance that proved insoluble in acetone or MEK. The dirt is well attached over the first layer and appears
very dense. This may be an instance where a sulphate and soap solution was applied to seal the masonry.
Sample 4
Exterior Rail on Top Catwalk
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Metal Substrate
Orange
Olive
Light Gray
Dark Gray-Charcoal
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—
—
—
—•

Pos for Lead
Neg for Lead
Neg for Lead
Neg for Lead

(slightly)
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6) Med Gray
7) Light Gray

—
—

Neg for Lead
Neg For Lead (Acrylic)

Sample 5
Exterior Ball on Rail on Top Catwalk
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Iron Substrate (Badly Corroded)
Traces of Deep Red (Tiny Fragments embedded in the rust)
Bright Orange
+
Dark Gray Green
+
Dark Gray-Charcoal
+•
Dirt
+
Med Gray
—
Light Gray
—

Sample 6
Exterior Side of Steel Lantern
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Metal Substrate
Black Asphaltum Coating
Deep Green
Red-Brown
White
White
Orange-Red
White
Dirt
White

—
—
+
+
+•
+
+
—
+

Neg for Lead
Neg for Lead
Neg for Lead
Neg for Lead
Neg for Lead
Pos. For Lead
Neg for Lead

•
+
+
+•
—
+

Appears to be copper or copper-coated steel
Not on all sample fragment startigraphies

Neg for Lea

Sample 7
Roof of Lantern
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Metal Substrate
Traces of White
Red-Orange
Deep Red
Traces Gray-Green
Deep red

Not on all sample fragment startigraphies

Sample 8
Outside of Shutters
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Wood Substrate
Olive
White
Olive
Med Green
Light Olive
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Appears to be White Pine
—
±
+
—
+
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7) Traces of White
8) Medium Gray

— •
—

Sample 9
Shutter Doors at Top of Tower: Stiles & Rails
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)

Wood Substrate
White
Light Olive
Dirt
Light Olive
Deep Olive
Dirt
Yellow
Off White
Off White
Very Light Blue
Light Putty Color
Off White
Dirt
White
Dirt
Off White
Dirt
White

—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

Very Thin

—•
—
—

Sample 10
Shutter Doors at Top of Tower: Center Panels
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)

Wood Substrate: Appears to be White Pine
White
—
Off White
+
White
+
Med Gray
—
Resinous Material
—
May be Separated Linseed Oil
Med Gray
+
Yellowish-Gray
—
Gray
—
Dirt
Olive
+
Olive
+
Blue-White
+
Yellow
—
Cream
—
White
+•
Dirt
White
+
Cream
+
Cream
+
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Sample 11
Casement Windows: Exterior. West Side
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Traces of Red
Black
Off-White
Black
White
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
White
Hazard Orange
Med Gray
Black
Dirt
Med Gray
Dark Gray
Med Gray

— Red Lead Primer
— First Finish
+
—
—
+
—
+
—
+•
—
+
—

This color appears only in small areas

Acrylic

Sample 12
Tower Entry/Storeroom: Soffit
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)

Wood Substrate
Off White
Dirt
White
Dirt
Dark Gray
Dirt
Med Gray
Med Gray
Off-White
White
Gray
Off-White
White
Dirt
Light Gray
Bright Olive (P)
Deep Olive (F)
White
Dirt
White
White

+
—
—
—
—
+
+•
—
+
+
—
+
—
—
—
—

Sample 13
Tower Entry/Storeroom: Bargeboard
1) Wood Substrate
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White

Very Heavy Soiling
+
+•
+

Sample 14
Tower Entry/Storeroom: Cornice

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Wood Substrate
White
White
White
White

+•
+
+
—

Odd, contains sand particles

Sample 15
Tower Entry/Storeroom: Brick Walls
1) Brick Substrate
2) Traces of Whitewash
—•
3) Cream Yellow
+
4) White
—
5) Dirt
6) White Acrylic
+
7) White Acrylic
+

Light Tower: Interior
Sample 16
Tower Entry/Storeroom: Foyer. Ceiling(?) Sample Above Two Drop Ceilings
1) Plaster Substrate
2) Whitewash
3) White Oil paint

—
—•

Sample 17
Tower Entry/Storeroom: Foyer. Wall Fragment from Above Two Drop Ceilings
1) Plaster Substrate
2) Whitewash
3) White Oil paint

—
—•

Sample 18
Tower Entry/Storeroom: Foyer Ceiling
1) Plaster Substrate
Fort Gratiot Light Station
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Whitewash
Whitewash
Whitewash
Whitewash
White oil paint

+
—
—
—•
—•

Sample 19
Light Tower: Walls at First Lever
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Plaster Over Masonry Substrate
Whitewash
+
Whitewash
—
Deep Olive
—
Light Olive
—
Teal
—
Med Olive
—
Gray
—
Whitewash w/ Cream Inclusions
Whitewash

+•
+

Sample 20
Light Tower: Lower Walls on Plaster
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Plaster Substrate
Whitewash
Whitewash
White Oil paint
Deep Crimson
White Oil paint

+
—•
—
— Very odd. Thin. Only a few microns
—

Sample 21
Light Tower: Lower Walls: Black line that follows steps
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

Plaster Substrate
Whitewash
Black Asphaltum
Dirt
Deep Red-brown
Dirt
Brick Red
Dirt
Deep Red-brown
Dirt
Deep Crimson
Dirt
Gray
Red
Dirt
Gray
White
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++•
+
+•
+
—
—
—
—
—
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18) Red
19) Black

—
—

Sample 22
Light Tower: Walls about half-way up the tower
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Plaster Substrate
Whitewash
Whitewash
Whitewash
Whitewash
Whitewash

+
+
+•
—
—

Sample 23
Light Tower: Walls at the Top of The Tower
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)

Plaster Substrate
Blue-Gray Primer
White
Light Gray (P)
Med Olive
Dirt
Bright Lime Green
Olive
Blue-Green
Olive
White
Cream
Dirt
Off-White
Off-White
Off-White
White
Off-White
Beige

Coarse, high sand content
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—•
—
—
—
—
+

Sample 24
Light Tower: Iron Stair Treads. Front
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Iron Substrate
Black Coating
Brick-Red
Varnish
Brick-Red
Bright Primary Red
Gray-Green
Dirt
Light Gray
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+•
+
—
+•
—
—

Possibly Bower-Barf Coating (?)

—
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Sample 25
Light Tower. Iron Stair: Column
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Iron
Black Coating
Brick-Red
Varnish
Brick-Red
Bright Primary Red
Gray-Green
Dirt
Light Gray
Gray-Green
Dirt
Light Gray
Deep Brown

+•
+
—
+•
—
—
—
—
—
+

Sample 26
Light Tower. Iron Stair Tread Underneath
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Iron
Black Coating
Brick-Red
Varnish
Brick-Red
Bright Primary Red
Gray-Green
Dirt
Light Gray
Dirt
Gray-Green
Dirt
Light Gray
Deep Brown

+•
+
—
+•
—
—
—
—
—
+

Sample 27
Light Tower. Second Level Iron Casement Windows
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Metal Substrate
White
White
White
White

—
—•
—
+

Sample 28
Light Tower. Third Level Shutter Surround
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Wood Substrate
White
Off-White
Off-White
White
Gray
Dirt
White
Dirt
Off-White
Cream
Dirt
White

—
—
—
—•
—
—
—
—
—

Sample 29
Light Tower. Inside of Lantern Window (Between Outside & Inside)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Metal Substrate
Buff Off-White
Traces of Bright Orange
Cream
Off-White
White
Light Beige
Med Gray
Light Gray
Dirt
Light Olive
Deep Olive
Deep Burgundy
White
Dirt
White

—
—
—
—
—•
—
+
—
—
—
++
—•
—

Sample 30
Light Tower. Second Level Shutter Surrounds
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Wood Substrate
Off-White
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Light Gray
Very Light Blue
Dirt
White
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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—
—
—
—
—
—•
—

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

White
Off-White
Dirt
Yellow
White

—
—
—
+

This sample is notable in that the primary stratigraphy is as above. However, traces of olive are visible at the
edge of the surround where early on the Olive-painted shutters used to hang.

Sample 31
Light Tower. Upper Level Weight-Chase Access Box
1)
2)
3)
4)

Wood Substrate
Beige
Deep Gray (Dirty?)
White

—•
—

Sample 32
Light Tower. Cleat-Blocks At Side of Window
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Wood Substrate
Heavy Dirt & Grease
Gray primer
White
White

—
—•
—

The heavy wear and soiling suggest the Wood Cleat-blocks suggest they were likely not initially painted, but
left exposed. They may also have been varnished, but the varnish wore away from keepers tying back the
Shutters. These may also have simply been blocks that held stops, to keep the shutters from impacting the
walls.

Sample 33
Shutter Doors at Top of Tower: Interior
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Wood Substrate
Off White
Light Olive
Deep Olive
Dirt
Very Light Blue
Putty
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
`
Dirt
White

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

—
—
—
+
+
—•
—
—
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Sample 34
Inside of Shelves at Top of Tower Stair
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Wood Substrate
Gray Primer
Light Olive
Dark Olive
Battleship Gray

—
—
—•
—•

Sample 35
Shelf Surrounds at Top of Tower Stair
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Wood Substrate
Beige
Gray Primer
Light Olive
Dark Olive
Battleship Gray

—
—
—
—•
—•

Sample 36
Window Surround First Level
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)

Wood Substrate
Cream
Cream
White
Yellow
Cream
Med Gray
Dirt
Light Gray
Dirt
Light Gray
Dirt
Light Gray
Dirt
Dark Gray-Green
Light Gray
White
Med Gray
Dark Gray
Light Gray
Med Gray-Green
White
Dirt
Yellow Cream
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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—
—
—
—
—
—

Traces of red pigment

—
—
—
—
+
+
—•
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
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Fog Signal Building Exterior
Sample 37
Fog Signal Small Cornice Soffit
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Wood Substrate
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
Buff
Dirt
Beige
Dirt
White
Dirt
Beige
Dirt
White

+
—
—
—
—•
—
—

Sample 38
Fog Signal Small Cornice Crown Below Soffit
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)

Wood Substrate
Deep Red
Dirt
White (Linseed oil-Lead)
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
White
White

+++
—
—
—
—
—•
—
—
—
—
—
—

Sample 39
Fog Signal Bargeboard
1) Wood Substrate
2) Cream
Appendix D: Paint Analysis

—
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3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Dirt
White
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White

—
—•
—
— Spatters of red on surface from roof

Sample 40
Fog Signal Ext. Window Case
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Wood Substrate
Off-White
Dirt
Cream
Dirt
White
Dirt
Cream
Dirt
White
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Cream
Dirt
White

+
+
+
—
+•
+
+
+

Sample 41
Ext. Window Sash
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Wood Substrate
Dark-Black Thin Coating
Traces of Pure White
Deep Olive
Gray
White
Gray-Blue
Gray-Green
White
Dark Gray

— May be Insect/Mildewcide
—
+
+
—•
—
—
—
—

Sample 42
Metal Roof
1)
2)
3)
4)

Metal Substrate
Med Barn Red
Bright Yellow
Oxblood Red

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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+
—
+•

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

5) Primary Red *

+

* Note: the presently visible Pinkish-Red is a Primary Red that has Oxidized.

Fog Signal Building Interior
Sample 43
Tin Ceiling Above Drop Ceiling
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

Metal Substrate
Med Maroon
Off-White
Dirt
Light Yellow
Off-White
Bright Lemon Yellow
Cream
Peach
Dirt
Off-White
Beige
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Oxblood Red
White

—
+
—
—
+
+
—
—•
+ •
—
—
—
—

Sample 44
Fog Signal Interior Walls
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

Plaster Substrate
Light Orange
Dirt
White
Deep Olive
Darker Green
Med Green
Dirt
Light Green
Dirt
Med Green
Dirt
Slate Blue
Dirt
Slate Blue
Dirt
Light Orange
Light Gray

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

—

Distemper. H2O Soluble

—
++
—
+
+
+ •

(Different color from strata 7)

—•
—
—
—
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19)
20)
21)
22)

Charcoal Black (Flat)
Charcoal Black (Flat)
White
White

—
—
—
—

Sample 45
Fog Signal Interior Window Case
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)

Wood Substrate
Light Orange
Light Gray
Light Gray
Dirt
Light Olive
Dirt
Dark Olive
Dirt
Light Greenish-Yellow
Dirt
Dark Olive
Dirt
Med Olive
Dirt
Light Olive
Dirt (Heavy)
Med Olive
Dirt
Light Gray
Cream
Dirt
Light Gray
Dirt
Med Buff-Gray
White
Gray

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
++
+•
+ • Lots Of Dirt Suspended In Matrix
—
—
—
—

Sample 46
Fog Signal Interior Window Sash
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

Wood Substrate
Light Orange
Light Gray
Light Gray
Dirt
Light Olive
Dark Olive
Dirt
Light Greenish-Yellow
Dirt
Dark Olive

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)

Dirt
Med Olive
Light Olive
Dirt (Heavy)
Med Olive
Dirt
Light Gray
Cream
Dirt
Light Gray
Dirt
Med Buff-Gray
White
Gray

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

—
—
++
+ •
++ •
—
—
—
—
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Duplex Exterior
Sample 47
Duplex Main (Original) Bldg: Cornice
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)
28)

Wood Substrate
Light Gray
Dirt
Cream
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
White
Off-White
Off-White
Off-White
Cream-White
Dirt
Cream-White
Dirt
Cream-White
Cream
Cream
Yellow
White

—
Very Heavy Dirt, Large Particles
+
+
+
—
—
—
+•
+
+
+
+
+
+
—
—
—
—

Sample 48
Duplex Main (Original) Bldg: Soffit
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

Wood Substrate
Cream
Putty
Dark Gray
Light Gray
Med Gray
Cream
Dirt
Cream
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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+
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
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14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)
26)
27)

Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Dark Green
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Yellow Off-White
Off-White
Off-White
White

—
+
++
+•
—
—
—
—
—
—

Sample 49
Duplex Main (Original) Bldg: Bargeboard
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)
24)
25)

Wood Substrate
Cream
Putty
Dark Gray
Light Gray
Med Gray
Cream
Cream
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Off-White
Dark Green
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Yellow Off-White
Off-White
Off-White
White

+
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
+
++
+•
—
—
—
—
—
—

Sample 50
Duplex Sm. Gable End: Bargeboard
1) Wood Substrate
2) Cream
3) Cream

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

—
—
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4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

Dirt
Off-White
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Off-White
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Yellow Off-White
Off-White
Off-White
White

—
—
—
+
+•
—
—
—
—
—
—

Sample 51
Duplex Sm. Gable End: Soffit
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)

Wood Substrate
Cream
Cream
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Off-White
Off-White
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Yellow Off-White
Off-White
Off-White
White

—
—
—
—
—
+
+•
—
—
—
—
—
—

Sample 52
Duplex Gable End: Window Surround
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Wood
Off-White
Off-White
White
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Yellow Off-White

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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—
+
+
—•
—
—

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

10) Off-White
11) Off-White
12) White

—
—
—

Duplex Interior
Sample 53
Window in First Floor Wing: Case
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

Wood Substrate
White
Med Gray
Dirt
Light Gray
Dark Green
Off-White
Dirt
Off-White
Dirt
White
Yellow Off-White
Off-White
Off-White
Cream
Dark Gray
White

—
—
—
++
—
—•
—
—
—
—
+
—
—

Sample 54
Window in First Floor Wing: Sash
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

Wood Substrate
Off-White
Med Gray
Dirt
Med Gray
Dirt
Light Gray
Med Gray
Dirt
Buff-Gray
Dirt
Off-White
Off-White
Off-White
Cream
Dark Green-Black
White

—
—
—
—
—•
—
—•
—
—
+
++ Different Green in Win. Case
—

Sample 55
Appendix D: Paint Analysis
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Window in Closet First Floor Wing: Apron (Only Apron Historic)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Wood Substrate
White
Cream
White
Off-White
Off-White

+
+•
—
—
—

Sample 56
Stair Rail to Second Floor: Base
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

Wood Substrate
Cream-White
Buff
Yellow
Tan
Cream
White
Bright “Sunny” Yellow
White
White
Black
Light Brown
Dark Brown
Med Brown
White

—
—
—
—
—•
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic
Acrylic

Sample 57
Stair Second Floor: Base Molding
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)

Wood Substrate
Cream-White
Buff
Yellow
Tan
Cream
White
Bright “Sunny” Yellow
White
White
Mint Green
Black
Light Brown
Dark Brown
Med Brown
Bright Yellow
White

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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—
—
—
—
—•
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

Old USCG Station Building Interior
Very little is original here
Sample 58
Textured Wall First Floor: First Two layers are on old plaster
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Plaster Substrate
Light Cream
—•
Deep Reddish-Beige
+
Wall Texture Very Thick 1/4 Inch
Cream
—
White
—
Yellow
—

Sample 59
Original (?) Door Frame 1st Floor
1) Wood Substrate
2) White
—•
3) Coral
—
4) Light Gray Primer
—
5) Light Gray Primer
—
6) Dark Brown
—
Enamel
7) Med Brown
—
Enamel
8) White
—
9) Light Sky Blue
—
10) Bright Yellow
—
11) Blue-Green
—
12) Buff
—
13) Light-Yellow
—
14) White
—
15) Yellow
—
16) White
—
17) Yellow
—
18) White
—
Sample 60
Original (?) Plaster Ceiling Above Two False Ceilings
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Plaster
Light Buff
Dirt
White
Light Buff
White
Yellow
White
Dirt
Yellow

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

—•
+ •
+
—
—
—
—
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Sample 61
Sill In West Room (Does not Appear original--only two paint layers present)
1) Wood
2) Soft Yellow
3) White

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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Single Family Dwelling
Sample 62
South Elevation Gable Cornice
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Appendix D: Paint Analysis

Wood Substrate
White
White
White
Cream
Cream
Off-White
Cream
Off-White
Cream
Dirt
White
Dirt
White
Cream
White

—•
—
+
— Lots of Dirt in Matrix
—
+
—
—
—
+
—
—
—
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Equipment Building
Sample 63
Clapboard Above Bottom of Lower Windows (White Visible) Difficult
Access
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Wood Substrate
Off-White
Dirt
White
Cream
White
Cream

—•
—
—
—
—
—

Sample 64
Clapboard Below Bottom of 1st Floor Windows (Bright Red Visible)
Difficult Access
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Wood Substrate
Off-White
Dirt
White
Cream
White
Cream
Red

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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—•
—
—
—
—
—
—
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Appendix E: Mortar Analysis

,QWURGXFWLRQ

$PRUWDUDQDO\VLVDQGFXUVRU\PDVRQU\VXUYH\RIWKH)RUW*UDWLRW/LJKWKRXVHDQGLWV
DWWHQGDQWSURSHUWLHVZDVFDUULHGRXWDVUHTXHVWHGE\4XLQQ(YDQV$UFKLWHFWV7KHILHOG
ZRUNZDVXQGHUWDNHQRQ2FWREHUILIWKDQGVL[WKRQVLWHLQ3RUW+XURQ0LFKLJDQ0RUWDU
VDPSOHVZHUHWDNHQIRUDQDO\VLVIURPIRXUEXLOGLQJVRQWKHVLWHLQFOXGLQJWKH/LJKWKRXVH
FLUFD WKH'XSOH[4XDUWHUV FLUFD WKH)RJ6LJQDO%XLOGLQJ  DQGWKH
6LQJOH)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJ FLUFD 
5HSUHVHQWDWLYHVDPSOHVZHUHWDNHQIURPHDFKRIWKHVHEXLOGLQJVZLWKDWRWDORIPRUHWKDQ
VDPSOHVEHLQJWDNHQ7KHPRUWDUVDPSOHVLQFOXGHGWKHIROORZLQJ /LJKWKRXVH±
6DPSOHVIURPWKHVWRQHIRXQGDWLRQ/LJKWKRXVH±EULFNPRUWDUIURPLQWHULRUDQGH[WHULRU
\HOORZDQGUHGEULFN 'XSOH[%XLOGLQJ6DPSOHVIURPWKHRULJLQDOEULFNPRUWDUDQG
IRXQGDWLRQPRUWDUDQGVDPSOHVIURPWKHSUHVHQWJUD\PRUWDU 7KH)RJ6LJQDO
%XLOGLQJ±EULFNPRUWDUIURPFKLPQH\DQGZDOOV 6LQJOH)DPLO\+RXVH6DPSOHV
IURPWKHEULFNPRUWDUMRLQWV
7KHPRUWDUVDPSOHVZHUHH[DPLQHGPLFURVFRSLFDOO\DQGWKURXJKJUDYLPHWULFDQDO\VLVDQG
ZHUHFRPSDUHGDQGFRQWUDVWHG$SSUR[LPDWHO\JUDPVRIPRUWDUZHUHVXEPLWWHGIRU
HDFKPRUWDUVDPSOHZLWKDWOHDVWILYH  JUDPVEHLQJXVHGIRUHDFKDQDO\VLV,Q
DGGLWLRQVDPSOHVRIWKHEHDFKVDQGRQVLWHZHUHWDNHQDQGFRPSDUHGWRWKHPRUWDUV¶
DJJUHJDWH
1HZPRUWDUVDPSOHVZHUHIDEULFDWHGZLWKDFRPELQDWLRQRILQJUHGLHQWVLQFOXGLQJZKLWH
FHPHQWOLPHK\GUDXOLFOLPHDQGYDULRXVDJJUHJDWHVLQDQDWWHPSWWRPDWFKVRPHRIWKH
PRUWDUVWKDWZHUHIRXQGRQWKHEXLOGLQJV7KLVUHSRUWLVEURNHQLQWRVHFWLRQVRQHDFK
EXLOGLQJZKHUHWKHUHLVJUHDWHUDQDO\VLVDQGUHVXOWVIRUHDFKEXLOGLQJGLVFXVVHGLQGHWDLO
DORQJZLWKSKRWRV
&RQGLWLRQ
/LJKWKRXVH
7KH/LJKWKRXVH FLUFD LVDWDOOF\OLQGULFDOVWUXFWXUHZLWKDOLPHVWRQHDVKODU
IRXQGDWLRQDQGEULFNZDOOV7KHZLQGRZDQGGRRUVLOOVDUHFRQVWUXFWHGRIOLPHVWRQHDV
ZHOO7KHORZHU UHG EULFNZRUNLVFRQVWUXFWHGRIFRPPRQERQGZLWKHYHU\HLJKWK
FRXUVHEHLQJDKHDGHUFRXUVH$QH[WHQVLRQZDVSODFHGRQWRSRIWKHVWUXFWXUHLQWKH
¶VDORQJZLWKDQLQWHULRUEULFNOLQHU7KLVVHFWLRQZDVFRQVWUXFWHGRID\HOORZEULFN
,WDSSHDUVWKHRULJLQDOVWUXFWXUHZDVUHSRLQWHGDWWKLVWLPH
7KHFRQGLWLRQRIWKHH[WHULRUPDVRQU\LVSRRU7KHUHDUHODUJHVWHSSHGFUDFNVPRVWO\RQ
WKHQRUWKDQGQRUWKZHVWHOHYDWLRQVDQGPXFKRIWKHUHGEULFNZRUNKDVVSDOOHGDQGORVWLWV
ILUHVNLQ7KHEXLOGLQJLVQRWZHOOYHQWLODWHGDQGWKHOLJKWKRXVHKDVEHHQSDLQWHGZLWKDQ
LPSHUYLRXVFRDWLQJ,WDSSHDUVWKDWWKLVFRDWLQJLVWUDSSLQJPRLVWXUHEHKLQGLWDQGLV
FRQWULEXWLQJWRWKHGHWHULRUDWLRQRIWKHPDVRQU\,QDGGLWLRQPXFKRIWKHEXLOGLQJKDV
EHHQRYHUSRLQWHGZLWKGHQVHKDUGLQDSSURSULDWHPRUWDUVIXUWKHUFDXVLQJWKHEULFNWR
VSDOO7KHPRUWDUKDVZHDWKHUHGDQGLVLQSRRUFRQGLWLRQ7KHPRUWDUVDPSOHVWKDWZHUH
UHPRYHGZHUHGDPS2ULJLQDORUROGHUPRUWDUZDVIRXQGRQWKHIRXQGDWLRQDQGWKH
LQWHULRU
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'XSOH[
7KH'XSOH[4XDUWHUV FLUFD LVDWZRVWRU\UHGEULFNEXLOGLQJZLWKDQ³(´VKDSHG
IORRUSODQDQGDIRXQGDWLRQFRQVWUXFWHGRIOLPHVWRQHDVKODU7KHEULFNZRUNLVFRPPRQ
ERQGZLWKHYHU\VL[WKFRXUVHEHLQJDKHDGHUFRXUVH7KHZLQGRZDQGGRRUVLOOVDUH
OLPHVWRQHDQGLWDSSHDUVWKHZDWHUWDEOHLVOLPHVWRQHDVZHOO7KHFRQGLWLRQRIWKH
PDVRQU\RIWKHVWUXFWXUHLVJHQHUDOO\JRRG
7KHRULJLQDOPRUWDUKDVEHHQRYHUSRLQWHGZLWKDOD\HURIJUD\EURZQFHPHQWLWLRXV
PRUWDU7KHQHZHUJUD\PRUWDULVJHQHUDOO\LQWDFW7KHRULJLQDORUHDUOLHUPRUWDUEHQHDWK
WKHJUD\DSSHDUVVRXQGDVZHOO7KHUHLVVRPHGHWHULRUDWHGPRUWDUDWWKHQRUWKZHVWFRUQHU
RIWKHEXLOGLQJDERYHJUDGH7KHEULFNDQGPRUWDUDUHVSDOOLQJLQWKLVDUHDDQGLWDSSHDUV
WREHFDXVHGE\ULVLQJGDPSDQGGHLFLQJVDOWVXVHGRQWKHVWDLUVDQGZDONZD\V
The stone foundation was sloppily over-pointed with the stone arises and the face of the
stone being covered thereby affecting how the foundation is read. The foundation would
be good candidate for cutting out and repointing.
)RJ6LJQDO%XLOGLQJ
7KH)RJ6LJQDO%XLOGLQJ FLUFD LVDVLQJOHVWRU\UHGEULFNEXLOGLQJZLWKDKLSURRI
7KHEULFNZRUNLVFRPPRQERQGZLWKHYHU\VL[WKFRXUVHEHLQJDKHDGHUFRXUVH7KH
ZLQGRZDQGGRRUVLOOVDUHFRQVWUXFWHGRIOLPHVWRQH7KHRYHUDOOFRQGLWLRQRIWKH
PDVRQU\RIWKHVWUXFWXUHLVJHQHUDOO\JRRG7KHPRUWDUDSSHDUVWREHRULJLQDOWRWKH
EXLOGLQJ7KHIURQWGRRUVLOOKDVDVPDOOPLVVLQJSLHFHDQGPD\UHTXLUHDGXWFKPDQ7KH
H[WHULRUZDOOVKDYHDWWDFKPHQWVDQGKROHVLQVRPHRIWKHEULFNV
7KHPRUWDUKDVZHDWKHUHGEDFNLQDUHDVEXWLVJHQHUDOO\VRXQG7KHPRUWDULVPRUH
GHWHULRUDWHGLQWKHPRUHKLJKH[SRVXUHDUHDVVXFKDVQHDUJUDGHDQGWKHFKLPQH\7KH
ORZHUPRUWDULVGHWHULRUDWHGPRVWO\QHDUJUDGHIURPWKHJURXQGWRDERXWVL[EULFN
FRXUVHVXS7KHFKLPQH\KDVFUDFNHGDQGRSHQPRUWDUMRLQWV
6LQJOH)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJ
7KH6LQJOH)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJLVDEULFNEXLOGLQJFRQVWUXFWHGLQ7KHEULFNDQG
PRUWDUDUHJHQHUDOO\LQJRRGFRQGLWLRQZLWKWKHH[FHSWLRQRIWKHVRXWKHOHYDWLRQDQGWKH
VRXWKHDVWFRUQHU7KHVRXWKZHVWFRUQHUKDVIDOOHQDQGWKHUHDUHVWHSSHGFUDFNVDQGRSHQ
PRUWDUMRLQWV2QWKHVRXWKHOHYDWLRQWKHPHWDOZLQGRZOLQWHOVDUHUXVWLQJDQGMDFNLQJ
7KHUHDUHUHSDLU³VSRWV´LQWKHPRUWDUMRLQWVLQDJULGSDWWHUQHYHU\IRXUWRILYHIHHWDQG
DUHWKRXJKWWREHIURPWKHLQVWDOODWLRQRI³EORZLQ´LQVXODWLRQ
7KHPRUWDULVDVVXPHGWREHRULJLQDOWRWKHEXLOGLQJ7KHPRUWDULVDOLJKWEURZQWR
\HOORZRFKUHFRORUZLWKYHU\H[SRVHGODUJHDJJUHJDWHRQWKHVXUIDFH7KHMRLQWVDUH
UHFHVVHGIURPWKHIDFHRIWKHEULFNDERXW´´
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$QDO\WLFDO3URFHGXUHVDQG)LQGLQJV
0DFURVFRSLF([DPLQDWLRQ
7KHPRUWDUVDPSOHVZHUHYLVXDOO\LQVSHFWHGDQGZHUHFRPSDUHGDQGFRQWUDVWHG7KH
VDPSOHVZHUHDOOIDLUO\VWURQJDQGPRVWFRXOGQRWEHHDVLO\EHEURNHQE\KDQG7KH
PRUWDUVUDQJHGLQFRORUIURPWDQWRJUD\ZLWKRQO\VPDOOHUDJJUHJDWHYLVLEOH7KH
H[FHSWLRQLVWKH6LQJOH)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJPRUWDUWKDWKDVD\HOORZRFKUHFRORUHGPRUWDU
ZLWKODUJHDJJUHJDWHH[SRVHGRQWKHVXUIDFH


'HWDLORI0RUWDU6DPSOHIURP/LJKWKRXVH

&RQVWLWXHQW$QDO\VLV
7KHVDPSOHVZHUHGULHGDQGEURNHQGRZQLQWRWKHLUFRPSRQHQWVWREHWWHUH[DPLQHWKH
DJJUHJDWHDJJUHJDWHGLVWULEXWLRQLPSXULWLHVHWFDQGWRHVWDEOLVKWKHELQGHUDJJUHJDWH
UDWLR7KHVDPSOHVZHUHJURXQGPHFKDQLFDOO\E\PHDQVRIDPRUWDUDQGSHVWOHWKHQWKH
ELQGHUZDVGLVVROYHGZLWKDVROXWLRQRIK\GURFKORULFDFLG7KHUHVXOWDQWVDPSOHV
ZHUHULQVHGGULHGZHLJKHGDQGVLHYHGZLWKDVWDQGDUGVLHYHVHWWRGHWHUPLQHWKHSDUWLFOH
VL]HGLVWULEXWLRQDQGWKHELQGHUDJJUHJDWHUDWLR%HORZLVDWDEOHVKRZLQJWKHELQGHU
DJJUHJDWHUDWLRVDQGWKHDJJUHJDWHGLVWULEXWLRQ,QDGGLWLRQWKHUHLVDJUDSKFRPSDULQJ
WKHDJJUHJDWHGLVWULEXWLRQRIWKHVDPSOHVWRHDFKRWKHUDVZHOODVWR$670¶V6WDQGDUG
&±6WDQGDUG6SHFLILFDWLRQIRU$JJUHJDWHIRU0DVRQU\0RUWDU
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$JJUHJDWH&RPSDULVRQ

SHUFHQWSDVVLQJ




VLQJOHIDPLO\



GXSOH[RULJ



GXSOH[JUD\



IRJVLJQDO


    
PP PP P P P

OLJKWKRXVH

P

SDQ

VLWHEHDFKVDQG
$670&

VLHYHVL]H
&RPSDULVRQRI*UDGDWLRQRI0RUWDU$JJUHJDWHV6LWH%HDFK6DQG $670&$JJUHJDWH

$JJUHJDWH
,QJHQHUDODOOWKHDJJUHJDWHVDUHIDLUO\VLPLODULQJUDGDWLRQDQGDSSHDUDQFH7KHRQH
H[FHSWLRQLVWKDW6LQJOH)DPLO\DJJUHJDWHKDVVRPHODUJHUFRORUIXODJJUHJDWHWKDWLV
HYLGHQWRQWKHPRUWDUMRLQWVXUIDFH7KHDJJUHJDWHRIWKHPRUWDUVDPSOHVZHUHW\SLFDOO\
OLJKWJUH\WDQFRORUHGILQHVDQG7KHDJJUHJDWHLVFRPSRVHGSUHGRPLQDQWO\RIQDWXUDO
SDUWLFOHVRIFOHDUWRPLON\ZKLWHTXDUW]DORQJZLWKOHVVHUSRUWLRQVRIFRORUHGTXDUW]
LQFOXGLQJSLQNDQGEODFN7KHDJJUHJDWHLVJHQHUDOO\VXEDQJXODUDQGLVWUDQVOXFHQW
7\SLFDOO\WKHJUDGDWLRQRIWKHVDQGLVVNHZHGWRWKHVPDOOHUVLHYHVL]HVDQGLVILQHUDV
FRPSDUHGWRWKH$670¶V6WDQGDUG&7KHPRUWDUDJJUHJDWHVZHUHFRPSDUHGWRWKH
)RUW*UDWLRW%HDFKVDQGDQGZHUHIRXQGWREHVLPLODULQJUDGDWLRQDQGDSSHDUDQFH,W
DSSHDUVWKDWWKHVLWHEHDFKVDQGZDVXVHGLQPRVWLIQRWDOORIWKHPRUWDUV
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)W*UDWLRW%HDFK6DQG


%LQGHU$JJUHJDWH5DWLR
7KHWDEOHEHORZLGHQWLILHVWKHFDOFXODWHGGLVVROYHGPDWHULDOWRDJJUHJDWHUDWLR7\SLFDOO\
WKHROGHUPRUWDUV )RJ+RUQ%OGJPRUWDU/LJKWKRXVHIRXQGDWLRQPRUWDU'XSOH[RULJLQDO
PRUWDU KDYHDKLJKHUSHUFHQWDJHRIDJJUHJDWHE\ZHLJKW7KHELQGHUDJJUHJDWHUDWLRV
UDQJHGIURPWRE\ZHLJKW7KHFHPHQWLWLRXVPRUWDUVKDGORZHUELQGHUDJJUHJDWH
UDWLRV
3HUFHQWDJHRI0RUWDU&RQVWLWXHQWVE\:HLJKW
/LJKWKRXVH
'XSOH[
0RUWDU
2ULJLQDO

'XSOH[
*UD\

)RJ+RUQ
%OGJ

6LQJOH
)DPLO\

$JJUHJDWH

66%

64%

55%

67%

53%

)LQHV

4%

2%

5%

3%

10%

'LVVROYHG

30%

34%

40%

29%

37%

1.9

1.5

2.4

1.7

2.3
%LQGHU
$JJUHJDWH5DWLR

)LQHV
7KHILQHVLQFOXGHYHU\ILQHDJJUHJDWHSLJPHQW LIXVHG XQGLVVROYHGELQGHUGLUWDQG
FOD\PDWHULDOV7KHILQHVUDQJHGIURPDOLJKWJUH\WDQWROLJKWEURZQLQFRORUZLWKWKH
ILQHVIRUWKH6LQJOH)DPLO\%XLOGLQJEHLQJWKHH[FHSWLRQZLWKD\HOORZRFKUHFRORU7KH
ILQHVIRUWKH6LQJOH)DPLO\%XLOGLQJLQFOXGHGDODUJHTXDQWLW\RISLJPHQW
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)LQHVIURPWKH6LQJOH)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJFRQWDLQLQJPRVWO\SLJPHQW

7KHSHUFHQWDJHRIILQHVE\ZHLJKWIRUWKHPRUWDUVUDQJHGIURPWRZLWKWKH6LQJOH
)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJKDYLQJWKHKLJKHVWSHUFHQWDJHDWDQGWKHQH[WKLJKHVWEHLQJ
7KHKLJKSHUFHQWDJHRIILQHVLQWKH6LQJOH)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJPRUWDULVFDXVHGE\WKHODUJH
TXDQWLW\RISLJPHQWXVHG
5HSODFHPHQW0RUWDUV
6DPSOHPRUWDUVZHUHIDEULFDWHGLQDQDWWHPSWWRDFKLHYHPRUWDUVWKDWFRXOGEHXVHGIRU
UHSRLQWLQJWKHEXLOGLQJV7KHPRUWDUVWKDWZHUHDWWHPSWHGWREHPDWFKHGLQFOXGHGWKH
IROORZLQJWKH/LJKWKRXVHPRUWDU SUREDEO\IURP¶V WKH'XSOH[JUD\PRUWDU PRUH
UHFHQWPRUWDU DQGRULJLQDOPRUWDU  WKH)RJ6LJQDO%XLOGLQJPRUWDU  DQGWKH
6LQJOH)DPLO\GZHOOLQJPRUWDU  ,WLVDVVXPHGWKDWWKHVHPRUWDUVZHUHDOOSUHVHQW
DQGH[SRVHGGXULQJWKH¶VWDUJHWSHULRGIRUWKHVLWHH[FHSWIRUWKH'XSOH[JUD\
PRUWDU7KH'XSOH[JUD\PRUWDUZDVPDWFKHGIRUWKHSXUSRVHRIWHPSRUDU\VSRW
UHSRLQWLQJLIQHFHVVDU\
$OOPRUWDUVZHUHPDGHXVLQJDVWDQGDUGPL[PHDVXULQJE\YROXPHXVLQJRQH  SDUW
ELQGHUWRWKUHH  SDUWVDJJUHJDWH7KHPDWHULDOVXVHGIRUWKHUHSOLFDWLRQPRUWDUV
LQFOXGHGGU\K\GUDWHGOLPHK\GUDXOLFOLPH 6W$VWLHU1DWXUDO+\GUDXOLF/LPH ZKLWH
3RUWODQGFHPHQWJUH\3RUWODQGFHPHQWWKH)RUW*UDWLRWEHDFKVDQG4XLNUHWH3UHPLXP
3OD\6DQGDQG4XLNUHWH$OO3XUSRVH6DQG
,QUHJDUGVWRWKHQHZUHSODFHPHQWPRUWDUVZKDWLVSK\VLFDOO\DFFHSWDEOHDQGYLVXDOO\
DFFHSWDEOHZLOOQHHGWREHGHWHUPLQHG3K\VLFDOO\WKHUHSODFHPHQWPRUWDUPXVWEH
V\PSDWKHWLFDQGRUVDFULILFLDOWRWKHH[LVWLQJPDVRQU\LHLWPXVWKDYHJRRGYDSRU
SHUPHDELOLW\VWUHQJWKORZHUWKDQWKHKHULWDJHPDVRQU\EHHODVWLFDQGPRYHZLWKWKH
H[LVWLQJPDVRQU\KDYHQRRUORZVROXEOHVDOWFRQWHQWEXW\HWEHGXUDEOHThe benefits of
lime and hydraulic lime mortar are that they are similar to the heritage mortars. They are
elastic, permeable, and are self healing. In addition, hydraulic lime is resistant to salts.
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'HWHUPLQLQJZKDWLVYLVXDOO\DFFHSWDEOHLVDPRUHWULFN\SURFHVV7KLQJVWRWDNHLQWR
FRQVLGHUDWLRQZKHQPDWFKLQJDQH[LVWLQJPRUWDULQFOXGHWKHIROORZLQJH[LVWLQJPRUWDU¶V
SDWLQDDQGRUVRLOLQJOHYHOZHDWKHULQJRIH[LVWLQJPRUWDU¶VVXUIDFHDJJUHJDWHFRORU
H[SRVXUHVL]H VKDSH7KHUHDUHRWKHUIDFWRUVWRFRQVLGHU$VLQJOHPRUWDUFRORUFDQ
YDU\LQVKDGHIURPDUHDWRDUHDRQDEXLOGLQJDQGWKHQHZPRUWDUPD\ZHDWKHU
GLIIHUHQWO\WKDQWKHH[LVWLQJ:KHWKHURUQRWWRPDWFKWKHQHZPRUWDUFRORUWRDGLUW\
PRUWDURUDFOHDQPRUWDUPXVWEHFRQVLGHUHG$QGODVWO\VLPSOHWKLQJVVXFKDVWKHZDWHU
FRQWHQWRIDPRUWDUZLOODIIHFWWKHFRORUDQGWKHVWUHQJWKRIDPRUWDU
3UHEDJJHGPRUWDUVZLWKDOOWKHLQJUHGLHQWVDGGHGRIIHUVRQHDOWHUQDWLYHWRDWWHPSWLQJWR
FUHDWHUHSRLQWLQJPL[HVRQVLWH7KHVHUHDG\PDGHPL[HVFDQLPSURYHTXDOLW\FRQWURODQG
FXWGRZQRQVLWHODERU7KHSUHEDJJHGPRUWDUVZRXOGEHHVSHFLDOO\XVHIXOLQLQVWDQFHV
ZKHUHQRWDORWRIUHSRLQWLQJLVUHTXLUHG/RFDOFRQGLWLRQVDQGWKHSHUIRUPDQFH
UHTXLUHPHQWVRIWKHPRUWDUVKRXOGEHGLVFXVVHGZLWKWKHVXSSOLHUWRDVVXUHWKDWULJKWPL[
LVVHOHFWHGDVWKH/LJKWKRXVHDQGLWVDWWHQGDQWSURSHUWLHVDUHVXEMHFWWRVRPHVHYHUH
H[SRVXUH*HQHUDOO\LWLVWKRXJKWWKDWXVLQJDPRUWDUPL[XVLQJDQHPLQHQWO\K\GUDXOLF
OLPH VXFKDV6W$VWLHU1+/ DQGDZHOOJUDGHGVDQGVLPLODULQFRORUWRWKHORFDOEHDFK
VDQGZRXOGSURYLGHDJRRGUHSODFHPHQWPRUWDU
,WLVWREHH[SHFWHGWKDWDQ\QHZUHSRLQWLQJZLOOYDU\IURPH[LVWLQJSRLQWLQJWRVRPH
GHJUHHDQGWKHUHIRUHVRPHGLIIHUHQFHVKRXOGEHDFFHSWHG1HZPRUWDUVW\SLFDOO\DUH
PDWFKHGWRDQXQZHDWKHUHGPRUWDU,IWKHHQWLUHVWUXFWXUHLVQRWWREHUHSRLQWHGDQHQWLUH
IHDWXUHRUZDOOVKRXOGEHUHSRLQWHGLISRVVLEOH7RJLYHWKHPRUWDUDZHDWKHUHG
DSSHDUDQFHRUWRH[SRVHWKHDJJUHJDWHWKHQHZPRUWDUFDQEHWDPSHGRUEUXVKHGZLWKD
VWLIIEULVWOHEUXVKWRH[SRVHWKHDJJUHJDWHZKHQLWKDVLQLWLDOO\VHW$VDODVWUHVRUWQHZ
PRUWDUFDQEHDUWLILFLDOO\³SDWLQDWHG´ZLWKDGLUW\ZDWHUPL[RUWKHROGPRUWDUFDQEH
FOHDQHG
&RQFOXVLRQ
/LJKWKRXVH
The exterior paint appears to be trapping moisture behind it and is causing the masonry to
decay. The paint should be removed from the entire exterior and the lighthouse surveyed.
The masonry appears very weathered and most likely the entire exterior will have to be
cut out and repointed. Several (if not all) of the exterior red bricks may have to be
replaced. An exploratory opening should be made to check on the condition of the inner
bricks. 
/LWWOHLIDQ\RULJLQDOPRUWDUIURPWKHFRQVWUXFWLRQRIWKH/LJKWKRXVHH[LVWVRQWKH
H[WHULRURIWKHEXLOGLQJ0LQXWHTXDQWLWLHVRIDPRUWDUWKDWZDVSUHVXPHGROGHUZDV
IRXQGLQVDPSOHVWDNHQIURPWKHLQWHULRURIWKHEXLOGLQJEXWWKLVPRUWDUFDQQRWEH
SRVLWLYHO\LGHQWLILHGDVEHLQJRULJLQDO7KLVPRUWDUZDVIRXQGXQGHUQHDWKZKDWLVWKRXJKW
WREHWKHPRUWDUIURPWKH¶VH[WHQVLRQUHQRYDWLRQZRUNThe foundation mortar, the
yellow brick mortar and the red brick mortar are all fairly similar and it appears the entire
lighthouse was repointed during the 1860’s renovation project. The replacement mortar
should try to match the 1860’s mortar physically and visually. The mortar could be
matched using the local beach sand and either a hydraulic lime, or using a lime/cement
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mix. There is some flexibility with the mortar color and texture if the entire exterior is to
be repointed (and painted), but a sand similar to the original should be used.
'XSOH[0RUWDU
7KH'XSOH[PDVRQU\LVLQIDLUWRJRRGFRQGLWLRQ7KHJXWWHUV\VWHPDSSHDUVWREHLQQHHG
RIPDLQWHQDQFHDQGVKRXOGEHUHSDLUHGDVVRRQDVSRVVLEOHAlthough the gray mortar is
generally sound, at some point and time the gray mortar should be cut out and repointed
with a lime-based mortar matching the original mortar. The gray mortar is a strong,
dense cementitious mix and is unsympathetic to the original masonry. It is trapping
moisture and salts behind it, as well not being sacrificial to the brick. If it is allowed to
remain, more brick and mortar will deteriorate. In the interim, because the gray mortar
covers the entire building and because it is relatively intact, it could be spot repointed.
The gray mortar could be matched using the Fort Gratiot beach sand and either a
hydraulic lime or a lime/cement mix and a pigment. As an alternative, a pre-bagged mix
of lime/cement/sand or hydraulic lime and sand could be used. This may be useful
because only small quantities of mortar were required. deGruchy Masonry Restoration
(Quakertown, PA, 215-536-4482) manufactures and distributes hydraulic lime as well as
hydraulic lime/ sand mortar mixes. deGruchy’s DGM Grey Hydraulic Lime Mortar is a
close color match. In addition, U.S. Heritage Group (Chicago, IL, 773-286-2100)
produces pre-mixed mortars, including both pigmented cement/lime mortars and
hydraulic lime mortars.
The tan mortar is the original mortar and is generally intact under the layer of gray
cementitious mortar. The original mortar could be matched using the Fort Gratiot beach
sand and either a hydraulic lime or a lime/cement mix. The lime/cement mix is too white
and the hydraulic lime mix is too gray, but this depends on the sample, its patina, and the
level of carbonation. This mortar seems to have “yellowed” with age. As an alternative,
a pre-bagged mix of lime/cement/sand or hydraulic lime and sand could be used deGruchy Masonry Restoration or U.S. Heritage Group.

)RJ6LJQDO%XLOGLQJ
7KH)RJ6LJQDO%XLOGLQJ¶VPDVRQU\LVJHQHUDOO\LQJRRGFRQGLWLRQ7KHPRUWDULVPRUH
ZHDWKHUHGQHDUJUDGHDQGDWKLJKH[SRVXUHDUHDVVXFKDVWKHHDVWHOHYDWLRQDQGWKH
FKLPQH\7KHDUHDVXQGHUWKHHDYHVDQGXQGHUZLQGRZVLOOVKDYHQRWZHDWKHUHGDVPXFK
DQGDUHGLUWLHU7KHFDXVHRIPXFKRIWKHGHWHULRUDWLRQDSSHDUVWREHEHFDXVHRIZDWHU
UXQQLQJGRZQWKHIDFHRIWKHEXLOGLQJGXHWRWKHDEVHQFHRIHDYHVWURXJKV
,QJHQHUDORQO\VSRWUHSRLQWLQJLVUHTXLUHGRQWKHEXLOGLQJZLWKWKHH[FHSWLRQRIVRPH
DUHDVQHDUJUDGHDQGWKHFKLPQH\ZKLFKQHHGVWREHUHSRLQWHGHQWLUHO\6RPHRIWKH
FKLPQH\EULFNVPD\KDYHWREHUHVHWDVZHOO
7KHUHDUHDOVRDWWDFKPHQWVDQGKROHVLQVRPHRIWKHEULFNV$WWDFKPHQWVVKRXOGEH
UHPRYHGLISRVVLEOHDQGWKHUHPDLQLQJKROHVVKRXOGEHILOOHGZLWKDOLPHEDVHGSLJPHQWHG
PRUWDUUHSDLUWRPDWFKWKHVXUURXQGLQJPDVRQU\6RPHEULFNVDUHPRUHGDPDJHGDQG
PD\KDYHWREHUHSODFHG$JXWWHUV\VWHPVKRXOGEHLQVWDOOHGWRPRYHZDWHUDZD\IURP
WKHEXLOGLQJ
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For a replacement mortar, one possible formula would be to use an eminently hydraulic
lime mortar in a 1 : 3 mix with a sand closely matching the beach sand or use the beach
sand, as it appears the beach sand was used in the original mortar. It would be preferable
that the sand was graded more like the ASTM C 144 aggregate. As an alternative, a
lime/cement mix could be used instead of the hydraulic lime. Another alternative would
be to use a pre-bagged mix of lime/cement/sand or hydraulic lime and sand distributed by
either deGruchy Masonry Restoration or U.S. Heritage Group.
6LQJOH)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJ
7KHPDVRQU\RIWKH6LQJOH)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJLVJHQHUDOO\LQJRRGFRQGLWLRQZLWKWKH
H[FHSWLRQRIDVWUXFWXUDOIDLOXUHDWWKHVRXWKHDVWFRUQHU2QWKHVRXWKHOHYDWLRQWKHPHWDO
ZLQGRZOLQWHOVDUHUXVWLQJDQGDUHFDXVLQJ³MDFNLQJ´RUPRYHPHQWLQWKHPDVRQU\7KH
OLQWHOVVKRXOGEHUHPRYHGDQGUHSODFHG7KHVRXWKZHVWFRUQHUKDVIDOOHQDQGWKHUHLVD
VWHSSHGFUDFNDQGRSHQPRUWDUMRLQWV7KHIRXQGDWLRQVKRXOGEHVWDELOL]HGDQGWKHEULFN
UHEXLOW7KHUHDUHVPDOOPRUWDUUHSDLUVLQWKHPRUWDUMRLQWVLQDJULGSDWWHUQHYHU\IRXUWR
ILYHIHHWDQGDUHWKRXJKWWREHIURPWKHLQVWDOODWLRQRI³EORZLQ´LQVXODWLRQ7KLVPRUWDU
GRHVQRWPDWFKWKHRULJLQDOPRUWDUDQGVKRXOGEHFXWRXWDQGUHSODFHGZLWKDEHWWHU
PDWFKLQJPRUWDU
7KHPRUWDULVDVVXPHGWREHRULJLQDOWRWKHEXLOGLQJ7KHPRUWDULV\HOORZRFKUHWROLJKW
EURZQFRORUZLWKYHU\H[SRVHGODUJHDJJUHJDWH7KHMRLQWVDUHUHFHVVHGIURPWKHIDFHRI
WKHEULFNDERXW´´%HFDXVHRILWVFRQVWUXFWLRQGDWHDQGLWVKDUGQHVVWKLVPRUWDU
LVPRVWOLNHO\DFHPHQWLWLRXVPRUWDU
7KHPRUWDUIRUWKH6LQJOH)DPLO\'ZHOOLQJFRXOGEHPDWFKHGXVLQJORFDOVDQGVDQG
\HOORZRFKUHSLJPHQWEXWPDWFKLQJSLJPHQWHGPRUWDUVFDQEHGLIILFXOW7KLVPD\EHDQ
HVSHFLDOO\GLIILFXOWPRUWDUWRPDWFKEHFDXVHRIWKHKLJKSHUFHQWDJHRISLJPHQWXVHGDQG
EHFDXVHRIWKHODUJHH[SRVHGDJJUHJDWHRQWKHVXUIDFHRIWKHPRUWDU3RVVLELOLWLHVIRU
UHSODFHPHQWPRUWDUVLQFOXGHXVLQJHLWKHUDK\GUDXOLFOLPHRUDFHPHQWOLPHPL[ZLWKD
\HOORZRFKUHSLJPHQW7KHILQHVUHPDLQLQJIURPWKHPRUWDUDQDO\VLVFRXOGEHXVHGWR
PDWFKDSLJPHQW2QHPHWKRGRIREWDLQLQJWKHODUJHDJJUHJDWHZRXOGEHWRUHPRYHWKH
ODUJHDJJUHJDWHIURPDQ\H[LVWLQJPRUWDUWKDWLVFXWRXWIRUWKHIRXQGDWLRQVWDELOL]DWLRQ
ZRUNWKDWLVUHTXLUHG7KHH[LVWLQJPRUWDUZRXOGKDYHWREHFUXVKHGDQGWKHODUJH
DJJUHJDWHVLHYHGRXWDQGDGGHGWRWKHQHZPRUWDUPL[
$QDOWHUQDWLYHDQGDIDLUFRORUPDWFKIRUWKLVPRUWDUZRXOGEHDSUHEDJJHGPL[RI6W
$VWLHU1DWXUDO+\GUDXOLF/LPHDQGVDQG '*0PDQXIDFWXUHGDQGGLVWULEXWHGE\
GH*UXFK\0DVRQU\5HVWRUDWLRQ 7KLVLVDSLJPHQWHGPL[DQGLVDFORVH
FRORUPDWFKWRWKHH[LVWLQJPRUWDU,QDGGLWLRQ86+HULWDJH*URXS &KLFDJR,/
 SURGXFHVSUHPL[HGPRUWDUVLQFOXGLQJERWKSLJPHQWHGFHPHQWOLPHPRUWDUV
DQGK\GUDXOLFOLPHPRUWDUV7KHSUREOHPZLWKSUHPL[HGPRUWDUVLVWKH\GRQRWKDYHWKH
ODUJHDJJUHJDWHWKDWLVH[SRVHGRQWKHVXUIDFHRIWKHH[LVWLQJPRUWDU$QDWWHPSWFRXOGEH
PDGHWRILQGWKLVDJJUHJDWHDQGWRLQVHUWWKLVDJJUHJDWHLQWRWKHIUHVKO\LQVWDOOHGPRUWDU
7RH[SRVHWKHDJJUHJDWHRQWKHVXUIDFHOLNHWKHRULJLQDOH[LVWLQJPRUWDURQFHWKHPRUWDU
KDVVWLIIHQHGXSRULV³WKXPESULQW´KDUGWKHPRUWDUVKRXOGEHUDNHGEDFNWRDGHSWKRI
´WR´IURPWKHDULVHVRIWKHEULFNDQGWKHQWDPSHGZLWKDVWLIIEULVWOHEUXVK7KLV
VKRXOGUHPRYHDQ\ODLWDQFHIURPWKHVXUIDFHDVZHOO,IQHFHVVDU\WKHQHZPRUWDUVKRXOG
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan
Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

Page 1
RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

NOTES
1

Unit costs include subcontractors' overhead and profit, except mechanical and electrical,
which are noted as separate line items at the end of their respective sections.

2

Unit prices, provided by suppliers, subcontractors, and past experience, reflect standard
construction methods and materials. Sales tax and labor burden are included in the unit
prices of each item. Labor prices are based on wage scale conditions but do not reflect
overtime.

3

This estimate is based on 95% submission report and drawings dated July 13, 2007.

4

The total cost is based on a construction start of FY 2008.

5

Exclusions:
Architectural and Engineering Fees
Hazardous material abatement (if required)
Furnishings or equipment not itemized in the estimate
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 2

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

Recapitulation
Page

Item

3

LIGHT TOWER

6

DUPLEX KEEPERS' DWELLING

9

FOG SIGNAL BUILDING

12

Short
Term

Long
Term

385,000

133,000

21,000

567,000

8,000

177,000

SINGLE KEEPER'S DWELLING

14,000

211,000

15

FORMER USCG STATION

32,000

530,000

18

EQUIPMENT BUILDING

46,000

196,000

21

3 BAY GARAGE

3,000

165,000

24

SITE DEVELOPMENT

-

801,000

TOTAL

Fort Gratiot Light Station
Historic Structures Report
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2,780,000
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 3

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

LIGHT TOWER - SHORT TERM TREATMENTS
Item
MASONRY
CLEAN/STRIP MASONRY
POINT BRICK/SELECTIVE REPAIR
POINT STONE
PAINT MASONRY
SCAFFOLDING
REPOINT INTERIOR MASONRY
POINT INT BRICK/SELECTIVE REPAIR

Quantity
4,804
4,550
254
4,804
4,804
3,840
3,840

Unit
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

Unit
Price
3.20
17.00
13.00
2.75
2.50
14.00
10.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

15,373
77,350
3,302
13,211
12,010
53,760
38,400
213,406

DOORS & WINDOWS
NEW INTERIOR SHUTTERS
REFURBISH WOOD WINDOW
REPLACE GLAZING

4 PR
4 EA
24 SF

350.00
400.00
24.00

1,400
1,600
576
3,576

ROOFING
REMOVE ROOFING/FLASHINGS
STAMPED METAL SHINGLE ROOFING
METAL SOFFIT
RIDGE VENT
CAULKING

328
328
32
20
18

SF
SF
LF
LF
LF

1.40
8.00
9.00
12.00
2.00

459
2,624
288
240
36
3,647

PAINTING
PAINT WINDOWS

4 EA

70.00

280
280

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
REPLACE BRAIDED WIRE & HARDWARE

80 LF

12.00

960
960

MISCELLANEOUS
REMOVE EQUIPMENT FROM WATCH ROOM

16 MH

45.00

720
720

ELECTRICAL
MODIFY LIGHT FIXTURES
GROUND ROD W/CONNECTIONS
SMOKE DETECTOR W/ANNUNCIATOR
EXIT LIGHTING W/WIRING

1
1
4
4

LS
EA
EA
EA

350.00
1,000.00
1,500.00
800.00

350
1,000
6,000
3,200
10,550
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 4

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

LIGHT TOWER - SHORT TERM TREATMENTS (CONTINUED)

6.5%
TOTAL LIGHT TOWER - SHORT TERM TREATMENTS

Group
Total
233,139
46,628
279,767
41,965
321,732
6,435
328,166
32,817
360,983
23,435
384,418

SAY:

385,000

Item
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

Quantity

Unit

Unit
Price

Total
Cost

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%

LIGHT TOWER - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
Item

Quantity

Unit

MASONRY
MONITOR MASONRY

NOT INCLUDED

ROOFING
MAINTAIN ROOFING

NOT INCLUDED

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
MAINTAIN LIGHTNING PROTECTION

NOT INCLUDED

ENTRANCE STEPS
NEW STANDING RAILS
STONE STEPS

3 LF
3 EA

Unit
Price

250.00
225.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

750
675
1,425

DOORS & WINDOWS
REPLACE WOOD DOOR & HARDWARE
NEW DOOR FRAME

1 EA
1 EA

1,200.00
300.00

1,200
300
1,500

PAINTING
PAINT WINDOWS
PAINT METAL RAILS
PAINT METAL LANTERN & DECK
PAINT FINIAL

1
3
385
1

EA
LF
SF
EA

70.00
4.00
6.00
120.00

70
12
2,310
120
2,512

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 5

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

LIGHT TOWER - LONG TERM TREATMENTS (CONTINUED)
Item

Quantity

INTERIOR STEPS
PREP & PAINT STEPS & RAILS
APPLY NON-SKID COATING
REPAIR STEPS - ALLOW

Unit

63 TR
63 TR
10 TR

Unit
Price
60.00
12.00
200.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

3,780
756
2,000
6,536

MISCELLANEOUS
PATCH HOLES IN WATCH ROOM FLOOR
REFURBISH FLOOR STRUCTURE
REPLACE RAILINGS, ETC - ALLOW

8 MH
658 SF
1 LS

45.00
20.00
15,000.00

360
13,160
15,000
28,520

LANTERN
REMOVE WOOD/REPLACE CAST IRON TRIM
REFINISH METAL STRUCTURE
REPLACE LANTERN GLAZING
REPLACE LANTERN CEILING
REPAIR VENTILATION SYSTEM

160
160
160
310
1

SF
SF
SF
SF
LS

24.00
12.00
18.00
25.00
5,000.00

3,840
1,920
2,880
7,750
5,000
21,390

ELECTRICAL
REPLACE LIGHT FIXTURES & WIRE
REPLACE OTHER WIRING & DEVICES
ADD FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

12 EA
1 LS
1 LS

700.00
2,500.00
7,500.00

8,400
2,500
7,500
18,400

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
6.5%
TOTAL LIGHT TOWER - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
SAY:

Appendix F: Cost Estimate

80,283
16,057
96,340
14,451
110,791
2,216
113,006
11,301
124,307
8,070
132,377
133,000
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 6

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

DUPLEX KEEPERS' DWELLING - SHORT TERM TREATMENTS
Item
DEMOLITION
REMOVE A/C UNITS
LOAD & HAUL DEBRIS

Quantity

Unit

6 EA
1.0 CY

Unit
Price
80.00
90.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total
480
90
570

INTERIOR
MISC PATCH & REPAIR

1 LS

1,500.00

1,500
1,500

ROOFING
REPAIR LIMITED ROOFING
METAL FLASHING
REPAIR GUTTERS & DOWNSPOUTS
SPLASHBLOCKS

1
160
368
9

LS
LF
LF
EA

750.00
9.00
2.00
34.00

750
1,440
736
306
3,232

HEATING SYSTEM
REFURBISH BOILERS & DISTRIBUTION

1 LS

2,500.00

2,500
2,500

ELECTRICAL
MODIFY LIGHT FIXTURES
MISC PATCH & REPAIR
GROUND ROD W/CONNECTIONS

1 LS
1 LS
2 EA

1,500.00
1,000.00
1,000.00

1,500
1,000
2,000
4,500

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
6.5%
TOTAL DUPLEX KEEPERS' DWELLING - SHORT TERM
SAY:

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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2,460
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2,214
16,977
340
17,316
1,732
19,048
1,237
20,284
21,000
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 7

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

DUPLEX KEEPERS' DWELLING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
Item
DEMOLITION
REMOVE SIDING
REMOVE DOGHOUSE
LOAD & HAUL DEBRIS

Quantity

Unit

319 SF
1 LS
5 CY

Unit
Price
2.25
800.00
90.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total
718
800
450
1,968

MASONRY
POINT STONE
POINT INTERIOR BRICK - SELECTIVE
REPLACE DOOR HEADERS
REBUILD CHIMNEY CAP
STONE STEPS
BRICK CHEEKWALL

504
4,000
8
2
20
80

SF
SF
EA
EA
EA
SF

17.00
8.00
350.00
1,400.00
225.00
38.00

8,568
32,000
2,800
2,800
4,500
3,040
53,708

METALS
NEW STANDING RAILS

10 LF

250.00

2,500
2,500

ROUGH CARPENTRY
SISTER/REPAIR JOISTS
REPAIR WOOD HEADERS
WALL FRAMING
FLOOR FRAMING
ROOF FRAMING
MISC BLOCKING
WALL SHEATHING
FLOOR SHEATHING
ROOF SHEATHING
ROUGH HARDWARE

200
60
544
154
140
60
320
154
178
1

BF
BF
BF
BF
BF
BF
SF
SF
SF
LS

3.00
5.00
2.50
2.75
2.75
2.75
1.80
2.20
1.95
200.00

600
300
1,360
424
385
165
576
339
347
200
4,695

FINISH CARPENTRY
EXTERIOR WOOD TRIM
WOOD RAILS
WOOD PORCH DECK
WOOD SIDING

60
34
88
319

LF
LF
SF
SF

8.50
80.00
4.00
4.35

510
2,720
352
1,388
4,970

DOORS & WINDOWS
REFURBISH WOOD DOOR
REPLACE WOOD DOOR & HARDWARE
REFURBISH HISTORIC WOOD WINDOW
REFURBISH NON-HISTORIC WINDOW

2
3
10
20

EA
EA
EA
EA

800.00
1,200.00
1,200.00
300.00

1,600
3,600
12,000
6,000
23,200
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 8

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

DUPLEX KEEPERS' DWELLING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS (CONT)
Unit
Item
Quantity Unit
Price
ROOFING
REMOVE ROOFING/FLASHINGS
4,116 SF
1.40
STAMPED METAL SHINGLE ROOFING
4,116 SF
8.00
METAL FLASHING
337 LF
9.00
REPLACE GUTTER
200 LF
9.50
REPLACE DOWNSPOUTS
168 LF
8.25
CAULKING
500 LF
2.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

5,762
32,928
3,033
1,900
1,386
1,000
46,009

INTERIOR FINISHES
REPLACE FLOOR COVERINGS
PATCH & REPAIR/REPLACE PLASTER
RESTORE STAIR
RESTORE BASE & TRIM
INTERIOR PAINTING

3,500
1
2
900
13,000

SF
LS
FL
LF
SF

8.00
15,000.00
3,500.00
6.00
0.85

28,000
15,000
7,000
5,400
11,050
66,450

EXTERIOR PAINTING
STRIP WOOD TRIM
PAINT WOOD SIDING
PAINT WOOD TRIM
PAINT WINDOWS
PAINT DOOR & FRAME
PAINT GUTTER/DOWNSPOUT

800
319
60
30
5
368

LF
SF
LF
EA
EA
LF

2.00
2.50
2.00
70.00
80.00
3.50

1,600
798
120
2,100
400
1,288
6,306

HEATING SYSTEM
INSTALL GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMP
SYSTEM

1 LS

100,000.00

100,000
100,000

ELECTRICAL
REPLACE LIGHTING & WIRING
REPLACE DEVICES & WIRING

44 EA
80 EA

500.00
150.00

22,000
12,000
34,000

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

343,806
68,761
412,567
15.0%
61,885
474,452
2.0%
9,489
483,941
10.0%
48,394
532,335
6.5%
34,559
TOTAL DUPLEX KEEPERS' DWELLING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
566,894
20.0%

SAY:
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 9

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

FOG SIGNAL BUILDING - SHORT TERM TREATMENTS
Item
MASONRY
REPAIR CONCRETE THRESHOLD

Quantity

Unit

1 EA

Unit
Price

Total
Cost

350.00

Group
Total
350
350

DOORS & WINDOWS
REPLACE DOOR HARDWARE
REGLAZE BROKEN GLASS

1 EA
1 EA

350.00
100.00

350
100
450

ROOFING
REPAIR ROOFING - ALLOW
METAL FLASHING

1,470 SF
12 LF

0.50
16.00

735
192
927

PAINTING
PAINT ROOFING

1,470 SF

0.75

1,103
1,103

ELECTRICAL
INSPECT & REPAIR CONNECTIONS
CLEAN & RELAMP FIXTURES
EXIT LIGHT/EGRESS FIXTURE

1 LS
10 EA
1 EA

1,000.00
50.00
500.00

1,000
500
500
2,000

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
6.5%
TOTAL FOG SIGNAL BUILDING - SHORT TERM TREA
SAY:
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4,830
966
5,795
869
6,665
133
6,798
680
7,478
485
7,963
8,000
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 10

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

FOG SIGNAL BUILDING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
Item
DEMOLITION
REMOVE TOILET & SINK
REMOVE INTERIOR CEILING
LOAD & HAUL DEBRIS

Quantity

Unit

2 EA
920 SF
4 CY

Unit
Price

Total
Cost

250.00
1.25
90.00

Group
Total

500
1,150
360
2,010

EARTHWORK
EXTERIOR REGRADING

240 SY

8.00

1,920
1,920

MASONRY
CLEAN/STRIP MASONRY
POINT BRICK
PATCH MASONRY - SELECTIVE
REBUILDING CHIMNEY
TERRA COTTA FLUE
STONE STEPS
POINT BRICK - INTERIOR SELECTIVE
EQUIPMENT & SCAFFOLDS

1,260
756
1
2.0
17
1
315
300

SF
SF
LS
M
LF
EA
SF
SF

3.20
17.00
500.00
6,500.00
35.00
225.00
17.00
2.00

4,032
12,852
500
13,000
595
225
5,355
600
37,159

ROUGH CARPENTRY
MISC FRAMING - ALLOW
ROUGH HARDWARE

100 BF
1 LS

2.50
50.00

250
50
300

DOORS & WINDOWS
REFURBISH WOOD DOOR
REFURBISH WOOD TRANSOM
REFURBISH WOOD WINDOW
INSTALL RESONATOR

6
1
5
1

EA
EA
EA
EA

900.00
300.00
400.00
400.00

5,400
300
2,000
400
8,100

ROOFING
REMOVE ROOFING/FLASHINGS
CORRUGATED METAL ROOFING
METAL FLASHING
CAULKING

1,470
1,470
134
320

SF
SF
LF
LF

1.40
4.00
9.00
2.00

2,058
5,880
1,206
640
9,784

INTERIOR
REFURBISH METAL CEILING
PATCH INTERIOR WALL SURFACES
RESTORE INTERIOR ROOMS

920 EA
1,480 SF
2 EA

5.00
0.50
800.00

4,600
740
1,600
6,940
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 11

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

FOG SIGNAL BUILDING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS (CONT)
Item

Quantity

PAINTING
PAINT WINDOWS
CLEAN/REPAINT CONCRETE FLOOR
PAINT INTERIOR SURFACES
PAINT DOOR & FRAME

5
1,075
2,480
6

Unit
EA
SF
SF
EA

Unit
Price
70.00
1.25
0.75
80.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

350
1,344
1,860
480
4,034

PLUMBING
REPLACE WATER SERVICE
PLUMBING FIXTURES

1 EA
2 EA

5,000.00
2,500.00

5,000
5,000
10,000

HEATING SYSTEM
INSTALL HEAT PUMP SYSTEM
& DISTRIBUTION

1 LS

10,000.00

10,000
10,000

ELECTRICAL
NEW SERVICE PANEL
SECURITY SYSTEM W/CONNECTIONS
REPLACE LIGHTING & WIRING
REPLACE DEVICES & WIRING

1
1
12
14

EA
LS
EA
EA

3,500.00
5,000.00
500.00
150.00

3,500
5,000
6,000
2,100
16,600

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
6.5%
TOTAL FOG SIGNAL BUILDING - LONG TERM TREAT
SAY:
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106,847
21,369
128,216
19,232
147,449
2,949
150,397
15,040
165,437
10,740
176,177
177,000
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 12

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

SINGLE KEEPER'S DWELLING - SHORT TERM TREATMENTS
Item
DEMOLITION
REMOVE A/C UNITS
LOAD & HAUL DEBRIS

Quantity

Unit

4 EA
1 CY

Unit
Price
80.00
90.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total
320
90
410

MASONRY
POINT BRICK @ LINTELS
PATCH MASONRY - SELECTIVE

48 SF
1 LS

17.00
500.00

816
500
1,316

WINDOWS
CORRECT LEAKING @ WINDOWS

10 EA

75.00

750
750

ROOFING
METAL FLASHING & CHIMNEY
SPLASHBLOCKS

14 LF
4 EA

24.00
36.00

336
144
480

INTERIOR
PATCH INTERIOR PLASTER
PAINT @ INTERIOR

24 SF
400 SF

12.00
0.75

288
300
588

HEATING SYSTEM
REFURBISH HEATING SYSTEM

1 LS

2,500.00

2,500
2,500

ELECTRICAL
MODIFY LIGHT FIXTURES
REPLACE OTHER WIRING & DEVICES
REPLACE SMOKE DETECTOR

1 LS
1 LS
1 EA

750.00
1,000.00
300.00

750
1,000
300
2,050

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
6.5%
TOTAL SINGLE KEEPER'S DWELLING - SHORT TERM
SAY:
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223
11,393
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 13

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

SINGLE KEEPER'S DWELLING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
Item
EARTHWORK
EXC & REPLACE DRAIN TILE/BACKFILL

Quantity

Unit

130 LF

Unit
Price
32.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

4,160
4,160

DEMOLITION
REMOVE SIDING
LOAD & HAUL DEBRIS

270 SF
1 CY

2.25
90.00

608
90
698

ROUGH CARPENTRY
DECK FRAMING
ADDITIONAL ATTIC FRAMING
ROUGH HARDWARE

120 BF
100 BF
1 LS

2.75
4.00
50.00

330
400
50
780

FINISH CARPENTRY
EXTERIOR WOOD TRIM
WOOD RAILS
WOOD PORCH DECK
WOOD SIDING
WOOD STEPS/TREADS
KITCHEN FLOOR
KITCHEN CABINETS
COUNTERTOP

257
46
60
337
5
121
28
12

LF
LF
SF
SF
EA
SF
LF
LF

8.50
80.00
4.00
4.35
120.00
10.00
220.00
155.00

2,185
3,680
240
1,466
600
1,210
6,160
1,860
17,400

INTERIOR FINISHES
REPLACE FLOOR COVERINGS
PATCH & REPAIR/REPLACE PLASTER
CLEAN & REPAINT STEEL LINTELS

1,440 SF
1 LS
12 EA

8.00
5,000.00
80.00

11,520
5,000
960
17,480

DOORS & WINDOWS
REPLACE WOOD DOORS & HARDWARE
REPLACE STEEL CASEMENT WINDOWS

3 EA
14 EA

1,500.00
1,800.00

4,500
25,200
29,700

ROOFING
REMOVE ROOFING/FLASHINGS
STAMPED METAL SHINGLE ROOFING
METAL FLASHING
RIDGE ROLL
GUTTER
DOWNSPOUT
DOWNSPOUT BOOTS

1,080
1,080
106
27
61
73
4

SF
SF
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA

1.40
8.00
9.00
20.00
8.50
7.80
140.00

1,512
8,640
954
540
519
569
560
13,294
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 14

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

SINGLE KEEPER'S DWELLING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS (CONT)
Unit
Item
Quantity Unit
Price
PAINTING
PAINT WOOD SIDING
337 SF
2.50
PAINT WOOD TRIM
257 LF
2.00
PAINT GUTTER/DOWNSPOUT
134 LF
3.50
PAINT WINDOWS
14 EA
70.00
CLEAN/REPAINT CONCRETE FLOOR
765 SF
1.25
PAINT INTERIOR SURFACES
7,770 SF
0.75
PAINT DOOR & FRAME
3 EA
80.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

843
514
469
980
956
5,828
240
9,829

HEATING SYSTEM
REPLACE HEATING SYSTEM

2,205 SF

15.00

33,075
33,075

ELECTRICAL
REPLACE OVERHEAD SERVICE WIRING
TO UNDERGROUND

1 LS

1,500.00

1,500
1,500

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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6.5%
TOTAL SINGLE KEEPER'S DWELLING - LONG TERM

127,916
25,583
153,499
23,025
176,524
3,530
180,055
18,005
198,060
12,858
210,918

SAY:

211,000

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 15

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

FORMER USCG STATION - SHORT TERM TREATMENTS
Item

Quantity

DEMOLITION
REMOVE BIRD NESTS, ETC

Unit

1 LS

Unit
Price
250.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total
250
250

EARTHWORK
EXC & REPLACE DRAIN TILE/BACKFILL

192 LF

32.00

6,144
6,144

MASONRY
POINT BRICK CHIMNEY
INSTALL CHIMNEY CAPS

50 SF
2 EA

14.00
250.00

700
500
1,200

ROUGH CARPENTRY
REPAIR WALL FRAMING
REPAIR ROOF FRAMING
INSTALL ROUGH HARDWARE

100 BF
200 BF
1 LS

5.00
5.00
250.00

500
1,000
250
1,750

FINISH CARPENTRY
RESECURE EXTERIOR WOOD TRIM
REPAIR WOOD RAILS

50 SF
17 LF

5.00
40.00

250
680
930

DOORS & WINDOWS
REPLACE WOOD DOOR & HARDWARE

4 EA

1,200.00

4,800
4,800

ROOFING
REPAIR ROOFING/FLASHINGS - ALLOW
SPLASHBLOCKS

1 LS
6 EA

500.00
34.00

500
204
704

HEATING SYSTEM
REFURBISH HEATING SYSTEM

1 LS

2,000.00

2,000
2,000

ELECTRICAL
REPLACE OTHER WIRING & DEVICES

1 LS

1,500.00

1,500
1,500

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

Appendix F: Cost Estimate

6.5%
TOTAL FORMER USCG STATION - SHORT TERM TRE

19,278
3,856
23,134
3,470
26,604
532
27,136
2,714
29,849
1,938
31,787

SAY:

32,000

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 16

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

FORMER USCG STATION - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
Item
DEMOLITION
REMOVE SIDING
REMOVE LOUVER
REMOVE LADDER
LOAD & HAUL DEBRIS

Quantity
3,878
1
1
12

Unit
SF
EA
EA
CY

Unit
Price

Total
Cost

2.25
60.00
50.00
90.00

Group
Total

8,726
60
50
1,080
9,916

CONCRETE
REPAIR CONCRETE WALL SURFACE

760 SF

6.00

4,560
4,560

ROUGH CARPENTRY
WALL FRAMING
FLOOR FRAMING
ROOF FRAMING
WALL SHEATHING
FLOOR SHEATHING
ROUGH HARDWARE

360
340
140
230
200
1

BF
BF
BF
SF
SF
LS

2.50
2.75
2.75
1.80
2.20
200.00

900
935
385
414
440
200
3,274

FINISH CARPENTRY
EXTERIOR WOOD TRIM
NEW METAL RAILINGS
WOOD SIDING
WOOD STEPS/TREADS

286
33
3,804
9

LF
LF
SF
EA

8.50
60.00
4.35
120.00

2,431
1,980
16,547
1,080
22,038

DOORS & WINDOWS
REPLACE WOOD DOOR & HARDWARE
REFURBISH WOOD WINDOW
STORM WINDOWS
REPLACE NON-HISTORIC WINDOW

4
1
39
39

EA
EA
EA
EA

1,200.00
400.00
250.00
1,200.00

4,800
400
9,750
46,800
61,750

ROOFING
REMOVE ROOFING/FLASHINGS
WOOD SHINGLE ROOFING
METAL FLASHING
RIDGE VENT
GUTTER
DOWNSPOUT
SPLASHBLOCKS
CAULKING

2,457
2,457
194
46
98
138
6
390

SF
SF
LF
LF
LF
LF
EA
LF

1.40
5.75
9.00
12.00
8.50
7.80
34.00
2.00

3,440
14,128
1,746
552
833
1,076
204
780
22,759

MEANS OF EGRESS
CREATE MEANS OF EGRESS - COMPLETE

1 LS

30,000.00

30,000
30,000

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 17

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

FORMER USCG STATION - LONG TERM TREATMENTS (CONT)
Item
INTERIOR FINISHES
REPLACE FLOOR COVERINGS
PATCH & REPAIR/REPLACE PLASTER
REPLACE CEILINGS
INTERIOR PAINTING

Quantity
2,700
1
4,200
14,000

Unit

Unit
Price

SF
LS
SF
SF

8.00
10,000.00
5.00
0.85

Total
Cost

Group
Total

21,600
10,000
21,000
11,900
64,500

PAINTING
PAINT WOOD SIDING
PAINT WOOD TRIM
PAINT WINDOWS
PAINT DOOR & FRAME
PAINT GUTTER/DOWNSPOUT

3,804
328
40
4
236

SF
LF
EA
EA
LF

2.50
2.00
70.00
80.00
3.50

9,510
656
2,800
320
826
14,112

EQUIPMENT
LIFT

1 EA

20,000.00

20,000
20,000

ELECTRICAL
CONNECT LIFT

1 EA

800.00

800
800

HEATING SYSTEM
INSTALL HEAT PUMP SYSTEM
& DISTRIBUTION

1 LS

20,000.00

20,000
20,000

ELECTRICAL
NEW SERVICE PANEL
SECURITY SYSTEM W/CONNECTIONS
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM W/CONNECTIONS
REPLACE LIGHTING & WIRING
REPLACE DEVICES & WIRING

1
1
4,338
50
60

EA
LS
SF
EA
EA

3,500.00
5,000.00
1.20
500.00
150.00

3,500
5,000
5,206
25,000
9,000
47,706

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

321,414
64,283
385,697
15.0%
57,855
443,552
2.0%
8,871
452,423
10.0%
45,242
497,665
6.5%
32,308
TOTAL FORMER USCG STATION - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
529,973
20.0%

SAY:

Appendix F: Cost Estimate

530,000
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan
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Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

EQUIPMENT BUILDING - SHORT TERM TREATMENTS
Item
MASONRY
POINT BRICK CHIMNEY

Quantity

Unit

40 SF

Unit
Price

Total
Cost

14.00

Group
Total
560
560

INTERIORS
REPAIR WOOD FLOORS
REPAIR DRYWALL/PLASTER
ROUGH HARDWARE

150 SF
100 SF
1 LS

12.00
4.50
150.00

1,800
450
150
2,400

ROOFING
REMOVE ROOFING/FLASHINGS
WOOD SHINGLE ROOFING
METAL FLASHING
RIDGE VENT
GUTTER
DOWNSPOUT

2,142
2,142
227
114
102
64

SF
SF
LF
LF
LF
LF

1.40
5.75
9.00
12.00
8.50
7.80

2,999
12,317
2,043
1,368
867
499
20,093

PAINTING
PAINT INTERIOR DRYWALL/PLASTER

240 SF

0.85

204
204

ELECTRICAL
MODIFY/REPAIR LIGHT FIXTURES
GROUND ROD W/CONNECTIONS
EXIT LIGHTING W/WIRING

5 EA
1 EA
3 EA

200.00
1,000.00
800.00

1,000
1,000
2,400
4,400

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

Fort Gratiot Light Station
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6.5%
TOTAL EQUIPMENT BUILDING - SHORT TERM TREA

27,657
5,531
33,188
4,978
38,166
763
38,929
3,893
42,822
2,780
45,602

SAY:

46,000

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
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Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

EQUIPMENT BUILDING (CONTINUED)
Item

Quantity

Unit

Unit
Price

Total
Cost

Group
Total

Unit

Unit
Price

Total
Cost

Group
Total

EQUIPMENT BUILDING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
Item
DEMOLITION
REMOVE SIDING
REMOVE INTERIOR PARTITION
LOAD & HAUL DEBRIS

Quantity

2,525 SF
160 SF
9 CY

2.25
1.60
90.00

5,681
256
810
6,747

MASONRY
POINT BRICK CHIMNEY

36 SF

14.00

504
504

FINISH CARPENTRY
EXTERIOR WOOD TRIM
WOOD SIDING
ROUGH HARDWARE
SCAFFOLDING

288
2,525
1
2,525

LF
SF
LS
SF

8.50
4.35
400.00
0.75

2,448
10,984
400
1,894
15,726

DOORS & WINDOWS
REFURBISH WOOD DOOR
REPLACE WOOD WINDOWS

1 EA
19 EA

900.00
1,600.00

900
30,400
31,300

INTERIOR FINISHES
REPLACE FLOOR COVERINGS
PATCH & REPAIR/REPLACE PLASTER
REPLACE CEILINGS
REPAIR WOOD STAIR
REPLACE INTERIOR DOORS

1,088
1
1,088
1
3

SF
LS
SF
LS
EA

8.00
2,500.00
5.00
500.00
900.00

8,704
2,500
5,440
500
2,700
19,844

PAINTING
PAINT WOOD SIDING
PAINT WOOD TRIM
PAINT WINDOWS
PAINT DOOR & FRAME
INTERIOR PAINTING
CLEAN/REPAINT CONCRETE FLOOR
PAINT GUTTER/DOWNSPOUT
MISC PATCHING @ ATTIC

2,525
288
19
1
3,200
765
166
1

SF
LF
EA
EA
SF
SF
LF
LS

2.50
2.00
70.00
80.00
0.85
1.25
3.50
250.00

6,313
576
1,330
80
2,720
956
581
250
12,806

PLUMBING
WATER SERVICE
TOILET ROOM FIXTURES W/ROUGHING
WATER HEATER

1 LS
2 EA
1 EA

5,000.00
3,800.00
1,800.00

5,000
7,600
1,800
14,400
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan

Page 20

Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

EQUIPMENT BUILDING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS (CONTINUED)
Unit
Item
Quantity Unit
Price
HEATING SYSTEM
INSTALL HEAT PUMP SYSTEM
& DISTRIBUTION

1 LS

12,000.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

12,000
12,000

ELECTRICAL
TOILET ROOM ELECTRICAL
REPLACE LIGHT FIXTURES & WIRING
REPLACE DEVICES & WIRING

1 EA
6 EA
10 EA

800.00
500.00
150.00

800
3,000
1,500
5,300

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

118,627
23,725
142,352
15.0%
21,353
163,705
2.0%
3,274
166,979
10.0%
16,698
183,677
6.5%
11,924
TOTAL EQUIPMENT BUILDING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
195,601
20.0%

SAY:
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Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

3 BAY GARAGE - SHORT TERM TREATMENTS
Item
CARPENTRY
REPAIR EXTERIOR WOOD TRIM
INSTALL ROUGH HARDWARE

Quantity

Unit

1 LS
1 LS

Unit
Price
200.00
250.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total
200
250
450

ROOFING
REPAIR DOWNSPOUTS

2 EA

150.00

300
300

WINDOWS
REPLACE BROKEN WINDOW PANE

1 EA

60.00

60
60

ELECTRICAL
GROUND ROD W/CONNECTIONS

1 EA

1,000.00

1,000
1,000

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

Appendix F: Cost Estimate

6.5%
TOTAL 3 BAY GARAGE - SHORT TERM TREATMENT

1,810
362
2,172
326
2,498
50
2,548
255
2,803
182
2,984

SAY:

3,000

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan
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Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

3 BAY GARAGE - LONG TERM TREATMENTS
Item
DEMOLITION
REMOVE SIDING
LOAD & HAUL DEBRIS

Quantity

Unit

977 SF
4 CY

Unit
Price
2.25
90.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

2,198
360
2,558

ROOFING
REMOVE ROOFING/FLASHINGS
ASPHALT SHINGLE ROOF
METAL FLASHING
RIDGE VENT
GUTTER
DOWNSPOUT

1,140
1,140
56
35
70
48

SF
SF
LF
LF
LF
LF

1.40
3.80
9.00
12.00
8.50
7.80

1,596
4,332
504
420
595
374
7,821

FINISH CARPENTRY
EXTERIOR WOOD TRIM
WOOD SIDING
ROUGH HARDWARE
SCAFFOLDING

126
977
1
1,062

LF
SF
LS
SF

8.50
4.35
400.00
0.75

1,071
4,250
400
797
6,517

DOORS & WINDOWS
REFURBISH WOOD DOOR
REPLACE WOOD WINDOWS

1 EA
4 EA

900.00
1,600.00

900
6,400
7,300

INTERIOR FINISHES
NEW FLOOR COVERINGS
NEW DRYWALL/T&S
REPLACE CEILINGS
NEW INTERIOR DOORS

840
2,660
840
4

SF
SF
SF
EA

8.00
1.59
5.00
900.00

6,720
4,229
4,200
3,600
18,749

PAINTING
PAINT WOOD SIDING
PAINT WOOD TRIM
PAINT WINDOWS
PAINT DOOR & FRAME
INTERIOR PAINTING
CLEAN/REPAINT CONCRETE FLOOR

977
126
4
5
3,500
840

SF
LF
EA
EA
SF
SF

2.50
2.00
70.00
80.00
0.85
1.25

2,443
252
280
400
2,975
1,050
7,400

PLUMBING
WATER SERVICE
TOILET ROOM FIXTURES W/ROUGHING
WATER HEATER

1 LS
2 EA
1 EA

5,000.00
7,500.00
1,800.00

5,000
15,000
1,800
21,800
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Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

EQUIPMENT BUILDING - LONG TERM TREATMENTS (CONTINUED)
Unit
Item
Quantity Unit
Price
HEATING SYSTEM
INSTALL HEAT PUMP SYSTEM
& DISTRIBUTION

1 LS

12,000.00

Total
Cost

Group
Total

12,000
12,000

ELECTRICAL
NEW ELECTRICAL SERVICE
TOILET ROOM ELECTRICAL
REPLACE LIGHT FIXTURES & WIRING
REPLACE DEVICES & WIRING

1
2
14
20

LS
EA
EA
EA

3,500.00
1,000.00
500.00
150.00

3,500
2,000
7,000
3,000
15,500

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
6.5%
TOTAL 3 BAY GARAGE - LONG TERM TREATMENTS

99,646
19,929
119,575
17,936
137,511
2,750
140,262
14,026
154,288
10,016
164,304

SAY:

Appendix F: Cost Estimate
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COST ESTIMATE
Project: Fort Gratiot Light Station, Port Huron, Michigan
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Architect: Quinn Evans/Architects

RWB Job # 07-08-B

Estimated by: R.W. Brown & Associates

8/2/07

SITE DEVELOPMENT - ALLOW
Item
VEHICULAR PAVING
PEDESTRIAN PAVING
SITE LIGHTING
REPLACE ORNAMENTAL IRON FENCE
RECONSTRUCT OIL HOUSE
RECONSTRUCT SKELITAL SIGNAL TOWER
RECONSTRUCT BREAKER WALL
ACCESSABLE WALKS
SITE FURNISHINGS
LANDSCAPING
UTILITY MODIFICATIONS - ALLOW
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS @
SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR'S OH&P @
SUBTOTAL
BOND @
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY @
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION @

Quantity
5,600
3,800
1
320
1
1
1,150
2,030
1
1
1

Unit
SY
SF
LS
LF
EA
EA
SF
SF
LS
LS
LS

Unit
Price
36.00
10.00
20,000.00
150.00
18,000.00
20,000.00
30.00
10.00
30,000.00
30,000.00
25,000.00

Total
Cost
201,600
38,000
20,000
48,000
18,000
20,000
34,500
20,300
30,000
30,000
25,000

485,400
97,080
582,480
87,372
669,852
13,397
683,249
68,325
751,574
48,791
800,365

20.0%
15.0%
2.0%
10.0%
6.5%
TOTAL SITE DEVELOPMENT - ALLOW
SAY:
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